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FORRAT OF HEARINGS ON FARMWORKERS IN RURAL ADIERIOA

The Subcommittee .m4 Migratory Labor conducted public hearings
in Washinton, D.C., and in San Franeisco mid Fresno, Calif:, (lur-
ing the 92d Congress, on Wirmworkers in Rural America." These'
hearitigs are contained in the following parts :

. Subject matter Hearings dates
Part

.
1 : Farm' orkers in Rui;#1 Poverty July 22,

September 21 and 22,
, 1971. .

Part 2-: Who Owns the Land? November 5,1971.
Part 3.: Land Ownership, Use, and Distribution

. A. San Francisco January 11, 197/'
B. Fresito ' January 12, 11)72.
C. Safi Prat:else° Janhary 13;1972.

Part 4: Role of Land-Grant Colleges :
A. ' June 19, 1972.
B June 20, 1972.

Part 5 : Appendix : A and B.
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FARMWORKERS IN RURAL ,AMERICA, :197/-1972

V

(Farmworkers in Rural Poverty)

Ta-unsprix, JULY, 22, 1971
./ V. S. SENATE,

SUBCOMMOTTEE ON MIGRATORY LABOR,
OF TIIE COMM1TTEE ON LABOR AND PUBLIC WELFARE,

iTragington; P.O.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice -at 10 a.m., hi room 4232,.

NeW Senate Office Building, Senator AdlaiE. Stevenson. III ..(chair-,
'man of the subcommittee) presiding.

.

Present :Senators Stevenson and Beall.
Committee staff members present: Boren Chertkov, majority Anin-

sel; and Eugene Mittelman, minority:counsel. .

Senator STEVENSON. This Scheduled hearing of the Migratory Labor
Subcommittee will come to order.

This morning webegin a series of hearings on farmers and farm-
workers in rural America. The shape and direction of these hearings
has been described at length in a statement which I have distributed
and which I order inserted, in the rekord at this point.

STATEMENT OF HON. ADLAI E. STEVENSON III, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF ILLINOIS.

In 1813, Thomas Jefferson, in'a letter to his fellow statesman John.
Adams, expressed his conviction that. America, the hew nation, with its
vast uncultivated Ian& and the opportunity they promised, would
bring forth in the world not only a new form of government but a new
kind of man : self-reliant, free; and prosperous.

He wrote:
Here, eversonmay have land to labor for himself if he so chooSes * EVery4

one, by his property, or by his satisfactory situation, is interested in the support
of law and order. And such men may safely and advantageously reserve to them-
selves control over tlwir public affairs, and a degree Of freedom which, in Europe,
would be instantly perverted * *

Jefferson, as politi(tian and philosopher, was our most eloquent
champion of the rural life. He envisioned an America peopled by pros-
porous inftendent citizens, tilling the soil, wielding firm control over
their own destinies and enjoying the fruits of their own labors:

%at' has become of Jefferson's agrarian vision after nearly two
centuries of history ?

The dreama dream of free inen prospering in a rich land,- persists.
But too often,lind in too many places, farmworkers and farmers, 11
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holders and migrants, small farmers and seasonal laborers, do not -
control their own destiny; they are victims; together, of forces beyond-

, their control. .

.

For too many Americans, in too many places, the fruit of their labor-;
is less than' enough to sustain a decent life. Thevtre victims Of rural
poverty, a condition 'which, unlikely as it might have seemed to the .
optimistic statesman of early AiOrica, is now epidemic. in our country.

I. INTRODUCTION

. Rural /poverty is pervasive. It is chronic in some areas, acute in
0. othersbut, it knows no -geographic boundaries.. It follows no racial

lines.. It is not even 'a condition of farms alone, *for it affects-rural
villages, isinall towns, and ultimately the cities, which:tear the impact
of rural outmigration. .

Its effects are, harrowing: widespread hunger and malnutrition;
disease; especially among the very old and the very young, aggra-
vated ?v. woeful shortages of -doe/fors and dentists unemployment
and undei'employment; schools plagued by poor 'facilities,. scant
budgets, low teacher pay and low. educational standards; housing so
dilapidated that the official label, "substandard," seems almost. a,
euphemisin.

The social costs of rural poverty are high and. growing, higher.
Along with its talented young people,, the traditional sense of com-
munity is disappearing from rural America. Public ServiceS in rural
.America are diminishing in 'number and in quality; .tax 'bases tire
being eroded and political boundaries rendered obsolete. The quality

- of life in too many rural Areas leaves int0h to be desired.
r All this has been amply documented. Indeed, what is.now so shock-

.itigabout rural poverty in America is not that! it exists, but that,
having discovered' it and documented. it, we are so- indifferent, to it.

1967, for example, the. President's National. Advisory Commis-
on Rural Poverty issued its;ireport entitled "The,eople Left

' Behind." The report, an urgent and compelling .docrument, was pre-
pared: by a distintkished panel and staff of experts, and led by' an
,eminent chairman. Thousands of man-days of work were involved,
and thousands of public dollars eXpended..

What has been the result ? Can we conclude. that poverty in rural
kiiierica-Itslieen. materially affectednot to say eliminated--since
1997? Vie answer: sadly, is no.

Today, as in 1967, farimiorker4 and small farmers alike share
povertyin some places, abject poverty. Today, as in 1997, little relief
I:4 in sight, and public concern ,for awl). plight is low... .

Today, as then, both farmers and farmworkers are the victims of
decisions and policies beyond their effeettve control. ,

Today, .8S"then,.the migration-from farm to city is accepted as a
necessary fact, of life-.-and our (+log continue to "suffer;

TOday, as in 1967,. many. farmers and farinworkers are being dis-
placed by teebnologleal and mechanical "progress," and efforts to
upgrade. the Vim!, and working conditions of fartnworkers and -farm-
ers areyinet with the contentions that improvements might result in
higherTlibor costs and more labor displacement.
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The problems of the most severely disadvantaged people in rural
Americamigrant and seasonal farmworkerscannot.he described,
much less solved, unless we examine them in the light of tjie larger
difficulty in agricultural America,: rural poverty.

This factand the melancholy facts about rural poverty which: have
changed so little qince the President's Commission reported in 1967
make it not only appropriate bait urgent teat the Subcimmittee .on
Migratory Labor ask some hardquestion,s :

'Pp what extent does rural poverty bxist in 1971, and why does .

it ersist?
at has the mechanization of farming done toor for -the

social and economic fabric of rural America?
Have small farmers and farmi-orkers, in the wake dopravid

changes in- American agriculture, been effectively shut off from
the benefits and safeguards-which other workers in other' Indus-
tries enjoy t,odayi a

IIra the advent of "agribusiness"the rise, of corporations
and. conglomerates as agricultural powershelped to alleviate
rural poverty or to aggravate it?,

4

Is agrigovernment," characterized by massive, support pro-
grams for agribusiness, meeting its responsibility to all the people
and all the institutions in rural America ?

What fare the common interests of small farmers b,nd farm-
workers in the face of political and economic forces which control
their lives which sometimes make them victims of poverty, but
which lie beyond their control ?

The agrarian vision of Jefferson, clearly, is a fading dream for too
many in rural America. For the small farmer and the farmworker,
it may seem that there are forces at work which threaten his very right
to live. Yet there, is no real public policy debate on the future direc- .

tion of rural America. Without a loyal opposition to present alterna-
tive programs and direetions, there is dearly a danger that the forces
of bigness--.-represented by agribusiness and agrigovernmentmay
dominate public and private decisions affecting rural America i that
Government May unwittingly perpetuate the donnnatiori bf agrilaisi-
mess. If that should happen,qmore decisions will be made and more
dollars spent with little or no thought of the impact on the people of
our rural or urban communities.

Yet it is clear that we do not now have the necessary information
to impleant an effective program for rural America.

II. PARMWORKERS, rARIKER8, AND AGRE3178INE8f3 Aminsy RURAL POVERTY

Poverty, certainly, is not universal in rural Atherica.
Large, well-finaneed farms appear to be doing reasonably well , sonal

are obviously, prospering. Technological progress, sophisticated man-
agement, and highly efficient marketing and distribution have led to
astonishing agriculture-industry successes.

These are the facts about the rise Of agribusiness :
Agriculture's asset's total $307 billion, equal to about two-thirds of

the value of, all corporations in the United, States ; or about one-half of
the, market value pf all corporation stocks on the New York Stock
Exchange. Three 7out of ,every 10 jobs in private employment today

9 4
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are related to agriculture. The United States has a $9.1 billion grocery
bill. If vv'e add in the, restaurant tab, it reaches $114 billion annually.

Production of labor-intensive fruit and vegetable crops was by less'.
than 80,000 farms; that produced 80 percent of the $2.7 billion yield.
While only 2 percent of all available cropland was used, it produced
'24 percent of tne value 'of all crops and used 24 percent of all farm
labor engaged-in crop ,pduction. Over 50 percent of all this labor is
seasonal.

Some 7,000 corporations have entered agriculture in the past 11
years; the.number of farms is down, from 3.9 million in 1960 to 2.9
at ppresent, and the average farm size'has increased 31 percent.

Less than 1 percent of all farmers purchased 29 percent of all feed,
24 percent of all machinery, and 41 percent of all hired labor; and
12 percent of all farmers account for tWo-thirds. of all-farm sales
and less than 1 percent make nearly 25 percent of profits in agriculture.

'Government farm programs pay the largest benefits to the largest
Janus. In 1969, the $3.8 'billion paid to bolster farm income went to
the one-third of farmers who had the largest gross sales.

These facts make it clear that neNt forces are at work on the rural
scene. The subconimittec will endeavor to learn more about the impact
of these new forces: Corporations and conglomerates; banks and in- .

surance companies; family coiporations; franchise businesses; proc-
essors; the cinstores; industries providing feed, seed, machinery,
and chemicals; packagers ivid marketers and Max- loss" farmers.
e Corporations and conglomerates engaged in the farming and proc-
essing of labor-intensive fruits and vegetables are directly involved
in the day-to-day lives of farmworkers.,Their decisions clearly affec
the interests of small fitrmers and the "people left. behind" Migrant
seasonal worker4 tenant farmers, sharecroppers, and hired hands.

Have these new forces acted with concern--or callous disregard
for the welfare of small farmers and farmworkers?

Has agribusiness contributed to the welfare of farmworkeis who
have been displaced? Has it supported good, roads, schools, recrea.;
.tional facilities, civic organizations, andphblic services in rural areas?
To what extent do these new business institutions participate in fl"
political process? And withmhat effect?

III. Is TrIbtr, Ax AORMOVERNMENT ?

Changes in rural America that have" substantially affected the
farmer and firmworker have. hot come ;without the deep involvement
of government at every level: Local officials, State and Federal leg-
islators, decisionmakers,,and administrators. .

Governing this sector of the economy, with a declared "moral and
legal responsibility to farmers and farmworkers," is the U.S. De-
partment of Agriculture. The subcommittee explore whether this
massive bureaucracy benefits the many or the few in rural America.
In its examination .of this question, the subcommittee 'will survey
relevant USDA andother Government programs ,.,in terms of .the
priorities that have been established for serving die, needs of all in
rural areas.

Direct and generous subsidies to private interests in the form of
land retirement and conservation programs, income support pro-

10
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grams taxation policies, water and irrigation subsidies, research sub-
sidies for technology and mechanization, pesticides, market services
and surveys, and others whose impact on human problems in rural
America, for good orill, is immense.

Additionally, the subcoinrgittee will study the role of `other public
and private agencies, includinplie Labor Department, the Immigra-
tion and Naturalization Service, agribugness, recruitment agencies,
crew leaders, labor unions, interest groups and ;assOciations, and
Others, to determine what their iinpact is on the future of farmwork,
ers;. small farmers, and othersin rural Amefica.

Clearly, the larger an enterprise, the more able it is to hire lawyeri,
lobbyists, and public ,relations men to voice its concerns. Has the
decline, in the number of farms and farmers reduced the political influ-
ence .a fanners? Or has political power simply become more concen-
trated in. fewer, wealthiet;,liandS that can aff9rd political contributions
to sway votes? If so, what has been the effect On polieyjnaking?

We will also examine the, role and activities of Government-sup-
ported lana-grant colleges.2.-particularly as they relate to the farm-
worker, the small farmer., and the rural community generally. Are
their research programs, outreach efforts, and involvement in the area
of economic, manpower, and social ,problemsfulfilling the congres-
sional intent of meeting the needs of all citizens in rural areas? Par-
ticularly important, should Land -grant colleges be attacking not only
purely agriculture/problems, but a whole tango of social and economic
problems of the rural sector?

IV. LLOISLATIVZ. PROPOSALS TO AID RURAL AMERICA

While the subcommittee's hearings are not directly related. to sped
cific legislative proposals, certainly the problems of rural America and
farmworkers, cannot be considered without reference to the inade-
quacies, omissions, and deficiencies in our present laws.

For all practical purposes, many farmworkers are either specifically
excluded from, or, at best, only minimally included under every major
Federal or State social or worker benefit prograni, such as collectwe
bargaining, minimum wage, workmen's compens#tion, unemployd
ment insurance, child labor laws, wage payment and collection laws,
,social security, welfare, and housing programs. Even when fannwork

fers are covered, enforcement is often inadequate or nonexistent. Thus,
/ the benefits which most I T.S. workers take for granted have been sys-

tematically denied to farmworkers.
I'Vliere legislation makes social and worker benefits available to

armworkers, and this availability is known, farmworkers are still
effectively excluded by their inability to meet unfairly demanding
conditions such as income standards and residence requirements. Even
special programs that have been designed to benefit farmworkers, like
the Farm Labor Contractor Registration Act, the Migrant Health. Act,
food and nutrition programs, housing programs, Manpower programs,

4 certain programs under the Office of Economic Opportunity, and the
Office of Education appear largely useless VI farmworkers because of
inadequate enforcement, lack of awilreness, apathy, discrimination,
poor program design, andlack,of funds.



Even when:migrants are eligible for suchaseistance, they often can-
not afford :. to spend the tremendous time and energy demanded by the
redtape associated with aid programs. Many programs, by holding
out false hopes and promises, actually add to the hopelessness of rural_
people.'

Finally, legal obstacles, residence requirements, and high illiteracy
rates all conspire to limiefarmworker registration and voting partici-

,pation in the .political process.
Thfoughout the course of -the subcommittee's hearings, we will cons

'eider various aspects of a farmworker'sbill of rights, a comprehensive
..,legislative package to cure these exclusions and deficienclies. Similarly,

we will be open to discussion of other legislative actions in the area
of tax reform, Government procurement policies, farm subsidy pro-
grams, rural economic development proposals, development of co-
operative land-use programs, redirection of the priorities of land-grant
colleges, and other possible legislative remedies.

V. RURAL AMERICA---AGRIBUSINTS8 OR SORIOIIIMITRE

Too often the picture of rural Ametbi, today is one of weathered
and empty stores, broken windows, collapsed or unpainted barns,
rusted gas pumps,,,boarded-uphouses unkept farms, and eroded soil.
Too many rural towns are shabby and declining..

These marks of physical decline are poignant symbols'of a continu-
ing human atiggdy in rural 'America.

This tragedy is not the result of chance. It is the result of human- ,choicesand failures to choose over many years.
It is our purpose, in these hearings) to examine those past choices--

in the hops that our choices and decisions in the future will be more
rational and more compassionate,- with the determination that all rural .ar

Americans will share fully in the decisions _that deeply affect their'
.

There is no chance, ,after two centuries, that America can be the
Nation of contented yeoman farmers that Jefferson envisioned. We
have come too far for that: we are a Nation of factories and cities and
superhighways; we are; inevitably for better or for worse, a complexy:
teclmocratic and mechanized society. *

But for those Americans who live on the landsmall farmers
and farmworkersthe deeper meaning of Jefferson's vision, if not its
details, are still worth striving toward: Firsts a rural economy in
which* citizens "reserve to themselves a wholesome control over their
public affairs." And second, a standard of living which insures that 'q
the fruit of a. citizen's labor will bring fulfillment, not penury and
Ilia ions.

It must be our purPose to insure that those great aims are not
', ground beneath the wheels of our fast-moVing society. It will be the

purpose of these heaiings to deterinine whether these aimt are being
served by agribusiness and agrigoyernment today. And. if notwhy
not.

Not only rural Americans but all our citizens have a stake, in the
answers we find.

I would like fo recognize, to begin the hearings, that my colleague
Senator Hubert Humphrey and others in the Senate, are also dee

111...1...reri
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, concerned:about 'conditibnsS rural .....A erica. We on, the Migrat
Lala'or S.ubdoilirnit-t4e intend td-work-do eiywith them.Vhis yearfas
a memberof the Senate Agriculture Committee, Senator Humphrey

.. has assumed the chairmanship of n new subcomMittee On rural devtel-,
op cent. We oh the.subcomrnittee.of Migratory I.Abor look forwfrd
to tke,-crtributions. of that' subcommittee to the tasleof finding the
,Aolutions to problenis dui rural areas;. and particularly anticipate with
grdirinteresttlie,publication of Senator. I-Iumphrey's sulicomin' ittee's,
research into the teonomicand SOcial conditiong in rural America us.
a lellowitp to. the relip'rt of the President's National Advisory, Com-.
omission ourRuralPOverty. . ' :

.-' In the;prantinie,-.in order tha we nr4ght establish the cOntexte of
our ,intensive study :of the-_fa,rmworker in. rural America, -We are
pleased, to haVe dislinguishe,d. witnesses "-here thi;,,morning,. the first
of whom is--Gov. Edwarclp,,T. Brea,thi ti who;served as chairmak-of-
the, President's National Advisory omm.ission oil Rural l'ov-ety,
=4-recently *completed -work on a ord Foundation project on rural /
poverty. . ' % ''.- ,,, ... ; ..

. Velookne, .Gov-ernor Breathitt: I know, in'-.-view of your 1 ng'and
distyingtiished record d-of service in government,: both at the State sandd
national level, And youedevotion to the cause of making Tura Amer-
ica a heiiitier place fOr all people, that you ban :contribute immeasur- D
'ably .tesone of our first objectives, which is to describe coiltlitions in
rural America at' this time:

--Do you have a statemeritp Governor, that you would ,like ,to enter.
the"izecord?-

;-3/1f.--Bardi,,rturiT. Yes; J do.
Senator STEVENSON. You can proceed as you wish. We wi t yatf

-statement in the record at the end bf-your testimony in any event and
you may summarize your statement or proceed in any way you choose.

' 1
STATEMONT OF EDWARD BREATHITT:FORMER GOVERNOR OF.

KAITUCICY AND CHAIRMAN, PRESIDENT'S NATIOTIArADVISORY
COMMISSION ON RTIRAL ilOVERTY, 987

Mr. l3RWHITT. Thank you very much, Se ator. .

I appreciate- the opportunity to? appear befofe this subcommittee
as it tleliberates On some of the Most important prOblenas that' face

'the Nation todayproblems that involve personal tragedy for, a large
:number of Athericans and possible grave ccinsequencies for all of,, us,
'lie 'natter what our place of residence, our occupation, or our status

I wish: you Well in your informatiOR seeking and I hopayai Will be
able to devise legislatiVe.solutions to situations that have noft only
challenged us for,years but havetalao shamed us by their existence.

Nearly 5. years ago I was calm to chair A Presidential commis:
sion studying the broad Subject7of rural poverty. The CoMm.ission. re
port.Was issued in September 1967.

The ipfoiniation and the opinions I will pass along here today come
in large Tart froni the stuAies of that Commission, plus activities I
have engaged in since thAt time on. behalf of the Ford,Foundation and
to satisfy my own personal interest in the subject,
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I would like at this time Co pay respect to the members of the Presi-
dent's National AdvisorY Commignon on Rural Poverty and to the
1irofessiOnal staff which worked with the Commission. This staff vas
headed, by Dr. C. E; .Bishop who is now\ chancellor of the University.
of Maryland at College Park. .

I am delighted to see thatoone oul. outstanding members of the
Commission is to testify this morning, Wilson King fram your State,
Senatbr.. , .

It is my opinion that the Commission report was outstanding. It gave
'the Commission and staff considerable -satjsraction at the time, and,,
viewed years later, it stills-eents to be a valuable and applbpriate
piece of Work. P yy

You have asked me to help define rural poverty as it exists today.
Fowr years -ago we reported that. 14 million persons resided in

poverty in rural AmeriCa. This was some 25 percent of the people who
lived in rural areas.

These poor, we pointed out, were located ill all parts' of the Nation,
from migrant labor cauipQ in south" Florida to Eskimo villages in

- Alaska, from Indian reservations in. the Southwest to New England,_
I from Appalachia to the Great Lakes,,to the. Corn Belt, to the Rockies,

to the Pacific.
We said that rural areas contained higher percentages of the very

old and the very young; of the uneducated, and the unskilled, fewer
of the people who could be rally productive. 4,

We said,' that people in rural America had health ,problerns not ex-
perienced by urban people. That despite the stories of poor urban
housmg,Lhorrible and true it, was, on the whole, better than rural
housing. A

We reported that rural poverty was not simply a problem of people
not having enough of the comforts of life, but often of having next to
nothing at all, that there were people suffering from lack of clothing
and fuel, that there was widespread hunger in rural America. -

The report said that the rural citizen who looked to agriculture for
a living was having an increasingly hard time of it and that the
family farm was in danger of extinction.

We said that the larm held little fascination for the youhg because
they saw such opportunity to make a good living from farm-
ing. We said' that the chance to follow other vocations was lacking in
most rural:areas.

_And the 1967 repent pointed out the obvious
7

that many of the.
problems of the cities relate directly to rural poverty and that the
longei rura l residents fail to find opportunity where they are and
feel they must migrate, the more urban problems will be intensified.

These observations were made 4 years ago in "The People e Left
Behind," the report by the President's National Advisory mmis-
sion on Rural Poverty.

Sadly, weValust face the fact that nothingmich has changed in the
last 4 years, that the report' ill has currency and validity: ,

True, the figure and the percentages have changed in some categories
to indicate a measure of improvement..

Statistics in other categories, on the other'hand, can be interpreted
as shoWing rural residents even more poverty- cken than before.
And certainly this is likely, o ,be true in a pe of recession such
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as we are experiencing, even though some persons already poor may be
statistically closer to tfieir neighbors who have suffered greater recent
geverses.

Some figures may show that slightly fewer people may be living in
vertyaT rural. America/than at times during the last few years. These

figures Ste not necessarily encouraging.
They may melm only that more poor rural re,sideiits have taken the

bus to the nearest city where they,will be even poorer urban residents,
fighting bleak employment prospects and otherwise .scratching to
survive ih an unfamiliar environment.

iffheifthis happeni, the problem of urbanoverty has been increased,.
But I think It is important to point out tharearal povedy has not been
correspondingly decreased.

When an individual or a family moves from the country, toihe city
because of unemployment or underemployment, the city and the cowl-
try both. lose.
\ I'm sure thd Senator is familiar with uptown Chicago where a great

Inumber of Appalachian aitiens moved there and have added greatly
to the problem of that. great city. The city must provide care and sery
ice.4 for thbni:

The city must provide care and services, which most cities are hard-
put to provide d to finance at the presoit. Even a, perSon who gets
a yob an e,s an. adjustment to city living in a, relatively short

. time adds the crowing and the congestion and competes with per-
sons already there his job;.for housing for health services,. and
transportation.

the rural area which lost this unemployed citizen may gain short
immediate advantage in not having to provide. support for him and

. his fatally but this is by no means certain to be significant because
many rural jurisdictions provide little such support.

It is certain, however, that the area has lost a, potential producing
citizen, a potential taxpayer, and a potential link in the economic
chain thatxinst be forged if the community is not to fall completely
apart.

I know that in my own State of Kentucky the total economy would
, be healthier and both city and country living would be better if we
had devised some way during the last 30 or 40 years to make citizens
self-sufficient in their home communities.

And I am sure that rural areas in States that are neighbors of
mine would be better off if community leaders had urged and helped

. people to stay and participate in the economic life of the community?
even though their value as workers in agriculture and other rural
pursuit had ceased to 'exist.

The story of rural poverty is a story of human waste and the
, " Nation must not allow it to continue.

The fact that rural poverty causes urban poverty is a fact I have
referred to a, number of times,, and is, in itself, a sufficient reason
to call on all our resources to eliminate rural poverty.

But let us for a little while consider rural poverty alone, on its own
demerits. Let us consider only the poverty.that has not left the coitn-
try for the city. And let s ask if America does not ,ows,,,the large
number of citiiens who ate its victims something better. m the way
of -
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1sking that, let us also ask if we do not owe something.more to our 4,,
own pride in being Americans and if it is right that. the conscience
of this great Nation remain undisturbed ..by the plight of a large
"number of its people.

I speak of t lase who are now destined to live out their lives in dis-
comfort, loneliness, and. squalor,' many Of them cold in the winter,
wet when it rains, himgry most of the time, living in homes without' C
heat; without plumbing, without electricity, lacking hea4h care, lack-

. ing communication with their neighbors, lacking transportation out
of the neighborhoOZI.
' Thkis-14 citizens are also ,destined to live out their lives' with little

`:.education, no marketable skills, without cultural advantages or re-
sources of any_ kind. They do .not know enough 6 exist other than_
marginally ana--they are-.-titlimatveroy---tif--qtifexeiit9i6sitioli f,6 offer
them the moitmeniarand onerous employment

They ,do not partiCipate in communitractivity nor are they likely ,

to contribute to the good of the community They are less likely to vote
than other Citizens. Their legacy to their children will be a lifetime o
the same kiwi of bleak existence. '.

It would be nice if these. Amerieins had been conjured up by some
inventive person seekiftg to, influence some'program or some course of ,
4ctiort, if they were the product of some poetic fancy.

But they are, real. Their story is told in table after table, chart
after chart, that show the disparity between urban life and rural life

',hi many vital categories : \ . .

There are f wer doctors per capital in rural areas. Therv, are fewer
dentists. The are fewer people who get' physical examinations. There
are fever rsons covered by medical insurance. Birth rates are
higher. Infant mortality is higher. There are more elderly people with. .

disabilities.
'Ediicational attainment is lower. There are fewer schools. There tre

more substandard housing units, fewer Units with plumbing and elec-
tricity. There are fewer days worked, wages are lowerand, of course,
personal income is lower. So much lower than the percentage of persons

iiirrural areas living in poverty is nearly twice that of persons in urban
areas: .

The people in rural America have traditionally followed many lines
.. of work. Mining, lumbering, fishing and small industries of numerous

types have been and are important-Opportunities in many of these
endeavors seem to have diminished in recent years and they have pro-.
duced their share of the migrants who leave their rural homes to travel
in almost endless patterns across the face of America.

Agriculture has been, of course, the main business of rural America
and I would like today, in closing my testhnony to,point particularly
to the need for it to be providing greater Income for those who

follow it. , .,

The health- of rural America, can never be sound as long as the
fa,rmer,- the man who has always been the baCkbone of the nonurban
portion of this Nation, is not able to make an adequate living, care for
his family,properly and look to an old age free from want.

Rural Atizencrt can neverlae healthy as long as the farmer's son
decides farining is not for him, and leaves for other pursuits, leaving
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odd behind not only the family farm but leaving also a economic
where once there was economic activity.

. There are many people who have observed fife situation and-given
, . up on family farms, senator. In qtr hearings initially, the people who

first testified a our heikrings,, many of the people I have worked with,
have told me there is really no future forthe family farm.. After our'
year and a half work oft the Commission, I think most of those meipbers '
are convinced that the family fant is a living center for a tremendous
number of American people as an institution, provided we have the
ability in this country to provide the assistance to institution, to.
offer opportunities to hold the children at home, that canna break
the hearts of the school superintendents and the teachers who work -
in the country schools with these young people'by seeing them l'e'ave,
because there,is no opportunity, or break the hearts of their parents
when those children leave. .

Most of them would %rather stay. We = would. like to point out aled.
- urge that this is one aspect we must not just write' off. The acreage
that he leaves no, longer prodtices 'food and it no longer prodnces
income for the people who did usiness 'with tile son's father.

Gone are the sales made to bin by local-merchants and faa7n supply
people. Gone are file commissi ns made on hi livestock. Gone is the

_business he did with his neighboring insurance ligency and his bank.
Gone are the taxes he would ha *e paid to local government:

It is no exaggeration to say that not only farms but farming coin-
ramifies are dying in many p rts of the United States, being vacated
by the farmer who can no lo ger make a living. farming and biing
shunned by the farmer's sons And. daughters who arenot attracted by
the hard work that is likely to produce only a marginal existence.

it is also no exaggeration to point out that this dimension of rural
poverty could jeopardize ,oun.national- well-being by causing a crisis
in food production.

Farming has never been an easy vocation to follow but policies
. and' situations that allow the, farmer to realize only a small portion
of the amount the consumer, pays for the food he boysat this time
about 39 percenttire making it intolerable and impossible.

The Nation must make changes so that the farmer may be properly
compensated for the work he does and for the investment he has
made. A things stand today he creates wealth on which others can
make a pr t but gets precious little profit for himself.

The farme .andI speak of the small farmer here, not the tax-loss
farmers, not the major corporate farmers, those farmers Pin sure ,

Wilson King will testify about in his testimony- =these small farmers
must be allowed to be a ful l). partner in their own enterprise. .

I believe that most of our citizens would like to live in rural
Americaand public opinion pcillAndicate that this is true. How a

many of these people would actually move to the rural areas if they
had to make that determination, I don't know; but the fact that they
say they would like to points out the basie problem in urban living,
thit faces many people, . .

It is to the advantage of the cities, the country, the small towns, and
the Nation as a whole. that they be allowed to follow this wish, that
the opportunities and-the services and the conveniences be created that
would make the prospect of their leaving our glutted metropolitan
areas a reasonable prospect.
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And it is to the advantage of all concerned, as well is simple equity,
that things be done to improve the quality of life fob those who now
live i our rural areas so. that they may stay.there and find the full
advantages of citizenship.

I hope this subcommittee, Senator, will succeed in getting some of
these improvements started.

Let rite tell you how disappoi,uting it is after dedicating a year and
a half of my life.,,as 'chairman of th e PreSideptial commission with
high hopes, grid I mean it was a hard-working committee; we held
hearings all over, this country, we had a number of dedicated people
who worked on that conarasion, outstanding people in their fields ;0;a....
started out with every support, and I can recall when we metf at the
White House with the President and he gave us our chall'inge and our
charge, we did accept it and when we filed this report it was right in
the period in late 1967 when the poverty bill was facing he prospect
of failing in the\Congress of the United States, and. this report was
almosthuried and nothing had been done. \

I think it is Very important, and I think 'you have a tremenddus
opportunity, Senator, you and Senator Humphrey and Senator Pear-
son and those who are showing iintere,s1 now in holding hearings and
introducing leglislation, to pick this up and go" with it; but I certainly
hopesou can do what many of us have failed to fjo, and that's to alert ,
the people of this country to this tremendous prdblem anti get action. !

ost nothing has happened. I know how a distinguished citizen
ot you.r State, Governor Kerner, now Judge Kerner Who headed an-
other Presidential commission at the same tithe, did an outstanding
job, I think, in pointing out to the country the problems that existed.
He gat early publicity and. his report had wide circulation and I'm
satisfied it will have some effect, but when it comes to totaling up the
actual examples of implementing the recommendations of that report,
we find alMost nothing has been done:

I predict 'that the commission that Senator Harris and Mayor
Lindsay and others are working on will recite the same litany that
we have recited in this report, and many of.the things in 'the 1Cerner
report will be recited, but the tragic thing in America is that that's

( where it ends.
Thank goodness we have people like you, Senator, and your sub-

commitree and, your staff who are dedicated to doing something about
it. You have my support, and wherever those of us who are interested
in this area can be of any help, we'll give you all the help we can.

Senator STEVENSON. Thank you very much for your most helpful
stdement.

Why is it that there hasn't been any action? is this the fate of reports
of all Presidential commissions, or does it have-something to do with
the pöwerleesnee s of the poor ?

. BREATILLTI% I think it wasn't good.politics to be for powerty, solv-
ing the problems of-poverty in 1967. The bill was almost defeated to
provide for the appropriation for the extension of a poverty program.
I think that was one thing. "'

We didn't have the public support in the county spat towns in
America. I think many people were not willing at that time or perhaps
able to provide the leadership in the Congress, and the executive .de-
partment of the Government didn't feel they had the support to provide
the leadership to do what needed to be done in this country.
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I think it is a sad commentary on this Nation that has held out the.

Anterican dream for so long that we have been unable to do it and that'.
we abandoned 14 million people to a hopelesss situation unless we do
something.

Senaftor STEVENSON.. Do. yOu think we have regressed in many
.respects? -

Mr. Bur.anirrr. Oh, yes; I think there's no question of that.
Senatoi STEVENSON. Is it fair to say that Government policies on the

whole have accelerated the migration from small farms in. rural
America to our already overcrowded cities, accelerating the continuing.
trend toward bigness in agricultufe?

Mr. Bittivrnrrr. I think thiit's true: For one thing, Senator, rural
America has no strong effective adversary group that encompasses the

;00 entire area of rural America. In our great cities the Urban-League, the 4
Conference of Mayors, and so on, have provided a tremendously effec-
tive voice that speaks in a very effective way before the Congress and
before the Nation, but there is no counterpart to that in 'viral America.

We have strong onunodity ,groups, strong farmer groups, strong
environmental groups thit are-concerned about rural America, but we,
have no strong adversary group that has a constituency that ignailitant
and strong uld demanding that something be don*.

I think that's one thing we lack. I think that would help the situation
to provide the support that those of you who are interested in solving
these problems. need. 4

Senator STEVENSON. You spoke of uptown Chicago. In fact, my home
is very near uptown. Chicago. We are all familiar with conditions that
exist in large part in most of our large cities, and we hear a greatdeal
about conditions in'the smallest communities, the rural areas, too; but,
we don't hear much about the intermediate sized cities throughout the .
country. I find in my own Stlite communities like Blodmington and
Quincy are stagnating% they aren't growing unless there's: university
present in the community, in which case they grow. But these are com-
munities which also are heavily dependent upon agriculture.

As migration continueeto the big cities, these intermediate-size
cities wither on the vine. They, too, have rotting inner cities,/ rotting
cores. There's no growth in most of those communities. You 'end up,
at least in my own State, with every community suffering as a result
of conditions in rural. America, and in my own State, which is rela-
tively rural except in the northernmost part of the State, that includes
a lot of people and a lot of communities. i

How do we begin to reverse some of these trends? How-do we change
our policies from encouraging virtually 11 of the growth in this

becountry in the larger metropolitan area , which are coming in-
creasingly crowded, increasingly ungove able, and in some cases un-
inhabitable? ITowslo we redirect growth to diese intermediate-sized
cities, and get some foundations on which to build? Itry do we go

iabout t ? t I
Mr. Thinnuirrr. Well, Senator, one of our great problems is in the

eastern half of our State; in The central and western areas where we
have agriculture problems; and the eastern part, of course, (m'r prob-
km is not agriculture because the mining industry has become auto-
mated, and a tremendous number of negple who previously worked in
the coal mines have gone into these areas
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Th.eProblinn. they receive when they 05-. to an intermediate-size
town is that they cannot find the job opportunities. They do not have

. the social services that can help them get the type of vocational -edu-
cation necessary to equip them.

YOU have a 45-year-old coal miner who may have black lung prob-
lems, he's simply riot able to make it in his hometcoin, and he hears
from his cousin n Dayton, Ohio, that lie Might have a job for him,
and he goes up there, and he's out of a job market, so he finds no help

'there.
Many of your social workers have had to come back, for example,

in eastern Kentucky, from 3ToAr intermediate cities and large cities
and make a study of the problems in the home areas of these migrants
before they can effectively help them in these cities. . .

I think it's' importoant that you have programs that can train them,
arid programs that can provide jobs, and programs to provide)hOusing
and_programs that can provide adequate health. facilities for these peo-.
ple, and certainly educational facilities for their children;. and they
are finding those programS have not b'een provided.

The same is true in their own home communities, so they do.not have
to leave. The family farm is. a good. place to live if they can make a
living; and they probably can't -make it purely out of agriculture as
they 'did at the turn of the century, hat if you provide a lob where the
children can work in that job there and live .there, and Work on -the
.farm on weekends; or afternoons and holidays, it's un added 'income
to them and their families, and if you can provide health facilities
and social opportunities andprovide transportationfacilities; libraries
andSchools, and the advantages they want in life for themselves and
their children, it would be great. .

I can remember when President. Johnson in 1964 rnadu a tour of
the Appalachians to see. the. poorest persOn they could find in the
United. States. We had Secretary Wirtz, members of the Cabinet, and
akig retinue of newsmen frdm Washington coming down with tele-
vision cameras in a big bus, and we walked way up in the valley to
see, this fellow living in a little shack in eastern Kentucky.

It was a beautiful. spring day, and everybody was perspiring and
hot and uptight from all the problems, and they foundlhis- fellow,
to come save him, and I was sitting with your fellow Illinoisan, former
Label. Secretary Willard Wirtz, and he said this fellow is supposed to
be the least privileged citizen of the country, and the dogwoods and
redbuds were blooming, there was a clear little stream . and the air
was unpolluted, chickens were playing in the yard: He said, "I'd like
to change places with him."

,Now
change

that fellow had .a job and his children had the encourage -
anent to have a good education, his little hillside garden farm could
help him. Those children could be productive members of society
and not create o, problem to uptown Chicago or Dayton, Ohio, or

.Indianapolis.
There are thousands of family farms. with great people, excellent

citizens, productive and hard working, and their children leaVes
talked to the schoolteachers at South Christina High School and
elementary schools, it breaks their hearts. They want to live there, their
families for generations have been living there.-.You,t grandfather's
old farm is there in Christian Connty.

(-)
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They will tome home on long week ends. The bridges on the Ohio
River on long holiday weekends areTroWded with Illinois, Indiana,
and Ohio cars, that are really Kentuckians coming home. Many of
the wives and families are still there on the old farm.

This situation exists' all over the country, and why worry about
solving this with' some drainage new town when millions of people in
this country, if we, provide a simple opportunity for them where, their
families for generations have survived and lived and made a contri-
bution. It's not all that difficult. '

New towns are great as an experiment, and perhaps may offer real
Ihope, but air industrial park in small town in rural America where

you have the other thing's that will attract an industryschools, trans-
portation, health facilities for communities, hOusing,'nollegbs, and
cultural advantages will attract industry. We found it when we built
,our roads in the mountains, n the rural areas. I had our Commerce
Department make a study, and 'it is amazing the job 'opportunities
that followed these transportation routes that opened up in these areas.

Senator Srm*Nsorr. Governor, I've been out in similar parts of
America wherdthe dogwoods don't blossom in the spring. In the 'Rio
Grande Valley not long. ago, we saw a flood of labor coming across
the bridge from Mexico to add to the already.flooded labor market. We
saw oranges rotting on the trees. We saw very little economic develop-
nlent, yet with a year around growing season in south Texas, we
thought°, good potential for economic development existed, including
the development of food protessing industries to use all the labor that
is there.

Yet we saw very little Manufacturing processes, and verplittii 'in-
dustry in the valley. As far as I could tell, there was very little prospect'
for'industry. 'What does it take to get industry into, such areas?

Is it 'true, as some clafm, that farmworkers do not have the skills
otthe motivation to take or fill jobs in industry? , -

Mr. BanArnriT. Senator, in our studies, and we held hearings in
the Southwest and on the Pacific Coast, our studies &Owed what every
study has alnys shown, that's true, they don't have the motivation,
tin* don't have the job opportunities, they don't have the *education.
'Unless we provide it for the young and the middle aged, and the
trainables, you're going.to have an endless cycle of just the same thing.

Once you have a tranied labor pool, an once you do provide the
incentives and opportunities for ernployment, you start getting into,
the problem, and we foupd areas in the country, surprisingly few,
but we did find areas wherethis has been done. But there are no pro-
grams to adequately hoqse, adequately care for the medical problems,
adequately educate and adequately train theSe people, and adequate job P
placement and counseling; and there's no intermediate program to
provide a livable income for them. ,

Senator STEVENSON. SO many of these PeOle must have some rnotiva-
tion. They go all across this country in a desperate search for jobs
Very low paying; hard jobs. Why aren't there programs to providethe
opportunities, to develop the skills, or to improve housing, education,
and services in areas such as the Rio'Grande Valley ?

Mr. Banismirrr. Sentutor, they aren't there because we haven't had
the leadership and support to provide it. Until we have that leadership
and support to provide it, you won't have it because these 14 million
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people hive no organized Voice. Thdre are powerful lobbyists in Wash-
representing all other groups, but there's no. powerful lobby

in `Washington representing these 14mill ion people.
Senator BEALL. I 'apologize, Gov'ernor, for.not,l)ein,g here to hear -

your whole statement. I understand from your remarks that. one an-
Slyer is the Government Must help to provide education.

It seems to me the Appalachian program is one of the best programs
-We've come up with in recent years whereby we're building a .buse
in providing more schools, -more vocational training opportimities,
more hospitals, more regional medical centers, providing a base upon
which private, industry can conic -in and develop these areas; Isn't
that true? Hasn't that program been of assistance?

Mr. BauelniTr. That's right, Senator, and I think what that has
done is to prove these prog.ra.ms can be effective, if we have an adequate
number of programs, and adequate commitment on the part of this
country providing for all of our citizens.
. You can take counties in the Appalachian area where they've actu-
ally reversed the migration of labor, where they've. Used imaginative

grams, where these highways have opened. up and where they've
°gated community colleges and health centers. People,are willing to

locate a plant there and they are findiiig, it an excellent labor pool.
I'll give you an example. In Floyd County, Ky., I talked to the

school superintendent about his work experience with a training pro-
gram that Congressman Qtrl Perkins iniMally worked very hard to
get. These children of these Parents weren't, dropping out of school
after their parents were working-on a public project and going to a
training program and learning to read and write, because they de-
veloped a pride because the father was working and bringing home
a paycheck and not bringing° home food stamps, but they were pro-
grams funded by the Congress and initiated by the executive branch
of Governme,nt, and by leaders within Congress, and it has worked
and will work.

The Appalachian program is a great success in. my judgment be-
cause of the direct results of thecie typo -

BEALL. Experience probably teaches us we're a lot niore
successful when we zero in on a, regional, approach because we're taking
a part of the colmtry where the problem exists and treating it.

.51r. BREATIIITL Certainly you have to a roich the problem of the
American Indian in the Southwest, or the Mexican Americans, or the .

Ap lachian whit, or delta black, but, there are basic, underlying
pr lems that, exit with every one of them. That's the failure of our
sod ety and our country to provide basic opportunities= for education
and jobs and a decent living environmikt that develops a healthy pro-
ductive citizen.

I.think the same general approach can be applied all over the eoun-'
try. Now, implementing it, I think the regional concept is an excellent
way to do it. I wish instead of just an Ozarkeommission, a New
England commission, an Appalachian commission, or Great Lakes
commission, that we'd leave a system whereby everiState, every area
could work within a regional commission; or an entity that would
mobilize all resources of the Federal Government and State and local
governments toward solving these problems.
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There are other things" I think we found in rural America, partic-
ularly the problem of adequate credit, long term, low interest credit

-in rural areas direct credit and other methods aren't comparable to
the credit opportunities you find in the smaller cities. That's true
today. Fortunately, I understand that legislation is being considered,
or being introduced before the Senate by members of both parties;
Senator Humphrey and. Senator Pearson and others have an interest
in it, and I certainly hope that that problem will be alleviated in the
near future.

Senator. Butz. We have all these programs Washington for
-education, housing, and. so on. To what extent does rural America
suffer because rural America isn't as skilled in the art of grantsman.
Ship as the more sophisticated parts of our country

Mr. BREATHITT. It suffers because,mayors in the larger cities have
outstanding staffs, but again not only youp regional approach to solvethe prof em on a multi-State basis, but within States, the multicounty
districts are providing that know-how to a group of county judges and
mayors of small towns.

You take the mayor ofRobinson County, Ky., a county` of 2,60. He
may make $121 month and have no help, no staff, or a county judge,
he doesn't have the time:ge has to go to Cleveland for airport
has to go to Atlanta for housing, Charlotte for educational assistance,
and lie doesn't ,have tile budget to around on that merry -go -round
to all the Federal agencies from the Great Lakes to the South All anti c.

But if he's a part of a .multicoutity area that includes Lexington,
Ky., and you have a trained fellow that's a pretty good grantsmen
and understands the programs and has the help of the extension serv-
ice of the university Wilting up the board, and sonie-Fgeral assistance,
the VA and others in the area, Farm Credit Administration, Soil
Conservation Service, then this fellow with that kind of help can put
together applications and they can get their fair share.

The main thing they can plan for the development of their area and
establish good priorities, whereas a Jot of times if you just sit there
and letit be planned insome office in Washington, their priorities may
be outlawed. It may be a good thing to have an airpdrt or State park
or something else in the area, but that may not be the item of greatest
priority in the area.

I think it's good to start at the local level. and develop the expertise,
establish priorities and develop a program, and then work up to the
regional level and then to the Federal Government. If you cando that,
once ,you get to the Federal Government, you've got to have the pro -

grams, however, and today I don't think we have the programs.
It would be very frustrating if this local county judge, the local

mayor developed this program and they have a big mass meeting of allthe citizens, they all see a new day is coming, they go to the regional
meeting and get what help they can get there, and get turned down
in Washington because they don't have adequate funds and there is no
bill that will provide it, ii's still languishing in committee.

They are frustrated, they lose confidence in the Government, they go
home out of desperation and move to uptown Chicago.

Senator Srzvrxsorr. Governor, I think you put your finger on one of
the problems here, the powerlessness of the rural poor. We had a case
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pbint just a few days a o in the Senate. The Government has a pro-

Such'es sections 236 and 236 of -the Housing Act, to provide

ousing for low-income citizenspublic housing for the poor. None of

those programs reach the rural poor. They don't meet the income
requirements of section 235 or 236, and there's no other public housing

. programhat is adequately funded for rural America.
There are some FHA-administered programs that are intended to

provide low-interest loans,but they're not adequately administered or

funded. The reason is thepowerlessness of the people in rural America,

There's legislation on the books, there are some programs, but.thq are
not really working.

Well, I want to thank you again, Governor. X recently arrived here

in the Senate. I don't feel like-Secretary Wirtz. I'm not ready to trade

4' my job for the fejl0 NV sitting on the stream. It sounded like one of my

relatives in Kentucky.
Mr. Ntrarzirrr. I do appreciate this Opportunity to testify, and you

will be very welcome in our home county and State, and with your
permission and the permission of the committee, Senator Nall, I
would like to -file the work of our committee for rural America. If I

can do that, I'll get that material together and send it to you.
(The material referred to appears in the appendix.)
Senator Sa'svmsow. Thank youvery much, Governor.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Breathittfolloyvs :)
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July,22, 1971

appreciate the opportunity to appear before this subcOmnittee as

it deliterates on some of the most importont problems that face the

nation today -- problems that invelve personal tragedy for a large

kumber of Americans and possibloLgrave eensequences for all~ of us, no.

matter What our place of residence, Wr occupation Or our status in,life.

'I wish you well in your inforMation-seeking and I hope you will be

able to devise legislative solutions to situations that 'havenot only

challenged u$ for years but have also shamed us'by their existence.-

Nearly five Years.ago.'1. was called on to chair a Presidential

commission studying the broad subject.of rural poverty.. The commission

A
report Was issued in September 1967.

The, information and the opinions I will pass along here today come.

An large part from the studies of.that coamission;,plus activitiet:I

have engaged in since that time on behalf of the Ford Foundation and to

satisfy my: own personal intercist in the !Abject.

I would like at this time to pay, respect to the members Of the

PresidentssNationalAdOsory Commission on Rural Poverty and to the

prefessional staff which worked with-the commission. ThiS staff was

headed by Dr. C. E. Bishop who is now chancellor of the University of,

Maryland at,College Park.

It,is my opinion that the commission report was outstandinn. It

gave the commission and staff considerable satisfaction at the time

2.5
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and -- viewed four .yeivs- later -- it still seems to be a- Val ua bl e

and appropriate piece of work.

You have eshed me. to help define rural povertv ps it exists

"today.

four years ego V( rtnorted that fourteen mififon persons resided

in pavortv in rural fdrica. This K1550:rP p:enty-five per cent of

the people vho lived in rural areas.

These poor, wepointed out were located in all parts of the nation,.

,f'rom migrant labor err! ns.in south Florida to 'Eskimo villagesoin Alaska,

''(''from Indian reservations in the Southveit to New England, from Appalachia

to the Croat Lakes, -to the corn belt, to th2 Nickles to the Pacific,

Ue said thht rural areas contained higher pergeftiges of the very

ny

The report said that the rural citizen who epked to agriculture

old and the very young, of the uneducated and the unshilled,..fewer of

the people who could he really, productive.
.0 .

We said that People in rural America had health problems not

experienced by urban people. That, despite the stories of poor urban ,

.housing -- horrible and true -- it was, on the Whole, better than

rural housing

..

11:e reported that rural poverty was not simpy 4 pYoblem of people

not having eno60 of the comforts of life but often of having next to

nothinp at all.-.:.That there were people suffering from lack of clothing

and fuel, that tceet vas widespread hunger in ru al America.

for a living was having an increasingly har11 time of-it and that the

family farm was in danger of extinction.
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We said that the farm held little fascination foi: the young

because they saw such little opnertuniLy to -make a good living from

farming. "We" said that the chance to follow other'vocations was lacking

in most, rural areas.

And the 1E,'67 report pointed out the ,obvious...t t mariyqf the

problenis of the cities relate directly to rural poverty andithat the

longer' rural residents fail to find opportunity whei=e they are and feel

they must migrate, the more urban prOblems will.be exacerbated.,

These observations were made four years ago in The Peonle Left

Behind, thee repgrt by the President's National Advisory Commission on

"-Rural Poverty.

Sadly; wemust face the fact that nothing much has changed in the

Vfist four years -- that the report still has currency and validity.

True, the figures and the.percentageS have chahged in some 'categories

to indicate a measure of improvement.

Statistics in other categories, on the other hand, can be interpreted,

as'Wowing "rural residents even-more poverty-striden than before. .And
certainly this is likely to be true in a period of recession such as we

are experienCing, even though some persons already poor may be-statistically

closer to their neighbors who have suffered greater recent reverses.

Some figures-may show that slightly fewer people may be living in

poverty in rural America than at times during, the last few years-. These

figures are not necessarily encouraging. ;0'
They may mean only that more poor rural residents have taken the

bus to the nearest city here they will be even poorer urban residents,

fighting bleak,employment prospects and otherwise scratching to survive:

in an unfamiliar environment.



When this happens,,ithe problem of urbari,..poverty has been increased.

put I think it is important to point out that rural poverty has not been

correspondingly decreased.

When an individual or a family moves from the cduntry to the city

because of uneMployment or under-employment, the city and theCountry

both lose,

The city must provide care and servicesWhich mostcities are

hard-put to provide and to finance at the present. Even a perscin who

gets aJoband Makes an adJustmenttO city living in a relatively short

time adds- to the crowding and the Congestion and competes with pesoris

already there for his job, for housOngi,for-healthiServices and

transportation,

The rural area which.lost this:UnemploYed citizen may gain short

immediate advaotage in not having to provide suppOrt for him and his

family but this ib by no means certain to be significant because many

rural jurisdictions provide little such support..

It is certain, however, that the area has lost a potential Producing

citizen, a potential taxpayer and a potential lihk7in the economic'chain

that must be forged if thecommunity is not to fall completely apart:

I know that_in my'own state the total economy would be healthier

and both city and country living...would be better if we had devised some

way during the last thirty or fOrty years to make citizens self-sufficient

in" their home communities.

And I am sure that rural areasig states,that are neighbors to mine

would be better off if community leaders had urged and helped people co

stay and participatP in the eConCMic life Ofthe community even though
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'their value as workers in 'agriculture and, other rural pursMittTW

ceased to exist. :

The story. -of rural poverty is a story of humeri waste and 'the nation

must not allow -it to Atince.

The fact that rural poverty causesmrban poverty is a fact I have

referred to a number of times...and is, in itself, a2sufficient reason

to call on all our resources to eliminate rural pOverty.

ButAet us, for a little'while, consider, rural Overty alone, on.

its Own demerits. Let us consider only the poverty that has not left

the'Country for the' city.

And let us ask if America does not owe the large number of citizens

who are its victims something better in the way of opportunity.

Asking that, let us also ask if we do:not owe something more to

our own pride in being Americans and if it is right that the conscience

of thiS great nation remain .undisturbed by the plight of a large number,

of its people.

I speak of those who are now destined to live.out their lives in

discomfort, loneliness and squalor -- many ofthem cold in the winter,

wet when it rains, hungry most of the time....living in homes without heat,
Js 4

without Plumbing, without electriCity...lackinghealth care, lacking

.communication-with their neighbors, lacking transportation out of the

neighborhood.

These citizens are also destined to live out their lives. with little

education, no marketable skills, without cultural advantagesor resources

of any kind.- They-do'not know enough to exist other than marginally and

they are at the mercy of others in position to offer them the most menial

and onerous employment:
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They do:not participate,. in community activity nor are they likely

to.dontribute the good of the community. They aretless likely-to'

vote than other citizens.

Their legacy to theirchildren will be a lifetime of the same kind

of bleak existence.

It-Would be nice if-these Americans had been conjured up by some. .

inventive person seeking to influence some program or some course of

.
.action...ifthey 'were the product of some poetic fancy.

. But they are real. ;Their story is told. in table after4table, Chit

after chart that-show the disparity beiween'urban life and rural life in.

many vital categories:

There are fewer doctors per capita in rural areas. There are feWer

dentistt. There are fewer people who get physicalvexaminatiOps. There are

feWer persons covered Wmedical in'iutange. Birth. rates are higher.

Infant mortality is higher. There are more elderly people with disabilities.

Educational. attainment lower'. .7heretkre fpwer schools, There are
4

pd more substandard housing units, fewerunits.with plUMbing and electricity.

There are days workeci,,wages are lower.-..and.of course, personal

income is lower.

So much lower that the percentage of personSIn rural areas living

. .

,
in povertyis-nearly twice that of persons in urban areas.

.-

The people in rural America have traditionally folloWed many lines

. of work. Mining, luffbering, fishing and small industries of.numerous

types have been and are important.- Opportunities. n many of these endeavors

.

seem to have diminished in recent years and they have produced their share

41F.of the migrants w eave their rural homes to travel-in almost endless'

patterns across t ,face of America.'
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Agriculture has been, of course, themain business of rural America

and I would like today, in clotingmy testimony to point:nerOcularly to-- :-

' 6

. . ,

the need for it,to be providing greater Jim:line:tor those who fgllow It

The health of rural America can never be sound as longas the

. farmer, the man who has always been the backbone of the non -urban portion.

of this nation, is not able to make an-adenuote living, care for his

family properly and look to an old age free from want. $

e. --

Rural America can never be healthy as long Is the farmer's son

decides farming is not for him and leaves for other pursuits, leaving

f,. . r
Ilthind not only the family farm but leaving also an economic void where

once there was economic activity..

.The acreage, that he leaves no longer prodUces food and it no longer

.produces income for the people who did: businets with the son's fatheri

Gone are:thesales made to him by local merchants and. farm supply

people. Gone are the commissions made on ,his livestock: Gone is the .

business he did 'with his neighboring insurance agency and his bank. Gone

are the taxes he would have paid to local government.

It it no exaggeration to say that not only farms but-farminn Communities

are dying in many-parts'of the United States, being vacated by the farmer

Who can no longer make a living farming and being shunned by the farmer's

sons and daughters who are not attracted by the.bard.work that is likely

to produce only a marginal existence.

It is also no exaggeration to poinfout that this dimension of

rural poverty could jeopardize our national'well..being hy causing a crisis

in food production.
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Farming has never been an-easyvocation to follow but policies and

situations that allow the farMer to realize only a small portion of the

trount the consumer pays for the food he buys...at:this time about 39

pet making ii.intolerableand impostibl4.

The nation must make changes so that the farFer may be properly.
- ,.-

comr,ensated for the work he-does and for the investment he has madoq,, As
, A .,

things stand today he creates wealth on which others cOL,91140711tift
,

but gets precious. ittle profit for himself.,

1

The fear Ailland.I.speak of the tmp4,fatmer here .;,r. Must kt allowed

to be a full partner in his own enterprise.

I believe that Most of our citizens would like to live in ruial

.

America..and public opinion polls'indicate that this is true.'

Tt is to the advantage of the cities, the country, the small towns,

and the nation as,a whole thatthey he allowed to follow this wish, that
, -

the opportOnities and the services and the conveniences bercreated that
.... ...

would make the prospect of their leaving cur glutted metropolitan

arNa reasonable'prospect.

And it is to (
he advantage of all concerned.:.as well as'simple

equity...that things be done to improve the quality of life for those

who now live in our rural areas so thit they may stay there and find

the full advantages of citizenship.
L,
,

I hope this subcommittee will succeed in getting some of these

improvements started.'
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Senator STE vrrrc ort. Our next witness is Leon Keyserling, who is
well known to everyone in this hearing room. He is a prolific writer,
and among other official capacities, was the former Chairman of the
President's Council bf Economic Advisers. I thank you, Mr. Keyser-
ling, for joining us this morning. .

STATEMENT OF LEON KEYSERLING, FORMER CHAIRMAN, COTINCA

OF ECONOMIC ADVISERS; CONSULTING ECONOMIST AND ATTORi.

NEY; PRESIDENT, CONFERENCE ON ECONOMIC Mara
Mr. KM81:RLING. Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee,

I have the dubious pleasure of stating at the beginning, iiresuruptuous-
ly, what I think this su4committee can do and cannot do. The greatest
thing the subcommittee can do is to call to the attention of the Con-
gress at large, and the country at large, how little it alone can do un-
less there is wider assumption of responsibility, based upon true
knowledgb, of how large the problem is. The migratory farm labor
problem does not exist in a vacuum. It exists in the whole U.S. economy,
and derives from, it.

I have been through the mill of aft years in 'Washington, a good
part of the time working up here and appearing before Senate com-
mittees. I have see_ n innumerable earnest efforts to tackle some
ited but vitally important problem. I have come up against frrtstra-
lion because that limited problem was but a. byproduct of a larger
problem which the Government in particular,. the Nation in general,
and the people universally, have .been abominably neglecting and ter-
ribly mishandling.

This argument boils down to the point, and I'm not interested in
semandes, to interpret my phraseology, that 'unless this great America

'of ours,"challengM at home and overseas,economically and otherwise,
begins to learn to plan, begins to put some planning into its national
economic policies and operations, we will' e making thg-same miser-
able, ghastly mistakes that we, have made all too frequently. A good
example is ,the war against poverty. This is a war winch, in a nation
with our rescturces and ow needs and the urgency of the problem
should .have been half iwOn in the few years since it was initiated, if
we had applied to the program, originally the first concept of strategic
lanning and isolating out the few important thinp that needed to
ee, done, and doing them. Instead, we set in.motion a medley of pure

experimentation, devolving upon local communities- many ihousands
of different programs competing with one another, and based upon
a thousand untested theories.:'

The reason I say this is not because I want to get off my'chest some-
thing that has nothing to do withlhe problem before this committee,
but rather because it, has everything to do with the problem before
the committee.

The problem of the impoverished and exploited migrant farm-
worker is a part of the problem of the total use of the labor force of
America. So long as we do not have a true, full employment program
for the Nation, it is always going to be true that those most -vulner-
able because they happen to be on the periphery are going to be hurt
worst.

09-133 0-72-pt. 14,-3
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There's no way of equalizing the situation in a free democracy,
under the kind of economic system we haVe, to the point where evert
body is in.the same situation. We can at best create the kind of envi-
ronment where the whole is sufficiently,.healthyt not with everybody
is in the same position, but with everybody is in a decent position.
This is an attainable goal.

Similarly, and for the same reason, the problem of the migrant
farm laborer, in addition to being a byproduct of our mishandling of
the full employment problem and the economic problem generally,
is a by- product of. the mishandling of the farm problem, because the
migrant farm laborer Cannot at best be as well off as the.moderately
prosperous and stable farmer.

We wr have an American agriculture sufficiently prosperous and
sufficiently -decently treated for the migratory farm laborer to be de-
cently treated and have decent opportunity ,and have an American'

. standard of living. Or we can deliberately avoid that kind of Ameri-
can agriculture, and through the cruel impact of the combination of
the kind of American agriculture we now have, and the kind of gen- -
end economic policies we now haye, the most vulneritlile people will
remain in the misery they now experience.

This is a political. problem, I've heard it said : Of course everything
in a. democracy is a. political problem. But insofar as it is said this is
an insoluble political. problem because the farm population has be-
come too small, or the most vulnerable1part of the farm population
too small; for the Nation at large to care about it, or do anything about
it, this is both a true and a false claim. .7

It is true, if we persist in the notion that-the only people who have a
vital interest in:the farm population are the farm population, and

.grant labor. But 'this gets back to my point o the p Ming approach
that the only, people who have a vital interest in igrant labor is mi-

as against the scattered ad hoc approach; because, if we looked at it
tightly, there is nothing that has done More damage to the Ameri-
can consumer at large, to our American cities at large, to the Ameri-
can work force looking for job's at large, than the way we have han-
dled Ametican agriculture.

There's`some faint glimmering of realization of thisk today. But
there was very little realizationRf it a quarter of a century ago, when
our current national farm policies.commenced 'to evolve. during the
Net war period, and the challenge now is drastically to revise these
misgguuided national farm policies."

Vs look at what the concept was It was very simple, simpler
than the truth. First it was said that we had farm overproduction,
although we never hack' farm overproduction measured against the
true needs of our peoplel nutrition,or nutrition and measured against the real

tentials under the kind of national planning I'm talking about.
This is not totalitarian; it is merely the difference between ft man
and an animal. A. cat aesn't look ahead and a man does, and that's.
planninIg.

The Employment Act of 1946 was intended to give us thatkind of
planning, but it never has. if

Proposition No. L 'Culture, was that we had too
much food production. But not so, if we really ranted to meet our
domestic needs if we had made, as I have been urging for those 26
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years, a real national economic and social budget. And in a worldwide
perspective, how much better off our balance-of-payments position
would have been, how much better off our domestic economy would
have been, if we ?lad vindicated the potentials of American agriculture
in the world, economy. The world need for foods and fibers is getting
greater, the -matural technological advantage of America in farm
production is greater. But we never woke up to this opportunity, and
we never realized the advantage of substituting food for guns, and I'm
not an ideologist.

What has been the second assumption of the farm programl The
second assumption has been that farm prices were (ging because we
had oVerproduction. So Ale effort was made-consisTently to decrease
the support of farm priceS, the theory being that by thus lowering
temporarily farm income, the farmers would 1,w, driven off the land;
and as they were, off the land production would come into bal-
ance; and as the overprodUction decreased and production came into
balance, the farmers would have decent Wows and those driven off
the land would find nice, comfortable jobs in American industry.

I have. insisted all along that, first of all, there were many evidences
that there was no general- farm overproduction. Even at their worst,
.:the farm surphises were a miniscule portion annually of the farm
product, relative to the surplusesin other parts of the economy. The
surphises of labor force, steel capacii'v, and soon, were all greater than
farm surpluses. There has been hardly an adequate reserve supply of
farm products, and the so-called surpluses would have been absorbed
many times over if we had au adequate distribution proem.

But because of the necessities of the market place, the so-called farm
surpluses had to be supported by Government aid, while the other
surpluses were paid for by consumers through the price structure. Con-
sequently, nobody awoke to the fact that the cost of the farm program
was relatively very small, but everybody raised the hue and cry of the
immense cost of doing justice to Americanagriculture.

The text point is that, as I laic pointed out for 25 yea* the up-
rooted farmers weren't going to get jobs in industry. Anybody could
look and see what the technology trends Were, but mostly the econ-
omists said these farmers could get jobs itt service trades. I said, the
employment rate there was as lygli as it is else'where. What we have
actually experienced, during the rast 5 or 10 years, is that the cumula-
tive dispossession of fai'm labor from the farm has been greater than
thetotal excess unemployment in the United States, above the normal .
level of unemployment.

Platting it another way, this simply means that other things being
equal, the dispesession of farm Jailor has contributed enormously, out
of all proportion to the size of the farm labor force, to the total excess
unemployment. If you look back, in some cases half a generation, in
most cases two generations,J0 to 90 percent 'of all the black and white
people in the cities were driven ofrthe farm by the "farm problem."

Now, having outlined these aspects of the .problem, I want to give
you a few figures if I may, and then indicate a course .of redirection.

First of all; I have figures here from 1047, which is the first year
after World War II in an economic sense, to 1070. During that time,
total nonfarm personal income in the United States, and this is here
measured in uniform dollars, went up 159 percent. During that,same
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period of time, the firm operators' income went down 39 percent. But
then, it has been said the farmer has other sources of income, through
some industbal work, et cetera,. Farm personal income from all sources,
including the members of the farm family who are domestics or work
part time; has gone down 24 percent. over the same 23 years.

Beyond that, the horribly disparate trends from 1917 to 1964 have
become worse from 1964 to 1970. .
. Seoond, it is said, well, this has happened because the farm popula-

tion has dedlined, and if you "allow for the -farm population decline,'
the 'farmers haven't done so badly, One of the troubles with this
argument, as I've already stated, is that you can probably make the
average income of farm families very high by reducing the number of
farms in the United States to one and putting all the, rest of the
farmers on the relief rolls in the cities, and having an even greater
shortage of food. But even putting aside the p,oint that we shouldn't
have had as many fewer farm families: a's we have actually had, and
:that it would have been, cheaper and more efficient for the Nation to
bear the cost for helping them stay on the'farm and to absorb their
production in useful consumption, than to put them where they are,
what are the facts? .

The average annual income of families in the United States in 1970
was $7,7 thousand, for farm families and more than $10 thousand for
nonfarm families. And here, too, the gap has widened. But this does
not reveal the picture, because averages never do.

Let's look at the families living in poverty. Because I have had only
a short time to bring the statistics together, my figures only go up to
$3 thousand -a year annual income, which we know is very far below
the poverty cellar, but this merely emphasizes the problem even more"

In 1970, 6 percent of the farm families. had incomes of less Op
a thousand dollars a year, compared with 1.4 percent of the nonfarm
faMilies. Twenty percent of the farm families had incomes under
$3,000 a year, that's cumulative, compared with 8.3 percent of the

. nonfarm families, or a concentration two and a half times its great
among the farm families.

Now, the number of eupheinVic excuses we hear for this would
be laughable, if they weren't criminal.

First, wp hear about, how much lower the Cost of livi, ng
.
is cm the

farm. In a modern sense, it isn't the post of living, it is the standard
of living that is so lintel; lower on the farm. The-farmer doesn't any
more feed himself. If he's going to have any chance in the commercial
market he has to 'concentrate on' a few crops, and unless we assume
that the farmer is only going to eat what lie raises, While the average
industrial, workers enjoy palatable diets with frozen foods and pack-
aged foods, the farmer has to buy the same kind of products for his
table, and it costs just as much as it costs the others.
. His home may cost less, but his utility costs may be higher, he may
have to pay more for water and electricity: And as to the other big"
costs, sending, his children to college

'
buying insurance, buying se-

curity for the future, buying an automobile, fueling an automobile,
.buying the implements lie needs to work hikfarm, borrowing capital,
mostly these costs are as higher or higher for the farmer than for
others. -4 ) 4.
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So the whole facade of the presumption that the farmer can afford
to have an income one-third or one-fourth loWer than others because
his cost of living is lower, is a throwback to the time the farmer
really giew his own food and really made:his own clothes and didn't
need much of anything else. _

.

I'didn't mention clothing. He can't buy clothhig cheaper than any-
body else, he can't get medical treatment cheaper; many of these serv-
ices he can't buy at all because a natural byproduct of the agricul-
tural neglect is the Miderservicing of all types of public services and
facilities in these rural areas.

Coming down to the matter of farm migratory workers, I haven't
thus Jar in these few days been able to collect very ..much. But of
course,' being at the vulnerable bottom' of the vulnerable total, their
position is particularly acute. In 19691 which is the last comprehensive-. data that 1 have, the average daily money wages. of the migratory
farmworker was $11.43; that's a daily wage, and for the nonmigratory
worker, $10.68.

Now this is c-ompounded by tile fact that, particularly for the mi-
gratory worker, like the construction worker, ..I might say who at least
protects himself a little bit by a different kind of hourly wage:, the
migratory worker doesn't work 300 days a year, or usually doesn't,
Work 50 days a year, so the average money wages:of migratory work-
ers, farinworkers, in 1969 was. $1,293, and nonmigratory farmwork-
ers, $1,421. .

Another illustration of the concentration of .poverty in farm areas
is to look at it on a statewide basis, because this is very revealing of the
impact.of farm,neglect on the economy of these States. I'm not point-
ing a finger at any State. My interest in this. problem goes back a little ;

ways, because) in 1908 when I was born, until I got out of law school,
every dollar I had to feed me -and send me to school through law
school and postgraduate economic. study was derived from agriculture.
My faniily went through the. agriculture depression that started
in 1921, and never ended until World War II, and commenced a few
years after World War II. .

To look at the ranking of States by income, I'll take.just few ex-
amples. Start with my State of. South Carolina.; while it has under -
gong substantial industrial growth, basically it is a farm 'State. These
are 1970 figugs: for South Carolina, r capita, ,income averaged
$i1,900; in Alatkuna, $2,800 roughly; in

pe
$2,560. All lam

States, relativ ly speaking.
If we look I t the 10 States where the per capita income is the lowest,

they are all relatively farm .States; and if we look:ere 10 States
where the per capita income is the highest, we hav States like the
District of Columbia with $5,500 as against the $2,560 in Mississippi,
or Connecticut with $4,800, Illinois with $1,500, Massachusetts with
$4,300. All of this confirms the general proposition of the strain of
the condition of the farm population on the State generally.

I referred earlier to the driving of the farmers off the farms, and
the thought that this would reequilibrate farm income, bring supply
and demand into balance., thus be helpful all around. Farm popula-
don has declined from 17.9 of the national population in 1917 to 4.7
percent in 1970. I remember personally when it was almost 50 percent
of the, otal population.
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If I had the time, I would discuss: the economic and social prob-
lem of the small farm as against the hirge-sized"farml Unfortunately
I don't. I believe that, with proper capital, the moderate size farm,
family type farm, can do well enough to justify itself, can compete in
many ways with the larger farm. But even if there is some Margin
it is well. worth the cost in terms of social benefits when measured
against "the factory in the field." The real thing to measure is what
the life of these ileoIle would on an adequate 'farm-with an ade-
quate standard of living.

Senator STZVENSON. At this point, Dr. -Reyserling I'm going to
have to interrupt you; and recess the hearing for 10 minutes. We have
a rollcali vote on the. Senate floor. I hope you can continue with us
after the recess. I do regret this interruption.

Mr. K vsr raxo..1 have to make a presentation elsewhere at 3
o'clock.

Senator SEVENSOX. We'll let You :off by 3 o'clock. [I aughter:]
(Whereupon at 11:20 aan; the subcommittee took a 10-minute

rec,ees.)
Senator STEvEilso$The hearing will be in order,

: I hope we can resume where you left Off. .
Mr. KEYKERLXNG. There are a few additional -points I would like to

make.
Liao& the point in a general way how fallacious has been the idea

of national farm policy Allot driving people off the farm by farm
income deflation would either solve the problem or provide Americans
with a balanced nutritious diet throughout, or iead to the absorption
of the dispossessed farm. population in the city. .

It is very interesting that we have heard ttvo absolutely conflicting
reasons, both of whiek have been given for the approaches embodied
in the national. form program; One is that. farmers have been troubled%
because they have been producing too many surpluses. Well, this cer-

. thinly doesn't imply that the mom trouble is that the farreerisineffi-,.
cient or sloppy. Aron cannot, atone and the same time say that the
main basis of the difficulty of an industry has been gorging the coun-
try with surpluses of product despite a 'drastically and tragically
decreasing working population, and that this reflects inefficiency. Yet,
we have heard the absolutely contrary theory, equally expressed, that
the farmers troublesare due to this very productivity and efficiency,

. so lie has gotten in trouble because he's too productive, and he's gotten
in trouble because he's too efficient. I'll indicate now why lie has gotten
into trouble.

Thy index of farm productivity, using 1947, the first year after
World War `Min an economic sense, as a base, the output per man --

hour as of 1970 had gone up from an index of 100 to 182 in the non-
'farm sectors of the. country, and up.to 387 in the farm sectors of the,

I country. This is becoming even more extreme in more recent, years.
For example, when I was portraying the situation in 1964, the index
was 272 for the farm sector and 162 for the nonfarm sector, as meas-
ured against the base in 1947.

So from 1964 to 1970, which is the most recent 6 years, the
productivity y index has gone up only from 162 to 182, while the farm
productivity index has gone from 272 to 387.
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Now, as I already mentioned here, it IS siniply not true that these-
immense gains in farm productivity have caused huge farm surpluses
in general. Let me give you some figures on that. I have looked at
what I call the true level of unemployMent in the civilian labor force,
which is the unused surplus of productive human materials throughout
the economy. Tlien I have looked at the percentage of total U.S. -pro-
ductive power unused, which is what the economists and I and the
Council of Economic Advisers call the GNP gap. Then I have looked
at the percentage of steel capacity idle, and looked at the. percentage of
farni output not currently consumed, which is wmeasure of the annual
gap between farm prodluction and farm consumption, and I'll come to
it also on a cumulative basis.

As of 1969, which is the latest period for which I have the, full com-
parisons readily, available, although 1970 or 1971 figures would be
even more glaring, the percent of the 1.7.S. labor force not used was
4.7 percent. The percent of 11.5. productive power unused was 11.2
percent. The percent of steel capacity idle was 16.3 percent, and the
percent of the farm output not currently consumed was 0.5 percent.

So really, nowhere in the American economy has there been main-
tained over the yearsbecause 1969 was not all atypicalnowhere
else has there been maintained a closer balance between- production
and use than in the farm sector. But because that small annual wastage
in the farm sector has been accumulated in granaries and supported
by the Government, while the idle steel capacity and the idle unemploy-
ment, and the idle manpower, and the idle productive power have been
supported through the price structure or through unemployment in-
surance, or through charging high enough prices to make profits even
though you are running at 77 percent of capacitywhich is what the
American economy ifuloing todayall the American people have
been led to believe, with the help of the Government, and the help of,
most of the economists, that we had overwhelming, tremendous, un-
Manageable costly farm surpluses. .

Now, what is the genuine reason for the relative impoverishment of
agriculture, of which the peculiar problem of the migrant worker is
only a part? The genuine reason is that the farmer operates in a free
market, and almost nobody else does. They' make their own prices.
Libor makes its own wages. and I don't say this critically, they bar-
gain for it, and industry certainly sets its own prices.

It is a strange commentary on the lag in economic thinking that
many economists are surprised that the deliberately contrived and "suc-
cessful" effort of the Government during the last 21/2 year to raise
the unemployment rate 75, percent and cut the rate of real economic
growth from percent a year to zero, hasn't stopped inflation or even
abated it. Although consumer price inflation was temporarily a little
bit lower during the last 3 or 4 months than last year, it was.still
higher than before these policies got started to stop it; and for the very
last month, it was running at 7.2 percent per.year. If you look at the
wholesale industrial.prices, they have been rising much more during
the last 3 or 4 months than during the last month of even last year.

I have long been demonstrating from empirical observation that
inflation tends to be more severe when unemployment is high and
Iconomic growth tow, This is not a theory, it has actually been the

A
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case since 1952. But the more the eVidence accumulates that this is
so; namely, that the so-called trade-off is an illusion, the more the
Nati Onal.Government and many °economists continue to be guided-by
the trade-off idea.

The main reason why the trade-off does not work is that, in an
administered price system; there is an effort to compensate for inade-
quate volume by increasing per-unit prices. Practically speaking, the
manufacturer, the, doctor, the lawyer,the economist, the public servant,
can lift their prices by administrative decision or by iregulation. But
the farmer sells in a free market. This is the baSic explanation of farm
diseguilibrium and farm poverty. The poverty of farm migrant work-
ers is derivative of this, compounded by the fact that most farm-
workers do not have the benefit of collective bargaining, and far less
protected than others by minimum wage legislation.

Let me, illustrate the farm problem by analogy. Let us assume a
lot of people go off on a desert island. They set up price mechanism,
and soon it appears that the farmer that's feeding thein at is getting
half as much income on a pet capita basis as anybody else. Then pub-
lic policy is used .to pay the farmer enough, whether through price
supports or income payments, so that instead Of getting half as much as
everybody else, he is getting three-fifths as much as everybody else.
I have always said that that wasn't, subsidy of the farmer. The farmer
is still subsidizing the consumer, but to the extent 10 pment. rather
than 50 percent.

That's what has actually happened under the much maligned and
universally lambasted Price support program, becalm the price sup-
port program, because of the imperfection of the index and for other
reasons, was never an income support prograM, and people use income,
not prices. Even during World :War TI, when it looked horrendeous
that the price support had risen to 110 of price parity, yet on an income
parity basis the farmer never got above 7) or 80.

Now, even on a price parity support basis the farmer was to
72 percent of parity in 1970 compared to 112 percent in 194t, and
90 percent in 1953. He was down to 10 percent on May 16, 1971, and
now X believe he's down to the lowest parity ratio snide some year
at the height of the great depression. Even allowing for direct flov-
erninent payments to farmers, the adjusted parity ratio was only 74
on May 15, 1971 with the income ratio tremendously lower.

The argument as to whether price support is the best way to redress
the balance between agriculture and industry and give the American

Aproducing
farmer" a fair, and. decent minimum share of the bounty of

merica, where he is contributing so ouch to othersthis, argument
need not be pursued here today, as it is the main issue.

The main issue is that, progressively as a nation, we have com-
mitted ourselves to what unfortunately every modern industrial 'mt-
tion in history has committed itself to, the progressive impoVerishment
relative to the rest of the population, the progressive economic disen-
franehisement relative to the rest of the population, of those who pro-
duce our most basic and necessary commodity, which is even more .

needed than medicine.
This is what has been hippening in America for a long timet and

it still,happening with a vengeance. Thus, through the traditional
agricultural program or in some. other way, we need drastically to
reverse the cause of farm policy and agricultural trends.

u.
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We need a.budget for farm prosperity, what might 'be called a
Mull employinent program for agriculture which. asks these questions :

How much food and. fiber shpuldlbe Anierican people consume over
the next 10 years, consistent with a full U.S. economy, and budgeting
at least a nutritious diet for ever* American family? How much net
food and fiber should we export in a viable, intelligent, international
economic program ? How much farm labor force is required to produce
this amount of food and fiber

'
taking into account the increases in

farm productivity ?'*If this had been done all along, the 3 million.
decanted since 1947 from the farm poPulation would have been held
to about half a-million.

Insofar as- there will be, at best, some further reductions in the
needed farm labor force, what program does America need, as part
of a full employment program, for either absorbing these people,
either through-long-range durable publieworks 111 which we have
rnense needs in this Nation, or through maintaining them on the
film Where they would be marginal producers, turningout some-7
What less than others, but nonetheless more productive than on the
city streets on welfare, and leading a better life and having the pos.:.
ibility of being reabsorbed as our food fiber needs increase in a lush
onomy, and as the world economy grows?
And, last, but fore,moSt, -what income, whether through. the price

structure or elsewhere should be provided to the farm. sectiir of our
population ? -

Now-, I am not saying here today:wtrat the answer should be onrach
-of, these points.: But,I. say categorically,- after much experience, that
until we get this degree ot planning into the management, if you want
to call it that, of the. American farm problem, we are going to have
chaos in American agriculture, production unadjusted to need, further-
severe decantation of population, further' severe imposition on the e
population of the cities, and rising GoVerimient costs, and -further,
misery for the migrant farmworker.

What could be a more fantastic delusion than to talk about how wo
saved a billion: or two in the Federal budget in the agriculture cate-
gory., without computing what the cost of the Federal Government and
the States and the -cities is of the 3 million farinworkers and their
families who have been pushed off the farm into the cities? That's what
I mean by planning. -

In political terms, to do this we need to undertake an educational
process which shows the impact upon ethers of what has happened to
aariculture. Spuriously, it looks like the consumer has benefited, and

to some degree this is true in away. It is true in the sense that the Ameri-
can consumer is spending, year by year, despite the talk of high prices,
a smaller and smaller percentage of hiuncome for food, and getting on
the whole abetter food supply than anybody else in the world. So that,

. even if what the consumer, spent were passed directly through to the
farmer, the consumer would be getting a tremendous break at the ex-
pense of the farmer, and the fanner Would really be subsidizing the
consumer. This he has been doing right along. k

... But that's not all of it, because even while the food cost tothe.con-
snmer relative to his, total income after taxes has been declining, the
farin-to-Market spread has been increasing, due to predatory, monop
olistic practices between the farmer and consumer. There is -a great
difference between what the consumer pays and what the farmer gets.
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Nonetheless, to a degree,, it appears spurious that the consumer is being
helped by this outrage to the, farmer.

I know that the consumer's attitude will not be changed solely by
appealing to his morals. Therefore, -another approach, to be taken.
A. detail showing that, while the consumer on the one hand is getting,
his food a little cheaper than he woidd get it if the farmer weren't being
systemAtically supported, the consumer is bearing 'the costs of farm
neglect in other ways. I have already' referred to the fact that more,
than, half of the true level of unemployment in 1970 was due to the
excess decanting of farmers in the direction of 'general economy.
Cumulative, as I. have said, viewing the whole period from. 1953 to
1970, the actual decline in the size of the farmworker population has
far exceeded the cumulative excessive unemploy in the American
econoiny over that whole period, which means among other things,
that the farm unsettlement- contributed enormously to the overall
economic trouble, with its terrific economic and social costs.

In my analysis, the uprooted farmworkers have contributed maybe
half maybe 60 percent, of the total excess unemployment problem
in die United States since 1947 or since 1953, although they are now
only p percent of the working population. This is fantastic, but it is
borne out by what mayors testify at congressiona,1 hearings, and iii
many other ways..

The American consumeshould benra&-t) o see at the cost of what
is,being done to American agriculture is not reflected only in.the price
they pay, for food', but in the taxes which they pay to support relief,
in. the cost of recessions and stagnation, and in the competition in the
job market.of dispossessed farmers. In other words, if the decline in
bhe farm populdtion had been half a million insteatd df 3"million
over this period, therf, would have been far less competition for scarce
jobs. We 'would also have had a much healthier, general economy, and

. a much larger expansion of total jobs, but for the decline in farm in-
come and farm purchases for tools and consumption.

Now, I hive\ other figures 'I haven't brought up to date And won't
bother you with, which show from the viewpoint of capital spending
and other ways that the impact of farm economy- upon the general
economy is enormously gmater than the ratio of norm population to
total population, or the ratio of farm income to total income.

I'll just mention one fact, in general. We talk about the deficiency
in consumption;, which is the main factor in our disappointingly slow
and faltering current economic recovery. I have just estimated roughly
that, while the farmworking population. is now down to less than 6
percent of the total, the deficiency in farm income spendable for con -
sumption,, measured. ,by Any appropriate yardstick, such its the rea-
sonable parity of farm income to which we have declared our devotion
to since 1933the .farm income 'deficiency, so measured is about 12
to 15 percent of the total personal income. deficiency, or about two and
a half times the ratio of farm population to nonfarm population..

This has a "multiplyer" effect, So there is no greater single evil
that has been done to employment in.the United #States, to the cost of
Government to meet human dislpcation, and to the performance of
the whole economy, than thiS iThplanned farm policy, as -part of an
ill-planned national economic policy in general.
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Some years ago, at the request of one of the most distinguished men
on Capitol Hill, whose name I won't mention, I drafted what I called
a full employment bill for agriculture, which tried to set forth how
we could at least begin to make some of the, measurable progress in
this vital sector which so profoundly affects the whole economy. I'd
like with your permission, Mr. Chairman, to insert at the end of my
remarks this model bill, it's fairly short, which' I believe is just as
relevant today as it was when I drafted it:

S enator STEVENSON. It will be entered in the record at the close of
your-remarks. . .

Mr. Icmysuntazro. As to how a new start can 'be made in developing
a farm program to deal with the very problems with which this corn-
mittee is concerned. .

I app`reciate the attention of the committee and hope that what I
have said may be of some value.

Senator STEVENSON. The conirnittee is grateful to you, Mr. Keyser-
ling, and I now that your presentation will be of great help.

I would like to ask just a few questions if I might. You said that
only about one-half of 1 percent of farm output was not consumed.
Then if I understood .you correctly, you said that that one-halt of 1
percent as consumed by the Government. Is, that the case, or is it
consumption by the Commodity Credit Corporation and other Govern- ,

ment agencies that brings it do-Wn to the 0.5 percent figure ? .

Mr. XEYSERLING. No For example, if the Government, whether
directly or through Commodity Credit Corporation, buys farrri prod-
ucts and puts, if in its warehouses and stores it, I don't count that as
bringing it down to 0.5 'percent: That would be trickery. What I mean
is that 0.5 percent is not currently consumed in the popular parlance of
being used by industry and American consumers and for export, it is
only that 0.5 percent increment that enters into the size of the task of
acquisition by the Government.

Of course, it looks larger in some respects, because the, Government
is acquiring select crops, where the unused increment may be more
than the 0.5 percent which i8 an average for all farm consumption,
and the Government is only buying certain crops. But this itself is -

an example of the lack of theicind of farm budget I'm talking about.
If we had such a budget, the Government wouldn't for 25 years have
been adjusting its farm policies to encouragement and discourage-

., ment of particular crops along outmoded lines, rather than in accord
with changing patterns or needs at home an overseas.

S enator STEVENS N. What I'm getthig at is the connection between

his products. I'm wo dering if there is a connection. You talked earlier .
the dispossession o he farmer and the high rate of consumption of

about the need for planning in agriculture 'and if I understood you
correctly, you were suggesting that distributional patterns need to
be looked at hard and changed. A, new, budgetary policy might con-
trive ways of increasing consumption of farm products, there might
be ways devised including improvement of our export policies, .1 think
you said. I'm wondering whether the increased consumption of farm ,
products doesn't provide another incentive to even more efficient pro-
ductivity, and therefore to more meehanization and more bigness in
agriculture, and the accelerated dispossession of the farmer ?
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Kazs rrxa. I doh't think so, because first. we have to weigh
e known against the speculative, without in any way disparaging

what you say is speculative. The known: good is more consumption
among Americans of farm products, particularly for the millions
who, as we appear to have noticed for the first time this year, suffer
from malnutritionx-is a positive and absolute unalterable good. There-
fore, I wouldn't dismiss that positive and unalterable good fora more
speculative examination of a byproduct.

Now, coming back to the byproduct, Thu not saying that a planned
program for agriculture should deal only with the expansion of food
consumption only through food stamp plans and so forth. That's
only a small part of the picture, You expand food consumption when
you reduce unemployment; You expand food consumption. when you
improve minimum wages. You e1pand food consumption when you
accelerate the rate of economic growth. The biggest avenue of expan-
sion of food consumption in America is a more healthy American
economy. Now, I've never said that these various expansions of con-
sumption for food products can avoid the problem that you mentioned.

I have 'always regarded a planning process for agriculture, which
includes supports by way- of income or price, as including some limi-
tations on production, and affecting the patterns of production. I have
always been the first to admit that, if farmers were, through proper
national policies, afforded income parity with others, whether through
handouts or price supports or adequate consumption, and nothing else
were done, the American farmer would soon be producing more than
could possibly .be used.

I'm not offering a one-shot panacea. I say you have to have a com-
prehensive program related to consumption, related to production, re-
lated to acreage, related to conservation, related to

rn
affecting the pat-

te of production by disequal payments. And I say that, while this
looks difficult, it has to a degree been done anyway, only without
planning. It has been done in the wrong direction with the wrong re-
sults and we, can't accept any longer what has been happening.

I'm very well aware of the problem you state. There would surely
be overproduction, if we merely stimulated consumption and did
nothing else.

Senator STEVENSON. Well) for the increased consumption I was
less concerned about overproduction than I was about the continuing
trend to mechanizationl the dispossession of the farmers, the contin-
uing trend and the big corporation farmers.

Mr. KETsE G. I treated. that in parts of my published studies of
the subject, and think I covered what you have in mind. I believe
that American a culture has become productive to the point where
we can comin le ocial objectives with objectives of efficiency.

I don't. thi it is proved, as some of the economists think, thakthe
big farmer is progressively more productive. But let's assume for the
moment that he is. The advance of technology and productivity on the
farm, as the figures indicate generally, has not been generated only
by the larger farms, but also by the average farmsnot by the sub-
average farms, but by the average. Thus, we can afford and should
maintain and reaffirm and strengthen a national policy of positive en-
couragement to the socially desirable farm, as against the giant in
the field.
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There are many ways of doing this. One way is to place certain
limits on the amount of subsidies that calf be received by any entre-
preneur. In one way or another, there should be movement in the,di-
rection of reducing benefits to the huge and increasing benefits to the
small. I personally believe we should move more from price support
to income support. In other wordS, treating the farm problem as a
part of the 'poverty problem insofar as so many farm farnilies are
poor, whereunder they would receive income payments not because
they are farmers but because they Etre poor.

While this would maintain the farmers this might also increase
the general acceptability of the program because the country is coming
to the acceptance of helping people without adequate iwornes, which
would tend to merge the farm poverty problem with the nonfarm
poverty problem.

On the question of how fast this would increase farm productivity,
my studies have all budgeted in, as best they can be estimated in
figuring out an adequate level of production and distribution at home
and overseas, how many farmers you would need. I have always
budgeted in not only the past increases of productivity, but such future
increases at the accelerating rate indicated by what has already
happened. Even when I do this I find, as I think I've said earlier, wjth
an adequate increase in the distribution and use of foods and fibers,
there would h for a considerable time to come a large increase in farm
productivity;' but nonetheless a sharp diminution in the size of the
problems of the farmers leaving the farm and having nowhere to go.

There would still be some further shrinkage. in farm population.
In this connection, I remember what I s iaid when I was interested in
the railroads, and I even oppose the Grand Central merger.

We were talking about whether they needed a fireman on trains. '

Ever.fiRdy was talking about whether a fireman was needed on trains.
The industry said no, the .union said yes. A great commission was
appointed to look into the question, and decide one,way or the other
whether a fireman was needed on the trains. Nobody aired the question /
whether the fireman needed jobs, which, was the real question. If the
fireman. is throWn off the train, where does be go from there?

We would resolve half this problem of digagreement about a rela-
tively free trade*position if, when in national interest millions of men,
or hundreds of thousands of men, within specific American oedipa-

1 Lions are dispossessed by a national or international trade policy, then
the Government assumed responsibility to bear that load as an insurer,
and not let it fall upon individuals. The same principle applies to
the farm problem, which is an illustration of 'how my national full-
employment budget ties in with the whole farm problem.

I Can't guarantee there will be no further dispossession of farmers,
arly more than I can guarantee that there will be no further disposses-
sion of railway firemen or steelworkers. But the Nation ought to guar-
antee that they are not dispossessed into unemployment, and a nation
that has billions of dollars of unmet.needs, which by common admis-
sion require public employment, as declared in millions Of words ever
since the launching Of the first sputnik in 1957, should face up to this
gigantic problem instead of continuing to neglect it.

I read an editorial in the.Washington Post 2 days ago, criticizing the
argument made in favor of the public works bill that the PreSident
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vetoed. The Washington Post said what's going to happen to public
works if they have it completed and then the depression disappears or
the recession disappears. A good friend of mine in the Congress an-
swered by saying it isn't going to disappear for a long time. But that
isn't the best answer. The best answer is that the public works will be
needed any way, and will be needed even more in a prosperous economy
than in a depressed economy.

We have a fantastic backlog, hospital needs, health needs, antipol-
lution needs ; we have a fantastic answer available to the farm employ-
ment problem, farm-labor-force problem, and the technological prob-
lem generally, by having a national job budget on a long-range basis,
including public works. The whole thing ties together.

That's why, as I said at the outset, it is immensely important for the
Congress and committees to pursue studies of migratory farm prob-
lems or agriculture problems; but unless there is some mechanism and
some insistence to tie it in with the larger approach that I suggested,
I'm really genuinely rather pessimistic.

Senator STEVENSON. In your rounded picture, do you see cooperative
bfforts by small farmers, and the organization of farmworkers as being
essential. You mentioned economic disenfranchisement of the farmer,
and you said they were the victims of a free market, if understood
you correctly. This is one of the underlying causes of the rural tragedy
in this country. How do the small farmer and farmworker become
franchised? Through cooperative efforts, or organization of farm-
workers ?

Mr. Km-smarm. First of all, even though it hasn't carried very far
and though some of the farm organizations have advocated it, I be-
lieve the individual farmer should find WRVS of banding together with
others to exercise a collective bargaining effect upon the market. That's
one approach.

Thew other approach has to do with power of the big farm organi-
zations. That's a subject I don't want to get into too much detail on
that, except to say in passing, I have had sonic doubt sometimes as to
which of the big farm organizations really represent the farmer as
against playing footsies with others. I really don't want to go into that.

Third, I think the main hope, despite. the fact it has.failed thus far,
really the only one because of the essential nature of the farm labor,
the fact that the farm population is already so low, the problem of the
farm organization and the difficulty of organizing collectively, wthe
basic recourse is still national economic and social policy. This has
been recognized since 1933 as inescapable.

I have told my friends in some of the farm groups who thought
through collective bargaining they could remove the need for a na-
tional economic and social policy for agriculture, I said, "You'll never
get there." Even the highly organized trade unions are pleading with
the National Government to enact more vital legislation than they
have, and even some of our private corporations are asking for huge
Government handouts to protect them from bankruptcy. What kind of
criminal hypocrisy is it for these pelvic to talk about more "individu-
alism" for American agriculture,which has already got fastened upon
its neck enormous "individualistic" problems which nobody else has.

There is no road to justice for the farmer or to curing of the Amen-
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can farm problem except .basically national economic and social pol-
icy. I assume fundanientally that that is why hearings of this kind
and congressional efforts of this kind. are hopefully and helpfully
underway. But on the general problem of planning inAmerisa, I think
the hour is very late. .

The Federal. GM 1zznent- has new programs every minute, like
revenue sharing without strings, but we have never gotten down to
the business of putting the whole thing together, which we have the
brains as Americans to do, and which every big business does. There
isn't a thing I have said that every big bUsiness doesh7t do to a fare-

.. theewell. The very big businfssmen who preached daily that Govern-.,

ment should learn froin business, used to shrink at any suggestion that
Government do tpis, On the grounds it was "socialism." ThAt's chang-
ing, too.

We haVe to do some planning_ in our Government programs, putting
things together, and ecommucally 0peaking, somebody conies along
and says its too. latge. It's not half as hard as trying.to manage with-
out planning, I mean economically speaking. .

Senator STEVENSON. Where do we begin to develop a national plan
for agriculture?. Wouldn't it fake some agency of Government, or
some ad hoc commission ? Hew would you contrive it? Governor'
Breathitt talked eloquently abeht the results of the President's Com-
mission on Rural Poverty and you talked about disenfranchisement
politically. How 'do we obtain. this much needed national planning.?

Mr. KEYSERLING. The whole problem is Ultimately a moral problem;
it has relatively little to do with Organizational changes or organiza-
tional policiesDuring World War II, we were, feeding the whole
world, had navies on seven seas, actually increased domestic con-
sumption at home. The reason there was a meat shortage was not be
cause we produced less meat domestically, but because more people
were eating meat: The organizational problem of doing that immense
jobovhich was fantastically great; was solVdd because we had amoral

....7reeZknition of it, we had to do it. We were morally committed to the
proNsition that we had to fight the Fasei4s.

Now, if we were morally committed to the preposition that we had
to fight unemployment and poverty in America, this organizational .

thing would fall 'into line. No amount of reorganization, merely de-
signed to create the atmosphere of action by changing everything
around and giving boxes new names, is going to mean anything much.
I have lived through many reorganizations. I observed the housing:
program in Federal Works, in the National Housing Agency, in
HUDit had about six names since I have been in Washington
and it still gets back to the point we have never committed ourselves

ito rehouse people who live in bad houses. We have never reallyeom-
mitted ourselves.

I think that's a real .answer, but on the assumption it's a little
evasive, let me say something else. I have suggested how you do it.
I do not think the Department of Agriculture should be the basic
planning agency.

Senator STEVENSON. That was going to be my next question.
Mr. ICEYsEturazio. Let me carry it one step further. The Department

of Agriculture should be the technical agency, at the technical level
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where nobody else can have the. knowledge of the details or mecha-
nism that they do. But how many people Should be employed in agri-
culture, and what farm output should. be, and what -the share of the
national income should be, is not a function of the Department. of
Agriculture.

That is the function of a. centralized Council of Economic Advisors
and the President-. We have recognized this in the Federal budget for
40 years, with respbct to what ,we call the budget, but the budget
is :only a tiny Vert of the thing. The budget isn't really performing
that process, It is a housekeeping process. All this should be in a long.
range economic arid social budget., developed in the first instance by.,
the Council of Economic Advisers. The council doesn't have to be a
large agency. And then the specialized agencies. should service that
overall program with their special techniques.

I -propose in my model draft, that, while thDepartment of Agri-
culture would work on this, it, would work in relationship to the
cbuncil of economic advisers as an overall groip which would rec-
ognize that the farm problem is a segment of an overall program re.
lated to balancing our economic and social needs.

.American people don't Want the controls of World War II. Their
minds have been so brainwaithed they think that planning as in
World War II would mean controls now. Planning resulted in cone
trols when GO percent of our total product was blown up in lighting
the war. The essential planning process doesn't per se impose controls;
it is to look at the whole picture, and see what the needs are.

I'm saying that .in relative peacetime, I don't know when we'll be
in full peacetime, Government should no more fly. blind than it did
during World War II, and we can learn enormously, from what we
accomplished then as to what we ought to do now.

(Mr. Keyserling's model bill for agricultural action follows:)

ay
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A BILL
To revise agricultural efforts and prognims in the United States, under

a system of free competitive enterprise, in order to maximize domestic
prosperity for farmers and others; to make more effective use of our farm
productive resources toward world prosperity and peace; to establish a
Prosperity and Peace. Budget For Agriculture; and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States in Congress assembled,

Decl tion Of Policies And Purposes
SEC. 2. The Cons s, in the Employment Act of 1946, declared the

national objectives of m ximum employment,-production, and purchasing
power for the' whole American economy, under a system of free com-
petitive enterprise, and established methods to promote these objectives.
These objectives have failed of achievement most signally in the case of
American agriculture. A large part of the farm population.has been under-
utilized on the farm, and an even larger part has been forced off the farm
in the face of general economic conditions not permitting them to enjoy
maximum employment elsewhere. Production and distribution of farm
products for the benefit of consumers have not served our full needs at
home nor met exnort needs in accord with the best interests of our domestic
agriculture and our international objectives. Simultaneously, there has
been so-called overproduction, gigantic accumulations of farm commodity
SurplUses, and tremendous public costs. Instead of enjoying maximum
purchasing power, agriculture has suffered a long and deepening depression
of incomes and living standards. These conditions have worked seriously
against maximum production, employment, and purchasing power for

groups other than farmers, due to the essential relationship between the
farm economy and the nonfarm economy. It is hereby declared to be the
policy of the Congress to establish general policies and programs whereby

farm policies and programs may be brought into line with our fundamental

domestic and international objectives.

A Prosperity And Peace Budget For Agriculture
SEC. 3 .(a). The President shall transmit" to. the Congress annually

a Prosperity and Peace Budget For Agriculture, including maximum pro-
duction, employment, and purchasing power goals for agriculture, and
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recommended policies to achjsye these goals. These goals shall be stated

in short-range terms and also in long-range terms looking five and ten years
ahead. In setting these goals, the President shall be guided by the following

definitions:
(1) Maximum production for agriculture means short-range and

long-range production of foods and fibers consistent with (a) the real needs
and purchasing power of domestic consumers and indusfries under, con-
ditions of maximum production, employment, and purchasing power in the
United States as a whole, (b) export and.import levels. of foods and fibers
conducive to maximum prosperity for domestic agriculture and maximum
utilization overseas (reconciled with needed domestic use)- toward world-
wide- economic progress and peace, (c) adequate reserves of foods and
fibers and biological oils, geared to domestic needs, ationat securityt and

the world-wide outlook. These maximum production goals shall be de-
veloped for all important farm commodities;

(2) Maximum employment for agriculture me ns (a) a farm popu-
lation' and labor force of a size enabling it to be. fu and efficiently em-
ployed in producing a,volume of output consistent wit maximum produc-r
tion, (b) topportunity for maximum employment, in other sectors of the
economy, for those farmers and farm workers who may become in excess
of those required for maximum employment in agriculture, and (c) a farm
Structure, in terms of numbers of acres and other productive units in use,
consistent with maximum production, thus bringing annual supply and
annual demand into balance; .

(3) Maximum purchasing power for agriculture means (a) that farm
families shall enjoy incomes whicb move upward. at sufficient pace to attain
within a reasonable perioet of time parity of inc me and living standards

essen-
tial role in helping to maintain maximum purcha ing power for the Ameri-
can economy as a whole. .

.(b) The Prosperity and Peace Budget for Agriculture, as transmitted
by the President, shall be designed to serve as a helpful guide to the Con
gress and to the American people, in determining policies and programs in
accord with the purposes of this Act.

Criteria For Determining Maximum Production Goals
SEC. 4. In addition to complying with the general definition set forth

in Section 3 (a) (1), the maximum production goals for agriculture set forth
by the President shall contain the following specific elements:

(1) Rettionable reconciliation with the goals for maximum total
national roduction, required in the Economic Reports of the President
under the loyment Act of 1946;
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(2) A, Model Food and Fiber Consumption Family Budget, embody-
ing (a) a satisfactory health and adequacy standard of food and fiber con-
sumption for families in the United States, and (b) analysisof the number
of families falling 'below this standard and the increased food and fiber
consumption which would lift them to this standard at a pace consistent
with the general goals for maximum production and corresponding use.
This analysis shall focus upon low income 'families, including the aged, the
handicapped, and the disabled, and especially upon the nutritional needs
of growing children;

(3) Estimates of deficits iiffood and fiber consumption in other areas
of the free.world, prospects for the removal of these deficits by efforts out
side of the United States, and goals for exports of foods and fibers from
the United States designed to bring an appropriate portion of our maximum
production to bear upon redudion of these deficits;

(4) Reconciliation of these export goals with import trends and ob.
jectives which have a bearing upon these exports and with other United
States policies and programs related to international economic development,
including grant programs, private and public loans and other investments,
an4liade and tariff policies;

(5) Estimates of reserve requirdnents for foods, fibers, and biological
oils.

SEC. 5. The maximum prhduction goals shall place major emphasis
upon the fundamental adjustment problem of achieving and maintaining
a reasonable balance between annual production and annual demand.
Reduction of already accumulated farm surpluses shall be conducted within
the framework of this major emphasis, in order that the handling of these
surpluses shall, not defer nor distort the more fundamental adjustment.

Criteria For Determining Maximum Employment Goals
SEC. 6. In additiim to complying with the general definition set forth

in Section 3 (a) (2), the maximum employment goals for agriculture shall
include the following specific elements:

(1) Estimates as to the- size of the farm population and the number
of farmers and other farm workers which would mesh with the maximum
production .goals, taking into account projected trends in productivity on
the farm;

(2) Estimates of any foreseeable' shrinkage in the farm pbpulation
and' abor force, accompanied by 'estimates of the resources required to
provide suitable training, guidance, and financial assistance for the move-
ment of displaced fern families and workers to a maximum employment
environment in other sectors of the economy;

(3) Projections of a consistent relationship between the maximum
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employmtnt goal for agriculture and the maximum employment goal for
the whole economy required under the Employment Act of 1946:

(4) Estimates orihe farm productive resources other than manpower

needed to meet the maximum produCtion goals. including ,estimates of
acreages and livestock breeding units related to the range of commodities
inclUded in the maximum production pals and taking account of projected

trends in technology; 4

(5) Estimates of desirable;changes in the number and size of farms,
tompatible with maximum employment of farm productive resources and
with encouragement of the family. type farni rather than corporate farm
enterprise;

(6) Estimates of requirements for a progressive program of land,
and soil conservation.

Criteria For Determining Maximum Purdiasing Power .Goals
SEC. 7. In addition to complying with the general definition. set forth

in Section 3 (a) (3). the maximum purchasing power goal for agriculture
shall include the following specific elements:

(1). Projection of a consistent relationship between maximum pur-
chasing power for agriculture and the maximum purchasing power goal
for the economy as a whole required under the Employment Act of 1946;

(2) Projection of desirable trends in the internal structure of farm
income so as to give top priority-to the reduction of poverty among farm
families, hired farm workers including migratory workers, and other
especially depressed sectors of the farm population;

(3) Estimates of the amount of farm income needed,' not only to
achieve the living standards goals, but also to induce an adequate level of
capital investment in improved technology and productivity;

(4) Estimates of the amount of credit needed for agriculture, and of
the desirable terms of such credit, consistent with the purpose of this Act;

(5) Estimates of other factors trearing upon relatively loW incomes
and living standards in rural America, such as deficiencies in health services,

',educational facilities, and housing, and estimates of the approximate role
of national policies and programs in helping to overcome these deficiencies
consistent with other policies and programs of the Federal Government in

.promoting the objectives of the Employment Act of 1946.

The Costs Of The Effort
SEC. 8. The Prosperity and Peace Budget for Agriculture as sub-

mined by the President shall include short-range and long-range estimates
of costs to the Federal Government of the policies and programs recom-
mended by the President to achieve the purpose of this Act. These cost
estimates shall include the following:
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( 1) Estimates l of proposed outlays as they enter into the Federal
Budget;

(2) Estimates of net costs to the Federal Government, based upon the
differences between proposed Budget outlays and estimated recoveries
of funds by the Government;

(3) A classification of overall outlays and net costs which distin-
guishes among (a) transfer payments which redirect the flow,of income but
do not thereby consume economic resources, (sb) other outlays supporting
activities which, while useful, do not create productive assets, and (c) still
other outlays of an investment character which create productive assets.
These classifications shall be designed to pdrtray more accurately the teal
costs and benefits of national farm policies and programs;

(4) Estimates of what portion of proposed outlays have as their
primary purpose the accomplishment of international objectives or the
betterment of living standards among nonfarm people in the United States,
and which therefore should not be charged against agricultural adjustment
or the protection of farm income;

(5) Estimates of the impact of the whole farm adjustment program
upon maximum production, emplOyment, and purchasing power in the
United States eccsomy as a whole, in order to set off the economic and
financial benefits 61 achieving-the purposes of the Employment Act of 1946
against the direct and indirect costs of the farm adjustment program.

Cooperation And Coordination*
SEC. 9. The first Prosperity and Peace Budget for. Agriculture sub-

mitted by the President skiall describe steps to be undertaken by the
President, or propose enactments by the Congress, in- furtherance of these
purposei;

(1) Cooperation among farmers,, farm organizations, and government
at all levels, towards maximizing voluntary efforts in achieving the purposes
of this Act;

(2) Coordination among the various Departments of the Federal
Government whose activities relate substantially to the ptirpstses4 this Act,
including but not necessarily limited to the Departments of Agriculture,
Health,. Education, and Welfare, Labor, Commerce, and Interior; the
Council of Economic Advisers; the Bureau of the Budget; and the Office
of Civilian and Defense Mobilization;

(3) Coordination among the various United States agencies con-
cerned with international economic policies, and further steps toward
improvement in workable relations among the United State1s and other
countries through existing or new international agencies concerned with
'consistent and mutually beneficial economic exchanges among nations.
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Senator STEVE118011% Thank ,yon, Dr: Xeyserling. We are running
short of time. I'd like to continue, this conversation, I'm still. not sure
how you feel we .slictald stir the GovernmenVand the people. of Ibis
Country to make,that moral commitment to begin the planning -yen
speak of so eloquently. But maybe we'll contrive some ideas,. and I
hope if you have at any time -any. furtheradvice to give us, you will
pass it along. I know the members of this committee arc very -grate-
ful to ;Von for your help this morning and for the picture you- haNie
painted of rural America, a picture which as you put, very-well would
be laughable if it weren't criminal.

Our next witness is Mr. W. Wilson King. We have many, farmers
in Illinois and one is the :junior Senator; but we have no betterlarniefr
in ourState than -Mr. King. He is from - Whiteside Minty, a, fart
operator, and among other things, he served as a memberthe Presi-

. dent's National Advisory Commission on Rural Poverty-.
I'm sorry,,,Mr. King, that we kept .yon .waiting so long, b4 I am

grateful for your patience and for coming here today. .

STATEMENT OF W. WILSON KING, FARMER, KINGLORE FARMS,
. ROCK FALLS, ILL., AND MEMBER, PRESIDENTS NATIONAL AD- .

tsort COMMISSION ON RURAL POVERTY

Mr. KINo. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
1 do not have. a prepared statement, knowing that my one time col-

league, chairman of the President's National Advisory Commission on
Rural Poverty would testify. prior to ine. I hope I don't, sound pre -
sumptuous in saying I thought I could make better testimony without
prepared statements,. but I thought I might draw from my notes the. .

things Governor Breathitt alluded to in general terms, ana pbint out
statistics to substantiate things he gaid, and could soinewhat comple-
Ment thelestimony be has given, .because I had not seen his prepared
statement until he gave it this morning.

Governor Breathitt expressed his disappointment in the fact that
after a year and a half study by a group of knowledgeable people,
the people that wrote tha report "The, People Left Behind," seemingly
not too much has been done about it. It was a long-term program that
was planned, arid when the Governor mentioned. that, I pulled out
a copy of the Washington Post of September 11, where the President
made the report public, anti the first paragraph said :

The President's National Advisory. Comminnion Report on Rural Poverty
has made findings and recommendations no sweeping and comprebennive and
exhaustive In character that Its report in bound to figure in the formation of
national Dailey for a. leeilemtian.

,

I thought, maybe you hadn't seen that, and hopefully that might
t iparaphrase it. We Certainly. didn' expect it to be immediately taken I\

up, but we have been, disappointed because very little has en done
and we are extrem*

*
complimented that 'you, have seen filte recog-

nize this partieular problem.
As has been said before, the,problems of the cities are the -problems

of rural America, and solving the problems of the cities as the Gover-
nor said.was the charge President ,Tohnson gave us when we started.

Somebody, I believe Governor Breathitt; mentioned about increased
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poverty. This was handed to me, it's a report from the .Department
of Con*I3res May '7, 1971, where poverty increased 1.2 million in
1970. I don't know if you have that for your record or not.

Senator SrEvosoz.r. The report will be inserted at this-point in the
record.--

(The Material l-referred to follows:)
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POVERTY INCREASES BY 1.2 MILLION IN 1970

(Advanck data froth March 1971 Current Population SWIM).

The decade of the elide*. has Witnessed a ~liable
reduction In the number' or persons living.ln poverty.
Since' 145 the first year for Width data on Poverty
'ire itvallable. -there has ham an average annual
decline of 4.4 percent In the number of poorpersons.
However between 1469 and Kft. the number of poor

Increasedncressed pylitont 4,2 million, or 5.1 percent.
This is the first time that there has been a Significant
increase in the poverty population. In 1970, about
25.5, million persona, or 13 percent of the population.
were below the poverty level; according to the results
of the Current Population Survey conducted :In Match
1971 by the Bureau of theCensus. 'The rates of Increase
for_AM.wbites and Negroes below the poverty level
were roughly the same. in 1970, however, ifte poverty
rate for Negroes was more than three times that for
atm.,

The sex of tlig family head COntintleS tb bean
Important' factor- In the poverty statut of families,
The numbs"' of poor persons who were either members
of familia with a male head or 'male 'unrelated
individuals increased between 1964 and ,I970. an did
the number of poor person* In families with a female
head and female unrelated IndIvIdalle, linweveroluring

.
the preceding decade, there was no measereablechusge
in the number of poor persons In households with
a female heatkwhereas poor persona In households
with a .male 116;41 declined by about Si percent between
1959 and 1969. In 1470. persona in households headed
by a woman constituted only 14 percent of all persona

'but about 44 percent of poor persons.
There -are eienificant differences In the age com-

position of the wfilte and Negro poor, In 1970; children
under II years accounted for about ;76 percent of all
white persons betel the.poverty level as compared to

o roes meg%oho were ...r. in contrast,
aged famUy headanci comprised
about 19 percent of alit poor white.nerions but only 7
percent°, the Negro poor.
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Although about 64- percent of the Nation' families
resided in metropolitan areas In 1970.-P0or.- families
were about equally dlotrIbufed between metropolitan
and nontnstropolitan areas. Ahem 50 percent of poor
white families living in metrmsdltanareaswerecentral
city residents as compared to so percent of . poor
Negro

in PM, it would have 'Oen approxlmatelyr 11,4
billion dollars to raise, the Weenie of all poor families
,ottl. unrelated individuals above the poverty line. is
terms of 1070 dollars, this figure represents about a
7 percent rise In the Income deficit 'since 1'160. In
both .1069 and 19711. whiter .tecounted for about 72
percent of the total deficit.

The median income deficli foropoor famine* was
about 31.100 A 1970. For white families the deficit
was about $1,000 as compared to $1.300 for Negro
families, The differOnce in the median deficit between
white and Negro families is accounted tor 'In pan by
the .smaller. size of the average poor white, family.

e average deficit- per family member was about the
acne for families of both racial groupings,

'
circifie average, incomes of poor familles.headed by

Cilear,Weie closer to the poverty level than Those of '.
Antilles headed by women. About 24 percent of the poor
faroftles headed by men had Incomes within $500 of
their, 'respective poverty lines as compared to only
10i,percent for theme headed by women. The deficit.
per; family memher for families with n male head was
:Motu WO ail compared to $4111 Tor families with a
female head,

This report,- excludes initiates of inetitutions mat
Unrelated ithllVidUillH under 14 years. It leelieles only
those members of the Mined Forces living off post er
with their families on post. The poverty threshold for
a nonfarm faintly of four Was.$3,965 in 1970 and $2,973
In 1459, For more detailed definition, of the terms
and concepts used In this report, seeCurrent Population
Reports, Series P-60. No, 76. More detailed .poverty
data. for families Ind persons will' appear in n report
in this series to be Issued later this year..

Since the estimate) in this report are based on a
sample, thiy are subject tossamplingvariabllity, More-.

over, as in all field surveys of income, the figures are
subject to errors of response and nonreporting. All
statements of. comparison made In the ten. of this
report, however, nre statistically. significant. This
means that the chances are It least Pi in 20 that a
difference Identified in the text indicates it. true
difference in the poptslatIon rather than the Change
variations arising from the use of samples;

i.e sale the liwitinetniont of blevewsts. U,S, Goverment Printing Offico;tfosilimPan, O.C. 20402, 10 rants.
CamsetPosekaion .1topatto Issued in Swiss P -20, P-23. P-25, P-26, P..27, P411 P -la, and

P-45 an odd alio angle cassalitlatea sobactionsa at $14.00 pa parr 1150 odditinnal tar Nolen tnallinp
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. Mr. KING. We talked about Dr. Bishop; our very well-known execu-
tive director, who is now with the University of Maryland. Pd ltke to
quote a statement he made to the Illinois Manpower Commission,:

The migration'of, people from the farms and rare America to the cities repre-
sents one of the most massive migrations of human resources ever recorded'.

I'd likoto substantiate somewhat the problem.rural AMerica has to
be approached on a national basis. One of our former colleagues: Dr.
James Bonner, head of the department of economics at the Univer-.
sity of Michigan, sent me a copy of a report he gave at the Minneapo-
lis farm forum on March 6th; and I took out one of his illustrations
to substantiate the statement that it has to be a national. approach.

He told about a very prominent, new Detroit Committee, they were
influential citizens, from business and industry which was formed to
rebuild Detroit,' to restrain some of the hard-core poor and laid jobs
for them. This was after the well-known riots m Detroit several
years ago. They found and put to work about 55,000 people who had
been unemployed in Detroit, in the poverty group, and they found
that they had more unemployment after theSe 55,000 people were put
to work than beiore they started.

The point I'm making is that post cards and telephone calls went
to Mississippi, Arkansas, .wherever there were people and kinfolks
looking for opportunities in the cities, and they went to Detroit look-
ing for york. That effort virtually- accelerated the migration of the
rural poor right into Detroit. It's like dipping water out of a rowboat
with a tonagto can When, it's coming in by buckets. Detioit cannot solve
the Nation's job problem alone. We must act as a Nation.

This. is something your committee knows about, but I did want to
em hasize it.

The next question you will probably ask is how do we reach people
on a national.basis. We had quite a bit of testimony in our hearings
and I'd like to quote myself briefly from a report I made to the Illi-
nois Manpower Commission: I quote :

We heard' excellent testimony in our hearings in some states, about how Ex-
tension Service was making real contributions .to those left in the wake of the.
Agricultural revolution.Low income famigtnot only need to earn more, but
also need to learn how to spend their in es more effectively. The wives of
most rural families in poverty have little formal education. They have not had
the advantage of attending homemaking classes in high school. Many would' not
know how to lake care of the fandly's nutrition, health, and clothing needs even
if money was no obstacle.

In our hearings testimony brought out some of the more successful. commu-
nity action efforts by the Office of Edonomic Opportunity in cooperation-with
Extension home-economists. They have been working with wives of poverty
stricken families and teaching them to stretch income by buying low cost food
and preparing it so that it is appetizing and nutritious. They have also taught
them" how to make attractive clothing with low cost materials. All this:, has
helped to upgrade quality of life in these homes, including personal health and
family planning.
- The land-grant universities have. ccintributed significantly to the structural

upheaval' in rural America. Imbalances in the rural sector to it large extent are
the by-product-of technological change incagriculture. These universities have
responded so well to the charge given them to develop agricultural technology,
that they should now_ be given. another ,charge_ at this juncture. They _shisuld at
this time focus attention on helping rural America to adjust to the forces of
change and to-restore order to their lives and to -their small towns.
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Now, if a new charter could be given to them, they might try to re-
. store the communities,the people and: the rural areas that they helped

lead under the category of "The, Peeple left Behind."
I don't knoW whether this gets really into what you're thinking ,

about but public need is a problem in the rural. areas as well as the
cities. I think-the 1)01i-city comes to public .aid in- the cities.but it is
also true in rural America. As a farmer I observed: it, and I think prior
to spending considerable time in the area of rural poverty, I was some-
what critical of people on public aid being available to work on
farms until I had the .opportimity to see the other side of the coin.

In our. testimony in many States we had almost a thread of the
same Sort of condition and problem of people on publiC aid. Most
people would lik-to increase their standard of living and would like
ta have work, but the rides of public aid -almost' have them boxed in,
or locked in to stay on public aid rolls. I might try to give a few ex-
amples. The people welistened to, if they took a job helping me make
hay on my farm for a month or two, they might be immediately
dropped off public aid. You might say- this is correct, but the minute

clone with them they have to go back on public aid and it's 2
weeks and in some extreme eases, 2 months, before their applications
would be reactivated. and -they.are put back on the public aid roil.

Most of the people on public aid have to be in seasonal or part time,
unskilled market and they can't.afford to be 2 weeks or 2 months with-
out a paycheck, so we have locked in a very valuable gold mine of man-
power to rural Ainerica by holding their on public aid rolls because of
the antiquated rules of getting them back on public aid, rather than.
allowing them to *supplement income with public aid.

In some cases they're. getting $180 a month and if they took a- job
on a farm aid made $50, it would be subtracted fromthe $180. That's
100 percent income tax, more than that, because there's transporta-
tion, clothes, things you have to do to prepare yourself Ito take a job
that makes it almost prohibitive.

I think if you have an opportunity to study the recommendations
of our Corinission, we set up a flexible schedule, I don't remember the
exact figures, but say $300 would be the level a person should be -al-
lowed to earn, and if he t arned over that it might be deducted on a
graduated scale, so I think in your studies and legislation you might.
'write it with revenue sharing in the picture. It would give Federal
Government the authority for guidelines in public aid funds.

I think there should, be some guidelines. to update public aid to help
-solve rural poverty, and I would urge your committee to go into that
and make a detailed study, and I'm sure you have the resources to
do that.

Governor Breathitt and the illustrious gentleman whor, preceded
me talked extensively about-bringing industry into the rural comma-

. nity... There's a lot of pitfalls in that, but it can be done. I. had an
opportilnity to read Senator Humphrey's kill that has been intro-
duced in the Senate with more than half of the agriculture commit-
tees names attached to it. His. Resource. Act will ake-credit avail-
able in smaller comuumities.to attack, solve, and rebuild rural Amer-
ica and with the legislation this subcommittee- will write.

I belimie they had a 35,000 population limit on AO:rut-hat may be
changed, where hospitals; water systems, credit of various kinds, corn-'',
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ramifies to update themselves to make it possible for industry_ to
come into the rural America, I mean small cities and towns, and I'd
like to point out a couple extremes.

A man by the name of Herbert 'Greer, vice president of Burnell-
Nytronics Co., testified to our Commission in Tucson, and he told about
the president of the company who got acauainted with a gentleman
associated with the Bureau of Indian. Affairs. Somehow or other they
get together and talked at a convention in Chicago about bringing a
plant .down to the Pueblo of Laguna in New Mexico. The Arear.lte-
development Administration came in and did some work and set up
water supply and sewers to serve both the Plant and housing,. and
the U.S. Department of Vocational Education trained some Indians,
paid for their training in the company to do the work they would
like.to do in this electronics coanpany; and at that time they hail,
I think, 80 people working in the plant, and it was successful and
profitable..

I :thought before I came down here to Washington to testify on
what a tremendous example this was I ought to checkwith the com-
pany. Conditions change sometimes, and I got on the telephone and
talked to Mr: Greer and I've got a letter from them. They now have
180 employees, 85 percent are Indians and the letter will point out
the tremendous economic impact made on that particular commu-
nity in New Mexico. May I give my letter for your permanent
record.,

Senator Sztvmsorr. The letter will be inserted at this point in the
record.

(The following was subsequently supplied for the.' record :)'
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Teletype: 910-989-1644

"fir .11rc.s
13.0.,13ox 1691 IIC 66 Albuquerque, N. M. 07103

Telephone: 5115 2 4 3-1373
July 15, 1971

Fr. W Wilson King
Rural Route 2
Rock Falls, Illinois

-

Dear Mr. King, ..

This letter is in ieference.to our telephone conversation' with regards-.
to Industry need in poverty stricken areas and also on Indian lands and re-
nervations to be able tozovide the much needed emplOyment opportunities. ''

S..

I.personally feel that there in every juptifieation for ouch as we have
here. It has very significantly made its' contributions to the economy of
the people of the Pueblo of Laguna. There is no need.to relocate people in

.areas Where the environments differ to what they are accustomed to, rather-
it would be most advantages to try to bring industry-and employment opporth-
nities tothem.

We find that vocational training in readily available thrO federal
funding, training people for the kind.of. ;lobs made available by any Indus-
try too, Can be an asset.

Ceveral'ilther proctors Can elm) be initiated,:nueh an job related
education'and above all, Child Care Cente n no that mothers who ma be
the bread winner of thq y can have e oppor un y

Mi. King, this inlbrief, is my feeling, having had the opportunity
to participate in what.I think has been a profitable venture. 4y regards.

3 eraY yours

4.t.etee.

Robert Dailey,

180 40 cid

Pelham. Manor. N. Y.

eQs

nix did,
V

Albuquerque, New Mexico
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Mr. KING. During our hearings, of Course, one of the first things
they asked about was absenteeism, quality of work, and so forth. Mr.
Greer pointed out they have plants in New York, New Jersey, Con-
necticut, and Pennsylvania, and absenteeism and quality of work was
comparable or even better on the u blo as compared, to the other
places. He was also asked whether they were working the Indian peo -...
ple for less money and he pointed out ey were paying scale wages
there and making a profit.

May I tell a story about John Woodenlegs2 one of the most valuable
and loved members of the Commission, president of five tribes of the
Northern Cheyenne. When things got a little sticky or we needed a
little human interest we called on John. He said very little,but he al-
-ways seemed to say the right thing,at the right time. When they talked
about absenteeism; John Woodenlegs spoke up. He said things are
better on the Indian reservation up in Montana, we have Indians in
the cattle business, we have Indians working at their trade, Indians'
health is better, but we've got one problem. Indians drink too much,
and you could look around and see everybody nodding in agreement.
We got to teach Indians how to drink2 but we can't find no teachers.

We have misconceptions about minority groups in many areas,
whether it's in motivation, whether they drink too much, os whether
they are responsible, and I'd like to testify as a farmer and layman and
from my avocation of trying to help the people left behind 'in the so-
called agriculture revolution, to substantiate some statements made by
both gentlemen preceding me. I'd like to tell another story about an-
other witness, the late Congressman Joe Resnick from New York, who
testified at our hearing in Washington.

He told a very interesting story. He represented a district that had
five counties, Dutchess, Ulster, Columbia, Greene, and Schoharie, and
he said he grew up in Ulster County. He started making TV antennas
in his garage, and that prospered into an industry that at that time ern
ployed a thousand employees. I did not call up 'there and inquire about
ow that company is doing today, because Congressman Resnick has

now eased away, and I didn't know who to call but I assume it is still
a prosperous industry.

He pointed out his particular county was a borderline county.
Dutchess was wealthy because of IBM, Columbia was perhaps a bor-
derline county, but he pointed out that his plant in his little commu-
nity had reversed the trend of people going down closer to the city of
New York. There were many farmers working in his plant 40 hours
a week and 'still taking care of their small farms.

The other thing he wanted to point outand this is nerhaps even
more important for a subcommittee like yours which is 11king down

. the roadhe made a survey of these five counties. As I said Dutchess
was the wealthy county because of the vast IBM installation, but
Greene and Schoharie Counties were at that time officially listed as
depressed counties having more population during the Civil War than
they do today. Schoharie County had the highest unemployment, the
highest illiteracy rate, and the lowest per capita per family income
in the State of New York.

So his congressional listing went from one extreme to the other,
from community wealth to community poverty. He made a survey
of all the wonderful programs, all the types of Federal money that

/
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was available to come into his district, and the astounding thing was
that only 15 percent got into the two poor counties because they
alluded to this fact, They 41teked all the necessary reasons to make
feasibility studies, to come do_ yn to Washington and approach the
right people.

In other words, it was a leadership problem. It was a problem the
poor get poorer and the rich get richer, even in that type of philos-
ophy in trying to help the rural poor, the programs set up for them
that were available, were not brought \Tito reality for that reason.

I really don't know the answer to that\unless the Extension Service'
might he the answer for those people. Those people are readily ac-
ceptable in most places and the leadership in that area, helping- them
make applications, make feasibility studies might be a.possibility, be-
cause the finest programs are useless to rural Amen& unless they
are implemented or applied for, or they don't become a reality.

I perhaps didn't state that very well, but I think you realize what
I'm trying to say. Programs have to be gotten to the people through
sonic method of guidance, advice, counsel, and I lust bring, tins
Extension Service in ; it might be, a new area for them to work in.

The family farm has been talked about this morning several times.
I have here 5 percent of the population. The preceding gentleinen
said it was 4 point something now, so 5 percent is pretty close. The
family farm has been the strength of the Nation for many years. We
were once 95 percent of the population. We have been migrating our
best boys and girls to the cities for 150 years. It has been a philosophy
on the farm when a father and mother have an outstanding son. or
daughter we always try to get them educated to get them off to the
city so that lie can make his way.

It has been the strength of our country that these talented men
and women who were taught to do chores when they were 5 years old,
and learned responsibility and knew how to work, and then migrated
to the cities for endless generations. We can all think back of the
leaders in business, industry, education, professions, and politics,
down through history, in nearly every case have had rural American
backgrounds. It has been one of the real strengths of America, and
if the family farm slips by the wayside, everybody in America
suffers.

The family farm today is feeding America. The preceding 'witness
pointed out the farmers have been subsidizing some Americans. The
family farm is producing food for the rest of the United States for
about 16 percent of their take-honie pay, and you can easily see why.
When it's time to get the crops out, the farmer and his wife and family
work night and day. They may not work more hours than anyone else,
but they hit the ball during the hours it's necessary, and that's One of
the real reasons they are so efficient and so productive. As Dr. Keyser-
ling said a few moments ago, if they turned the farmers loose they
could feed the world with efficiency and productivity. I guess that's

"true.
I think the family farm will survive. It isn't 160 acres any more.

We used to think 160 acres was' a farm, today we think of it as a field.
Family farms have been enlarged by necessity. A farm is operated by
a father and son or the family and one 'hired man and it's still the
backbone of American agriculture, still sociologically the backbone of
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rural America. I don't fear for it if we 't hate to compete with
loss farming.

"We'can't compete with corpprations that can deduct losses on agri-
culture against the tremendous profits of the corporations they are
operating. We can't compete with loss farming where they can buy
undeveloped land, rundown land, develop it with lime, fertilizer,
contouring,' fences, installations, tad so forth that are deductible, and
then resell on a capita)1 gains structure and so .f.e.dh.

I'd like to pay tribute to Senator Metcalf. A. number of Senators
have given valuable leadership in their legislative efforts to put cor-
porate farming as a. separate tax entity, and then I don't think you
have any problem. I won't say any problem, but lesser problem. I have
hope for the family farms if they are put on the same tax base as
large corporations are _when they move into agriculture. Or I should
say again the family farm will survive when corporate farming is re-
quired to be a separate tax entity.

Most of us would rather starve on-the farm than make money doing
something else. It's part of the philoeo_phy of the family farm. I rep-
resent a family farm. When the good d,octor was talking ahead of me,
I almost felt like he was talking about me many timed.

Another thing I'd like to touch on is minimum wages covering farm
labor would help solve rural poverty. In the long run it will strengthen
the' family farm. There again the family farm is contributing food
and fiber and not competing against wages in the cities.

I. as a farmer do not work with migratory labor because we don't
raise that kind of crops, but I thought I might counsel with somebody,
before coming down here, who could enlighten me a little further in
case somebody might ask zne.a question. So I consulted with a Mexican-
American friend of mine, who has retired and is now devoting his
time to the Illinois Migrant Council.. If you would like this information
for your records, it's the violations in equity of migratory workers
that happen in Illinois and their recommendations. I won't take time
to read them, but I'll leave them with you if they will be of any help
to you.

Senator STzvxmaig. They will be entered in the record.
(The following was subsequently supplied for the record i)
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SUMMARY OF' RECOMMENDATIONS

I. EMPLOYMENT

1. Illinois State Employment Service
Proscribe recruitment of persons outside of Illinois
for work in Illinois unless an order is filed with
the Illinois Employment Service setting forth the
term7 and conditions of work offered.

Requira that ea6h person so recruited be provided
with,a summary of Illinois lawsboth in English and
in the language with which he is most familiar
covering payments of wages, wage assignments, wage
deduction orders and, where applicable* migrant labor
camps.

provide that all local offices of the Illinois State
Employment Service are to receive and forward.to the
office of the, Attorney General and the local States
AttOrney all allegations of violations of lama
mentioned in the preceding paragraph.

Make it a misdemeanor for any employer to violate
the terms of a clearance order filed with the Illinois.
State Employment Service.

2. Unemployment Compensation
Amend the Unemployment Compensation Act to provide
covipage for agricultural workers except that benefits
farSuOh workers may be earned only during the second
and third quarters of any given year and may be paid
only during the second and third quarters of subsequent

years. .

3. Pair Employment Practices
Delete the words "or persons employed in 'Agricultural
Labor' as that term is defined in the Unemployment
Compensation Act as now or hereafter amended"

4. Agric4tural Employment
Submit bill making a knowing, non-consuming purchaser of
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products produced in violation of any of the state laSi
concerning labor or engloysent or in violation of Mate
law on migrant labor liable in actions brought by
victims of.those violations or by the State on behalf of
the victims. Such liability should be limited to
injunctive relief but may extend to the enjoining of
marketing of non - perishable commodities.

5. State Employment.
Mandate the Department of personnel in cooperation with
departmentheads and appropriate persons in the various
departments of government; to establish criteria including
linguistic ability and such familiarity with customs and
background to,enable those departments which have
'personnel Who come in direct contact with the citizens
of this state to render better and more appropriate
services in those offices where such'briteria might be
deemed necessary.

'Provide that, should it prove difficult or impossible'to
recruit persons with adequate professional training who
also meet the linguistic and cultural standards, the
Department of Personnel is authorized to establish sub -
professional or para-professional job titles, The
.Department should further be instructed.to provito a
systesivfiereby such sUb-profesilonals and pare-professionals
may, through examinations,. term of service and/or continuing
formal educatione advanced up a careerAidder into
professional-ranks.

Mandate the Department of Registration and Education:to
give examinations in the Spanish language and to issue
licenses to persons who pass such examinations whenever it
Can be shown that a sufficient clientele for services
exists.

Provide that the Secretary of State may cause to be
offered suitable test for licenses to operate motor
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vehicles. Such test to be offered in the Spanish
language.

II. HOUSING

1. Migrant Labor Camps
Amend Migrant Camp Act to require periodic inspections
and to set minimum standards at the level of federal
standards.

2. Visitors 4,-
Amend the Criminal Trespass to Land'Adt to exempt
from. its provisions anyone who is an invited guest of
a legal occupant.

Zoning
Require that ,every sub-dilasion of, the State of Illinois
which establishes zoning ordinancei zone at least ten
per cent of its land area to permit the construction of
low and moderate income housing.

Define moderate income housing as that housing which
rents for no more than 25% of the median income level of
the state or of the Standard Metropolitan Area in which
the hoUsing is located Whichever is greater. Define low -.
income housing as that housing Which rents fOr two- thirds
df the rental of moderate income housing. Provide that
the above rentals apply to units which can accommodate a
family Of fix* persons.

Empower the State'Housing Board to overturn local zoning
ordinances wherever a developer,builder,.or, laidowne;
brings the matter to its attention.

EstabZish compaAble standards for hoMeoVnership.
Alternatively, empower the State Housing Board to
establish these standards.

4. Doane for Housing
Cause a referendum on the issuance of $10,000,000..00 of

general obligation bonds for the purpose of establishing
a fund for low interest loans (to be granted at no more
than 1 1/2 per cent more than the rate which the state

iii
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pays) for the resettlement of persons displaced
through technological advances of Illinois
agriculture or industry. This money to be made
available for Aiming only.

XXX. EDUCATION
1. hay Cars

Appropriate $075,0013.00-to fund day care services
for migrant children to be administered by the

.

Department of Children and Family Services.
lb

2. Mobile units
Make a sufficient appropriation to the Office of the
Superintendent of ?Alio Instruction to .provide mobile
school -Units,for the ligucation of all young people -in
the migrant stream between the ages of six and sixteen
who are not adequately served in other ways. Instruction
-should include a curriculum of appropriate general
education,- teaching English. as asecond language, and
vocational instruction.

3. State Aid for Speak el Programs
Provide special state aid programs for local school
districts or local attendance areastwith large numbers
of children from homes where English'is not the primary
language, for the establishment and maintenance of bi-
lingual education programs and programs for teaching
English as'a second language.

4. Testing
Prohibit the classification of any child as having sub--
normal intelligence based on tests which had not been
validated in the language preferred by the child's
parents. Direct the office of the Superintendent of
Public Instruction. to seek to develop validated tests
where a need is indicated.

S. Require each institution of higher education in tbe'state,
including each of the graduate schools, to establish five

/ scholarships to be awarded annually to .men and women who
come from homes in the state where Spanish is the primary
,language.

,

IV. POLITICAL REPRESENTATION #

1. Amend the Urban Renewal Consolidation Act to provide for
the election, instead of the appointment, of meMbers of
the Conservation Community Councils from the communities

CD
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involved in urban renewal.

Establishing as a permanent body a legislative
-commission for the Spanish speaking, with an
,increased number of public - members and with 'annual -
appropriation of 00,000.00

CONSUMER PROTECTION'. 0
butia14. confession of judgment clauses in all
,conditional sales contracts,:

4TairlAe that all temedieS,APPlitable to'original
?.-seller Will ]Se applicable to holder in due cbUrse''.'',-
of instruments: which forM part Of dales contract'.'

Outlaw deficienCY jPdgMents in conditionaI,Sales
contract,

Provide 't.hatinterestmUst be paid On,MbnieS,Which
Mist be placed On deposit as part. of 'rental agree-
merits and agre4Ments with utility companies

, VI. ,JUSTICE AND POLICE
1. proVide state funding fora

language of the client.'

Direct all state courts to provide interpreters for
persons accused of felonies or misdemeanors at the
request of any party to the trial,. Interpreters to be
paid out...of. coUtty'funds.

VI/ VEALTH
A.' Amend Illinois Revised Statute' 48 172.36 Occupational-

Diseases Act - to delete the words "Nothing Contained
,herein shall be construed to apply to any Work, employ-
ment oroperation done, had or conducted by farmers and
other's engaged in farming, tillage of the soil, or stock
raising or to those who rent, demise or leaSe land for
Any such purposes, or to any one in their employ or, to
any work done on a farm or country place, 'no matter. what
kind of work or service is being done or rendered."

. AMend Illinois Reyised Satute 48 138:3 - .Workman
CoMpensation - by deletion of paragraph 15 which
provides,agridulturaI exemption from provisions;



Aiend Illinois Revised Statute 48 137.2 - Health and
Safety Aqt - by deleting (S) Which exempts agriculture
fromproVisione of the Act.

Amend Illinois Revised Statute 48 8a - Day of Rest -
by addingfarm' shall include a,place where tillage
of the soil, planting, cultivating, harvestxng of any.
.crop, care or raising of live stock or other. - similar.
occupations are conducted".

-
and 8b by adding the word "farre after "mercantile
establishment" and before "transportation".

Establish statewide mandatory group plan health
insurance for seasonal field workers and in-plant
workers covering both workers and families, financed
with contributions from statge general revenue fund,
employers and employees.

VIII. WELFARE
1. Amend Illinois Revised Statute 48 31.2 - Child Labor

to provide coverage for persons under 12 engaged in
agriculturalpnirSuits.

2. Amend .Illinois Revised Statute 23 110 to remove all
residence requirements for public, aid.
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The Spanish Speaking Peoples Study Commission
is pleased to present this report of their
activities in visiting five areas in downstate
Illinois in connection with the migrant workir,
problerne and also visiting five areas in the
City of Chicago relative to problems of the
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During theCourse of,the 76th Biennium and as a
result of the visits, numerous recommendations
were made and problems uncovered.

The Commission has outlined many recommendations
as will be discloSed in the history and findings
of the Commission developed in this report.

The findings and recohmendations of the Commission
are presented for.your earnest study and considers..."
tion.

,Respectful submitted,

Arthur A, Telcser
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SPANISH SPEAKING PEOPLES STUDY COMMISSION

Since its organization in October of 1969, the

Spanish Speaking Peoples Study Commission his held 19(

meetings in,communities with a substantial Spanish

speaking population throughout Illinois. While

completely accurate figures are unavailable, we feel

that by a conservative estimate there are at present

more than half a million persons in Illinois to whom

14

Spanish co es.far more readily than English.

We dot n 4 have as large a Mexican-American population
0

as California or Texas, as large a Puerto Rican popula-

tion as New York or Pennsylvania nor as large-a Cuban

population as Florida or Louisiana but we do have a very

large and significant population of all three major

groups of Spanish speaking residents of the Continental

United States.
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All three groups share a common language and many

aspects of a common heritage. 411 have either come

from a place where United States citizenship is a

birthright as dear as their language and customs or

from a countty that has alternately enjoyed and suffered

from its special relationship with the United States.

In this regard they stand in a different position

tharisany previous immigrant wave that has come to the

state. The situation in which they find themselves is

./
more nearly comparable to that of in -migrants from

Wisconsin or Indiana than to immigrants who hail from

European lands.

Were it not for this essential and legal distinction

there still would be an important difference between the

Spanish speaking population of Illinois today and

previous waves of non-English speaking people to this

State. That is the mere fact that they are here in 1971

whom the advances of modern technology in communication

and transportation bring MexicosCity within a few hours

by air from Chicago and the ease of telephonic communication

eliminates the distance:between the two'cities.

MEXICAN-AMERICANS

The most, numerous, most widespread and oldeit in point of

2
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settlement of the three major groups are the Mexican-

Americans or as some p/efer to be called, Chicanos.

The antiquity of this group in Illinois could be

established by the presence here of obsidian instru-

ments manufactured by Mexican craftsmen in the vicinity

of Tenochtitlan long before the white man set foot on

this continent or by the explorations touching on

Illinois of men like Curate and Moscoso before the May-

flower landed at Plymouth Rock. Perhaps it might be

-better to mention that Mexican soldiers under a Spanish.

Commander from St. Louis fought in the American Revolution

to help secure Illinois for the Americans.

There have doubtless been Mexican-American residents of

Illinois dating from these early times. But the significant

influx of Mexican Americans in the state dates properly

from the mournful decade of political upheavals in

Mexico between 1910 and 1920. Since that time the increase

in population has been continually nourished by the dis-

placement of people in Spanish speaking regions of the

American Southwest and in the past thirty years by the

demands of Illinois agriculture,

The Mexican - American people from whom we have had the

3
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pleasure of hearing are a proud people.. They exhibit

an equal pride in their Indian and Spanish forebears

and are conscious of the substantial contributions that

they and their ancestors have made to our common American

heritage. Public assistance is accepted.only as a last

resort, forit is work that they ask and the opportunity

to succeed through their own efforts. We have found them

reluctant to offer complaints even when conditions under

which they lived and labored seemed to demand that com-

plaints be made.

We also found a willingness to serve. Typical was an

unpaved street in Silvis, Illinois. formerly called 2nd

Street which has been renamed Hero Street because no other

area of comparable siZe'in the nation has given so many of

its sons to fight in the Armed Forces of the.United States,

or a house on Herkimer Street in aoliet maintained by the

Herandez family to offer succor to all, or a free medical

clinic in the Pilsen area of Chicago maintained voluntarily'

by Chicano young people for the benefit of all in the

neighborhood.

PUERTO-RICANS

The second largest group comes from the island of Puerto

Rico. Puerto. Rico has been part of the United States since

0- 4
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General Niles landed on its southern Coast on July 25,

1898, and Puerto Ricans have had joint citizenship with

continental Americans since 1917.

The census of 1950 showed an insignificant number of

Puerto Ricans in Illinois, but labor contracts- during the

decade of the 1950's began a wave of migration that has
4

by this time bought some 200,000. persons to settle here.

Unfortunately thoie early contracts were anything but a

happy experience. Contractual labor from the sunny

Caribbean lived through the winter in drafty box cars on

Virginia Street in Gary. Workers were recruited for the

Michigan vegetable harveist with no assurances of transporta-

tion.or housing, and many finished the season awing4their

erstwhile employer for the privilege of working, Even the

federal government brought workers thousands of miles to

work in the Savanna ordnance plant after congressional

action had determined that the plant was to be shut down
4

within a'matter of months.

Puerto Rican* in Illinois tend to be city dwellers and

hence are concentrated in the northeastern corner of the

state. They are the pc.ssessors of a culture which is a

mold of the Boricua Indian, West African and Spanish and

French creole. It is a. culture which was already mature by

the end of the 18th century. It is one which has been made

5
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stronger by numerous attempts to ^henget or obliterate

it by the Spaniards prior to 1898 and by the U. S.

for the next 50 years, until Puerto Rico began to achieve

control over its own affairs in 1948, culminating in the

present commonwealth status which
5
was accomplished in

1952. While an integral: part of the United States,

Puerto RiCana can be said to be justly proud of a unique._

natiodal heritage.

We found them to have a particular genius'for organiza-

tion and to have a growing political awareness, which

pauses.them to address themselves to very real concerns

of the community. .

CUBANS

The smallest of the three major groUps and the most recent

-on the scene are immigrants fromthe island of Cuba; There

are approximately 60,000 CUbans imthe Chicago areaand an

undetermined nuMber.in the remainder of the state.

The advent of a substantial number of Cubans in Illinois

corresponds to the period following Fidel Castro's march

into Havana on January 1, ).959. Many were doctors, lawyers

: and other types of professionals who fled Ube with no

other possession' than those 'which they could carry. Many

. 6
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returned to school and studied over again in English

that which they had been practicing in Spanish and have

now reachieved professional status. Somec because of

family pressures or other reasons have not been so

fortunate. The barrier of non-citizenship presents a

problem to the Cuban which is not generally Shared by

many other of his Spanish Speaking brethren.

The United States was a natural refuge for.the Cuban

political exile for two reasons. First, because of its

proximity. Cuba is only 90 miles from the Florida coast."

Second, because, for most of its history Cuba has had a

special relationship with the United States. The Platt

Amendment incorporated in the Cuban constitution ve the

United States the right to intervene in. Cuban int rna

affairs during most of its history as an independent

state, and CUban sugar prices were supported by the United

States until 1960. Cuban immigration to Florida continues

at the rate of 3 to 4,000 persona per month, and dispersal

from Florida can be expected to accelerate in the years to

come.

EMPLOYMENT

The first in our series of recommendations, concerns.

employment. The feeling expressed by Spanish speaking

persons in our investigations was that if they could

secure adequate employment under reasonable conditions

11 131 0 - 72pt,II
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other problems which might be encountered would diminish

considerably.

Peril/45a the most important problems to, which we can

address ourselves lie in the field of agricultural

labor. Mbitof the food and fiber harvested for direct

human consumption 4.n Illinois :is harvested by the hand's of

.

Spanish speaking persons. It is hard back-breaking labor.

, The hours are long during the brief season for each} crop,

and tbo frequently the season will be followed by a slack

period during which no earnings are ,possible but expenses

continue. Workers come thousands of miles, having been

offered terms and conditions of work in the lower Rio

Grande valley that are often not complied with here in

Illinois. Crew leaders are expected to purchase year round

licenses for their trucks, even when they will'use them. for
0

avery short season in Illinois, to crews tend to be

discouraged from seeking employment in neighboring states.

The recruiter in Texas representing an Illinois firm may

promise many things; butr'the actual employer may be an

Illinois farmer. who is not in a position to comply.

Agriculture'is exemptedfrommany of the state's basic

labor laws, and those that do apply are all tau often net

enforced.

In Other areas, persons who have beell trained for employ-

ment are denied it because tests for lienses are offered

8
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Only in English, even when it can be shown that a sUb-

stantial clientele exists which can be adequately served
a.

only in the Spanish tongue.

Employment With the state is denied persons Who could

well serve a SpaniSh speaking Clientele; who are
-.

being badly Served,: -tat Served at all, or.isqUired

seek interpreters fromAard'pressed Private Agencies)

before they can avail

agencies.

now

themselves s-of the services of.state

We,thereforer recommend that. the General Assembly:

. AProscrite recruitment of persons outside of Illinois
for work in Illinois, unless. an order is-filed with the
Illinois State Employment Service setting forth the terms
and conditions'of work offered.

Require,that-eadh person so recruited be ovided With
a-surranary of Illinois laws both in'English in the
language with which he is most familiar cov ng pay-

ments of wages, wage assignments, wage dedu orders a

and, where aPplicable, migrant labor camps.

Proi4de.that all local offibes of the Illinoie State
EmploymentService/are to receive anagNeorward to the
office of the Attorney heneral and til6 local.States

Attorney all allegations of violations' of. laws Irentioned

in the preceding paragraph.
n

Make it a misdemeanor for any employer to vidlate the
terms .of a clearance orderfiled with the Illinois

'':.State Employment Service.

Amend. the Mnemploymeht dOmpensation Act to provide.
d., coverage foragricultural workers except that benefits

.forsuch workers, may be earned only during the second
and third quarters of any.siven-year and max be paid
only during the second and.t4itd quarters of.sUbsequent
years.

.
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. Delete. the words "or persons employed in 'Agricultural
.Labor' as that term iS defined in the Unemployment_:_
Compensation Act as now or hereafter amended"fromthe.,
Fair Deployment Practices Act.

SUbmit bill making a knowing, non-consuming pmrchaser
of products produced in violation ,of any of the state
LaWs concerning labor or employment or in violation of
the state law on.migrant labor liable in actions brought
by victims of those violations or by the State on behalf
of the victims. Such liability should be limited to
injunctive relief but may extend to the enjoining of
iarketing of non-perishable commodities.

5. Mandate the Department of Personnel in.cooperation with
department heads and appropriate persons-in the various
departments of government,'to establiSh criteria including ,
linguistic ability and such familiarity with customs and
background Ito enable those departments which have
personnel who come in'direc't contact with the citizens
of this state to render better and more_ appropriate
services in those offices where such oelteria might be
deemed necessary.

proxiide that, should it prolte difficult .or impossible
;to recruit persons with adequate professional training
who aaso meet the linguistic and, cultural standards, the
Department of Peronnel is authorized to establish sub
professional. or para-profeasonal job titles. The depart-
ment should further be instructed to provide a system
whereby such sUb-professionals and,para-professionals may,
through examination, term of service and/or continuing

,formal educatiqn be advanced up a career ladder into
professional. ranks.

Mandate the Department Of Registration and Education
tq give examinations in the.SpaniSK language and to
issue licenses to persons whO passosuch examinations
henever it can be shown that a sufficient clientele
for services exists. A

-

Provia that the Secretary of State may, cause to be
offered suitable teat for licenses to operate motor
vehicles. Snch'test to be offered in \the Spanish
languagec.

10
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e
Upward mobility for any person or groups is dependent

on the availability of decent employment and a decent

place to live. Both are often denied to Spanish spe9king

residents in the state of Illinois. The migrant labor

camp law passed 'in 1961 was not a strong measure and

subsequent amendments have weakened it considerably. The

f at that its provisions are below federal standards has

adversly affected the flaw of federal monies to the state

employment service Whiph is,rAquited to process orders

only from tb6se employers: who indicate 'a willingness to
I

observe the strictertederal requirements. We have not

appropriated eufficient money for the department of Health

to employ sanitarians to make inspeQt16ns and we have

only inspected those camps which apply for licensing.

Appareup fear, of the law has caused camp operators to';'
threaten'visitori to the camps with criminal trespass even.

when they are invited guets on the riVenises.

44
During slack seasons when workers could.conceivably find

f#rmore-remunerative employment in Illinois industry they

are prevented from doing so by the lack of an inventory

of housing within their price range -,a lack whicR is

o

fortiEied by restrictive zoning laws and by the ladVf

accumulated capital.

We therefore recommend that at

ti t



Amend Migrant Camp Act to-require periodic inspections
and to set minimum standards-at the level of federal
standards.

Amend the Criminal Trespass to Land Act.to exempt from
its provisions anyone who is hn invited guest of a
legal occupant.

3. Require that every sub-division of the State of Illinois
which establidhes zoning ordinances zone at least ten
per dent of its land area to permit theconstruction of
low aid moderate income housing.o
Define moderate income housing as that hoUsing,which
rents for no'more than 25% of the median income level of
the state or of the Standard Metropolitan Area in which
the housing is located whichever is greater. Define low
income housing as that hOusing which rents for two-thirds
of the rental of moderate income housing. Provide that
the above rentals apply to units which can accomodate
a family of five persons.

Empower the State dousing Board to overturn local zoning
orditanc'es wherever a developer, builder, or landowner
brings the matter to its attention.

Establish comparable standards fohome ownership.
Alternatively, empawer the State Housing Board to
establish these standards.

. Cause the issuance of $10,000,000.00 of general obligation.
bonds for the purpose of establishing a fund for low
interest loans ( to be granted at no more,than 1 1/2
per cent more than the rate which the state pays) for.the
resettlement of persons displaced through technological
advances of Illinois agriculture or industry. This money
to be made available for housing only.

.-EDUCATION
y I '

C

Education is perhaps the most obvious area in which a bi-

cultural people are likely to be discriminated against.

Standardized tests which have become such important diagnostic

instruments to the American Educational System will become

vehicles of unfair and adverse discrimination to the children
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of such people. Such tests often depend on vocabulary,

general information, and verbal quotations. Young people are

often placed in sections for the educational mentally

handicapped becaUse.of language differentials alone.

They are discouraged from continuing their education and; hence.

the state becomes an instrument in depriving future genera-

tions of needed skills. Special programs now in operation

' are under-funded and unnecessarily limited to certain school

attendance areas..-

The educational needs of the,migrant children are most

insufficiently dealt with-and we now face a worsening

situation,with federal funds for existing day care operations

about to be cancelled.

We recommend that the General Assembly:

1. Appropriate $100,000.00 to fund day care services for
migrant children to be administered by the Department of
Children and Family Services.

2. Make a sufficient appropriation to the Office of the
Superintendent of Public Instruction to provide mobile
school units for the education of all young people in
the migrant stream betWeen the ages of six and sixteen
who are not adequately served in other ways. Instruction
should include a curriculum of appropriate genera], educa-
tion, teaching English as a second language, and vocational
instruction.

3. Provide special state aid programs for local school
districts or local attendance areas with large numbers
of children from homes where English is not the primary
language,..for the establishment and maintenance of bi-
lingual education programs and programs for teaching
English as a second language.

4. 'Prohibit the classifiCation of any child as having nib-

13
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4
'normal Intelligence based on tests Which had not been
validated ire the language preferred by the child's
parents. Direct the Office of the Superintendent of
Public Instruction to seek to develop validated tests

.

where a need is indicated.

Require each institution of higher education in the state, ,

including each of the graduate schools, to establish fiVe
scholarships to be awarded annually to men and women
who come fromOlomes ill the state where Spanish is the
primary language.

6. Provide that high school equivalency examinations may
be given in language other than English.

7t Remove requirement that 10% or more of students come from
homes where English is not the spoken language for an
attendance area to qualify for bi-lingual programs -
extend such programs to districts throughout the State,

POLITICAL REPRESENTATION

The Spanish speaking population of Illinois comprises the
0

largest blot of voters who have not yet elected one of their

number to public office above the most basic local level.

This, bloc% of voters we have found to be a giant which is

beginning to arouse from his slumber. More witnesses

testified on the lack of political representation than on

any single other subject. Recommendations were made to the

Commission which would drasticly alter our present processes

in order to enhance the possibility of electing Spanish

speaking persons to office. The Commission has chosen not

to forward these recommendations to.the General Assembly but

feels the obligation of calling attention to this phenomenon

for the benefit of the leadership, of major political parties

and to the'various appointing authorities of boards and

14
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commissions throughput the state. We do recommend two

changes'in"the lawone of which would allow people them,

selves to choose representatives to>a body which might,

review proposals for sometimes drastic changes in

neighborhood patterns and the other which sets up an

. appointed body to report to the legislature further changes

that might be indicated.

We, therefore, recommend that the General Assembly:

1. Amend the-Urban Renewal Consolidation Act to 'provide

for the election, instead Of the appointment, of mentors

of Conservation Community Councils from the communities

involved in urban renewal,

Establishing as a permanent body a legislative commission
for theSpaniah speaking, -.with an increased number of

pUblid mertibers. and With an annual appropriation of

$75,000.00. ,11;

CONSUMER PROTECTION

.Despite substantial improvement in recent years, Illinois

credit laws are still weighted heavily in favors:3f the

'putative creditor. Judgments are easily entered against

persons who may have had no dealings whatsoever with the

judgment creditors. Three facts tend to make the Spanish

speaking person particularly vulnerable on this score. First

even when a person speaks English reasonably well, it is

extremely dgficult to deal in an unfamiliar subject in

one's second language. Second, the paucity of surnames among

Spanish speaking persons means that many unrelated and
,

15
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widely separated individuals will share a common surname.

Third, the custom of retention of the maternal ;surname

results in the fact that each person has two eurnames

undet'Which he might be trapped.

We thereforereconMand that the General Assembly:

1. Outlaw Confession of judgment clauses in.all conditidnal
sales contracts.

2. Provide that, all remedies applicable to original seller
will be applicable to holder in due course of instruments
which form part of sales contract.

3. outlaw deficiency judgments in conditional sales contract.

4. Provide that interest must be paid on monies which must
be placed on deposit as part of rental agreements and
agreements with utility companies

5. Provide funding for the Att ey General to establish
mobile units for his office elat e to'6onsumer fraud
to serve migrants and other in various parts of the
state.

OUST/CE AND POLICE

It ia indeed unfortunate that many brown skinn persona. who

are, natural born citizens of the United Statet a e subjected

to a life time of harrassment by police authorities. The

immigration laws of the federal government are virtually

impossible to enforce adequately so local authorities of

their own Volition often enter, the picture and indiscriMinately

pick up for questioning those individuals who because of

their complexion might 'possibly be an illegal immigrant.

The commission recognizes this as a serious problem but has

been unable to devise a solution to recommend to state govern-
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ment. We have found that the inability to secure adequate

legal aid that the client can readily understand and'thi;

failure of.courts to provide interpreters has resulted

in undue haxrassment and a great deal of injustice to

Spanish speaking residents.

We, therefore, recommend that the General Assembly;

1. Provide state funding for legal aid to be given in
the language of the Client.

2. Direct all state courts to provide interpreters for
persons accused of felonies or misdemeanors at the
request of any party to the trial. Xnterpreters to
be paid oit of county funds.

HEALTH

Health care is a serious problem for Illinois' Spanish

speaking) population. They share,the health needs of all

and,since a substantial number are of low income, they share

in the chronically unmet health needs of the very poor through-

out the land. ,

We would like to focus our _attent4on on that segment of the

population whose health needs have been most neglected

because*they:have been systematically excluded from legii14-

tion in this'area for many years. We refer, of course, to

the migrant agricultUral wOrkers. We propose to, belatedlYV

grant these workersinclution underosuch legislation as.has.
. .

been established for other workers and to estibliih

.:.contrilidting plan-whereby on-going health care can be

, established'for workers and their familia%

91
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We therefore propose that the General Assembly:

1. Amend Illinois Revised Statute 48 172.36 - occupa-
tional Diseases Act - to delete the words "Nothing
contained herein shall be construed to apply to any
work, employment or operation done, had or conducted
by farmers and others engaged in farming, tillage of
the soil, or,stock raising or to those who rent,
demise or lealle land for any such purposes, or to any
one in their employ or to any work done on a farm or
country place, no matter what kind of work or service
is being done or rendered."

2. Amend Illinois Revised Statute 48 138.3 - Workman's
Compensation - by deletion of paragraph 15 which provides
agricultural exemption from provisions.

.3. . Amend Illinois Revised Statute 48 137.2 - Health and
Safety Act - lay deleting (a) which exempts agriculture
from provisions of the Act.

o

4. Amend Illinois Revised Statute 48 8a - Day of Rest -
by adding "'farm' shall include a place where tillage
of the soil, planting, cultivating; harvesting of any
crop, care or raising of live stock or other similar
occupations are conducted".

and 8b by adding the work "farm" after "mercantile
establishment" and before "transportation".

5. Establish statewide mandatory group plan health insurance
for seasonal field workers and in-plant workers coverning
both workers and families, financed with contributions
from state's general revenue-fund, employers and
employees.

AARE
Welfare as a way of life is an unsatisfactory solution to

lifds problems for a people who seek by dint of their own

industry to establish themselves. Our proposals under this'

heading are modest indeed. The residence requirements we

seek to abolish are no longer operable under actions of the

federal courts. Child labor restrictions ase less than

18
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currently exist for oth pursuits. We would hope

.

that them modest proposals will meet the need. If

not, we leave it to future years to propose adequate

solutions.

We nowrpropose that the poneral AsseMbly:

1. Amend Illinois Revised Statute 48,31.2 - Child Labor
to:provide coverage for persons under 12 engaged in
agricultural pursuits.

-

2., Amend Illinois Revised statute 23 110 to remove all
residence requirements for public aid.

19
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Appendix
A

.1=Ni=

May 8, 1970 '160 North LaSalle Street',--Chicago, Illinois

June 5, 1970 Moline City Atli, Moline Illinois

July 10, 1970 Palatine City Hall, Palatine, Illinois

'July 24, 1970 Hoopeston City Hall,'Hoopeston, Illinois

Ai2gust 8, 1970 Joliet city Hall, aoliit, Illinois

August 24, 1970 .DeKalb City Hall, DeKalb, Illinois

S4ptirliber0,1970 1909 South Ashland, Chicago, Illinois

September 22,1970810 Watt Wellington Street, Chicago,Illinois

October 7; X970 4600 South Hermitage, Chicago, Iilinoii,

October 23, 1970 936 NOtth Ashland Avenue, Chicago, Illinois '

November 10, 1970- 9350 South South Chicago Avenue, Chioagoi Illinois

. 20
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WITNESSES

The Commission would like to express particular thanks to the following

persons who volunteered their time, thefr talent and the invaluable

information which they possessed in offring themselves .as witnesses

in the course of these public hearings. They have exercised true

public spirited citizenship and deserve thanks of a 4reaiful public:

1. Mr. Ace Acevedo Aurora', Illinois
.-

2. M. Juan Acevedo Chicago, Illinois

3. Mr. Loren Agler, Illinois State Employment Services. Chicago, Illinois

4. Rev. Daniel Alvarez, Casa Central, Chicago, Illinois.

S. Rev. Ezeguier Alvarez, Presbytery of Chicago , Chicago, Illinois

6. Mrs. Rebecca Amaro, Chicago, Mina's .1P2'

7. Mrs. Minerva Avalos, Palatine, Illinois

8. Mr. Jose Ayala, Hoopeston, Illinois

9. Mrs. Romaldo Barba, Chicago, Illinois

10. Mrs. Helen Behrer, Edgington, Illinois

11.Mr. Robert Cain, Springfield, Illinois

12. Mr. John Chico, Chicago, Illinois

13. Mr. Art Carrillo, Chicago, Illinois

14. Mr. Miguel. Castings, Chicago, 'Illinois

15. Mr. Ramon Campos, Chicago, Illinois

16. Mr. Jorge L. Carreras,. Chicago., Illinois

17. Mr. Fidel Castelano, Hoopeston, Illinois
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18. Mrs. Mary Chinland, Rock Island, 'Illinois

19. Mr. and Mrs. MigOel Centeno; Chicago,.IllinPis

20.Mrs. Ilna Cerecerea, Chicago, Illinois

21. M'r. Douglas Clark, Aurora, Illinois

22. Mr. Guadalupe CordovavHoppeston,. Illinois

23. Rev. Ruehen Cruz, Chicago, Illinois

24. Mrs. Lea Cummins,'Elk GroveyilIageg Illinois

25. Mrs.*Trina Davila, Chicago-,.Itlinois

26. Mr..Angei deJuan,'Chicago,"IIlinois

27. Mr. James DeWolf, Rock /eland, Illinois

28. Mr. Ellis Doonan, moVfile, Illinois.
4

29. Mr. Glenn Durfee, Chicago, Illinois

30. Mr. Terry Fiertaj, Chicago, Illinois

31. Mr. Claudio Flores, Chicago, Illinois

32. Mr. Hector Franco, Chicago-, Illinois

33. Mr. Manuel billegOs, Chicago Heights, Illinois

34, Mrs. Anita Garcia, Chicago Heights,, Illinois

35. Mrs. Emily Garcia,

ton, Illinois-36. Mr. Manuel Garcia, Hoopes

37. Mr. Vidal Garcia, Chidago, Illinois

38..Mr. Joie:Gomez, Chicago, Illinois.
c.

39.
.

Mis!-Margaret Gonzilez, Chicago, Illinois'.

40. Mr. Asnold.Greer, Illinois State EMPloyment Service

1321.1/2 5th. Avenue, Moline, Illinois

41. Mr. Julio Gonzalez, 1829 4th Avenue, Rock IaloYd, Illinois

42. Miss Eugenia Gitierrez Hoopeston, Illinois

B-2
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43.. Mr

44. Mr.

1
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Patrecia Hernandez, 205' Hecklimer Street, Joliet, Illinois

on Herrera, 1710:9th Avenue, East Nbline,

1.: 45. MI?. Edward Hill, Stipt. of United.. Township High School, East Moline, Illinc40

46. Miss Ibarra, Community-Effort OrgaitiZaSio0; Chicago Heights; Illinois

.474mr. 'Antonio Irizarry; 3352 North Halsted, Chicago, 111fnois

48. Mr. Jackson, Jr.. DeKalb, Illinois

49. Mr. James Jordan, 111 Dawn, Da9ilie,: Illinois

"50: Mx. JOse JUiSez 218 WenS.2nd Street, Muscatine, Iowa

51. Mi. Helen kaufman, 'County ealth Department, Ranvil le, alli no is

52. Mr; ,Laitoy Ostler, W(04;an, liinois

53, Mr.,,Ainis Koehler, Kingston;. Il inois
:-

541 Dr._ Eugene !Cody*, 835 East Lincoln Hoopeston, Illinois
'.:..

, .

. 4
55. *. LeOnard teritz,7St, Mary's Church, DeKalb.. Illinois,

.........-.

'56. Mr.' Mark Litweit,1940 West Diyision;" Chicago% Illiitoi

57; iMr .Graciano Lope, 1348 West. Chicago Illinois

4
58. Mr. Honoratus Lopez, 1522 West 18th Street, Chicago, Illinois,

idse Lopez, 1425 West Wintiemore Chicago, Illinois.

60; Mrs. RosariO'Lopez, Chicago Heights, Illinois

01. mi..fluisMachado, 734 LaSalle street,, Chicago,, Illinois .

, Mr.41Oseph Meegan, Back of the Yard, Co6c11, Chicago,. Illinois

63., ms. Eliezar Melendes, 209 West Polk ,§treet, Chicago, Illinois

Mr. Tomas Menchaca, 281 21st Street, bhicago, Illinois

Mr. Wauro Ilendoia,.Hoopestonf: Illinois'

Miss Lois MitChell, 1066' 29th, Street, Moline, Illinois

Frantidct MontalVo,260 Zhiteiee Street, 'Chicago Heights, IllinOis

68.. Mr. Juan Morsletli 2045 West. Ceimak, Chicago, Illinois

8-3.
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69. Mre Juan Morales, IllinoisMasoniC Center, Chicago, Illinois

.,70.Misa Dolores Moyado, Chicago, Illinois

71. Sister Irene 4Unoz018 West 2nd Street Muscnitine, Iowa

-72. Mrs., William Machtman., Migrant Health Nurse, Deltaib, Illinois

Hiss Rose Naverro, Shicago

Nieves, 1411 North Milwaukee Avenue,Chicago, Illinois

75..Mr. LeO OCAoS, 1829 4th Avenue, Rock.Ialandi'Illinois

76. Mr. Jose Nalle, 2448 South Whipple', Chicago, Illinois
)

Parker,Illinois Stat e-Employment Service,- Chicago, Illinois

78. Mr. Jesse Perez', Rock Island Illinois

79. Miss Loretta Peret, thiengo, Illinois
.

80:Mr, Santos Perez, 1300 South Webaih, Chicago, Illinois
.

81, H. Eernando.Prieto, 5475.NOrth Milwaukee, Chicago, Illindis

Mrj. AUrelia'Pucinski,' 5475 North Milwaukee, Chicago, Illinois
.

83. Mr. Orlando Quintana, 2150 West North.Avenue,-Chidago, Illinois

84. Mrs. Dahila Radecki, Chicago,, Illinois

85. Mrs: Hirta Ramirez, 1045 North Ridgeway, Chicago,

86. Miss JhAie *angel; Donna, Texas

87. 14v: Robert Reicher, Chicago, Illinois

43. Mrs. Roberta,Rempfe, 709 Meadow Lene,.Sycamcle, Illinois

.89. Mr. James Richardson, Chicago,

00: Rev. John Ring, Chicago, Illinois.

'91. Mr. Cesar Rivera, 5544 South Peoria, Chicago, Illinois

92.Mr. Ernesto Rodrizuez, Davenport, Iowa.

93. Mrs.Norma'Rodrizuez, Chicago, IllinoiS

94. Mr.Henry Romero, Chicago

98.
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.95.'Mr. Ed Safford, Sycamore, Illinois

96. Mr. Jesse Sagaon, 18294th Avenue, Rock Island, Illinois

97. Mr. Jose'Samaudio 434 1/2 East Northwest Highway, Palatine, Millais

Mr. Alfredo 'BancheZ
4

99. Mr. Joseph Sanchet, Chicago, Illinois ,

c.

100. Mr. Cayetano Santiago, Direct° , The Illinois Migrant Council
1307 South Wabash Avenue, ices°, Il;inois

101. Mr: Walter Sass, Chairman, Coo County Growers Aoan:,.6032 West
Eddy., Chicago, Illinois

102. Mr. Maurice Schellhardt, Illinois District Manager, Skokely Van Camp
HoopestOn, Illinois

.

103. Mr. John.theehan, 26O'Victoria Lane, Elk Grove Village, Illinois

104. Rey. James Shifflett, Chicago, Ilinois

105. Mr. Fied. J. Sieberman,Jr, Department of Public Health County Office
Building, Rock Island;.Illinois

106. Mr'. John Sierra, 1829 4th Avenue Rock Island,.Illinois

107. Mr, Tom Smith, Chairmati, Community Service Center, 15 Park End Shop
Elk Grove'Village, Illinois

108. Mrs. Roberia'Solario, Chicago,.Illinois

109. Mr. Edwin Sosa, Chicago, Illinois

110. Miss ISaren Stitleyt.NorthVeSt OPPortnnity Council, Arlington Heights,

111. Mr. Herbert Stevens, Paxton., Illinois

.112. Mr. Jose Terronez, Bilyis, Illinois

113. Miss Maria Tomayo, ArlingtOn Heights,, Illinois

114, Mr. El, Vaca, Chicago, Illinois

115..Mr. Guillermo Valles, Auroral Illinoia

116: Mr. Arturo. Velasquez, Chicago; Illinois

117.,Mr. Luis Neneiert, Chicago, Illinois

118. Mr. Vernon, Chicago, Illinqis



119. Mr. Ruben L. Villalohos, 1829 4th Avenue,.Rock Island, Illinois

120. Mr. Gilbert Walter, Ditector, The Northwest Employment Development
Corporation, 915.North'Wolcot, Chicago, Illinois

. I

121. Dr. Franklin Yoder, Springfiela: Illinois

Thanks are-also due to several others who rendered.4particular services to ,the

commission:

Mr. David Avalon, -andMr. Douglas Clark whO accompanied Commission staff in.

field investigations in South Cook, Kane, and Will Counties.

Mrs. Rpmxildo Barba Who assisted In publicizing hearings in the Back of

414

the Yardefarea.-----1

Mr.'RaMon Camposi' who helped publicize hearings ad Chicago's North side.

Mr. Jose Diaz, who assisted with general publicity of the'commission.

Mr. Jerry Amaldev andlds Teresa Tiernan, 16 transcribed miny of-the tapes.

Mr. Julio Gonzalez and Mr. John Sierra; who served as--resource persons in

the Rock island COuntyarea.
.

Mrs. Roberta Rempfer, who,assistedooimissinn staff as guide and resource in

fthe DeKalb County area.

Mr. Arturo Lopez, who 'gaited in organizing hearings in Hoopeston..

Mr.Glehn Durfei, who took numerous.photographs of the commission's

consideration-and 'who assisted in field investigations thoughout the state.

Mr. Terry Yale Feiertag, who $13hve volunteer legal services to the commission.

Mr. Jose Samudio, for his assistance 4.th .field investigation\in North

. .

Cook and Lake Counties.
.

Mr. Sam Bell and the stifle of-the Governor's office of Human Resources,'

the Illinois Migrant Council 'and variOusCoMmdnity ActiontprograMmthroughOut

the statOvho helped organize and coordinate.tbe extensive housing survey

undertaken by the CommissiOn. Also, thanks are due to Southern /11100is
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Univefaity whichAlas uaderfaken to collate and program the data. from the.

Housing survey.

A special vote of thanks must go to Mrs. Barbara Budiin and Mrs. Mary

Frances Squires for their patience, and forbearance inivoikiararrangements

fort the sevisraL commission meetttgs, seeing that everything necessary Was

arranged, following up on commission correspondence and typing the final

report.

r.
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:Appendix
C

06

HOUSING SURVEY

As part of its work the Commission undertdbk,..an

exhaustive survey of vigrant hous g in Illinois.

Unfortunately they data from thi survey was compiled

too late'for complete inclusibn in this report. This.

date is now being copied and fed into computers at

Southern /14nois University in Carbondale and will

be available at a later data.
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Appendix

HOUSE BILL 2129'

AN ACT creating the-Spanish Speaking Peoples Study

Commission,, defining its piowers and duties, and laic

an appropriation therefor.

WHEREAS, There are more than 450,000 Spanish-spea ing

citizens within the State of Illinois, many of w om

face special problems of language, in addition the

problems faced by other minority'groups; and

WHEREAS, The citizens of Puerto Rican, Mexican, Uban

and other Spanish-speaking background are among ur most.

Valued csktizens; and

g

WHEREAS, The State of Illinois has an obligation

these valued citizens to help them meet some of the

major problems which they face; therefore

Be it enacted b the Peo le of the State of Illinoi

represented in the General Assembly;

Section 1. There is created the Spanish Speaking

Peoples. Study Commission, hereinafter in this Act

called the Commission. The Commis.sion shall consist

of 3 members of the House of Representatives, 2 of

whom shall be appointed by the Speaker and one by the House

Minority Leader; 3 members of the Senate, 2 of whoi shall
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be appoin1d by the President. Pro Tempore and one

by. the Senate.Minority Leader; and 3 public meMbeps

representing Spanish spOoking communities, 2 each

of Whom shall be appointed by eadh of the 4 above

appointing authorities. A vacancy does not occur oh'
.

the.Commission'beCause id legislative member is not

reelected to serve in*the House from which he was-
.

appointed Vacancies in the memberehip of the \

Commissionshall be filled.in the same manner as the

original appointmerits. Members of the Commission

shall serve without compensation but shall be

reimbursed for actual expenses incurred in the per-

formance of their duties.

The Commission shall select from its membership a

. chairman and any other officers it considers necessary.

Section 2. The Commission shall study the problems faced

by Spanish - speaking persons. In its study the Commission

shall consider:

(1) Language problems faced by Spanish-speaking

-
persons.

0
(2) The major problems faced by Spanish-speaking

0

minorities.

(3) Any other problem& of Spanish-speaking people

that it deems necessary.

10.4
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Section 3. At aid of the ComMission's study, all

department, diOisions,'agencids and offices of the

State shall afford to the Commission any requested

'information, records or advice pertinent to the

Subject matter-of the study.

Section 4. TheCoMmission shall report its findings

and recommendations to the 77th General AseeMbly no

liter than February 15, 19/1.

Section 5. The Commissi9Ivmay, without regard to the

Personnel Code, employ and fix the compensation of

necessary. assistants.

Section6. The eum.of $5,000 or so much therof as

may be necessary, is appropriated'to'the Commission

for the purposes of this Act.

Section 7. This. Act is repealed as of July 1, 1971.

D-3
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Mr. KING. I served on other commissions during the Kennedy.and
Johnson administrations. They were advisory type committees. At that

. time I was fruStrated and upset because many timaii moneys appro-
riated by the Congress of the United States were held up by the
ureau of the Budget on various things that I happened-to be inter-

ehted in. We even prevailed on Vice President liumplirg to jar funds
loose. He did. I don't think the farmers hallo friends in high places
today. I read. in the newspapers that $10 billion are being withheld
thaehas been appropriated by the Congress of the United States. I'm
not trying to substantiate it. I'm suggesting that perhaps in your
studies---

Senator Srzymvsorr. Your figure is" inaccurate.
Mr. Km°. It is? .
Senator- STEVENSON, RN
Mr. Kno. Well, in this case I'd rather be low than high. You can

correct that. I have in my notes $10 billion. his sounds like partisan-
' ship, and I htve been accused of that before.

Senator STzvimsoN. Not by me.
Mr. KING. Some of those if nds will 13e released next year. I would

guees that considerable moneys that are being sat on by the Bureau of
the Budget are moneys that were appropriated to go into rural America
for job training, health programs, farm administration leans, many
areas in which money could come into rural
can't afford the luxury of playing politics wi
for by the representatives of the poor people o

As an Illinois fanner, I would urge your
sonnet and mechanics you have, to look into t

menca, and I. think we
i money that was voted

America.
onunittee with the per-

at. A farmer like myself
that doesn't have a typewriter or Secretary, he doesn't have the oppor-
tunity to do the mechanics of these things, but we can prevail uron
gentlemen like yourselves who are in a position to do something
about it.

I was a young farmer when we were emerging from the, depression,
and the political and economical wise were saying, "Depressions are
farm bred land farm fed."

I would like to update that saying for this subcommittee today and
say, "The social, economic, and racial problems of our cities today are
farm bred and farm fed."

I thinsk I have talked long enough. You might want to ask some
questions.

Senator STnymrsorr. Thank you very much, Mr. King. do want
to assure you that many of us share your concern over the impound-
ment of already appropriated funds. There area number of Federal
programq in this administration that we have been seeking to obtain..
release of those funds fore and I regret to say, without much success so
far. Much of the funds were highway funds that could aid the devel-

44. opment of America.
You talked a little earlier about' the need to dTmlop rural areas

a on a national basis, and you mentioned some of the present programs,
including thoee of the Extension Service. I'm sure you are familiar

with the administration's community development special revenue-
'sharing program. As in the case of all revenue-sharing programs, t1u
gist of it is the moneys or existing programs would be turned over to
the State. Moneys for rural development, instead of being spent on

4.
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the Extension Service2 by and large, would, be turned over to the States
to spend as they.sa* fit, and also in part some funds would go to local
forms of government. What would be theimpact of special revenue
sharing on..farmer groups and people dependent on agriculture?

Mr. KING. You mean revenue sharing where the large buckets of
money, go into the States, with no Strings attached? I would be very
much opposed to that. I would think the people who would suffer
the most would be the people Who had the least political lobby,-the
minority people; the minority racial groups of our country would
be the first to suffer because of racial prejudice.

If I may back up just a little bit, and I'm sure the good Governor
would agree with me, when we had hearings, we heard from a pub-
lisber in Tupelo and a banker in Arkansas, and we heard from the
0E0 programs, many places' where you had dedicated, white and
black people, wealthy and poor and in between, all working together.
The. rograms in existence were Marvelous.

I don't say when you get i,ihto other areas that peo_ple steal the
money, but the point I'm tryinkto make is it would completely depend .
on the-,dedication of the local people or county officials or State
officials.

If their dedication was their paramount interest, their dedication
to people, if real goOd guidelines were established, and I don't want
to get started on that, were set up on revenue sharing, then it might
have some worthwhileness, but if it is turned over to States, I think
the Federal Governpent is far more fair than State, county, city
governments, as you go down the line:

I spent 2 years working in Holmes County, Miss., after we finished
Our work. You might understand this because you raise beef oattle,
too. We attended a 2- or 3-day 'sy,.inposium, and the gist was thathere
would be 100 million more people by the year 2000, I figured 115
pounds of beef times all those people is going to take a lot of beef...
' One of the men from the foundation said they wanted to do a little
experimenting on a project in that area. So they contacted. Representa-
tive Robert Clark from Trolmes-County,.14.fiss., the only black man ever
elected to the Mississippi legislature, and a farmer; and to make a
long story short, they got 80 people, and the Ford Foundation pro..
vided the money, and I went doNyn periodically and tried to help "
upgrade their cattle and do a few things that most farmers would
think would be routine.

If people want to work together!we could do great things in this
country. If we treat people as luunan beings and he fair with eiveryone,
it's amazing how many wonderful peOPle there are in this country.
When we appeal ID their better side, they show their better sid6. It
would solely depend on Mr. and Mrs',' Amerim in the Main Streets,
of Vie United States; if everybody was dedicated and tried to serve

"' their people in the community, then it could work. When you hand
out surplus-food card according to how they votel,then those things
become repulsive. I dontlnow the answer to that.

Senator STEMT8ON. Thank you again, Mr. King. We're going to
have to push this hearing through to its oonclusion. We are very

. grateful to you for coming here. It has been very helpful. I hope you
did bed with your beef cattlelast year. than I did with mine.
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Our next witness is Philip Sorenson,, former Lieutenant Governor
of Nebraska, and chairman of the .Agribusiness Accountability
Project.

STATEMENT OF PHILIP SORENSEN, CHAIRMAN, Aatt.mustedis
ACCOITNTABILITT PROJECT, WASHINGTON, FORMER LIEU..
TENANT KVERNOR OF NEBRASKA

Mr. &UNION. Mr. Chairman, my name is Philip C. Sorensen and
I am testifying here today as a spplreeman for the Agribusinese Ac-
countability Project. Our 'project is a public interest research effort
that has been working since last October on an,ezamination of the
role of big business in culture arid in rural Americer The project

s*onsored by three Washington D.C.; organizations: The Project
on Corporate Rwponsibility, the denter for CommunityChange,
the Washington Research Project. The project is based in "Washingt
D.C., and is fundejlty the Field Foundation.

I cannot appsi. my task this morning without some skepticism
and presumption. Rural poverty and the plight of the farmworkers
have been definitively documented on numerous occasionl The power-
leesneee and fiustmtion of the worker and the small farmer the in-
:Pdeq_uacies and ineptness of the corrective programs, the outrage of
it'all, have time and again been more eloquently told. Yet to little

. Why has nothing changed ,'Who has decided that we are going
to wind down rural America, anfl,pursue a policy of corporatization?

I would suggest, by way of an answer, that we have failed by
concentrating Solely on conditions, without uncovering causes or -ex-
ploring consequences. Delineating such causes and consequences, I
would further .suggest, is the challenge to this subcommittee.

CATIBEJJ,

Rural America js not just agriculture, but agriculture is its eco-
nomic backbone. As farm technology has reduced the number needed,
and as high expenses and low return have reduced the number fi-

.nancitilly able, agriculture has been strangling on its own inde-
pendence and success. Into this breach have stepped the corporatst.%
farm and agribusiness.

In th© period since World War I t, the number of farms has
dined by half and the average size of farms has doubled. Big capital

. and big influence have become the requisites for successful farming.
Large farm operations now account for only 13 percent of all farms,
but they take in almost two-thirds of all farm sales.

The industrialization of agriculture has produced an unparalleled
abundance of food, but it has also produced unparalleled povertry,
disclocation, and social tension on the farms and in the small, towns

of America. .
Corporate farms and agribusiness may not be the origkial 'cause,

but they sustain and foster the strangulation of the smallfarmer, the
farmworker, and the small town. And trellyAs Government. Let
me give a few examples.

1. Del Monte Corp. claims to the largest producer aiu istributor
Of canned fruits and vegetabl g in he world, narkcting different
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etiles,and packs \Id food.' Del MontO is much bra than that.'
cm:ape,* "owns' 32,000. acres of farmland and leases an addition 1
V,600 acres throughout the United States. They operge 'processing.
Phints in tine foroign countries, including Soiltli Africa. 'They ow 'n
14 can, inanufa.cturingCompanies;24public restaurants, five' trucking
opeistionS;,-a time. 'freezhig company, ail ocean termina, label print-
ce concern, and dozens of other, agribusiness enterprises:. Del.Monte
is
low of 6,000 to a peak of 36,000. Thousands more are hired mdirectl

a-major employer of seasonal farTnvvorkers, ranging in 16'69 froth

'n-ients. In ,1970, when .it loo : like fa,rinworkers sere about to. be
.;" by -Del Monte, throug ew leaders and by contractural arrange

included. in the national unemplo ent caripensatioh program, this
ekporation took the ^thrieto oppose such coverage.

To.hou..5e their` workers, Del:Monte ownsseveral labor camps. I wish
to show :you, and offer clipieStor the record,- two photographs of Ouch
ea s in California taken last winter.

This .is one locited on South Bear Creek. I don't know if you can I
;de it from this distance,

Senator 'STEVENSON. It. looks inoilike- a concentration camp.
The pictures 'Fin bb entered in the record.

. Mr., SoRENSEN. WS nota prisoner of war camp, but this is -a camp,
for hough*. for farnaworkerg. at DeLMonte."....

. (The photographs referred to follow on pages 104 and 105.).

6
Pescription for photo on page 104:

Del Monte farm labor camp in Merced County, '.1Jaliforpia. Del Monte owns
in Merced County. 5,100 acres with a market value of $6.9 million. fand holdings '3=

Include reaah or,ehards, fig orchards, and numerous farm labor, camps. Lagated
on South Bear 74k, Taken in winter.of '70/71.

Description for photo on page 105

Del Monte farm. labor camp in San Joaquin Pounty, dalifornia (on Calpack
Road near Clifton Court Road). Del Monte owns over 3,300 acres in San Joaquin
County with a market value of over. $11.6 million. The Del Monte- property.

. includes five farm -labdr camps. Taken in winter of !70/71
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The first picture is, of a Del 1Vionte .farm abor canw in Merced
county, California. Der Monte ownsin Merced ty 5,100 acres with
a market value of $6.9 million. Land holdings include peach orchard's,
fig orchards, and numerou,4 farm labet.ca.rops.

Located on Small Bear Creek. Taken in Winter, of 1970-71.
The second picture of O. farm labor camp at Del Morite, Calif., this

is in. San Joaquin on the Ca !pack Road near Clifton Court Road,
where-they own 3,300 acres and the property includes Ave farm-labor
camps. The most prominent part of this picture As a sign that says "no
trespassing," and there is a high,wooden fence and a metal fence with
barbed wire to keep people out and perhaps keep people in.

2. Tenneco is a conglomerate, that probably is best, knowif for its'
-oil' and gas products. Bilt this massive corporation,- one of the. 25
largest industrial corpotations in America, is just as deeply immersed
in agribusiness. For starters, it owns the Kern County LInd Co., a
Million-acre spread in. California that leases another 700,000 acres of
farmland elseWhere. That giant company is a major employer of farm -

labor, and it includes subsidiary ownership OfTrocessing plants and a
farm management company. Thel. I. Casa 'Co. is one of the largest
manufacturers of farn machinery in the country, and* is a direct
-subsidiary of- Tenne.co. Another subsidiary, Tenneco Chemicals, -.id. a'
major 'producer of pesticides, while Tenneco's Packaging Corp. of
America is also deeply involved in the food industry.

Stokely-.Van Camp ranks 42cl among all food processing and sixth
among canning firins tin the Natio*. It had $274 million in net sales
and operating' revenues in '1970. It employs. 'according to Moody's,

O 1\9,000 seasonal employees in its plants and fields.
The housing, wages, and practices with regard to 860 migrant work-

ers working in the Hoopeston and. Rochelle"- Ill., areassnapping as-
paragusdo not differ from the sordid conditions of migrants all over.
the country.

For the fiscal, yeat finding; May 31, 1969, the top officers of the com.
piny werepaid an aggregate of $318,000. Five migrant farraworkers
during that period, on the average and in the aggregate, would have
earned less than $10.,000.

I wish to enter into the record at this point a Copy of a form- of
contract between Stokelv-Van Camp and- its migrant farm rkers.

Senator STiVENSoN. The material will be entered into the-re rd.
(The material referred to follows :)

AGRilEMENT To EMPLOY FIELD AND/014 FACT,OBT Woaxaaa

Subject to arrival in satiefaciorylphysical condition at below named destination
designated as the place of employmtint- , 4

This agreement is made and entered into by and betwen Stokely Van Camp,
Inc., with principal offices at Indianapolis; Indiana,.hereinafter designated as the
"Company" and the undersigned person hereinafter designated as the ' applicant"

1. The "Company shall not be obligated to employ the applicant nnless said
applicant is physically fit to perform the work contemplated Wein on arrival
at the destination designated below as the point of employment. '

2. The Company agreOs to employ the applicant in the growing, harvesting,
and/or prpserving of seasonal crops provided he arrives in fit physical condi-
tion for work beginning at the agreed destination,

(Town)
thinthe state of , hereby deidgnated as the place of

(State)
employment,

8. The Company agrees to Pay the qualified applicant the minimum legal wage
for work performed but not Tess than the rate of wage for the same CUM of
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orkers and clasalfication of work prevailing in the-loCality where the work is
ormed.
or In-Plvt or Industrial Work,$ per hour.. -
or Agrictural or Field Work, the prevailing rate but not lees than $f,
hour. .

r Specific Piece Work, the prevailing rate per unit
4. The Company shall; if requested, adpance by way.of?ft loan, transportation

fare 'm point of recruitment to specified destination, which cost of fare shall
be re id by 'applicant to Company out of his earnings after being employed At
said destination, provided, however; should the applicant renzain in the employ
of the 'Company throughout the canning season concluding the fall Of the current
year when all Company crops' are harvested and preserved,' the Company will
absorb said transpdttatIon.cost, or fare and in the event samples been deducted.
from his earnings will refugd such amount to the qualifying eMployee at the end I
of the fall harvest and canning season. . ,

6. When any particular seasonal crop to which the appliCant is assigned as- a
worker is harvested arid proceseed, and the Company has crops to be harvested
and Processfed in other slates or localities the applicant shall be required to
accept work in such other states or localities. under the terms and conditions of
this Igreeznent ; 'however, the Company shall pay the coat of transportation for
transfer of the employee to such state fir locality..

6. In the event the Oompany does not have continuous work, the applicant
may accept, interim seasonal employment with other employers as may be ar-
ranged by himself br by 'the Company, but the Company will not pay; transporta%
tion to or from such interim employers,
. 7. The applicant agrees to accept work as specifically assigned' by the Company
in growing, hervvting, and/or processing seasonal agricultural crops, knd agrees
further -to render work under this Agreement to the satisfaction of the 00M7
pony on each specific assignment until all seasonal. agricultural .crops are bar- .

vested, processed, and preserved in the- current year, at which time the Agreement
ei)iall be terminated.

8.. The applicant agrees to accept such terms, conditions, and priviligea of
employment applicable -to all Company at any locality of employment,
such. prixileges to include Workmen's. Compensation Insurance as. governed
by the spedific laws of the individual state where the assigned work is performed.. .

' Place otExecntion -, SirONELY-VAN CAMP, INC.
Date By
Home Address (Company)
Age

144"T
....

' Advance on Earnings ..(Applicant)
...Transportation Other Cash .3

(Social Security Number)
In accotdanee with properly approved written request on file, the applicant

listed above is this date referred for employment at the
designated destinatjon above written, with the employer as named herein And
underthe terms and conditions of this Agreement..

..STONELY-VAN CAMP INC.

By
Date

Mr. Sortilvsnif. I do not have time this morning to go,into all specifics
as to conditions of housing anti employment practices of Stokeley-Van
Camp with regard to migratory workers,, but they do not vary much
frdm conditions all over the country, but I Would like to real one
paragraph of this contract. ,

This agreement is printed up by Stokely Van Camp to employ
armworkers to be transported, often from southern Texas to Illinois.

This particular contract I have is to Hoopeston, Ill. To be _paid either
$1.60 anhour for in- plant work, or $1.30 an hour for agricultural field-
xork. The employee must pay for his transportation to bring him up
falm South Texas to Hoopeston, Ill.
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One of the provisions of this contract I think:reflects the general,
kind of attitude or approach toward the migrant seasonal farmworker..

. reads:.
When any partigular seasonal crop to which applicant is assigned as Worke.r

is harvested, and thp company has crops to be harvested or cropped in other
states, the applicant shall be required to accept work in such other states and
localities under the terms of this agreement.

In other words, 'hen this farmWorker in southern Texas signs a con-
.

tract to go to work for Stokely-Van Camp who has plants and fields
all over this Nation, he is, also required to aecept,work any other place
in, this 'country if Stokely-Van Camp has crops to be harvested or

' proCessed in other States. .

This morning's New York Tifnes had' an editorial entitled .The
Best Crop" where it talks about corporate farthing andagribusines4.
They mention farming becoming big business_, attracting corporate in-
vestment and that the Governmen§ now finds itself in the ludicrous
position of subsidizing the rich. The editorial says that clearly dollars
are the best crop down on the farm nowadays and the best thing to farm
is not the north 40, but tlit.-GOvvoinerit. Agribusiness, it. concludes,
has been feedipg itt the balk trough too long..

I gave ,onlythree examples of the corporate invasion of agriculture.
There are others, Dow Chemical Co:, Heubleih, Coca-Cola, Penn Cen-'

L
tral, Bank of America, C mpbell'sSoupl Prudential Insurance Co.,
Atlantic Seaboard Railrq , Union Gar bide, Goodyear Tire & "tub-
her Co., SafeWasyl, and man ; Many more including. corporati families

e Antle and Duda and B and and Bentsen.
y our best estimate 15 b 85 percent of the -farmworliers'are em-

pl ed by major food and dustrial corporations. In Illinois,,80 per.-
cen of the farm-torkers employed for foUr large corporations.
Sue is just a` partial rollcal of the agribusiness complex that has dras-
tical altered rural A:meri and today dominates it.

Th destiny of the small armer, the farmworker and in fact all of
rural merica, is now, for ie most part if not wholly, determined by
those o consider diem erely a cost of doing business. Corpora-
tions do 't, ihak,e purchases i small towns. They view farmworker and
fa.rmer ,Wer as an increase cost of doing business, in other words, a
situation. resist with all o their ,economic and. political power.

The fa worker and the all farmer deal with,America with their
hats in han And the Gover ment is not known for its responsiveness
to, those wh only power i a hat in their handl The U.S. Depart-
ment of. Agriculture is at worst a department of agribusiness, and at
best a crashing bore. It has presided over a continuingligfriffin drama of
immense 'tragedy, rewritten the script into confusing arid yawn-filled
siatisties, and when the theater is empty paid of thei-se,alpers.

'It is no coincidence that agriculture is reprented in Washington by
agribusiness interests, in Congress, in the USDA and in the lobbies too
numerous to mention. .

Government programs for the farmworker, the small farmer and
rural America at large linve consisted of prolonging and' nesthetizing
their demise, and they have been formulated and administered by
those who will claim the estate.

Mr. Chairman, this subcommittee has had a productive and distin-
guished record of examining and. documenting the plight of migrant
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farmworkers. Under the chairmanship of Senator Mondale, this sub-
committee produced the final word on "farmworker powerlessness, 16
volumes of excellenttestimpny..But the concluding,..tolume of that test..
imony, given almost exitctly a year ago today, altered the focus of We
subcommittee,irom the powerless tq thepowerful. That hearing on the
deplorable labor practiceSiof the ca-Cola Co. marked,. very irrip6r-
taiit and proper shift in focus. . .

It is that shift in focus that poses the cha,lienge to this subcommit-
tee now. Until the veil is lifted from these foffes at work in the coun-
tryside and in Government, nothing can really change because we will
only be dealing with symptoms andnot causes.

CONSFAWENCES

I am also suggesting that the:Consequences of our present diredion
should be examined as well4Rural Anierica is ,riot just agriculture.
It is. towns as well as farms; it is small businessmen, plinnbers,3aiv-.
yers, teachers, factory NVorkers as wel as farmers an. dl farmworkers.
It is a life style with many if you are not immersed in
poverty, and some disad.Pantages when compared to the city, but in
any event a style that .offer* an alternative to city

Rural America contributiea vital flavor to the American character,
and h distinct' heritage of peOpfeand accomplishriients to this Na-
tion'S'culture and works.

.

If rural America dies;; it it ill not lust mean a hardship for the in-
dividuals invqlved or a further.croWding of our cities with those now
well-known accompanying problems-4hat is the post of its death.; it
means a shrinking of our country.'s character and cultureand 'that'
win be the value we have h ist.

With the present processei ,continuing, we Seem doomed to hOnor
these values only in theitmemory.

Mr. Chairman, it. ia long past time for a national dialog on what.
we want in rural America. Finally, now public leaders must face the
difficult question of whether we will be a totally urbanized nation
abandoning the 'rural areas to conglomerate agriculture, or whether
we think that there is in rural. America a combination of valdes cul-
hire and life styles that is worth developing as an alterhative to
megthopolis. In short, shall rural America simply be one interleekett
and integrated agribusiness factory, or shall it also be a place to live
and work for yourself as well as others.

This is an altogether appropriate question for the Migratory Tabor
Subcommittee of the Senate.

coi5cr,triuorr

It is the 'view of the Agribusiness Accountability Project that an
investigation into the causes and consequences of the plight of farm-
workers small firthers, and rural poor would be a logical extension of
the subcommittee's past works In terms'of powerless rural people, it
would be the most. useful directionfor the subcommittee to take at this
time lit its history. The following are among the broad issues that the
subcommittee should examine:
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I. THE 31ETTEcOr TEE reactur rartx

It is important to destroy the carefully, nurtured myth that the small
family farmer remains the backbone of America's agricultural econ-
omy. In factl.agricAltural programs work against the little farmer,
'who has little if any voice in the shaping of those programs. The family
farmer myth has been tiostered by agribusiness giants in an effort to
avoid reasonable Government regulation of their own rdassive
'industry: ,

II. TEX CORPORATE mum=
,* parallel to the deoline of the family farmer is the rise of corporate

agriculture., It is essential to any understanding of rural American
today toirnow precisely the nature anclAxtexit of agribusiness. Eiactly
what corporations are in.agribusinessi How. Much land is owned 'or
controlled? How many farmworkers are employed under what con-
ditionsf What is the share of the market controllpd I Where are the
interlocks f What is the degree of vertical inteKration,Of crops? These
are the kinds of questions that need to be answered, and there follows
some ,suggested categories of agribusiness that warrant questioning:

A. The corporate families.
B. The tax-loss farmers, including som e of the Major tonagri-

cultural corporations in' the country;
C. The food processors, such as Del Monte,. Green Giant,

Stokely Van Camp, Grett Western Sugar, Ralston Purina, and
Coca, Cola.

D. 'The chain stores, such as Safeway, A. & P., et cetera. ,
E. The farm "input" industries- machinery, chemicals, seed,

feed; packaging, marketing., transportation, et cetera.
F. The conglomerates, including Dow Chemical, Tenneco, ,

Alico, et cetera. .

G. The "financiers, such as Bank of America, Prudential In-
surance Col and others.

AOREBITEINE88 IMPACT ON RURAL AMERICA

How has this corporate invasion changed rural America? What
has it done to the small farmer in terms of the price he can get, in terms
of his share of the market, in terms of his cost of operating, and gen-
erally in terms of his ability to compete? What has It meant to the
farmworker if To the small town and those who live and work there?

IV. AGRI-GOVERNMENT

'What are the dimensions of agri-government in Washington, the
"agribusiness lobbies and associations, its influence and representation
in Government, its influence in politics?

What is the extent of the agri-government harvestdim' t and in-
direct subsides to agribusiness, who gets how much and who gets little
or nathing, how are services divided up, whom do the land-grant col-
leges serve I

And flnally.agri-goVernmene versus the farmworkers. *hat is its
participation in keeping labor cheap-rbraceros, green-'

'
earders wet-

backsand keeping labor downunion-busting procUrement pro-
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grams, exclusion from Federal benefit legislation, gutting of ameliora-
tive programs? I

V. RURAL AMERICA : AGRIBUSINESS OR AGRICUI/ITRE?

Where do we want to go in rural America I Who decides this,
Should the powerful control? What are the solutions? It 'should be

. evidence by now that there are no traditional solutions. Our failure to
date is sufficient evidence of that.

Mr. Chairman, I do not env your role. Basic solutions will arouse
powerful and emotional opposition, with little offsetting rewards.

But this subcommittee may be all that the rural poor have got.
Senator STivrarsott. I thank you, Mr. Sorensen, for a very powerful

turd important statement. Your statement and the statements of the
other witnesses this morning have,. I think, all indicated that there is
reason to believe that,many of our public .policies benefit, perhaps in-
tentionally, just about everybody, except the publicii

These hearings will'continue m the fall IVA miho makes our public
policies in agriculture which govdrn life in America, for whose benefit,.

, and with what consequences. There will be opportunities for,all, parties
and all issues to be heard as we continue our hearings then.

.I wish we could continue now, but we are being evicted. The room
id needed for another hearing which 18 about to begin..This 'hearing
therefore is adjourned.

(Whereupon, the committee was adjourned at t vig p.m.; to recon-
vene subject to the call of the Chair.)
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FARJtWORKERS IN RURAL AMERICA, 1971-1972

(Farnntorkers in Rural Poverty)

TITIVAIDA.T, 151014111111:Brit, 21, Mk

. U.S.. SWATS),
SiiscomicriTxx oir Mxorwroirr LABOR or TED

Comictrime -ON. Lista AND PUBLIO WNLTAR3111
Washington,

The subcommittee met at 9.:80 a.m., pursuant to notice, in room
6202, New Senate Office Building, Senator Adlai E. S4venson.
of Ili ois, presiding.

Preeent: Senators Stevenson and Hughes.
Committee staff present: Boren Chertkov, counsel; Eugene Mittel-

man, minority counsel.
Senator STIVENSON. Thiii scheduled hearing of the Migratory Labor

Subcommittee will come to. order..:
This morning, we besin the second in a series oi hearings on farm-

workers in rural America.
The scope and direction Of thew hearings is set forth in my remarks

at the July 22 hearings, 1phich have been distribiited this morning.
The extent of rural poverty and the reasons for its persistence were
discussed at the earlier hearing.

In these hearings we will explore the effect of mechanization in
farming on the social and economic fabric of rural America whether
the advent of agribusiness, said the rise of corporations and 'conglom-
erates agricultural powers, has helped to alleviate rural poverty,
or to aggravate it; and whether "agrigovermilent" meeting its re-
sponsibilitiee to all:the people and all the institution% of rural Amer-
ica. These subjects will be explored in the context of land. use paSerns
and rural economic development potentials.

Our first witnees this morning is Mrs. Polly Roberts, the coauthor
of a recent Nader report on "Power and Land in California". I under-
stand that Mrs. Roberts was responsible for the first three chapters of
this Nader report, and these were the chapters that concentrate on
the impact of land use policies on farmworkers.

Welcome to our hearings, Mrs. Roberts. Your report has stirred
some controversy, stimulated some thinking, and I look forward to
leaning of your views on how the findings. and conclusions of your
report relate to our study of farmworkers in rural poverty.

You may proceed.
Mrs. ROBIMIS. I have a written statement to submit for the record

and I will summarize it.
Senator STZUNSON. It will be received for the record and printed

following your testimony.
(118)
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STATEMENT OF MRS. POLLY ROBERTS, COAUTHOR OF "POWER AND
LAND.IN CALIFORNIA"

Mrs. ROBERT'S. In the California study, the question is roughly who
owns the land, who benefits from what happens to the land, and who
gets hurt, who determinevublic policy toward the land and how. .

The Southern Pacific Railroad has about 2 million of California's 50
. million acres which they got as land grants during tlavtime they

were building the railroad. There were a,number of conditions attached
to this land grant, in particular that the land was to be used for build-
ing the railrdad, that's they would be able to cut the timber for making
theoties and if the land had. coal and iron deposits they were to use
those, ,

If tliey had not either used or sold the land by 3 .years after they
completed the railroad it was supposed to revert tp the public. As you4
know, they are still lolding. that land now they are drilling for oil,
they are farming it. -We feel' a good legal case could be made that

. Southern Pacific should return the land:
We had about. 25 people ll* over the State, studying various areas.

Mostly we collected a lot of fairly well-known materiel in many dif-
ferent areaswe could not do very much original research because
most of us, were not experts and ire had only the summer. There-were
some complaints about the report when it came Gkut that we didn't find
anything much terribly new,. but this criticism missed the point.

In fact what we were looking far was systematic patterns of abuse.,
"Ijjave listed some here.'

The firstsone is the use of public expenditures for private gaintin
particular the Construction of public works for private gain. I think
the most eating examples are these war projects all over California,
most of which when you look closely at them are returning perhaps 50
cents on the dollar. But they do give some people a lot of water extra .

cheap.
And then there`is my main tolPio todAy, the perverSion of public

programs designed to help the poor into programs which in fact,
benefit therich at the expense of the poor.

No. 3 is tax subsidies for the rich, and there area lot more than just
the capital gains tax I go into, here.

No. 4 is the prostitution of expertise, particularly to provide phoney
economic justifications for the above abuses. For example you will
find the Bureau of Reclamation using a 4-percent or lower discount
rate and that kind of thing. It is really amazing.

No. 5 is the corruption and unaccountability of public officials7--and
we didn't mean just bribetaking. There was some, we didn't fincivery a
much. But we mean corruption in the most general sense, such as put-
ting legislators in excessive dependence on powerful interests, or 'con-
flict of interests. As an example of institutionalized conflict of interest,
State real estate commission is supposed to be composed of realtors, and
the State forestry commission is composed of lumber companies rep-
resentatives, and the agricultural commissioners are among other
things supposed to supervise splaying of pesticides although they
obviously have vested interests in not checking too carefully as to what
gets sprayed.
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No. 6 is the violation or nonenforcement of laws by those entrusted
with their enforcement. I will later go into violations of immigration
laws by the border patrol and then, of course, there is Bureau of Reda-
motion's failure to enforce the 1W-acre limitation on land to be irri- *
gated from Federal projects.

Finally there is the arrogance and dishonesty of large corporations
and trade associations in dealing with the public. For example, I might
mention here the "Proposition 18" campaign which Was a statewide
proposition to allow localities to vote to divert up to '25 percent of their
gas taxes to be used on public transportation and pollutidn control.

Well, the highway lobby got, itself together and raised m'whole pile
of-money, and plastered, the State from one and to the other with
boards in bright colors saying "More taxes? Nol, No. 18." ,

Of codrhe,thel proposition got clobbered. Yet it didn't have anything
to do with raisingthefaxe,s. . -

Let me rkow. get into my to pie r didn't work on.the entire first 3
chipters; I .wrote, only the subsidy section of.the agriculture part of
the bcfOlt I, and not really an expert_ on any of these areas so my work
represents essentially the findings of an interested member of the
public.

I think one of the more interesting.things thit we went into is the
corporate farms. You areliviatre there is an increasing concentration of
land and particularly land in corporatd farms. California leads the t
Nation, I think, in the number of corporate farms, maybe Hawaii and
Arizona are pretty closef,but California, I believe, has the highest

, number of corporate firms. 4Of course when you look at a corporate farmyou have to distinguish
between just.a large holding that 1 armer Brown has incorporated for
tax reasons and some of the farms that belong to other corporations or
groups of unrelated individuals. The ITSI)A recently did a statistical
profile of California corporate farms which found a rather startling
concentration.

The USDA stud, found one-fourth to one-third of California'scrop
lands production comes from 1,673 corporate farms, which are-about a
little less than 3 percent of,California's-67,000 commercial farms, and
20 percent of these farms accounted for: half the corporate production.
Actually, there were' very few oche major publicly traded corpora-
tions, just a few like American Cyanamid, Rurex,:tenneco, Southern
Pacific. But the 'USDA's figures 'for concentration understate the
actual concentration because in some regions and sorncrops you may.
have one company completely dominating the production.

'ire wanted to find out why there was this rapidly increasing concen-
`tration of land into the hands of corporations. Most of all, we wanted
to find out whether this concentration reeulted from natural economic-
forces or whether public policy had something to do with it.

One of the first things we look-01 at was economies of scale. The big
farm organizations in California are always telling you that the
family farm or anything close to,tte family farm is eeonornic obsolete
and you can't make a living with lees than a thousand acres. We die-
covered that all things being equal that just isn't so. On a high value
cash crop a guy can make a perfectly good living on 640 acres, that is
he gets all of the. economies of scale on about 640 acres, and leen.than
for some of the fruits. For instance. 10 acres of lemons are worth ovor
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, $60,000, besides ii-krmers have cooperatives, they can get thoee same
economies of scale even if their holdings are considerably smaller.

So that wasn't it.
It was rue that a small farmer in order to survive has to keep grad!.

ually increasing the size of his holdings but that doesn't mean he has
to have 10,000 acres. So if it wasn't, just economies of scale it had. to-be
soinethinit else; that something else turns out to, be a number of public
policies which hive a. lery drastic impacton smaller farmerst
,I havegone into a little bit of the ecenomks here and I hope it doesn't'

get too technical. The large operators and corporations have a Iota/
capital and not so much labor, they have a lot of land, a lot of equip.
went and relatively easy access to financing.

,, The little guy dot's not have thitt, just hasohis little plot, of land
and own two hands. Any kind of public policy that ors dim
guys with a lot of capital over the guys who lust have labor is going
to discriminate against the smaller farmers.

Another way of putting it, as I mentioned, is that the farmer's
returns on his labor are disproportionately low. Which means. if he
had invested his money in the stock market and then taken an outside,
managerial job, he would be getting abort the same from the stock
market or peKhaps a little more, but certainly a lot more' for his labor.

Low return on labor and overproduction have been traditional prob-
lem of altricultureproblems which public policy has very greatly

voted.
One of the most inttresting areas of public policy, with a great im-

pact on agriCultdre is the capital gains tax, though I think the effect
is unintentional. N'amely,,frigriculture makes a marvelous tax shelter
if you have a lot of heavily taxed income: Say you are a practicing
doctor or dentist or you are just a big corporation with a lot of cash
income.. A very good way to avoid taxes is to invest that money in
agriculture. You can invest it in building up an orchard, or a prize
breeding herd all the while deducting it as a loss, and...then when it
comes to selling the orchard or herd many years later you pay only
25-percent capital gains tax on it instead of 60 percent or more: In
effect agriculture is a machine for conning cash income to capital
gainsyou can save an awful lot of motley that way.

can also save taxes because of the way land is tiqed.
Land is generally undertaxed, which makes it very cheap to invest

a, lot of .extra money in just holding the land, because you get the
interest free while you are holding that land, say if your land ap
preciates at the same rate as holdings of stocks. You are getting income
from the stocks:every year, and you are taxed on that income from the
stocks. But as your land increases in value you are not taxed on the
apprkiation each year, you are just taxed at the end of the time when
you sell that land and that can save you an awful Iot of money, too.

So we found that a lot of individuals and corporations go into agri-
culture and landholding just for the tax breaks. That mean's they
don't care whether they make a profit from it or not. This is unfair
competition for the guys who are farming for a living, who don't get
the tax breaks and have to make a profit to survive.

There were getting to be so many speculative holdings of citrus in
the last decade that the 1969 Tax Reform Act actually contained a
prOvision more or less knocking out the capital gains loophole for
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Citrus but it still applies to everything else. As I understand ev.ery Yekr
in Texas the cattle-raising industry takes kbigger taxioss. As far as
the IRS can RP Texans actually lose money on cattle.

The next, sectionsthe ones I actually worked on in preparing the
r epottdeal with the various subsidfprograms. ;-

I think we are all familiar with the price support prOgramS. Es-
sentially the Government pays farmers to keep the prices high so that
the public can pay, more for food. This Is 'suppbsed to *ace fluctua-
tions in farm income and keep it a little higher and' So forth. Of
eottrkt the correlary .of ridging income is the Government also has -
topay an aNvIlul lot to keep production down such as putting acreage ..
l imitations on farmers:The programs haVe perownso.eomplicated over
the years that ,Cthe expert who understands one. end of the subsidy
programs won't understand another. It is just unbelievable.

The pap's-lents come in prOportion to production which means the
big guys get the 1110fit.'Rumell Giffin is one of the big guyshe

. somewhat over $3 million on his cotton last year, while of course
little guys got almost nothing. So the effect of the programs is to
redistribute income from poor to rich. Furthermore, naturally enough,. ,
the value of'the subsidies tends to .become capitalized into the land
increasing the price of land. This is all very good if you have a lot
of land-bi*not so good if you have very littleand and need to buy
more to :expand. So again there-is this bias in favor of capital *And
against labor. . . .

There are also marketing ,orders which, as you may be aware, are
both Federal and State laws allowing regional cartels by majority
vote of the producers and. processors. Marketing orders have had very
Much the same effect. They have allowed the big growers and proms-
Sors to more or less set the terms under which a commodity is marketed.
This is to their advantage but it has been pretty rough, particu-
larly on small 'p more. . -,

In my report I went.into great detail on One-Swaine versus Bun--
Nat. Case-Swaine was little citrus processor who bought up surplus
oranges and turned them into juice. Sunkist, which is a huge coopera-
tive with about 80 percent of the western citrus market, built, its own
processing plant and abruptly cut off supplies for Case-Swaine and
a number-e&nther processors, most of which then went out of bUsiness.
But Case-Swaine is in its 12th year of a suit for triple damages under
antitrust against Sunkist. This is typical of some of the activities under
marketing orders. . .

And, of course, there are other programs. The USDA has conserva-
tion programs for increasing the productivity of :the land. I think I
might call your attention particularly to section 32 surplus -removal
programs. l'retty much

buy it up, nd ship it abroad or give it to the poor.
at% thing ..that is overproduced can qualify.

The USDA will. ',
Section 32 programs are fu tded, as the :USDA handbook says, "with-
° t the need for animal congressional approval and appropriations by

reent of annual duties collected on imports."
at is a pretty .nice setup. They have automatically 30 percent 'of,

duties collected on imports going to support agriculture. How did they
ever manage to earmark that little sum for themselves ? . . _-

Another area of subsidy is water subsidy. As T am sure you know
water is terribly important in the West. because most of the land is'
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pretty dry. You have to bring; in water for irrigation ; the question is,
How much water ? In other words,'are'you bringmg in more water than
econoniically justified?

% -:.,

But another totally obscure area, is'the effect of, water law. Western-
ers have this idea that water should be free. Since if 'it is free there
-virouldn't be enough to go around, water is actually divided up accord-
ing to water rights which you can attach to your lain t by using the 'wa2
ter first, either pumping or diverting it from a river. This system
again has the same discrimin tory effegt hecauie if you are large and
well-to-do', you can grab wat and, start using it at a tremendous loss
in order to have it when you ne 'd it. So the big guys getthe water first,
and when the little guys get to needing it, there isn't any lefL

I mentioned the case here of this cItinpanYin Barstowa little desert
town in the Mojavewhich is madly pumping great quantities of wa-
ter out of the tandergroundMojave River and then -pumping it back
dovin into the ground. This crazy activity means that later on they
will have rights to that water. .., .

The other effect of the water rights approach to allocating water
is that it encourages an enormous waste of water because people who
get it first can use it very wastefully because they don't pay its 'true

-value. Then the people who come along later don't have any water
and complain about the "water famine." This apocrythal water, short-
age justifies irrigation projects which have long been a-specialty of the
Bureau of Reclamation.. ., .

As you know the Bureau has dotted the West with dams and irriga-
tion projects. These have come under increasing criticism as ecenomi--
tally unjustified as well as environmentally. destructive. The Bureau.,
regularly double-, triple-, and quadruple:counts benefits, and uses a
discount rate of 4 percent or sometimes less, the discount rate being the
measure of how much you could get if you put that money elsewhere.
At a it: or 8-pereent market interest rate for your money and, consid-
:eying the various uncertainties of investing m ia, project like that, a ,
more reasonable discount rate might be around 10' percent. Since in-
terest is the largest single cost m building -public works projects,.
it makes an enormous difference what kind of discount rate you use.
No reputable economist would ever justify a 4- percent discount rate, 5-
percent minimum. But most of them will put a logical, discount rate at
around 10 percent which makegthe Bureau's projects look pretty bad.
But even worse is the effect of subsidizing irrigation in the West on
agriculture in the rest of the countu. '.

Irrigated lands are very prodifStivo. Bureau engineers justify irri-
gating open land under the so-Called regional development theory,
that the irrigation project will stimulate growth so much in the proj-
ect area that it will brnig'great returns and blessings to society. But
of course they neglect to consider that once you have overproduction
in agriculture you can stimulate one region only at thel expense of
another region. The, net effect of theseorrigation projectg-has been
to/shift a lot of production of crops like cotton from traditional areas
like the South, which' are not irrigated, to the West.

So one reason why cotton is not doing so well in the South these
days could be that a lot of cotton production has been shifted to areas '
like California, Texas, and Arizona by irrigation projects sending
people off the land in the South.
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California is doing the same thing. -As part of their new State
wat4 project they will be irrigating almost half a million new

-w

acres
on the est. side. This land is m the ,hands of very few large land-
owners at this point, The land will go mostly to growing high value-
specialty crops, apricots, peaches, pears, et cetera, which at the mo-
rdent are a last-preserve of small farmers in California. But the effect
of bringing all this new acreage into production will send the price
down. The big guys-will have new plants, fresh stock, so they will be
able to hold out, while the older fruitlgroducing areas will go out of
business, And then you have another flood of small farmers &lien out.

The next section I have is the research subsidy which again I am
sure is quite familiar to you. We mentioned the tomato picker, devel-
oped at the University of California at Davis, which .has reduced the
number of .jobs available to farm laborers at considerable benefit to
the tomato industry. Almost all of the. benefits of this tomato-processor
are going to the big proceasors, Del Monte, Campbell, a few types' like
that. But there you have an enormous amount of Federal and State
money' going into research to increase productivity again, as if there
weren't overproduction. .

Furthermore the riesearch is oriented toward benefiting the very big-
gest' growers. 'We talked to the Extension Service people and they
say yes, we serve the best farmers, the biggest ones, the most efficient
ones. So again you have an enormous bias toward capital and against
labor. The mechanization and new machines not only put farmworkers
out of work but they are often too expensive .for the smaller farmers
to use or 'to use effectively on their smaller holdings of lands, So you
have another public policy that puts the small farmers out of business.
I think it is particularly distressing that here you have the Federal
and. State Government actually financing research to put people out
of lobs.

ofIn any other industry these woAd. be. a lot of complaints but you
never hear anything about this in agriculture.

My final section is what the labor subsidy, and this vras:cer=
thinly the most shocking to me. I came out to California a.nd; yes,
knew the Iarmworkers were not .included under a lot of legislation
that covered other Workers.

Senator S.,rEvtiv-sorr. Mrs. Roberts, Senator Hughes would like to
ask you a question. ,

Senator IluauEs. In relation to the research segment of your state-
ment here, are you aware of additional research that is being done
presently and how it is being financed and what it is directed at?

Mrs. ROBERTS, I have in here a breakdown for last year's research in ,

"California. I hairs forgotten the exact figures, there was quite a lot
of money at any rate.

Senator IlliGHES. Do you have any for other parts of the country?
Mrs. ROBERTS. I have no. idea what research is clone in land-grant

colleges all over the country except that it is quite substantial.
Senator Humus. ,I was wondering, for example at our own uni-

versities in Iowa and Illinois, if you have any breakdown on their
research?



Mrs. Romans. I really have no idea. The Federal Government gives
money, I tliineit gave last year to California $7 million, the State is
supposed to match that. The State does a good deal more than match
it ut California.

Senator Hats. In this philosophical discussion of who benefits
by this sort of research, you were speaking in particular of this tomato
picker in this particular section.

It cannot be concluded that societies have always benefited from
the invention of the tomato harvester.

Mrp.,RoitErrs. The economists who studied the tomato harvester
were using a modified version of the, theory of Pareto optitniza-
tion which says in effect no change is good unless the losers from it
can be and are bribed by the.gainers to vote for the change. They cal-
culated that the returns on the tomato harvester were so- enormous
that those who benefited could have paid the displaced farmworkers
a fair compensation for the jobs they lost and still come out ahead
but since of course no compensation was paid they concluded by
this modified Pareto theoryyou know, it is welfare economics, it
gets kind of complicatedthey ,concluded that by these standards
society could not be considered to benefit because no compensation
was paid.

&WADI' STEVENSON. Assumink there was a benefit just from the --
consumption of lettuce and tomatoes ?

'Mrs. ROBERTS. These are processing tomatoes exclusively, not the,
kind you get in the grocery store.

Senator. STEVENSON. Aren't the tomatoes developed in such a way
that they yield well to the mechanical picker, wAh the horrendous
result that tomatoes do t taste like tomatoes anymore?

Mrs. ROBERTS. That ay be for other reasons, like there has been an
enormous amount of e ort in Davis to breed the square tomato
because the square tome would fit better in a packing case. In other
words there has been a lar effort to breed fruits and vegetables by
almost every criterion except palatability.

They tried to breed bigger -and fatter grapes because grapes are
measured by weight, though they may taste a lot worse. I remember
those Chilean grapes that were coming in here during the grape
strike; they were much smaller but they sure were sweeter.

Senator EtrGHES. Have you arrived or has your group arrived at
any philosophical point as to whether it is better to preserve the jobs, .

the farm labor in picking tomatoes, for example, than to experiment.
for the future of mechanization ? ,

Mrs. ROBERTS. I think it is very much a question of where you Rut
your money, among other things. Capital is scarce, there is no point
in putting capital into agriculture where, agriculture already has too
much capital. There is overproduction with all of these expensive ma-
chines. There are much better ways to put your capital than into agri-
culture and especially when by doing so you are putting people out of
work.

-Somebody has to support those people; either they will starve or
the public will pay for them on welfare. Yira know there is no point.

Senator HUGHES. I think you have arrived at a conclusion, -whether
it is stated as a positive conclusion or ifot. The point I am trying to get
at, and really not very much, I am afraid, in the way I am stating it, is
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the fact that I was trying to determine whether you felt it was better
to discontinue all research in the field.of agricultural labor that would
discontinue jobs, whether that would be preferential to paying people
welfare ?'

Mrs. ROBERTS. I imagine it would be,,but every industry except agri-
culture-finances its own labor saving equipment. The point is, it is not
the business of the Federal and State Governments to

k
finance equip-

ment to put people out of worIf the industries themselves want to
finance it, that is the storyof this country.

People are always getting put out of work by technolcigy but it is
not the place of the Governntent to be. putting people out of. work.

Senator HUGHES. In other words, you conclude" that we have been
spending millions of dollars in research to put people out of .work?

Mrs. ROBERTS.it Piecisely, precisely.
Senator HUGHES. And that this is a policy that the Federal Govern-

ment, should not, follow, or State,governments, for that matter?
Mrs. ROBERTS.. Yes ; I believe so.
Senator HUMMEL Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. o
Senator STEVENSON. Please continue, Mrs. Roberts.
Mrs. ROBERTS. I will just run briefly through what I called the labor

subsidy. As I mentioned when I came to California I was aware that
there were, a lot of Federal and State policies protecting other workers
which. did not cover farmworkers, but what really surprised me was
that I could. only call a rather systemati6 collaboration of big growers
and public. officials in California to insure that there was a plentiful
supply of faim labor usually working far below the minimum wage
because there were no checks on that kind of thing:

The most striking thing was, of course, the violation by the border
patrol of the immigration laws. Of couise they don't consider it a
violation. What, you have here is the border patrol and the growers
bringing in Mexican people to work on the farms and to some extent.
in small businesses to the exclusion of American -workers.

Now, the border patrol justifies this as a form of foreign aid and
because the Mexicans are starving it is very hard to say they.should
not get work. But the point is that bringing the Mexicans in as a
form of foreign aid amounts to foreign aid at the expense of the
poorest American workers. If you want to give foreign aid to. Mexico,
fine, but don't do it at the expense of American poor, yet this is junt
what is happening..

Probably the most famous case in the so-called green card program.
The green card is a visiting pass which theoretically you are supposed
to get if you have taken out a visa, immigrated to the United States,
established residence, and then you can get a visiting pass to go back
across the border to visit your family. But what in fact happens is
that anybody who applies for a visa gets a green card and it becomes a
work permit.

Senator HUGHES. Do I understand you correctly; anyone who has
ever applied for a visa immediately gets a green card?

Mrs. RosEurs. I don't know exactly what the redtape is, I suppose
he has to apply for'or the green card, too. The point is. the condition for
getting a green card is supposed to be an establishment of residence.
The border patrol waives this requirement and the visa may expire
and the guy still uses the card.
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At any rate the California Rural Legal Assistance did challenge this
-one. They lost- in the ninth circuit court and went to the 'U.S. Su-
preme Court which refused to hear it. But I don't think this really
changes the issue. In California it is a real political hot potato.

Another way in which America growers get Mexican workers is of
course illegal entrants, of which there are very large numbers. There .
were an estimated 300,000 of them in California in 1970 season. Partly
the problem is the border patrol is very badly understaffed. When I
went around interviewing them last year they were. running something
like at least 30 percent understaffed.

year
is mterestirg is while they

were in bad shape already under the Johnson administration, they
had gotten in even worse shape under the Nixon administration. This
is economy. in Government, but it strikes me as a bad place to
economize. . -

Another area in which 1 would almost say the border patrol is
guilty of a certain amo t of complicity is this business of blue cards.

visit relatives across- he border in the United States.
Blue cards are sup d to be 3-day visiting permits whiell you get to

Unless the person applying for a blue card states that he is going
., more than 25 miles within the United States there is no dfite put on the

card which-means that blue cards can be turned into kind of a work
. permit too. Furthermore the recipients are not fingerprinted so what

frequently happens is the illegal entrants use blue cards to come in.
ey come in, show their card and once hi, they mail the blue card

back to their family and go to work. Then if they are picked lip, the
border patrol has no way. of matching them with blue card recipients
so they get shipped back across the border, pick up their blue card
from their family and come right back across again.

You would think the border patrol could at least put a date on these
cards. It is too much work. I guess.

Then there is also the farm labor service. The California farm labor
servicve I` think is one of the biggest. Their budgetris $3.5 million. The
farm labor service is supposed to be there to help farm workers find
jobs. The way it is operated in California, and I would suspect else-
where, it is operated by growers to help ,growers find workers. The
California labor service has repeatedly run into scandals.

Some of its officials were picked up for taking bribes a number of
years back, that is the growers were sending them their so-called sur-
plus produce as kind of a bribe for getting first access to, workers.
. They have also been repeatedly brought into court for sending peo-

ple to jobs that didn't pay the minimum wage, sending people to jobs
that had already been filledbecause they don't require the grower
to phone in and say he has filled the jobsending people to lobs in
which there were no toilets, drinking or handwashing facilities, not
checking on "whether workers were being sent into fields which had
recently been sprayed with pesticides and so forth.

The effect of the service is to subsidize growers who 'don't Make the
slightest effort to pay decent wages and provide decent conditions. If
they can't get farmworkers through ordinary channels they can always
fall back on the farm labor service, which is a decided disincentive to
all growers to offer better conditions. I think the(farm labor service
has thoroughly outlived its usefulness if it ever had any.
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There is a provigion, I believe, by which the Labor Department
CAM simply cut off its support to the service if it, doesn't perform as it
is supposed to. So I would heartily recommend that you suggest the
Labor DePartment dispose pi .the farm labor service.

I also mention here as an illustration of how. systematic this dis-
crimination df workers iA, ,the welfare departments in a number of
areas in California rather routinely, toss everybody off the welfare
rolls come harvest tim This further adds to the surplus of desperate
people looking for jobs and drives the wages dawn, of course, just
what the growers need. There was-such a case in the papers a month
.ago.

. , A judge ordered the local welfar;3 department to put people back
on the welfare, not just to toss them off. They had been taking the buses
out to the fields and of course many Of them had never picked crops
sp eyen when they found the jobs, which wasn't most of the time, they ----7-
were\not able to make any money out of it. So this is a difficult problem-
because the growers and the public officials are now So set in their ways,
tliat probably the only answer is unionization.

I think I *till let it go at that and if you have any questions go
/ahead and,kwill do my best.

.Senatof.Suvrilsozi. Thank you very much, Mrs. Roberts.
I can see how in practice many public policies discriminate in favor

of capital against labor, the rich. against the 'floor. You talked about
capital gains at the outset. That may be the effect of the preferential
treatment in our tax laws but it wasn't the CoAgress' intention to dis-
criminate. Can't the little fanner that 89115 his land get that prefeTen-

' tial treatment as well as the large? . .

Mrs. ROBERTS. But the point is the little farmer isn' getting outside
income, putting it into his farm and getting a tax break and further-
morehe little farmer doesn't have that much land and if he is to make
a go of it he has to buy more land or at least re more land. The fact
that you have these outside people buying up slot of land, driving up
the price of land, thus depriving him of his chance to expand, and
getting more money from the outside so that as long as they get their

. tax break they are willing to farm at a loss that is p tty drastic
competition for a guy who has to make a living at it.

Senator SrEvrwson.. It seems to me that we.have a provision of the
law which is there theoretically for the benefit' of everyone. 11(y point
is that it is very unlikely that the law is going to be changed. 3

What can be done to change this continuing trend toward bigness in
agriculture? You mentioned price supports.. There have been 'in-
equities, there ,recently have been some efforts in the Congress to re-
moye some of the loopholes, but we don't have price supports for fruit
and vegetables..

Mrs. Rosa-ars. You have marketing orders which have somewhat
theesame effect, and you do have section 32. ,

Senator S'rEVENISON. I was wondering if you could discuss this a
little bit more: For example, I don't quite understand how these mar -
keting cooperatives can be put together and used to effectively exclude
others from the marketing of farm prodUce. Does not this violate the
anti-trust laws?

Mrs. ROBISRIS. They have a s 'al exemption from the anti-trust
laws under the Capper-Volstea et.
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Senator STEVENSON. Who does,
Mrs. Boma'. Farming cooperatives, there is a specific exemption
Senator STEVENSON. Farming or marketing cooperatives I
Mrs,,Rourrs Cooperatives of growers.
Senator STrvicitso*. Do you know of any other exemptions within

our lairs fer particular groups
Mrs. Rosters, I woul d. cite the Failing Newspapers Act.
Senator STEVENSON. I can think of many regulated industries that

are exempted but the fresh fruit and vegetable industry is not gener-
ally considered as being a regulated industry.

Mrs. ROBERTS. What these marketing, orders were supposed to do,
theoretically, was allow small growers to get together in the face of
preeture from large processors and withhold their produce in return
for getting better terms from the processors.

As part of this thing they make an agreement with the processoti-'
that has to be -voted on by the processors to get under the marketing
order too. The effect has beensince this is majority vote, majority by
volume or by number of people it has been to allow the processors
or cooperativee which include bo veers and.ptocessors who dom-
ina he field already to gain comp ete domination. I might mention
Sun is a big cooperative dominating Western citrus. Speaking of
the an itnist, Sunkist just got clobbered on`the antitrust because the
Supreme Court recently ruled that Sunkist was not a marketing coop-
erative exempt from anti-trust because there were a lot of integrated
processors in it, that is, people who grew their own oranges, packed and
shipped and processed their own oranges.

So. that may have some interesting repercussions because there are
a lot of setups like that which now that the Supreme Court has said
they violate the law t)ley may have some interesting antitrust actions
against them,

Sunkist is by' far the largest of these couperatiVe organizations in
`Western citrus. They were imposing restrictions on output on their
membership to drive the price up and the natural result was that
grown; outside of Sunkist were getting a larger and larger share of
the market because they were underpricing Sunkist. So Sunkist went
out and drew up the papers and got one of these marketing ordere im-

on citrus and since it had the majority of citrus producers both
y number and volume it had a majority vote, imposed this marketing

order on the entire industry, and was able to impose the restrictions
it previously imposed only on its members on the entire Western citrus
industry.

Senator STrvxxsorr. I wonder if we could discuss a bit more about
mechanization, Wage costs are so low in farming and agriculture that
it is hard for Me to Understand why it is" any more economical for farm-
ers to mechanize, especially when the cost of mechanization and- the
amortization of the very 'expensive machipery is high. Is that the.real
reason for continuing mechanization in agriculture, is it economy?

Mrs, Roos. Mechanization is subsidized. In cases like the tomatoo
harvester, originally the growers were not even interested in the thing.
This was a very farsighted idea by the developers in Davis. I think the
developer was quoted somewhere as saying that he had seen "nation-
slides" come and go in the fields and one of these days we were going
to run out of nationalities to do our hard work. So this is why he un-
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-dertook to develop the tomato harvester at a time when the growers
could not have. cared less. But then with the coming of unionization
the growers were very glad to have that kind a thing there waiting.

Senator Snmrsorr. Is it economy,or is it just easier in many cases
for large farmers to deal -with machines, than human beings?

Mrs. Roams. It is certainly cheaper once. the machinery has been
developed) at least for the large farmers.

Senator STmvxmora Including the amortization and the deprecia-
tion of that machindry?

Mr. RosErrrs. I believe so. At least I assume it was included in Sekler
and Schmitz's calculations, but the point is they would not have that,
tomato picker if there were not that subsidized little group of dedi-
cated servants of agribusiness in the State universities, busily antici-.
pating agriculture's problems 25 years in advance and solving them.

Senator STEVENSON. Senator Hughes, do you have any further
questions?

Senator Emma I have plenty, but I think I will pass.
Senator STEVENSON. I have plenty more too, but we will have to

keep moving on with our other witnesses. Thank you very much, Mrs.
Roberts, for helping us out this morning.

Our next witness is Mr. Alfred Navarro. Mr. Navarro is the exec-
utive director of Cooperative Campesina of the Central Coast Coun-
ties Development Corp., Aptos, Calif. He is accompanied this morn-
ing by Mr. Manuel Santana, who is chairman of the board of direc-
tors of th&Cooperative Campesina.

I first learned of their activities on a television news report last
vring. I was fascinated to hear about those activities and subsequently
I read more about them in articles by Peter Barnes, which were pub-
lished in the New Republic June 5, 12, and 19, 1971, and later in the
Washington Post.

Without objection I will order that 'those articles by Mr.,Barnes
be printed in the record, following the prepared statement of Mrs.
Roberts.

(The information referred to follows:)
firxrAin sii.roirtz. or MU. Potty BAUM, COAIITIM or 'POWX11 AND

LAND IN CALTrONNIA," A RA/mu NADE* TAM ro*CivRitrORT

was one of about twenty-11v; "Nader's Raiders" who conducted an investiga-
tion of land use in California in the summer and fall of 1070 under the direction
of Robert Fellmeth. The preliminary version of the report, entitled "Power
and Land in California", was released to the public about a month Ago. I have
been invited here to present our findings as they bear on agriculture and the
people who depend on the land, either as farmers or farmworkerst.

But first, a bit about the study, how and why it was conducted, and what-
its findings mean.

As I said, there were twenty-five of us, scattered over the state, divided
p into teams studying such specific areas as land ownership, agriculture, water

development and pollution, wild lands, land development, city planning, trans-
rtation,.and political power. As with previous Nader projects, we aimed to

a ewer the simple question: Who is getting what and at Whose expense? In the
C lifornia study, this question translates roughly into: Who owns the land,
who benefits from what happens to the land and who gets hurt, who deter-
mines public policy towards the land and how?

Why study land? Land ownership means control of natural resource*. Land
is so important a source of wealth and political power that Winston Churchill
has termed land monopoly "the mother of all other forms of monopoly". Then,
the land is being permanently altered at a rate:that has caused increasing alarm.
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Tinsdly, land provides a convenient unifying focus for studying what Is really
goingron, economiclly and politically, in the state and ultimately in the whole
country.

Our report, as you may be aware, was released last month to the predictable
accompaniment of cries of outrage from individuals and interests criticized,
The arch-conservative San Diego Union, for instance indignantly accused Mr,
Nader of "adovocating reforM in California." On the other hand, a number of
synipsthizers expreesed disappointment that the report turned up little star-
tingly new information but rather released old and well-documented scandals.
This/ criticism misses the point, for we sought to document not so much abuses
of themselves, but systematic patterns of abuee,'in order to .discover their root
causes. In brief, we discovered .(not necessarily in order of Importance) the fol-
lowing patterns:

1. The use of public expenditures for private gain, in particular, the cony
struction of public works for private gain.

2. The perversion of public programs designed to help the poor into pro-
grams which in fact benefit the rich at the expense of the poor.

3. Tax subsidies for the rich.
4. The prostitution of expertise, particularly to provide phony economic justi-

fications for the above three abuses.
5. The "corruption" and unaccountability of public officials. By "corfup-

tion" we do not mean just bribe-taking (:we fouhd little of that) but rather such
phenomena as the excessive dependence of elected officials on campaign eontribu-
Hone from powerful interests, or such institutionalised conflict-of-interest as"the
legal requirement that the State Real Estate Commission be composed of realtors

6. Violation or non-enforcement of laws by those entrusted with their en-
forcement. ,

7. The arrogance and dishonesty of large corporations and'trade associations,
in dealing with the public.

All these patterns can be traced ultmately to excessive concentrations of
power in private hands, much of that power based on or reflected in colossal
holdings of land.

Agriculture in California supplies abundant examples of all these patterns.
As I go through our findings on agriculture, you will probably hear feW facts
or accusations entirely new to you ; but I think the total configuration should
still be startling.

.
AOXICULTTIZE IN CALIFOANIA.: W)10 owns VIE LAND? .

California lesids the nation in agricultural production. In 1900, California
production was valued at over $4 billion. The state produces better than 250
crop and livestock commodities, giving the U.S. over 25% of its table food*,
and 100% of many specialty items such as artichokes and avocados. Yet, although
Californil has some of the richest land in the country so that it could theoretically
support smaller farms, in fact the size of California farms is well above the
national average. For instance, over 30% of California farms have over $40,000
in sake, as opposed to 8% nationwide.

This committee focusses primarily on farm workers; rural poverty, and the
aesoclated -flood of the dispossessed from the land. On the other side of the
coin is the increasing concentration of land ownership in the hands of the few.
For example after deereasing to a low of 224 aces average in 1930. and 230 acres
in 1040, by 1900. the average acreage of California farms had increased to 627t

Let me mention a few statistics from the 1970 USDA survey "A Statistical
Profile of California Corporate Farms," The survey found that one fourth to
one third of California's cropland production comes from 1.073 corporate farms,
2.9% of California's estimated 57.000 commercial farms. 20% of these farms,
accounting for half the corporate production (or ystto %tit of California crop-
land production) engage in businesses other than forming. And while the major-
ity of corporate farms were of the "Farmer Brown, Inc." variety, that Is sub-
stantial fimily farms incorporated for tax purposes. 30% belonged to other
corporations or to.groups of unrelated individuals. Among these the USDA found
somewhat lees than 100 publicly owned corp+rations including such familiar
names as American Cyanamid, Purer, Tenneco, Standard Oil, and Southern
Pacific.

These figures for overall concentration of course vastly understate the actual
concentration which is much higher in certain crop); and certain regions. For
example, 'the giants Bud Antic (belonging to Dow Chemical) and Purer (a sub-
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*pitiful of United Fruit) between them control over half the lettuce production
in California. .

Incidentally, we (and the USDA reaearcire before us) had considerable
difficulty discovering who the blued landow era are and how much they hold.
No public agencies collect this kind of information and the owners themselves
were *very close-mouthed. We did learn though that the biggest landowner in
California, the Southern Pacific Railroad, with 2 million of California's 50 mil-
lion acres, probably holds this land illegally, since it has blatantly violated the _

terms of its original land grant.

?tSLIO POLICY AND EMAIL ?MITT

The smaller'farmers naturally resent their increasingly colossal competitors;
one such farmer tbld us that, given a fair chance, he could "beat the pants oft any
corporation"wrrobably he could, since farming for him is a lifetime commitment
rather than a 9 to 5 job, but as things stand today, he won't get that fair chince.
The question)", why not? Is this farmer being driven from the land as many
would have us believe, by impersonal economic forces, or has public policy
contributed substantially to his plight? t

First we looked to see if economies of scale justified a farm of many thou-
sands of acres. But we found that a farm will exhaust technological economies of
scale at around 640 acres of irrigated landfor cash crops and much lees for fruit
(for' example, 640 acres of lentbn trees are worth more than million dol-
lars,) And farmers can get around even these, economies of sca by renting
equipment and buying supplies through cooperatives,' (Although to rvive in the
long run, small farmers must be able to expand their operations.)

In brief, we discovered that much of the pressure driving peopl from the
land results intentionally or unintentionally from public policy, especially
public policy ostensibly designed to do just the opposite. that is, to pro-
mote the family farm. Let me repeat, much of the pressure driving people from
the land into the cities in the greatest migration of our times, results from
public policy. That this should be so puts the responsibility squarely upon you,
as makers of public policy.

How can public policy drive people from the land? Quite simply, by enormously
aggravating certain baste problems already present. For a start, agriculture
suffers from chronic, overproduction. Any policy that aggravates overproduc-
tion hurts small operators more than large operators with deeper pockets. More
important, the small operator is relatively short of capital, that is, land and
equipment, but well supplied with labor --his own. To put it another way, the
Small farmer's .returns on his labor are disproportionately low eompared to the
returns on his land and equipmnt. That is, if he had invested his money in
the stock market instead of land and equipment, and had taken 'a managerial
job commensurate with his abilities, he would receive the same for his money
but more for his labor. Therefore, any policy that decreases further the available
supply, of capital; land in particular, or increases his requirement for them,
discriminates against him in favor of large operators who are plentifully sup-
plied with both. Likewise, any policy that decreases the value of labor has the
same effectand, of course, hurts farm labor as well.

To summarise, any policy which4avore capital and cheapens labor benefits
large farmers and hurts small farmers and farm workers, forcing them off the
land.

I know this all sounds very abstract the following survey of public policy
affecting agriculture should show more precisely what Imean.

TAX POLICY

When we commenced the study, we immediately asked why, considering the
comparatively small profit margins of agriculture, so many big corporations and
wealthy individuals with no background In farming were jumping so readily
into the business. Their eagerness seemed all the more startling in light of
the fact that a l'SDA study showed that of the '06,000 biggest farms in the US
in 1003, two thirds reported losses to the IRSeven though their average gross
receipts were well over $40,000. The catch was not hard to find ; agricul-
ture provides one of the cosiest tax shelters in the land. It works am follows :

Say you are a corporation or rich individual with $40,000 to spare each year.
Rather than my a 50% tax on this money, you .invent it in building up your
orchard or prize dairy herd, claiming the money as a loss, and so saving 50% or
$20,000 in taxel; a year. At the end of five years, say, your orchard or herd is
worth $200,000 More. You sell, paying a capital gains tax of 25% and come Out
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With $150,000, $50,000 more than had you paid taxes. (And this calculation does
not include your savings on interest either.) At this rate of saving, you can even
sell your orchard or herd at a technical loos and still come out way ahead. In
other words, farming hes become. machine for converting regular earnings' tom way,gains, In thiway, G ernor Ronald Reagan managed to pay no state
taxes at all in 1968 and 197 .

Or, you might just want to avoid taxes by buying and holding land for sPecu-
lationr for when you Invest your money in land, you get free use of the inter -
est on the tax Money you save ($20,000 for Ave pears, :$40,000 for
four, etc.) ; at a market rate. of 7% this comes out to an additional $28,000.-

. Had you put this money In the bark you Would have been taxed annually on
the. Interest and would have come out with considerably less. in fact, the longer
you hold the land for speculation, the bigger your tax saving. Any profit you

. make from farming It While you hold it Is just gravy.
In other words, our tax system encourages speculators and fugitives from the ..

tax collector to invest in agriculture. As long as they get their tax breaks, thee
Johnny-come-lately* don't care whether their operations make a profit in oth r
words, they will Invest in farming and worsen overproduction when existing
overproduction has already reduced profits :to near zero. Yet of course they
compete with established farmers who cannot get these tax breaks and need an
adeqUate margin of profit to survive..The'sqneeze on established earns farmers
became so bid Iii the last decade' that the 1900 tax reform partially coed the
capital gala loophole for citrus only, but the pressure continues unabated in
other area despite repeated attempts at reform.

Aside from competing unfairly, land speculators and tax dodgers drive up the
price of land. This means the established farmer must pay higher taxes on bia
land; furthermore, the land he must buy or rent for necessary expansion of his
operations becomes more expensive. . .

The tax subsidies which promote urban sprawl have the same effect. That is,
we found land around cities to be systematically undertaxed for Its development )
value (though of course overtaxed fOr its agricultural value), This undertaxation
encourages speculative holdings which in turn encourage sprawl. The.pressure
of sprawl then sends farmers off looking for new land. Since to avoid taxes for
the land they sell, they must buy new land within the, year, their eagerness
further drives up the. price of land. Then, the relatively high)arIce of the new
land encourages the farmers to put It to more intensive use - further increasing

Aoverproduction.
Once corporations and individuals with substantial' outside IncomCget into

agriculture, they put establiellted farmerii at a further disadvantage. Ror to
survive, the smaller farmer needs honk credit to buy or rent necessary land.: nd

those with outside holdings a better credit risk, and will give them'preference ,,

equipment, and to finance his vital expansion. But obviously the banks cons r

times of tight money. Thus the profeselonal farmer who has one bad year,
whether his fault or not, may well find himself abruptly cut off from credit, his
land forfeit to the bank.

Finally, outside corporate entrants to farming may threaten established
farmers more directly, as, for example, when large processors buy ups substan
tial part of the land producing the farm products. they proteas. Processors in
this position can deliberately underprice their own production, squeezing the in,
dependent farmers who compete with them. The. Anderson Clayton Company, A
cotton ginning company with substantial cotton acreage would be a good example.

t So much for the tax favoritism that gives individuals and corporations with
outside assets an unfair advantage. The figure, on concentration I cited above
suggest that at least a sixth If not more of California's cropland production
comes from outfits with such tax advantages. The plethora of agricultural sub.
sidles, most of them ostensibly designed to help small farmers, baron similarly
biased effect. I have divided these into four areas : USDA. Subsidy Programs, the
Water Subsidy, the Research Subsidy, and the Labor Subsidy.

USDA SUISIDY nOCINALltd
Commodity price supports

The commodity price support subsidies, as we all know, are an arcane system
by which the public pays farmers to keep their prices high so that the public
can pay more for food, fibre, and cigarettes. According to the calculations of
former Budget Director Charles Schultz, the annual cost (4 the farm subsidies

1 Commoditlea being such staples as grains, cotton, peanuts, tuns oil, tobacco, turpentine
and mohair. .
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currently exceeds $10 billion, or roughly the combined costs of all local state
and federal welfare programs, including Medicaid, and is rapidly increasing.

The system works by what noted agricultural economist Marion Clawson has
called the "trinity" of price supports, surplus storage; and production control.
That is, the government maintains an artificially high price by buying up extra
production and putting it info storage. The surplusaes are then either given away
to the poor, or dumped abroad at artificially low pekes. Meanwhile, since raising
the prices inevitably stimulates further increases in production, the government
makes fa-rmers reduce the acreage they have in use, in many cases actually Pay-
ing them to do so.

Most of the price support programs were initiated in the 1030's ostensibly to
raise the income of overprocluctionplagued farmers, and to increase farmers'
returns on their labor which, as described above, were disproportionately low
compared to returns on land and equipment.

How have the programs succeeded? First, they have in fact raised average
farm income, but as increasingly vocal farm critics point out, since the subsidies
come in proportion to production, the biggest producers get proportionately more.
Not so obvious but more serious, the programs have even further decreased the
farmer's returns on his labor in proportion to the returns en his capital. That
is, tying price supports to production rather than to individuals (as would a
welfare program) automatically enhances the means of production, particuarly
the land. When the government then further restricts the supply of land, the
value of d goes up that remuch more. In effect, then, the programs discriminate
in favor those large operators who have plenty of capital, (that Is, land and
equipm and against the small operators and farm workers who have plenty
of labor bat little or no capital.
Marketing orders .

In add n to directly supporting the commodities, the federal and state gov-
ernments low growers and processors of many fruits and vegetable products,.
as Wall as ilk, honey and other products, to organize by majority vote into
regional cartels, with the terms of the cartel enforced by state or federal "mar-+
keting orders". Many marketing order provisions are fairly innocuous, such as
standardisation of packaging, research, and collective advertising. However,
provisions of marketing, orders restricting output%to drive up prices have seri-
ously harmed mull producers and processors for the same reasonb as the price
support programs. Even worse, marketing .orders allow large pow 1 coopera-
tives like Sunkist to control and squeese one their competition. .,
Other programs

.The USDA also has a "surplus removal" program for all crops under Section
32 of the Agricultural Act (11935. "Section 82" programs, as a 'USDA. handbook
proclaims, are funded "without need for annual Congressional approval and
appropriations by 30% of annual duties collected on imports." Then there are
a number of "conservation" programs designed to increase the productivity of
the land, for example, by subsidising certain important inputs like limestone. at the same time other programs try to limit ,total production. Under three cir-
cumstances, programs to increase productivity benefit those with abundant land
at the expense of thole without.

Tilt warts svaswr
Water Zoo ; .

Odiforrdans and denisens of other western 'stet* have, long cheliahicl the
quaint notion that water should be a "free" good, or as close to free as isfeteible.
Since such an uneconomic philoaphy would not leave enough water to go-around,
water is in fact allocated according to water "rights". The first individuals
to use naturally occurring water on their land get a perpetual "right" to that
water, a right they can sell or transfer only by selling or transferring the
land.

By no mere coincidence, the first to grab water rights have traditionally
been large operators,becauae only the wealthy can afford to grab water and
"hold" it Iong before they need it. F'or example, we learned of one large com-
pany in Barstow in'. -the Mojave Desert which is pumping Wit quantities of
water from the underground Mojave Riverand pumping it fight back into the
ground again. When progress ultimately comes to Barstow, this company will
have established an immensely valuable right to the water of the Mojave.
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But not only does the system of water rights discriminate against the poor
in favor of the wealthy, it leads to enormously wasteful use of water. Becauie
he Pars nothing for his water, the holder of water rights feels no economic
pressure to put it to best use So he may well slosh seven acre-feet okto his
cow pasture while his poorer neighbor's orange orchard wilts for lack of one
acre-foot. This wastefulness creates artificial "water shortages" which can be
alleviated only by the construction of massive irrigation projects.
Water Proliota

Enter the Bureau of Reclamation (with the Army Corpit of Engineers not far
ind). The Bureau was created in 1902 to -build irrigation projects in the

w t in order to encourage families to homestead. Them Bureau'
celved from wile of the water was to go into a "revolving d" which would
then go to build more irrigation prejetts. Thus the Buret -would be com-
pletely aelf-supporting after the initial public investment.

Today, the fund has yet to "revolve"; 'we taxpayers continue to ley out
millions annually tot the Bureau's increasingly expensive ventures, While a
prestigious parade of economists testifies that the Bureau's plumbing schemes
are environmentally destructive and .return but a few cents on every public
dollar invested, Bureau "experts" continue to yastify them with breathtaking
disingenuousness. In particular, the southern chairmen of the Agriculture gien-
mittees have repeatedly and correctly charged the Bureau,witla aggravating over -'
production of price-supported crops, -- subsidizing huge California farmers to
grow cotton at the cost of putting small Alabama farmers out of business.
Bureau experts deny this, claiming that Reclamation farms do not contribute
much to overproduction because only a small fraction of stored surplus cotton
physics:11y comes from Reclamation farmsalthough total. cotton produced by
these farms may exceed the total surplus.

Bin W the Bureau was established with the small homesteader in mind, Bu-
reau water carries the condition that it be used on no more than 106 acres
per individual; anyone with more than 100 acres per member of his family
must sell off his excess acreage at pre-water prices.' (The provision, it must
be emphasised, limits only the amount of land stir individual can own; he can
rent as much more as he likes.) Bnt the 100 acre limitation, logically designed to
spread the federal bonanza to as any people as possible, we discovered fre-
quently goes

m
s unenforced,--depriving small farmers of wbat.might be their only

chance to buy cheaply the land they need for expansion.
' The California water project, or, the State of California emulates the Bureau

Arnenforeed or not, the 100 acre limitation sufficiently galled the large Cali-
fornia landowners so that they initiated and supported the creation of the
California State Water Projeit, which has no such restrictions, The economic
justifications for this concrete white elephant bear no closed scrutiny than jus-
tifications for Bureau projects.

The California Water Project will subsidize full irrigation by 1990 of some
450,000 new acres on the west side of the San Joaquin valley, land most of which
is now in the, hands of. about 75 huge landowners, such as Z. G. Bowen (the
*I:Subsidy recipient), Southern Pacific, and Standard Oil, Much of this new
land will go into cotton and high-value fruit and vegetable crone.

A couple of University- of California sgricultural economists, Gerald Dean
and Gordon King, have calculated that the resulting overproduction of these
crops will cause at a very conservative estimate price drone ranging from
2.6%-3.5% for oranges to 42%-88.9% for early spring potatoes. The result
will be disaster for an concerned,but you can be sure that the long-run sur-
vivors will be the big gays on the west side. (The state water planners bad of
course added up the present value of the projected increased production and
counted it among the "benefits" of the ProSeet.)

Trra 711.101LO,C11 suzexor

In 1907, the 'University of California's State Experiment Station spent better
than $25 million on research, $17 million of It state money, $7 million' federal
money, but less than $1.5 million from agribusiness. Yet this' university re-
search goer almost excluelveiy 'to serving tber practical needs of agribusiness,
solving agricultural problems a Is carte ,upon the advice of a committee
of growers. Bit growers at that, for the university prides itself on
serving only the "best" farmers, rattier than the stolen "inefficient" ones
although it was precisely these farmers the university programs were originally
established to benefit.
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The research goes te'ivards increasing productivity, naturally, as if the prin-
cipal problem witft 'American agriculture today were not overproduction. And,
especially since the organization of farmworkers began, the bulk of the effort

. has gone into mechanization. Take the tomato harvester, for example.
This machine and its matching leather-skinned- tomato are the products pf

Over 10 years research and $1.3 million Federal end State money on the Uni-
versity of California's Davis campus. The machine has proved so profitable to
the tomato industry that, according to the calculations of two Berkeley econo-
mists, David Sekler and Andrevi Schmitz, the industry could have paid the dis-
placed tomato pickers full compensation for the loss of their jobs and still come
-out ahead. Of course, no such compensation was paid, therefore, according to
Sekler and .Schmitz, "it cannot be concluded that noelety as a whole has benefitted
from the invention of the tomato harvester." `

Moat people would consider it the job of their Government to increase' em-
ployment, not decrease ItImagine- the furor should the Federal Government
gra& General Motors ,money and skilled engineers to develop machinery that
would eliminate auto workers.'

TBL LABOZ 'Militant)"

The subcommittee exists precisely because the plight of farm labor requires
special attention. For example, a 1965 State study showed California'restimated
490,000 professional farmworkera had a median income from farm work of $7 ,

and a median income from all work of $1,388. Farmworkers have neither Fed-
eral nor State unemployment insurance, although this study showed 41 percent
unemployed for 27 weeks st,year or more.

California ,farmworkera have theoretically been eligible for State disability
Insurance since 1009, but due to ignorance and °Metal hostility, rarely get their
payments. For example, farmworkera made only 002 claims in 1907 (little more
than one per thousand farmworkers) though a Califorina State Public Health .
Service study found about 250 eases per thousand of pesticide injuries alone,
But the noninclusion of farmworkers In programs covering other workers is only;
a small part of the story. .-

A bigger part of the story is a curious form of "foreign aid," chiefly .to Meilco.
American growers -.collaborating with officials of the U.S. Border Patrol in s.
clear violation of U.S. immigration law, bring into the country the poOrest of
Mexico's poor, to work for them under the most miserable wages and Conditions.
Unlike other. forms of foreign aid, American taxpayers do not pay directly for
thisoner-rather, the poorest of America's Poor, American farm laborers pay---
wilh their jobs, their health, and the education and opportunities of their ehil-
dren. City Abrellers also pay, since the starvation wages the big, grower down
the road gima his Mexican employees determines the value of his own labor.

As./ am sure the subcommittee is aware, one Way the Border Patrol carries
out this foreign aid program is by Issuing socalled "greencards." Theoretically,
these are passes allowingo"rxeturning resident immigrant * * returning from
a temporary visit abroad" to reenter the country; in practice, greencardm amount
to a permanent work permit for any foreigner who has at any time applied for an

. immigrant visa, regardless of whether he ever actually immigrates. An estimated
00,000 "greeneardlers" live in Mexico and every day or every harvest season
commute across the border to work in California.

Ten there are the Illegal entrants, or "wetbstekM;" estimates for the 1970
harvest season in California put their number at better than 300,000 and climb-

, ing. Many of them wade across the Rio Grande past the understaffed Border
Patrol, or are brought in by labor contractors working for the large growers.
Other slip in quite legally through another artifielel loophole in the immigration
law. The latter are the "blueearderx, individuals who have obtained 72-hour
visiting permits or "bluecards" to go see relatives on the other side of the border.
The Border Patrol does not 'mark the date on the card nor fingerprint the
recipient, so the "bluecarder" can freely commute to work across -the border.
Of, if he wishes to work further north, he simply malls his card beck to Mexico,
so It cannot be taken from him if he is caught. Some legal efforts to make
, growers liable for knowingly employing 'illegal entrants will shortly go before
the Supreme Court.

Another Institution I am sure is familiar to you is the Farm Labor Service.
As part of the Wagner- Peyser Art -of 1933, "the first employee bill of righte,"
Congress established the 100% federally funded, federally regulated, -.date-
operated farm lahor omces "to ensure beggar as practicable that workers are
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placed on Jobs which 'utilize their highest skills." In 1969, the California Farm
Labor Service had a budget of $3.5 million.

The California Farm' Labor Service has been repeatedly rocked by seancial
as its officials were discovered kiln bribes from growers for padding their job
placement figures. Meanwhile, the Service has come, under court attack for
violating all the conditions of charter, sending feria workers to jobs paying'
lees than the minimurE wage, or to jobs that hadnlready been filled, or to jobs
violating state and federal health standards, and so forth.

According to former Mayor of Hollister
'
Calif., Frank Valenzuela,the Service

IS "grower- oriented, grower-dominated, and. grower- stated operation." Al-
though it makes less than ten percent of California farm work placements, it
Provides a subsidy to all growers, since they ktiow, that no matter how bade-
civate the wages and conditions they offer, they can always resort to the. Service.

The same charges can be levelled at a number of California welfare depart-
ments, which routinely throw all vaguely able-bodied welfare recipients off
welfare during the-harvest season Whether farm work is actually available or
not. For example a month ago in California, a judge ordered a local welfare
department to return some women to the rolls, citing the case of one unfortunate
unemployed Aerospace worker who had taken the bus to the fields on three suc-
cessive days, and found work only one dayon which he earned a total of two
dollars.'

Examples of officially committed 'or condoned maltreatment of or discrimina-
tion against farm -workers all liver the state can be multiplied endlessly.; I would
refer anyone to= the mountains of affidavits collected by the California Rural
Legal Assistance. Public officials 'have also gone to great and frequently
illegal lengths to hamper unionizing efforts Of course, there is no conspiracy
here, the community of interest between public officials and the more powerful
growers makes ciinspiracy unnecessary,---but the( result is the same : the sys-
tematic deprivation Of farm worker's rights, to the detriment not only of the
fa rmworkers themselves, but of the poorer grog's, and indeed of the city
dwellera too whonow suffer the effects of the faded migration from the land.

THE CALIFORNIA STATE BOARD Of .AGRICULTIrSE

A final note what about the State Board of Agriculture, the supreme arbiters
of agricultural policy 431 the state, who should theoreticatly represent the
majority of farmers, that is, small farmers? Two of the this een members of
the State. Board are agricultural academics. The _other eleven include such*
individuals as the former president of the "California Cattleman's Association, the
president of Fresh Piot Foods, Inc., the co-owner and manager of the, Ventura
Pacific Company of Montalvo (a lemon packing and shipping firm) and so forth,

President of the Board is Allan Grant, also a member of the Board of Regents
of the University of California, and more important, in his eighth year as
President of the California Farm Bureau FeclerEtton. For the uninitiated, the
Farm Bureau Federation,- an organization of large farmers, was until recent
years one of the most powerful lobbies In the country, and the architect of much
of U.S. farm policy. In particular, during the long years in which It was actually
an official part of the land grant colleges, the Farm Bureau directed what the
Wall Street Journal hail called the "tax-paid clinic for a major industry," namely
the research bonanza for agribusiness. Mr. Grant personally lead the counter
attack on the farm union movement, with a thoroughness that culminated in the
publication and energetic promotion of a grape cookbook.
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Land Reform II

TheVanishing
Small Farmer

by Peter Barnes
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Land Reform in America

The Case for Redistribution

by Peter Barnes
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Senator STEVENSON. Mr. Navarro and. Mr. Santana, we are very
grateful to you Thr joining us this morning. I know that Senator
Hughes alk iis very interested to hear you discuss your successes and
your difficulties in this very unique venture in American agriculture.
Thank you for joining us.

STATEMENT OF ALFRED NAVARRO, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, COOP.
ERATIVE manna OF THE CENTRAL COAST COUNTIES DE-
VELOPMENT CORP., ApTOS, CALIF.; ACCOMPANIED BY MANUEL
SANTANA, BOARD OF DIRECTORS, COOPERATIVE CAMPESINA OF
THE CENTRAL COAST COUNTIES DEVELOPMENT CORP.

Mr. NAVARRO. Thank you. I would also like to thank you for invit-
ing us. I hope you can benefit. I first want to read an introductory
statement which we have prepared which I believe will set the stage
fora good analysis of the situation.

(The information referred to follows :)
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TESTIMONY BEFORE THE SENATE
ON MIGRATORY LABOR

by
CENTRAL, COAST COUNTIES DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION-

ALFRED NAVARRO, DIRECTOR
SEPTEMBER 21, 1971

My testimony will deal with rural and primarily'

agricultural regions of the United States.

My primary concern will be a discussion'of Federal

'programa whose primary thrust has been economic development

in the urban and industrial areas. There are many among us

who firmly believe that this almost total commitment'by the .

Federal Government to urban and industrial areas has now

become "counter-productive" in terms of-the migration of

rural workers into the cities, thus diluting-the impact of

economic development programs in the cities.

The gist of Federal programs in the rural area is

centered arose the.concept of retraining farm workers, who

have been displaced by mechanization, towards industrial and

service industries. These training programs have not liyed

up to their full expected potential. We must, therefore, re-

assesi:odr concepts of economic development in the rural

'Areas.

1 4,42,
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2.

Small enterprise, manufacturing.andiqrvica

oriented businissis are not of sufficient impact to sig-

n.efibantly make an inroad into the high number pf people

displaced by agricultural mechanization.

Bringing large industry into rural communities as

solution. for agricultural human displacement has not clearly

dealt with the obvious problem of over prodUction tamed by

'industry.

Many rural communities have vied with each other to

attract industry to bolster their. economy. The classic

inducebenta'have been lower tax rates and a large available

labor market. The large and available labor market cab be

'historically redefined, as a large and available cheap labor

pool. However, wages significantly lower than those prevailing

in urban area* do not solve the problem of rural communities.

In order to locate manufacturing industries in rural agri-

cultural communities it also becomes necesrary to proVide

essential services, such as industrial waste disposal,

roads for transportation, housing, increased school load*.

etc. Thus significantly lowering the benefiti because of

the costs of these services by increasing the tax loads on

the citizens,

1417
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3.

We question the concept that the increased benefit

to the worker will be enough co offset the problems that are'

created by largo industries in rural communities. In effect,

what happens is the transplanting of urban problems to rural

communities.

Industry, gooland agriculture4 have become extremely,

sophisticated, requiring less but more highly trained

technicians and managers.lioricultaral and non-agricultural

corporations hawk, up to now, been the only structures with

the capital to pay for these highly sophisticated human

resources. The, small farmer and farm workers are consequently

being displaced from the small farms. Those whp stay in tha

rural area are faced with an environment -- physical, social

and political -- that he loss not crtato or participate in.

Ha is losing and will lose all control of the social and.

political determination that is the basic construct of our

Constitution -- the tight to. the pursuit of "significant"

happiness.

Our conclusion was. that farm Workers can batter be
*

helped to achiive economic security through their farming,

skills rather than retraining in industrial skills.

Our colutial hau beea to orovide...,ecou.,Gac up to no:,
hava bean the domain pf large corporate bodiec.

I would like to addrecs mycolf to what we concider an alter-
native to the migrant problem and the plight and needc of the small farm,
AS indicated in our introductory remarks.

Mt,
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Mr. NAVARRO. I would like to address myself and would like to dis-
cuss what we consider an alternative to the migrants problem and the
plight and needs of the smaller farmers.

What we are basically interested in is the development of resources.
We analyzed the resources of the area, the resources of the farm-
worker, and set about to determine objectives that will be utilizing
those resources to the maximum.

To begin with, I would like to give a little bit of a background to
our structure or our organization. Our name is Cooperative Campesina
of the Central Coast Counties Development Corp. It, is a community
economic development or community development organization in
the central coast county region of California. ,

As can be expected, it is a large agricultural region:Its major indus-
try of that area is agriculture. I suppose the second industrial factor
would he the services needed to support the population in government
in private sectors. The corporation was originally formed for com-
munity development purposes. The board of directors organized them-
selves into a corporation with the feeling that at that time the present
programs were not sufficiently meeting or solving th© problems, only
mvesting the_problems and rehashing the problems. They felt that a
more direct effort was necessary.

They analyzed various aspects of community developments and de-
termined that economic development was a necessary step for direct
impact 'on low income people, In this particular case the corporation
was concerned 4v4ith the farmworker as a person.

The corporation set about to develop a plan. The first need was, in
their opinion, resources. They needed resources to analyze the prob.
tem thoroughly in terms of economic development. They asked the.
Department of Commerce, in the Economic Development Administra-
tion, for technical assistance. The corporation was granted a contract
18 months ago for technical assistance in order to purchase the re-

.
sources that were necessary.

Basically what it did was it provided staff to develop the projects and
develop the resources.

The first job of the staff, which was my responsibility, was to deter-
mine the resources that were available, to determine the resources
which could be utilized, and set about a plan to meet the effect of it,
which was economic development for farmers.

In doing this we came to the conclusion that the farmworker had
his biggest resource in his ability and his knowledge of agriculture.
In terms of the area of the community we determined and concluded
that its biggest 'resource was agriculture. We looked at the various
aspects of development of programS that would attack these resources.
Through a series of inv &ions the board of directors concluded
that a possiblAsolution wotestbe developing the skills of the farmwork-
ers into possibly . going into farming, a transition which was easily
accomplished, in.1heir estimation. At that time there were also farm
workers who felt that they might possibly find some solutions to their
problems by going into farming. They analyzed that it was possible
for them to do it %.

They had seen other small farmers farm and they thought they had
skills. What we accomplished in a sense was the development of a
model which we felt at that time would determine whether it was
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\possible or not. We had decided to work with the farmers as they
came to us, see what we could do in terms of bringing more .resources
that were needed and that were lacking basically in the areas of
management and capital. tend we felt was a _function of capital in
terms of the type of farming which we were looking into.

Our preliminary investigations concluded that high intensity labor
crop situations could be a possibility to enter into. We also felt that we
would have to deal .with a crop that was basically high intensive on. a
per acreage basis in terms of production. That is having land available
or not have land available requires us to use that 'factor and farm
products which require less land, these are high intensity production
crops such as strawberries, various fruits and vegetables.

Our first model that we dtweloped was that a farmworker has
sufficient skills and labor with his family to be able to produce a
quantity of products. We experimented with zucchini squash. It was a
crop that required relatively little capital as an investment. It can, be
farmed on a relatively fair or poor land, if necessary. It was high in
labor intensitive and produced higher revenues per acre.

It produced also another criteria which was needed at that time and
that was a Quick turnover or a quick cash flow. The model which we
set up was that the farmworkers would become farmers and each one
responsible for a parcel. A private nonprofit corporation separate from
the cooperative structure would lease the land and sublease to each
of the families. Thus each family being an entity which qualified it
which was most advantageous to pursue in terms of tax limitations,,
et cetera.

Using this model we rented G acres of land, assigned the various
parcels to the families. The families in that particular case who wanted
to develop the model themselves or who *anted to pursue it, they raised
$500 per family from their own pockets. They were low-income farm-
workers with an average income of $4,000 to $5,000 with large families.

The experiment continued and it was developed and it was concluded
that it was possible. They set upon to first of all establish credibility
as farmers. They wanted to test the model to see if it was possible for
them to farm as individual parcels and yet certain 'functions would
be on a cdoperative basis, such as management, credit, equipment.

The function of the production qr harvesting is a single entity func-
tion of each family. This is the basic model which we developed. The
cash flow came in, paid off the initial investment the farmworkers had
gathered which was basically borrowed money from their relatives and
friends, the costs were recovered and the income was distributed based
on each individual production in terms °this parcel.

This model also gave us time to research various other crops that
were necessary. We felt that one of the first questions to be answered
was the size that was necessary to enter the market or the industry.
This had to take place. It required quite a bit of marketing investiga-
tions and research.

For this purpose we went to the university at Berkeley graduate
school of business. We managed to obtain the services of two gradu-
ate students to develop the marketing 'thesis from this investigation.

We felt that strawberries in this case was an ideal crop for the proj-
ect. We felt the model we developed was the first stage of research.
The second stage would be actually implementing a larger based ea
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operative; strawberries were selected because of the characteristics
mentioned before that were necessary.

An example of that would be in terms of 1 acre of production
strawberries, you can produce about 3,000 cajtons per acre at an
average price tilie last 3 years of $2,80 You can see an, almost $9,000
gross revenue per acre on strawberries. We determine that with 3
acres of land one family entity could probably farm that parcel which
is in effect a revenue of $27,000 for a 3-acre farm, the 3-acre farm which
the family owned the entity in terms of the lease he had, in terms of
the he had in the coope4tive structure.

While the zucchini squaSkproject was being undertaken we investi-
gated the marketing potetitiallit strawberries. We also documented the
effect or the success of the'model in terms of the organizational prob-

- lems. We also analyzed toe factors of the capital or the needed capital
that was going to be sought for this project. At that time the Farmers
Home Administration was administering an economic opportunity
program for cmmeratives and for individuals.

We obtained the guidelines for the Farmers Home Administration
program and developed the model basihlly or developed the proposal
that we were working on basically after those guidelines.

We felt that this would be a program which was available not
operating in California, and we thought in order to obtain those funds
and make it operable in California we would have to develop a prac-
tice that did not lack any of the criteria the guidelines called for. This
was also done during this stage of development. We concluded from
this part of the analysis that the feasibility of the project, the impact
ow the farmworkers, and the opportunity for success' in terms of
competition were excellent.

With strawberries it was very Possible. We concluded that the size
would be 80 acres as a minimum to enter into the industry. For 80
acres it required approxiimutely .$3,000 of investment. We needed a
quarter of a million dollars for the second stage of development. We
applied the Farmers Home Administration and they informed us that
the programwas not operable in California and that the resources of
that program were coming to an end and that probably the program
would be stopped, therefore they would probably not make any more
loans.

With this in mind we approached the Office of Economic Opportu-
nity in San Francisco. We determined that it would be good if they
would participate, it would be necessary because of the 100- percent
capitalization we were looking for of a quarter, million dollars. We
also dkermined that it would be good to utilize the resources of the
private sector.

In this case in our analysis we approached several banks, in fact it
was six major banks in .California, who gave agricultural mortgage
loans or crop loans. We managed to have a preliminary commitment
from 0E0 in terms of a criterion that is, that we would tot also
the private sector to participate.

criterion;
with both in hand, we

managed to convince each of the ;agencies, in this case it was WAls
Fargo Bank and the Office of Economic Opportunity, to participate
together on this project. 0E0 made a.grant of $100,000 to the non-
profit corporation, Cooperative Campesma of the Central Coast Coun-
ties Development Corp., to be utilized as a revolving fund to be loaned
to the cooperative.
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At that time the cooperative was incorporated. The Wells Fargo
Bank came through with a commitment of $150,000. The actual line of
credit was $200,000. With this $200,000 the word' then was "go" in
terms of capital. We leased land; subleased to farmers. The cooperative
then took the function of credit.

They purchased equipment, supplies, plants, et cetera. The project
then was on its way. In the meantime we also felt that because straw-
berries is a long-term crop, it takes approximately a.year to get credit
and to establish the ground or to establish the plants in the ground, the
actual cash flow could not begin until the following year.

We felt that an intermediary crop was needed and again we went to
squaSh on a larger basis, this time 30 acres. We actually had two 30-
acre parcels. We rotated by planting the first 30 acres; waited, the
crop came in. We planted the second 30-acres and when the first har-
vest was over, the second was ready to begin. This was an immediate
cash flow; it cakes about 60 days for squash to come in. So what in
effect we have is two products on a continuing basis in order to develop
this total package for the program.

In the meantime the strawberries were planted in tie ground and as
of now the strawberries are planted, the first two harvest of squash are
completed and on the first parcel we now have planted cabbage which
will be farmed on the farm in Watsonville.

It is possible to farm cabbage and produce it in the winter time. The
main factors are the rains which are heavy at that time and require
extra effo!t because of the rains to harvest thesrop. This also gave an-
other factor and that was a cash flow in the winter time. I have gone
into detail on the project so you could understand the types of factors
that we had to analyze and the types of factors that I think should be
consideredin the total project. We feel that we have a solution to one of
the problems of farmworkers and that is, that their skills are not fully
utilized as laborers.

We have managed to combine resources, rechannel the returns of
those resources for the maximum impact on the laborer, which is in
this case alSo the owner of the entity. So that after all costs are taken
from total revenues or total profits, groSs profits are returned to the
families as farm income which pays for basically their labor and the
work they put into it and the risk factors.

I would like to now turn over to my colleague Manuel Santana, who is
the chairman of the board of the corporation. He would like to dis-
cuss the imp let, and especially, in terms of the total agricultural in-
dustry of what our project has done or what we expect the project can
do.

Mr. SaivrANA. Essentially, I think that we have historically a very
romantic idea of laqd. We think that a man wants a little pieceof land
that will let him IA happy and he will fuilfil himself. But we know
one thing for sure, is that like everything else in our society we have
to contenel-with what we call an acceleration factor.

The farmworker right now is a hundred years behind the times in
terms of sophistication and in terms of technology and in terms of hav-
ing resources that will catch him ;up to a point where he determines his
own life. Our primary goal is not so much agricUlture and the farm-
worker but rather to deal with that acceleration factor, to bring him up
to where modern society is now. In order to do it we must provide
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highly sophisticated resources that up to now have been the primary
prerogative of those who have paid for it.

The farmworker by'utilizing his skills begins to get a better concept
of himself. In the communities in which we live, and I have,to speak
primarily for myself its a 3eiexidan American, we find out that we have
no political power, we have not solution power or social determination
of our environment, very simply because we don't have economic
power. It is said all you have to do is exercise your vote to be able to
attend hearings of this nature, to attend commission meetings in our
communities in which our lives are being determined. This is not so.

In most communitiesthat T have experience with you may speak the
same language, you may have the same educational backgroUnd, but
the fact that you arean individual and you are looked at not as an in
dividual but rather as a group, if the group is not sophisticated you are
not worth much.

The question of power is determined by how much ability you have
to be able to pay for the democracy in whichorou live. Our essential
goal was to begin with, to look over my community; the one in which
I identified with, and generaliiing from that I can begin to understand/
other communities, the black communilkes, the white poverty commu-
nities, and all of us follow the same symptom.

Most of us do not have sophistication simply bAuse we don't have
an educational background significalt for our own particular' needs
and identities. We are Americans only in a legal sense and almostinan
abstract sense.

It is a reality in our communities as such that we really are not truly
citizens. If we become' quite dramatic and a little bit cynical about it,
then we say the only way we can gpt this freedom of self-determination
is through economic poverty.

Considering the situation we are in, latk of education, lack of
sophistication, it is almost impossible to say we are going. to catch up/
in the next few years. TO catch up would mean we would have to makel
some very, very radical changes in our society and those changes are
usually in the world of commitment. I don't know what to expect
from these hearings, I do know it takes a long, long time. But we don't
have a long time.

The only thing we can do is use the jargon of modern society and try
to keep the body count of our own people down to a level where we can
sort of hope that we can catch up.

One of the things that I feel is a criticism of modern Federal pro-
grams is money is funded for these things, but they turnout to be more
of a verbal and written commitment than they ,.re real.

In order to solve the poverty situations we can't have poverty pro-
grams. Poverty programs are negative to begin with. What we have to
have is the kind of money and resources that pays for highly sophis-
ticated management and that management is to translate the goals of
the People who need it the most, the poverty people.

We can set up
i
a cooperative of farmworkers but unless an agron-

omist is tied to t, unless we can have an economist, unless we can
have a marketing expert, unless they have the full resources of the
university on par with the services that are given to the large corpora-
tions, it will never succeed, it is doomed to failure.
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We feel we are creating a model but that model has to take into
consideration the need for sophistication that is apparent in the
modem society. We are not -trying to be romantics about it. We know
it is &very, very difficult. job.

. A lot oi people have come to us to ask us to help them set up a co-op.
We discourage most of them. because we feel that up to now there
isn't enough money available tolive them the skills necessary for them
to succeed.

I think we have .been extremely fortunate in having board mem-
bers and a staff that is sensitive to the now. of the world.. we live in.
We have worked extremely hard to provlifit the sophistication neces-
sary for this small project to succeed up to this point.

In Order for this program to have any kind of stability, any kind
of success in the future, it will require multiples of the same kind of.
energy and many more multiples of the amount of money that has
been put into it

We -originally funded the $54,000 by. the Federal Government to
provide technical assistance for five counties which is absolutely
ridiculous and absurd -considering the problems we have in terms of
migrant laboi and in termsof agriculture.

It is impossible to just dept with farming especially with our own
people. What is the use of feeding his stoihach win* the air *polluted
around him, when the social amenities, housing,'''decent mincation,
are not being provided at the same time

So all I an hope. for is from these hearings that true commitment
comes out of these.Federal programs and let's put themoney where it
really counts. Not as a sop to diffuse the cities and notas a sop to diffuse
he social conditions in the r mil areas, but for. genuine evolving

changes which are significant.
I think 'a lot of people have 'ready last faith in the question of a

normal possible evolvement. Instead of evolution they have no chance
but revolution. It is very simply because the doors of communication
are closed.

We say that we communicate but we don't communicate. Our inter-
ests are different. We assume That power, economic power arid self-de-
termination are guaranteed. Again, I say..wekave no romantic ideas
of what we are trying to (*to, all we know is we are trying to keep the
attrition rate down among our own people.

When we talk about the migrant worker, the migrant worker is a
migrant worker simply because he has no management skills, he has
been .left under society, long enough so he has no input into that society.

He has to follow peak crops, the crops peak out at different times.
In order for him to extend a maximum employment period' e has to
travel geographically all over the place. Until the time comes that -we
tan,ean provide the kind of skills and expertise to be able to completely
fulfill. the work, his problem will not be solved.

Illmt we want and need in a rural community is a stable community,
a community in Which every member of that community, including the
farmworkers, purtNpate in that policymaking that determines his
social and human evolvement.

Essentially that is all I haYe to say..1 say this as n board member. I
am not a technician. I don't have those kind of skills,. but I do know

.
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that perhaps the only skills I could have is to set goals according to
the needs of the people who talk to me and the people I ideiitify with
and I hope the Federal Government will begin to do the same.

Senator STEVENSON. I-want to 'thank you both and commend you, too,
. for your statements and for what you have done.

You heard Mrs. Roberts speak convincingly of, the discriminatory
effect of many .public policies, discriMination against the poor, against
the little fellow, bukyou have identified your own resources and taken
advantage of public policies and programs and made great success of
your idea.

As I listen to you, it strikes nie that whatyou feel is most needed for
the farmworkers are skill:, management skills. You spoke of needing
money for skills and you also put a ihetorical question to us that you
don't know what to exPect of these hearings.

What would you like to come of these hearings? How can, for ex-
LamPle, the Congress make skills available ? I have bbeen asked that ques-
tion by people in the ghetto. They speak too, of their nee& and elo-
quently of the 'teed for management skills.

I am not sure whether the skills that you are talking aboutan be
bought. Ism not sure that there are enough of these skills to go around.
How would you like to see the Congress respond to this need for what
you call management skills ? -

Mr. SANTANA. I ivould like to address myself to the first part. Our
greatestsdiffioulty is nit the availability of skills but rather_ the money
to pay for them, In. order to provide-smile kind of permanence to this

- project, you have to have an econonaist,"an agronomist, we have to have..
a marketing expert. That is a pretty' high package, already we are
talking about $100,000 in administration.

Senator STEVENSON. Do you .,itave those skills now ?
Mr: SANTANAt We have them but they are all in one or two people

and Mr. Navarro has to be babysitter and teacher, agronomist and
economist, and community organizer, secretary, typist, and many other
things like that. . *. 1

We have to put together voluntary help, which is all right, but it
certainly does not allow for any kind of permanent management struc-
ture. Again, I say it doesn't really make any difference where the skint,'
come from as long as it is

It is no use getting a'Vista volunteer or Job Corps volunteer man,
people with good intentions, but few skills. Because we get them free
we pay a high price and like ISay, the essential problem is to be able
td get that kind of skill that, a large corporation insures its success
with. ,

iWhat we are trying to do is give that sophistication to the farm-
' worker so that he'can stabilize himself and not be a migrant. By having'
. those skills and working with those skills and with people with those

skills she begins to be in an environment in which his insight will grow
much more into- our society.

We have noticed that with the fieldworkers that we started out with
most of them don't speak too much English, even though most of them
are citizens. We notice quite a change in them in 1 year.

First they treat us with..quite a bit Of deference. As they, began to
learn that they were capable of using these resources, to call for those
resources that were neededr they began to evolve and have a much



better insight into what.they are doing, also the implications of what
they are doing and they now have much more price and are beginning
to participate in. the Community much more aggressively, much more
positively. - A

In terms of legislation and in terms of the responsibility-of the Fed-.
eral Governinent, I. don't know howyou can legislate commitment. You
can legislate the words, but to make thein meaningful I think would

-require the individUal representatives to somehow or other make the2Y_
legislation that is now real and genuine 14 making- sure th0,,these
opportunities are used by the communities around them. -

Mr. NAvAnko. I think also you should gain back thec-o nce of
agriculture. In 'order to, utilize skills you have to have tl4 Sources
to apply the skills or a resource to really channel the resouregavaila,ble.

In terms of agriculture, we feel that there are enough resources, there
areenough revenues to be created and probably redistributed to great
projects that do have impact on farmworkers. ,

able to haveCreating the project along is not enough. You...must be
the resources of the skills to channel the resources for growth and to
.

provide the full services the communities, need. An example of that is
once you have the cooperative at the stage and level where we are now
the next qustion is how do you grrow, how do you expand that.

After that is taken care of how do you have it a full impact pro-
gram? How do you utilize those resources to solve some of their hous-
mg problems, some of their medical problems, et ceteral

It is a matter of, I think, rKlianneling the resources for optimum
use on impact. An example, without. projects we use information from
Davis in terms of crop reports .A. 1.9t of money has been spent which
largely_ goes to large growere,,i0he case eventually to the farm-
workers. .

We use the Berkeley Graduate, School of Business. We used the
Department of Labor in the first stage of development in terms of an
operation program which is basically a stipend program for the un-
employed to originally train some of the original' members.

We used the .Agriculture Extension 'Service and we are using them
now to come out and inspect the various stages of development of
production. We use the Stanford School' of Business in terms of
further research for the future, especially, and some on small business
projects we have undertaken.

Again, getting back to agricUlture, I think what is wrong and what .

has been wrong is that these resources. have not .been channeled prop-
erly. We talked about mechanization and the faet that a lot of money
has beenspent on mechtinization, tremendous amounts, and how much
research was spent :on the human element or the result of, those tech-
nology improvements.

Another possibility I feel- then through mechanization is to rechan-
' nel that research to optimize mechanization, for the- farmworker. One
possibility is that those farmworkers who are displaced by those ma-
chines, again given the proper resources, can own those machines and
operate those machines.

Another a example .of the research possibility that may be rechan-
nelecl, and this is where .skills come in, with the human orientation is
to develop crops, for. instances, and we talked to Davis about this and
they have agfarikto the concept of the necessity, to develop crops not
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that can be produced more economically at the expense of quality
or taste to the consumer, but a crop thalwill take advantage of the skills
of the farmworkers.

In normal situations- we can develop. a high-quality crop, you can
develop a crop as a result of the resources that ape distributed back to
the farmworker, the one-who originally farms the land.

I think another premise is those who are in charge of prodUction,
those who make it' a life of producing the crops should_ receive more of
these resources and this is what our cooperative has in mind to expand
to utilize the resources we feel are available and thereby vertically
integrating this cooperative and -the expansion plan to take advantage
of present policy, to take advantage of present programs.

This is the kind of management we are referring to,specifically, in
terms of the skills that are necessary.

Senator STEVENSON, How many acres will the cooperative be farm-
ing next year ?

Mr. NAVARRO. The cooperative has presently 165 acres. Eighty acres
are in strawberries and the rest is in. various other cash crops.

The 80 acres of strawberries in the first year of production, straw-
berries are 2-year producing crops, the first year produces revenues
of $650,000 to $700,000. Approximately half of that is expense, costs
going into the various areas of production, the other half then is rep-
resented as farm income which is then distributed among the 25 or
30 families that we have. ,.

Senator STEVENSON. When you say "expense," does that include
labor costs?

Mr. NAVARRO. No; that does not include the labor supplied by the
farmers. ,

Senator STEVENSON. Everything except labor costs. So the costs be-
fore labor costs for just 80 acres of strawberries would be what?

Mr. NAVARRO. The first year
7 based on this, $600,000 to $700,000 are

the gross revenues as a result of the sale of the crop. Approximately
half of that, or $350,000, are costs of production. The remaining $350,-
000 then is. rechanneled back as farm income. - , ,

The farm income then is the income earned as a result of the labor
they have invested. So therefore, each family approximately will be
making $8,000 to $10,000 next year with about a $2,000 net equity
in the cooperative.

An example of that is the cooperative in order to establish the 80
acres requires about $80,000 worth of equipment. That equipment is
part of the cash 'flow that the bank is supplying, so therefore, we pay
for it the first year. .

This is the equity or some of the equity that we retain in the
cooperative.

Senator STEVENSON. Do those costfigures include your debt service? .
You are talking about the money that is available after the income
has been taken- out for the farmworkers, but is that after debt service?.

Mr. NAvAnap. Yes: it does. The cooperative in n sense obtains credit
from the bank, it extends this credit to each of the members so thht *
each of the members then can farm and produce and pay for these
s plies, use it in advance for payment.

The revenues then go back to the bank and when the debt is paid
or then the rest of the earnings go back to the farmers. It is all worked-

. t on a cash-flow basis.
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Senator STEVENSON. It sounds to me, with your skills and all of the
resources that you have identified, like your are making some 'very
rapid economic progress. The farmworkers are, building up an
equity in the Cooperative, the income appears to be going up, I don't
know' ow long it will take to discharge that debt, but at that point,
if not before, money now being invested in land could be invested in
mechanization, in equipment as weal as perhaps more land.

At some point I suppose it could be invested in more of the assistance
that you were discussing. Management skills can be bought and paid
for, so that you will be standing on our own. two' feet in the mar et
place.

Now, it seems to me that what really makes this unique is that the
skills were there in the beginning. You and your colleagues gathered
together and had the good judgment to identify these skills, these
resources, and You also have the talent to put this whole project to-
gether.

It Sounds to me from your own experience is what the: Government
ought to become very much interested in doing is assuring that the
skills which you and others were able to bring to bear here in the
early stages are brought to bear in other such projects.

After a period of time presumably you stand on your own two feet
and if the skills are still needed they can be bought in the market-
place just as other enterprises acquire skills.

- Is that a. fair statement ?.
Mr. NAVARRO. I would say so, especially in the context of two things.

The first one is that as well as doing what we did or as well as these
points we mentioned, you consider the fact that there is a demand or
in terms of the consumer needs this aspect, the industry. required I
think needs this type of structure.

It is not a structure that is unnecessary, it is a structure which is
very necessary. An example of that is that in terms of strawberries,
and many of these other crops, there are three factors that are very
important--olimate, labor, and marketing.

The research that we have developed through the use of the
available resources has the climate and it has the labor. Marketing
is a functioning of size and through its development it will gain a good
hold in the marketplace.

*Corporate farming for large farmers are having difficulty in the
labor aspect. It is not just a matter of price of labor, it is a, matter
of availability of labor and the control of labor. If you can imagine a
400-acre ranch for example of strawberries requires some 700 or more
workers at certain periods at one time.

That is a tremendous amount of coordination required, a tremen-*
dous amount of management. The resources that we have then makes
that more efficient by making smaller the size of the production unit,
thereby having quality that cannot be achieved the other way.

It also then is a tremendous motivation-because that economic pro-
duction unit is working for itself. Now; the second point we should
think about, I see, is that in terms of expansion this structure that we
have developedand I thiyfk that other forms of this structure have
to be looked intocan supply better services to the community.

What it has done in effect is it has rechanneled e resourcesto those
who are producing. Those who are producing az community people,
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They live in that community, they are responsible to that coMmunity
and that community; is responsible to them.

By having' the total resources- rechairifeled to them they can retain
control of their community. In the corporate farm situation, stock-
holders in New York or Detroit, whatever, control the production.

What you have is in ,a sense absentee lanolowners in terms of produc-
tion on the farms. I think this is part of the plight of rural, cities, it is
that those who are producing are not in control of the resources, some-
body else

People who control theTescrurces are the people who make the deci-
sions that have impact on the communities and on the lives of the peo-,
ple involved. Those are two aspects which must be kept in mind.

It is not just an economic product; in other words, it is a project
that has much more implications than that. It project, I think, that
where at this time we are working on, that is historically possible. I
don't think it would be possible at any other time.

I think that agriculture is changing, going into corporate farming,
and yet corporate farming or large farming has many deficiencies and

ithis is a solution to that fact. It is a solution, I think, but we still do
not yet know the true impact.

Senator STEVENSON. Have you encountered any unfair competition, .

any unfair trade practices, or any discriminator3r practices particularly
in the marketing and processing and distributing parts of your busi-
ness? Have you had difficulty marketing your produce?

Mr. NAVARRO. There are many difficulties faced and they are basi-
cally because as a result of the small control of the market. The small
farmer has very little control; it is unfair because of competition nec-
essarily, not necessarily because of the illegal or discriminatory
practices.

An example of itand I hope I am not too directbut if von only
have an acre of squash and somebody else has 800 acres of squash and
you are farming with the same independent broker, he will sell the
other guy's first for the best price and then finally whatever is left he
will sell your product.

It is an extreme example, but it applies at the various levels. In terms
of strawberries, the requirement is for 250 to 300 acres before you can
produce enough revenues to cover your own brokerage costs; in other
words, having your own broker working for you, your own broker
mechanism.

It is a very complex situation and it requires close to $100,000 just
for the brokerage in strawberries. The advantage is not necessarily in
higher prices to the farmer, but' it is that he has control. In other
words, he utilizes his full resources to try to get the best price.

He does not have to deal with independent brokers who are also try-
ing to get the best price for the other farmers.

In terms of pressures, And so forth, or discriminatory practices, the
cooperative has faced, I think expected pressures, possibly some resent-
ment due to the competitive effect, possibly'rue to some fears on the
farm community that they will lose the market or they will enter the
market and effect themarket or they 'will take away the labor supply.

I think these are expected pressures that will get worse and I think.
we can cope with them because they are expected.

Senator Simms-sow: Senator. Hughes, do you have questions?
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Senator HUMES. I think, Mr. Chairman, that in the interest of time,
I will pass.

Senator STEVENSON, Let me ask you several more questions, al-
though we are running out of time. Can you identify other crops that
with this model you have created could produce a similar result I

Mr. NAVARRO. We believe there are several crops. We have proved
even the relati-Nly new producing crop of squash can, if the resources
or revenues are properly distributed to cover your labor, it is very
feasible to farm.

We are trying out cabbage and definitely in strawberries it is ex-
tremely advantageous. I believe that most crops can be done on this
basis even to the point where utilizing the crops that have become
mechanized if the farmworkers who do the labor own this mechaniza-
tion process.

In other words, the level of sophisticatjon needed for various crops
has to be available.to the farmers in thisrAicular structure. It doesn't
make any difference what the crop is. It; is 'a 'matter of technology in
terms of analysis of which crop,- when to farm it and how to farm it.

An example is you can farm several crops per family, one family
may be farming 1 acre of strawberries, 1 acre of squash, a half acre of
tomatoes and possibly two greenhouses that produce in. the winter
time.

That combination may be the right combination to succeed econom-
ically. Basically, what .we are after though, is the complete model
as we said before, it is not just economic model.

Senator STEVENSON, Has this model been put together in other parts
of the country

Mr. SANTANA. I think there is a danger of giving the impression
that we feel that we have succeeded. I think what we are really strug-
gling for right now is to create a model in which we can move forward.

For instance, Mr. Navarro mentioned the fact that strawberries do
not justify added expense for marketing and so on and so forth until
it reaches a level of 200 acres or more. In order to do 200 acres or more,
we have to increase our staffs so much and we have to have control
factors that we do need the financing for the skills necessary for that
kind of expansion.

Our main preoccupatiton right now is to create a model that will
do the job we want which will include, the economic and the social
development. So far we have taken the first steps, so far we see that
it is quite possible, so far the things that we have put together have
required little changes but 'those changes are significant so that it will
require more work.

'We, ourselves, feel that we have to create a model in our own com-
munity so that it will have a significant impact, To deal with 80 fami-
lies is not enough. We have to deal with displacement of many thou-

. sands of families and farmers.
Mr. NAVARRO. I think also we should keep in mind that the work that

we are trying to do is again, not just farming. I think the work we are
trying to do is rechannel all resources available to the rural com-
munities. .

We feel that the farmworker has the capacities in various areas if
properly assisted, One of the things that should be considered, I think,
in this analysis is looking into more ways of utilizing the capacities.
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It seems to me that I always ask myself why hasn't this been done
before. Agriculture is a very ancient industry, why hasn't it been done
before, why hasn't mechanization been looked at from the humah ele-
ment, why haven't resources been utilized to develop the kind of
product. we hive done. -

It is not a unique project; we its% done nothing new. It is a direction
of skills to acquired resources and within this context I think is what
should be looked into more by Congress. For example, why can't
economists at Davis tell .me which crops are suitable for farmworker
cooperatives. Why do we have to tell him? Why do we. have to tell
Davis how we have done it?

These are the kind of questions which should be _looked into in
further hearings as to what has happened.

Senator STEvExsoN. Can you answer that question?, Why can't tJiey
tell you?

Mr. NAVARRO. They don't know because they .have nol:keen directed
to do so, they have been directed to produce machines that are more
economical to corporate farms. They have been directed to produce
crops which yield higher yields per acre even though quality is affected.

We suggest, that they start developing research centers for crops
that have a higher quality. The extreme points would be, of course,
organic farming. Commercially it is- still a long way off. But in this
anal sis they have not been directed to consider quality.

They. have not been directed to consider the skills of the farmer.
They hive not been directed to consider the skills or actually the love.
of a farmer for farming.In effect, the trend is to consider farming a
very poor industry or an industry that is only for those who can't do
anyThing else RS opposed to an industry which at one time had much
pride in farmers and I think has been lOst.

This is what is required. The resources have not' been properly, chan-
neled. I think the same can be applied in terms of the rural America's
most urban American. Most of the resources have been trying to solve
the problems in urban America which think have partly been caused
by the outmigration from rural America.

I suggest that money be spent.and itwill be better invested in rural
America and to stop this outmigration, if possible. I suggest you can
get a better 'return for your investment in determining ways of ems
ployment in rural America that does not create the same problems of
employment in urban America.

This is the type of thing, of conclusion which'can be drawn from the
structure we have even though our structure or work is a farmers' co-
operative. We hope that it is not just considered a farmworkers' co-
operative, we hope it is considered a project that will have total impact
and will create internationally, if necessary, to possibly inspire people
to create, to spend more energies in the creation of innovative methods
of solving some of these problems.

l3ascially I don't think the people have had the motivation. We hope
we can do that with this project. There are many things which must
still be looked into, in terms of farmworkers' skills, in terms of agri-
culture, in terms of urban-rural problems.

Senator STrvmsoN. I want to thank you again. I wish we could
continue this but we are running very short of time, Thank you very
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much; Mr. Navarro. and Mr.:Santana. Your experience encourages us
and gives us ideas. : '

I hope that we can devise ways of helping other such models to
spring -up all across agricultural America. Thank you very mush for
going to such lengths to be with us..today.and I hope you remain in
touch. and continue to give us your experience. "f-

Our next witness is Mr. Woodrow Ginsburg who is director of
research and public policy of the Center for Community Change.
We thank you very much for being here and 'waiting so long.

STATEMENT OF WOODROW GINSBURG, DIRECTOR OF RESEARCE
AND PUBLIC POLICY, CENTER FOR COMMUNITY CHANGE

Mr. GINSBURG. Some of the comments were most worth hearing
and I was glad I was around to listen and learn from some, of the
experience of the previous witnesses.

I have a statement here.I would like to submit. for the record, Mr.
Chairman. . .

Senator STEVENSON. It will be entered in the record at the end of
your testimony.

Mr. GINSBURG. We have had experience with many of the rural
groups who are suffering from deprivation. I was interested in the
previous witness's comments about investment in rural America and
the migration to which refer in my statement of some 800,000
persons a year who are leaving rural America does obviously bring
in its wake many problems for America's major cities.

The problem has to be faced not only in the cities but also in the
communities which the people have left. The job opportunities which
have been decimated on the farm as a result of the remarkaWe
Mechanization and technological progress we have had, has enabled
many, many fewer farmers to satisfy the food and fiber needs of
thiS Nation,

I mentioned what those figures arethe output per man-hour has
increased by some 300 percent in the postwar period of 1947 to 1970
and as a result the employment in agrieulture has dropped from some
8 million to 3% million.

This sharp rise in productivity is far greater than the comparable
increase in such industries as manufacturing and the nonfarm sector
generally, where in the same period in the postwar era, the produc-
tivity gained some 80 peeent.

The number of farms obviously have declined sharply from 5.9
to 2.9' million in thiSi postwar period and acreage per farm is now
twice as great. This reflects, in part, the steady takeover of American
farms by large corporations and also the *change in the scale of farm-
ing brought about by the need for larger units to be efficient.

I would like to talk about the migration a little bit more. I mention
it .on page 2. The Government reports tracking the character of mi-
gration point out that the majority of the persons who have moved.
to urban areas are white, but a substantial number of blacks have
also migrated,. particularly from rural communities in the South to
the large cities in the North and West.

More i than 1 million of the 1% million blacks' who
left the South during the past decade alone have settled in. the five
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large industrial States of New York, California, New, Jersey, Illinois,
and Michigan.

Now, for blacks, another major pressure for migration was dis-
crimination. One authority points out that almost 1 million jobs in
manufacturing *ere gained in the Southeast and South Central
States duririg the decade of the fifties, but only 1 percent of such jobs
were given to black males.

In other words" less than 10,000 jobs in a 10 -year period in manu-
facturkg were given to or were able to be obtained by black men in
those Southern States. Clearly, the new job opportunities created
in ruralAmerica were far too few to meet the needs of whites and
blacks displaced by the mechanization on the farm plus those enter-
ing the 1171c/Fk force.

Now, With jobs scarce in many large, .urban areas, recent migrants
are forced on welfare. Those remaining behind are also suffering
from the economic doldrums that beset our Nation and the long-term
consequences of the basic structural shifts in the economy of rural
America.

I want to call attention here to the fact that if H.R. 1 were passed,
some 19 million persons living in families throughout the NNation
would benefit from the provisions of that bill. 'More than 9 million
of these 19 million. are persons who live in nonmetropolitan areas,
essentially rural and suburban areas away from the large metropoli-
tan type areas.

While 36 percent of Americans live in small towns or on farms,
some 46 percent of those benefiting from the passage of H.R. 1 reside
in such communities, which is just another way of saying that the
severity .a the poverty is far greater in the nonmetropolitan areas
in rural areas, however, bad. it as in the cities and the metropolitan
sections.

Nowt the answer to the poverty and deprivation of these millions is
in finding a decent job and decent pay. For those who cannot find
work or are unable to work, it is crucial that we haVe an adequate
welfare program, and this ties in to much of the recent discussion we
have had. on welfare costs.

The pressure of higher welfare costs which migration has accentu-
ated, particularly in those industrial States to which I referred, has
led a number of. States to impose residency requirements for welfare
eligibility despite the fact that the Supreme Court has ruled that such
measures are unconstitutional.

The implications of mechanization on the farm and the migration
of population across State lines reinforced the fact that our labor
market is national in scope and our welfare system should be also.

As a political aside, I know that it comes with poor grace, in the
view of many of us, that some of the Southern States where mech-
anization on the farm in cotton, tobacco, and other industries has,
in a sense, sent most of the migrants to the northern communities are
the very States whose welfare provisions are poorest and whose leg-
islators often ,act against programs to benefit the very people dm-
pladd.

H.R. 1 falls short of enabling people to live in decency and dig-
nity. While its benefit of $2,400 for a family of four in some States
like Mississippi far exceeds the current welfare benefit, that level is
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often not much more than 50 percent of the benefits provided welfare
recipients in New York City.

Unlike the House-passed welfare bill of a year aga o, which, as rec
ommended by the e-vPresident, prented reduction benefits, H.R. 1
permits such reductions.

Now,. there is another glaring weakness of H.R. 1 to which I want
to call particular attention because it has very, very significant impli-
cations for migratory workers in farm labor. That is a clause which
ties the benefit level and actual eligibility too past earnings.

H.R. 1 provideelhat benefits be related to and determined by earn-
ings during the prior -three calendar quarters, not on the basis of
current needs, which is certainly a fairer basis. Such a provision is
particularly harsh for migratory arid other seasonal workers.

A seasonal worker who is currently unemployed will receive smaller
benefits because ho had earnings, even at starvation levels, in the past
9 months. We would urge that the Senate act promptly to raise the
benefit levels and remove the inequitable and restrictive provisions
of H.R. 1.
. We feel *there is no sound moral, social, or economic basis for defer=
ring the effective date of welfare reform as proposed by the President.
In broad economie terms, desperately needed income for those on wel-
fore will quickly be added to demand and in that way. we can contribute
an inuntate,stimulus to a, seriously lagging economy and such a
stimulus obviously would have important implications for the rural
A Titan as well in providing job opportunities generally.

I that connection,-.Afr. Chairman I would like to point out that
one of the major features of the President's economic package attacks
investment credit. It was cited by the New York Times reporter yester-
day as e...credit seen as a spur to profits, not jobs.

This reporter points out that so many of the large corporations
in America which will gain an immediate benefit of a tax credit, will
not expand their employment, at . least within the very near few
months, and, in the long run, improving thelawhysical capacity of
the company to produce by making it a more efficient company gives
it a strongtr posture in the domestic and rural market to be sure.

But in terms of providing jobs, many -of the -machines that may
be purchased that otherwise would not be may in fa,Ct be labor-saving
machines, and the net effect on employment for the next year may be
a, net gain of some 500,000 jobs.

To help industry with a credit of some $3 billion on just this one
feiuture of the new economic plan and say to the people who are in
poverty, be they on the farm or in the city, that welfare benefits for
them must either stay the same or be reduced if their State cannot
afford to bear the additional cost, is a distortion in our Nation's
priorities;, particularly since in terms of economic impact we do not
see. the vast repercussions of a tax credit and job producing that other
expenditures, such as improved welfare, improved aid to cities, and
increased standard deductions, or other tax relief measures, would
have.

It was jUst, a little aside that I could not help but note, particularly
in view of the concentrated discussion these days on various 'ways
to stimulate our economy.
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Now the plight of rural economy has its roots in the revolution. in
technology which has so .profoundly affected America's agriculture.
From a political standpoint, it is most unfortunate that neither the
legislative nor -executive branch of Goverranent has intervened.

-Rather, they have abdicated their. responsibilities and allowed pri-
vate interests to dominate the nature and pace of change in rural
America. Where GovernMent has played a role, its efforts have
strengthened the very forces of agribusiness which Lave become much
more powerful. c . ,

For example, a significant part of farm production derives from
research at the land- ant colleges. Although the land-grant college
syStem was created to be the people's university and to reach out to serve
the various .needs of -a broad rural constituency, the system has in
fact become the servant of agriculture's industrialized elite.

At least since World War II, the 69 land-grant colleges of this
country have put their tax-supported resources almost solely into the
industrialization of agriculture.

Here; I give some of the statistics which show the ,emphasis on
specific research for fruits and vegetables and pesticides, and, like the
previous witness, I want to make particular note of the very little
energy and resources that are being devoted to what we would call
people-oriented research.

I would also like to commend the chairnian for entering into the.
September 10 record a transcript of the N130 television documentary
on rural migration. I and several of my colleagues acted as consult-
ants on that documentary, and in it there is another reference regard-
ing the tobacco industry and how North Carolina State University has
spent some 23 years in helping to develop a tobacco combine. .

The university devoted over three-quarters of a million dollars of
its land-grant operation for research on a piece of equipment which
has as its ultimate aim, as the official at the university stated, to allow
the farmer the means of handling some 20 acres of tobacco.
. This is. in an. industry where technological change and mechaniza-
tion on the farm have moved at such a pace that in the past 10 years
som0300,000 persons have beeibforced to leave the tobacco industry and
tobacco growing regions of the South, 177,000 from North Carolina
alone.

It emphasizes that while land-grant colleges obviously play a very
crucial role, their devotion of time and energy to problems faced by
the people who are displaced is something far. less than. we feel it
should be.

I make reference in my prepared statement to the U.S. Department
of Agriculture report itself, which admits that the land-grant colleges'
Support for human resources and economic development has been
relatively insignificant compared to that .given to research on plants
and animals.,

On pap 5, I also call attention to the statistics which you have
entered into the record and which previous witnesses have pointed
out, showing.that agribusiness has been Playing an increasingly sig-
nificant role in the Nation's agricultural affairs.

Small farms make up come ta percent of the total number, of farms
in this country, yet they account for only 7.8 percent of farm sales.
The largest 31,000 farmsonly nine-tenths of 1 percent of all farms

.
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have 24.3 percent of farm staffs and employ 41 percent of all farm-
workers.

To go to just a little larger sized group, fewer than 13 percent, of
the !arm§ hire 78 percent, of the farmworkerst and these figures are
based on the U.S. Census of Agriculture for .1964. They have com-
pleted the.1969 census data, but it is yet to be published. However, all
trends we have seen indicate still further A.oncentration of sales and
employment in agribusiness.

We would urge this Committee to call Ufore it the directors of cor-
porations such as the Prudential Insuranee Co. of America, Goodyear
Tire & Rubber.Co.; Del Monte, Royal ,Crown Cola, Purex, and Hunt-
Wesson.

Some of these corporations are not associated in the generai pub.
lic's mind with agriculture, thoughthey do own large. holdings of land
and are engaged in various aspecta of agriculture. As agribusiness has
acquired land and businesses. scM4k grms now have become 90 com-
pletely vertically integrated that tigy luive extended their control of
the food industry from the 'planting of the seed to the purchase of
the 'product by the housewife at the supermarket, and some of my col-
leagues have called my altiention to the fact that Purex, which is a
major producer of frozen foods, not only owns land and other agri-
cultural resources, but even has a factory for producing the seed.

Case histories of these large food industry firms would detail tliejir
holdings, operations,; marketing functions, and control, and the testi-

. mony would coAtpMite immeasurably to the public's knowledge and
understanding 01.,* dominant role of these few giant firms on Amer-
ican life, 17; s,

It would at lie. same time provide Congress with the information
it needs if it 4$ to develop meaningful legislation which can inject the
public intkie4 into the domain where now private decisions determine
the4'weietkang of millions of American people. .

SholMnot firms responsible for the displacement of workers also
bear 'some responsibility for those they displace and also for com-
munities, forced into economic oblivion as a result?

Congress must also be faced with such questions as where i ndustry
is located and how Government policies can influence where Amen-
cans work, thereby determining the urban-rural balance in the Nation.

For-us, that is one of the most crucial aspects of the entire question
of the well -being of some 40 to 50 million people who live in rural
.America; namely, what kinds of jobs there will be and where they
will be located.

According to the Bureau of the Census about three-fOurths of all
Ameticans live in urban communities and even more dramatic than
that is the fatt that this population occupies about 1 percent of the
land area of the 'United States.

Now the price we. pay as a nation for our congested living is sub-
stantial. The cost of providing public services rises sharply in our
larger cities. For example, in cities of 50,000 to 100,000; per capita
costs for providing health, ethication, and welfare amounts to $104
per year. In cities of 1 million or over, thescost per capita is $422 per
year, and these are the U.S. Department of Commerce figures for the
years 1968 and 1969.
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As one well-known expert on land use described it, "the costs of
moving people and things within large metropolitan areas are demon.,
strably greater. than the cost of moving them in smaller population cen-
ters." This expert is James Sundquist of the Brookings Institution,
who points out the many diseconomies of Scale, in other Words, the
many new costs; that are imposed on communities because of
congestion.

"Air pollution, for example, is a function of the vast concentration
of automobiles. Similarly, water pollutiOft is more amenable to control
in areas wherere population is dispersed."

I would like to point out here the very crucial role that Government
action can play in its procurement policies to affect the whole urban-
rural balance. By. far the most important motivation for Migration.
to the cities has been the search for apb.

Industry location therefOre, :becomes perhaps the key determinant
-in the whole migration process. Government actions have dealt only
peripherally with the question. In the fifties I referred to the ARA,
the Area Redevelopment Act.

It attempted to channel some of the enormous total of Government
procurement contracts in areas of high unemployment. In the sikties,
an adjustment feature was added to the trade,legislation to assist work-

-ers in industries and communities which were adversely- affected by
imports.

Our current manpower policy assigns to the Secretary of Labor the
responsibility of identifying areas of heavy unemployment so that
firms In such areas when seeking Federal contracts or facilities will
get preference'.

F,or 1971, that program was responsible for creating about 40,000
new jobs in areas of severe unemployment, under contracts worth ap-
proximately $250 million (based on figures for the first 5 months of
the year).

Contrast these figures with the total employment of 7 million per-
sons 'in 1970 resulting. from Government purchases of goods and serv-
ices/in defense and atomic energy prograin alone, under contracts worth
over $75 million.

An additional 1 million were employed in private industry as a
result of Government purchases in nondefense and space programs.

'Because of the emphasis on "efficiency" as the chief bitsis for award-
ing .contractsthat is, the lowest costFederal defense procurement
has favored the largest and most advanced corporations, most of which
aro located in metropolitan centers; already suffering from the ills of
congestion. .

In short, Government policy generally ignores the social repercus-
sions of its procurement decisions. What may be the "cheapest." or the
lowest cost in a short run, may not be nearly so economical if we
broaden our concept of "cost" to cover public and social expenditures.

Examples of this are obviously many. When the Government sub-
sidizes the producer of some particular item which is needed, that plant
may add hundreds of workers in a particular area and those workers
then create strains on the transportation systems, on the schools, on
housing. The plant itself may generate various kinds of pollution.
Therefore, to say that plant is the most efficient and can provide the
goods at the proposed cost takes what we would consider to be a, very
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narrow view of "costs" because someone is paying for it and society.
generally is that someone.

When tens of thousands of 'scientists, engineers, and skilled tech-
nicians are threatened with the loss of jobs in the aerospace industry;
when Lockheed experienced major financial problems, a host, of in-
dustrialists, bankers, Congressmen, and others beseecifed Congress for
large-scale loans and special legislation. Yet a far larger number of
Workers are threatened by loss of their jobs through mechanization
and other improvements (and here again I refer to the NBC .docu-
me tau).

at corporate executive speaks for siich Workers, what, banker
plead for financial aid for them, what COngressman or State official
calls.fot special legislation? We think it is long pasttime when such
workers be compelled to' shift. for themselves.

We believe there should be special prbgrams of retraining for new
skills, new programs of education to increase their employability and
various forms of financial assistance to help those displaced families
make. a transition to 'other jobs, industries, and communities.

I would interject liefe, Mr. Chairman, that one very. significant
fact which too many people are overlooking is that the private econ-
_oiny in this country has really been at a stagnating level for the past
several years.

I can analyze some of the employment statistics and they show a
very relevant, fact; namely, that there has not been one single addi-
tional net job in the private sector in the past, 2 years. The only jobs
that have really been added to Our total number of net jobs are jobs
in government, and that is not jobs in the Feileral Government but
jobs at the State and local government level, where Cl to 1 million
new jobs have been created in the past, 2 years. Feder 1 Governmelit
employment, has actually declined. . -

If y.outake outpthe Government sector employment picture and you
look just at private sector employment, you will see that you are
just about back to the level in total jobs Which existed in June of
1969. '

So we do desperately need a nationivide program which will help
expand employment. A. lot, of the retraining, however, valuable, will
just lead to a game of musical chairs where you will have more people
playing than chairs, and the people who will get the jobs obviously are
the better skilled. Everyone should have, if you will, equal access and
marketable skills but this does not necessarily increase the total num-
ber of jobs, and I think that is a very sharp point about the employ-
ment situation and training that I would like to underline.

'Specifically what, we would like to do is call upon Congress to amend
the regulations governing Federal procurement so that significant
social costs attendant upon the placement of contracts in.specificloca-
tions become a'major factor in evaluating alternative bids. Afore posi-
tively, we would urge that. the enormous potential of Federal pro-
curement be tdirected toward alleviating the present distorted, dis-
tribution.of Population.

Nothing short of a comprehensive land use and industry location
policy offers any hope of stemming the migration of millions morel
from our rural areas to already congested and overburdened cities.
And that point, in a sense, reemphasizes the point of the previous wit-

,
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-nessthat unless we find ways to revitalize rural Amer Ica, unleSs wecan find ways; to help industry locate in those communities, unless wecan find ways to improve the whole infrastructure of Government inthose industries, persons will not be able to find jobs there and theywill be forced out of thOse areas to an ever - increasingly congested and
concentrated urban section of the country. .At the same time we would urge tie subcommittee to continue itsinvestigations into a number of areas which we think have a profoundinipact on the Niell-being of the millions who`still live in rural America.'Included in the subjects which merit careful study are the follow--ing : First, the role of the United, States Department of Agriculture,which increasingly haeshifted its emphasis toward assistance to proc-essors and exporters of food products as against .hose who raise thefood and fiber, particUlarlyithe small farmer.

Second, the absence of a national rural policy i`that considers the,needs and aspirations of themajority of rural Americansfarm work-ers, small farmers, small independent businessmen and the aged.Third, the increasing concentration in the food and fiber industry byvertical integration and controls of the market.
Fourth, the failure td land, grant colleges to serve more than nar-row gribusiness interests in, rural America.

nator Smvir,NsoN. Thank you very much, Ginsburg. We WHITcontinue our studies. The subcommittee., as a matter of fact, has al-ready made. ikuiri*fnto the land-grant college situation. We will tryto continue our intestigation into all of the areas, that you have out--lined,
' I might add; too, that we haN,-e invited representatives of some othe corporatiOns that you have mentioned as well as representatives
of other corporations to testify. I. hope that they 14ill respond to ourinvitation.

(The" prepared statement of Mr, Ginsburg follows:)
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Mr. Chairman. My. name is WOodroW L. Ginsburg. I Om
'director-of-research and publid policy of the Center for
CoMmunity:Change. IThe Center, as you doubtless know, Mr.
Chairman, is an organization.of specialists in theifields of
social and economic action which provides technical assistance
to community group$ OfipOor people in urban and rnral.America.

I aM happy to appear here today in response to the
written request from the Senate SubcoMmittee on Migratory
Labor to present the views of the Center on the problem of
farm workers in rural poVerty.

.

During the decade of the 1960s, an average of close to
800,000 persons,a year left rural America. This mass migration
compounded the problems already fading many of, America's major
-cities, while leaving countless rural communitieswithout a
viable economic base and with their human resources sharply
depleted.

With job opportunities deciMatedon the farm, and numerous
small businesses which served the agriculture communities
forced to close, rural residents had no choice but to migrate
to urban, centers.

The remarkable mechanization and technological progress
which has taken placg in agriculture has enabled fewer and fewer'
farmers to satisfy the food and fiber needs of this nation.
The increase in productiVity, which lar exceed that realized-
in manufacturing and other industries, has transformed the
face of America. Output per man hour on the farm rose close
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to 300 per cent from 1947 to 1970 and employMent in agriOulture

.

dropped-from eight-Million in 1947 to 3.5 million in 1970.
The comparable increase in the nonfarmtectot was SO' per cent.

Total farm productionelimbed by one -third and was
achieVed With less'than half the workers. ::The number of farms
declined from 5.9Million,to 2.9.million -in*he 1947 -70 period,

but-acregge per farm is twice as great. Thitreflecttinpart the
steady take -over of AMerican:farms by large corporations,

Government reports tracking the character-of the migration
stream in the post-War:period point out thatthe majority of
persons who have moved from /rural to urban areas are white. A
substantial number of blaeks have also migrated, patticularly.
from rural communities in :South to large cities in -the.

North and West. ., More,. than one million of the approximately
1.5 million BlaCks who left the South during the past decade,
alone, settled in five laige industrial states- -New Xork,
California, NSW Jersey,'Illinois.and.Michigan.

ror Blacks, 'Another major pressure for migration was
discrimination. One authority points out that about one
million Jobs in manufacturing were gained in the Southeast and
South.-.Central states during the 1950s, bUt at the most, one
percent of such jobs were given to Black males. *

Clearly the new job opportunities created in rural America
were fartoo few to meet the employment needs of whitet.and
BlaOks displaced by mechanization on the fatm;-plus'those.
entering the work ferce.

With jobs scarce in many large urban centers, recent
migrants are forced on welfare,. Those who remain behind are
also suffering. from the economic doldrums which beset our
nation and the lofigterm consequences of the basic structural
shifts in ,the economy of rural AMerica., If H. 14 1 passed,

some.19 million persons families would benefit, more than
nine million of whom live in non - metropolitan areas. While

.
*Hansen, Niles M., Rural Poverty and the Urban Crisis: A

Strategy for Regional Development. Bloomington, Indiana:
Indiana University Press, 19.70,. g. 45.
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35 per cent of Americana live in small towns or on farms, 46
per cent of those benefiting from the passage of H. R..1 reside
in such communities.

The answer to 'poverty and deprivation for these millions
is in finding a decent job at decent pay. or those who cannot
find work, or for those, who are unable to Work, it is crucial
that we have an adequate welfare prograT.

The pressure.of higher welfare costst Whkh migration has
accentuated,- particularly in our major industrial states, has
led a nuMber of states to impose residency requirements for
Welfare eligibility-7despite the fact that the 'Supreme Court
has ruled that such measures are, unconstitutionalo

Our welfare system should be under the administration of
the Federal government.and financed by Federal funds. The
implications of mechanization on the farm and the rigration of
populations across state lines reinforce the fact that our
labor market is national in scope and our welfare system shoUld
be also.

H. R. 1 falls far short of enabling people to live in
decency and dignity. While its benefit of $2400, for a family
of four, in some states like Mississippi, far exceeds the current
welfare benefit, that' level is often hot much more than 50 per
cent of the benefits provided welfare recipients in New York
City.'

Unlike the Houge-passed welfare bill of .a year ago, which
as recommended by the President prevented the,reduction of
benefits, H. R. 1 permits such reduction.

Another glaring weakness of A. R. 1, ,especially important
for migratory workers and farm laborers, is the clause which
ties the benefit levels to past earnings. For H. R. 1 provides
that benefits be related and determined by earnings Auring
the prior three calendar quarters, not on current needs - -a far/-
fairer basis. That provision.is particularly harsh for migra-
tory and other seasonal workers. A seasonal worker, Who is
currently unemployed, would receive smaller benefits because
he had earnings, even at starvation levels, in the past nine
months.

1. 6.8.
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We urge that the Senate act promptly to raise the benefit,
levels andreMove the inequitable and restrictive provisions
of H. R. 1. There is no sound moral, social, or economic basis
for deferring the effective date of welfare reform as proposed
by the President, In broad economic terms, desperately-needed
income for those 041welfare will quickly be added to demand.
In that way, it will contribute as an immediate stimulus to a
seriously lagging economy.

.The plight of rural economy has its roots in the revolution
in technology which has so profoundly affected America's agri-
cultur'e. From a pelitical standpoint, it is most unfortunate
that neither the Executive no the legislative branch of
government has intervene. Rather they have abdicated their
responsibilities and allowedprivate interests to dominate the
nature and pace of change in rural America. Where government
his pliyed a role, its efforts haVostrengthened the very forces
of agribusiness which have become ever more powerful.

For example, 'a significant-part of farm prodUction progress
derives from.rese4rch at the land grant colleges. Although.
the land grant college system was created to be the people's
.university and to,reach out to serve the various needs of a
broad rural constituency, the system has in fact become the
eager servant of'agricultura's industrialized elite. At least
-since World. War II, the 69 land grant collegea of this country
have put their ta*-supported resources almost solely into the
industrialization of agriculture:.' This focus has led to the
production (and to the over-production) of an enormous bounty
of food and fiber products, and it JAas created equally enormous
wealth,for the agribusiness few.

The land grant colleges have not been much concerned with
the needs of the majority of rural Americans." In 1966, the
U. S. Department of Agriculture found that the lend grant
college system was' conducting only 201 man-years of what they
termed "people oriented" research. That compares with:

752 man-years of research on fruit
762 man-years of research on vegetable crops

1,743 manyears.of research on pesticides
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USDA admitted that their "support for human resource and
economic development has been relatively insignifidant compared
with that given to research on plants and animals."

No one proposes that the land grant system should abandon
its traditiOnal concern with farm productivity, nor is it even
suggested that agribusinessmen no longer should have a say
about research. Rather, the point is that agri-businessmen
are but one element in rural America, and a minority element
at that.., The tax -paid land grant system must beeorced to
consider agri-business research demands within the broader .

context of total rural need.

7 few figures dramatize the grip which agri-business
enterprises have on the nation's agriculture. Small farms make
up 57 per cent of the total number of farms, yet they account
for only 7.8 per cent of farm sales. The largest 31,000 farms
(nine-tenths of one per cent of all farms) have 24.3 per cent
of farm sales and employ 41 per cent of all farm workers..
Fewer than 13 per cent of the farms hire 78 per cent of the
farm workers. Th9 trend since the middle sixties, when these
figures applied, has led to even further concentration of
sales and employment for agri-business.

No .examination of rural poverty can complete without a
careful analysis of agri-business. ,Thesef firms, perhaps more
than any other single force, are determi ing the patterns of
development, population movement, extent of mechanization, and
employment far farm laborers, migrants, and other workers in
rural America. Their record is a sorry one.

We urge this Committee to call before it the directors of
corporations such as Prudential Insurance Company of. America,
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company, Del Monte, Royal Crown Cola,
Purex, and Hunt-Wesson. Some of these corporations are not
associated in the general public's mind with agriculture. As agri-
business has acquired land and businesses, some firms became so
completely vertically integrated that they have extended their
control of the food industry from the planting of the seed to
the purchase of the product by the housewife at the supermarket.

. 5
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Case histories of these large
detail their holdings,' operations,
and the testimony would contribute
knowledge and understanding of the
giant firms on American life.

foodindustry firms Would
market influence, and control,
immeasurably. to the public's
dominant role of these few

It would at the same time, provide Congress with the
information it needs if it is to develop meaningful legislation
which can inject the public interest into adomain where now
private decislons- determine the well-being of millions of
American people.

should not firm6 responsible for the displacement of
worker's also beat some responsibility for those they displace,
and for the communities forced into economic oblivion as a
result? Congress must also face such questions as where
industries locate and how government policies can influence
where Americans work, thereby determining. the urban-rural
'balance in the nation.

4
According tothe Bureau of the Census, in.1970, almost

three-fourths of all Americans - -73.5 per cent - -lived in urban
communities. Even more dramatic, perhaps, is the fact that
this population occupied "about one per cent of the land area"
of the United States. 0

The price we as a nation 111, for our congested living is,
substantial. The cost of providing public services rises
sharply in our larger cities. For example, in cities of 50,000,-
100,000, per capita cost for providing health, education and
'welfare amounts to $104 per year. In cities of one million or
more, thd cost per capita is $422 per year.

As a well-known expert on land use described it,

"The costs of moving people and things within
large metropolitan areas are demonstrably greater
than the costs of moving them in smaller pefkation
'centers. Commuting distances are obviously longer, .

the time loss greater, the costs higher. The flight
of industry from central cities to the suburbs is a
reflection, impart, of the cost of transportation
to and within congested areas. The cost of urban

1,,,\...,

freewazoconstructi n varies directly with the

6
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population density of the areas affected, and -

subway systems are an enormous expense that only
tbe'larger metropolitan areas require. Sudh.
municipal functions as water supply and sewage and
solid waste disposal are probably also,subjept to -

diseconomies of scale, for the simple reason that
the water and the waste must be carried over longer
distances....Air pollution, for examploo,is.a
function of the dense concentratica of automobiles.
Similarly, water pollution is more amenable to
control in areas where population is dispersed."

As pointed out, by far the most important motivation for
migration todithe city has been the search for a job. Industry
location, therefore, becomes perhaps the key determinant in the
whole migration process. Government actions'have dealt only
peripherally, with the question. During the 1950s, after several
,44vere recessions, the Area Redevelopment Aet was adopted. It
attempted to channel some of the enormous total of government
procurement contracts into areas of high unemployment. In the
1960s, an adjustMgnt feature was added to trade legislation to
assist workers, industries and communities which were adversely
affected by imports. Our current manpower policy-assigns to
the Secretary of Labor the responsibility of identifying areas
of heavy unemployment so that firms in such areas when seeking
Federal contracts or facilities will get preference.

For 1971, that program was responsible for creating about
40,000 new jobs in areas of severe unemployment under contracts
worth approximately $250 million (based on figures for the first
five months of 1971). Contrast these figures with the total
employment of seven million in 1970 resulting from government'
purchase of goods and services in defense and atomic energy
programs alone, under contracts worth over $75 billion. (2.8
million were employed in private industry; 4.2 million were
general government personnel.) An additional one million were
employed in private industry as a result of government purchases
in nondefense and space programs.

Because of the emphasis on "efficiency" as the chief basis
for awarding contracts, Federal defense procurement particularly
has favored the largest and most advanced corporations, most
of which are located in metropolitan centers already suffering
from the ills of congestion.

7
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In short, government policy generally ignores the social
repercussions of its procurement decisions. What may be the
"cheapest" in the short run in the accounting of a government
department or an individual firm, may not be nearly so
"economical" if we broaden our concept of "costs" to cover
public and social expenditures.

When tens of thousands of scientists, engineers, and
skilled technicians were threatened with loss of jobs in the
aerospace industry when Lockheed experienced major financial
prIblems,a host,of industrialists, bankers, Congressmen,
corporate executives and others beseiged Congress for large
scale loans and special legislation. Yet, when even larger'
numbers of workers are threatened with the loss of -their jobs.'
through mechanization and other improvements - -for example, as
graphically portrayed in the recent NBC documentary "Leaving
Home Blues," in the tobacco industry--scarcely a voice is
raised. What corporate executive speaks for such workers, what
banker pleads for financial aid for them, what Congressman or
state official calls upon his colleagues to enact special
legislation?

We think it is long. past time when such workers be com-
pelled to shift for themselves. -We believe there should be

nspecial programs of retraining for new skills, ndw programs of
education to increase their employability and various forms-of
financial assistance to help these displaced families make the
transition to other jobs, industries-and communities.

We all upon Congress to amend the regulations governing
Federal procurement. co that significant social coops attendant
uppn the placement of contracts in specific locations become a
major factor in evaluating alternative bids. More positively,
we would urge that the enormous potential of Federal procurement
be directed toward alleviating the -preSent distorted distri-
bution of population.

Nothing short of a comprehensive land use and industry
location policy offers any hope of stemming the migration of
millions more from our rural areas to already congested and
overburdened cities.

*
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At the same time, we would urge the Subcommittee to continue
its investigations into a number of areas which have a profound
impact on the well-being of the millions who still live in
rural America. Included in the subjects which merit careful
study are the following:

1. The role Of the U. S. Department of Agriculture which
increasingly has shifted its emphasis toward assistance to
processors and exporters of food products as against those who
raise the foods and fibers, particularly the small farmer.

2, The absence of a national rural policy that considers the
needs and aspirations of the majority of rural Americans--farm
workers, small farmers, small independent businessmen and the
aged.

3, The increasing concentration in the food and fiber
'industries by vertical integration, control of markets, etc,

4. The failure of land grant dolleges to serve more than
narrow agri -business interests in rural America.

9
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Senator Sr Emma:v. We certainly want these hearings to be as bal-
anced as possible and hear from all of the parties concerning those
issues which are vital to rural America.

I would like to continue this hearing with a lot of questions to you,
Mr. Ginsburg. But as you are familiar with the buzzer system in this
building, you are aware that a rolleall vote is in progress in the Sen-
ate chamber. So with my thanks to you for your help and coming here
today, I am going to have to recess the hearing until 9:30 tomorrow
morning, in this same room.

Thank you very much.
At this point I order printed all statements of those who could not

attend and other pertinent material submitted for the record.
(The material referred tofollows :)
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From: Norton Simon
3440 Wilshire Sled., Suite 1216
Los Angeles, Calif. 90010
Telephone) (213) 380-2021-

need

'been

Press Conference, September 15, 1971
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles, Calif.

NORTON SIMON ON NADIR IMPORT. ON CALIFORNIA

Urges COncideration ,f Task Force Attack on Monumental Tax Avoidance

I called this press conference

for individual citizens -- and

as good as it has been to as -

recent Nader report on this state.

today because I believe there is a real

certainly those to whom California has

- to bocome4porsonally interested in the

This is themost exhaustive probing of

the power structure and economic evils of California in over a third of a

century. I want to urge its full and careful consideration by every thought-

fill Californian:

I by:no means propose a blanket endorsement of all of the 2,000 page'

of detailed investigation, and veiny recommendations of the Nader report.

But there is a far reaching need for Californians now to gat at the host of

situations and suggestions whidh the Nader task force has put a piObing

light on..

And if we really get. at what is going on, we can lead the way for the

nation. For at the center of an invisible web of economic and political

power over the state are the nation's largest bank and other major banking

and insurance institutions; the third largest transportation company in

the country - the southern Pacific Company; and the third largest utility

in the nation - P. G. & X.Oliammoth oil companies, farming and ranch enter-

' prises, and certainly aircraft companies and space enterprises. Alone,

two or three ofthese companies could open up the power structure of this

state and help correct the abuses pointed to in the Nader report, if there

is just the heart and commitment to undertake that. Unfortunately, most

1,76
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all af them are among the principal practitioners and beneficiaries of the

misallocation of resources and Kilauea of power going on in California._

No wonder that millions .of adlIt citizens, al well as many young

people, are increasingly critical of the prevailing way of doing things

and -- most unhappily -- of thefree and private economy An which 1 strong-

ly believe.' Traoically, it is the power broker' of .the corporate and

political worlds who are now poet undermining a free and just society.

They don't really uphold the free enterprise system at .all, but. lath con-

tUry Zuropean certelism.

Toward' More Squitable Collection of Tax..,

With my intone. personal interest in education, and:also being a

large tax-payer and avowed apitalisti-the main substantive point -that I

want to focus on, al a result of reading the report, is 'imply this:

California does not need highei tax rates at all -7-but it dr need

fair enforcement, of the tax laws we already have, and enactment of re- .

forms which will close loopholes. This will make the wealthy, the large

corporations, banks, insurance companies, big teal estate holders and

particularly the oil companies carry their fair share. As julit one gloss

example, tax avoidance by the wealthy who own real and personall property

end. up unfairly burdening small-property.ownere., The Nader report, for

instance, points out that the University of California paid $6,500.00 an

acre to the Irvine Company for property taxed on the bailie of $145.00 an

acre, and even the Irvine Company claimed it wale giving the University

a low price. Such statements apply to the amassment of pertOnal as well

as real property taxes.

If the powerful special interest, of this state were required to pay

for the costs of the economic, ecological and other problems they cause,

and for all the hidden subsidiemandliother extra public benefits they

receive, this state would have billions of dollar. more in revenues. and

-2-
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that would asst our oducatiOnal and other needs and still allow a fair tax

break for the stall- property owner and average taxpayer.

Mr, and Mrs. California need to face up to a hard truth that thly

have been avoiding in recant Year's They have been distracted by campus

unrest., welfare, and other problems unquestionably in need of attention --

but while thus divirtord, their pockets have increasingly.boen picked and

Lax bills on their property, income and Miles purchases hive been loaded

up, so that thi big corporations and wealthy individuals would not have

to shoulder an equitable share of the.cost of local and state government.

Xi is past time thadbyernor and politicians of both parties quit shouting

"tax reform" and start performing.

Neither the 'shareholders of these large corporations, nor theircus-

tow's, have really profited from much of the tax avoidance. For much of

the property of this corporate elite has been kept at economically lop

levEls of use and sometimes completely idle. The reason is that soma of

those corporations and wealthy individuals sees to be interested too

often in accumulating power, not profits. And that is power fOr juit a

handful of top management and few wealthyindividdEls.

It is no wonder that the pridident of one of the biggest'lEndOwners.

in California, with 2.4 milliowacros and such of it in low economic usage

or even idle -- laughed at the Nader report onCalifornia and told one

of its largest stockholders with whom I talked, not to.,give the Nader

report a second. thought.

A particularly useful contribution of the report is iti pinpointing

of the so- called Williamson Act, adopted only a few years ago with pre-

s4mably the most laudable of objectives (improving land usage in order to

cops with urban sprawl), as actually opening a gaping tax loophole whose

"only purpose...is tax haven for California's major landowners, revocable

when the timouig ripe for sale and profits." Among the chief benoficir

arias under the Act are the major large companies in the state.

TherOhasPbeen conaiderablii public discussion recently .about the

/ -3-
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California SUpreme CoUrt deciaidixecting.equalization of property taxas

in support of education. -This:really:confiime the Nader concept of unfair .

taxation. The'bugaboo of higher taxes because of that has heen

But there will be no need for.higher taxes if.the corporate giants are

made-to pay.their.fair 'Aare of.theoVerall revenue needed.

The WiliiagionAct,and recent court decision are just two of manyiln-.

stances of'the 7eleVance of the Nader report to `fundamental problems now

before thlo.atate., Another example.'is research funds

at the University of California in Oupport of giant ag#bOainesses which

qpnsistentlyhave not paid.their fair-Chars:of the,funds required tU'maity-

tein higher education. Vhe misapplication of research funds, the lack of

adequate state support for higher education' when tax avoidance is so

extensive, and the conflict of inteXest.Of someof the Regents identified

with the landhoiding elite cited in the Nader study are natters that I

intend to go into non fully in the future.

ilieke-erp so many issues before the state that the teak force study

directly bears ow. And there are'many parts of the report which Cry for

further consideration, of which there Aro only fiveexamples,z

* The extent towhich.cOrporate an political power.combine against
.0,

the-unorganised individual Californians

* The extensive and still increasing centration of ebonomic power

411 California* Lockheed and the:banks. are prime examples;

* The conCentratdon of land ownership in this 'state, 'with the trend,

laggesting/atill :greater concenti4Xon ahead. -Alrealy "general4y the top

201andowneks in rural counties (aMounting to from 1 /50th of 1% to just

under le of the population) own from 25' -50% of the private land. In'ur ,ban .

counties, the top 20,1andowners "(amounting '40! from 1/200th of 1S.on down)

own 15 -30% of the private land." Looked at from another perspective, lust

"45.Corporate'farMa representing less than i/lOth;of IS of the commercial

farms in the atate-, control 3,714,000 acres one-half.Of the acreage is

controlled. by largeconglomerate corporebions with other business interests";
'

1.79t



* The extent to which federal and -state tax _policy subsidize large.

corporations and wealthy individuals -SUbstantial cap.7

ital gains, fayorab depreciation rate onequipment and machimiry, and

tax looses wri off: against non-farm income are major benefits that

:return sizeable tax savings -to absentee investors and thereby permit them

to oporate.witaaroat structure entirely diffarent frOm that of the small

f aret.opirator... Tha publid sUbsidization of thOse large agribuilin00144

is done through:not only tax benefits and outright crop and other subsidies.

but..anonarketing order. whoae net effect unfairly bUrderni thd consular

ant sometimes gives foreign grown commodities important coot advantages

o Ver-oUrs; cheap liter paid for by -.the entire state and, inturn, leading

to unjustly,anrichisdAand values; and Mien cheap labor Whose cost must be

figured in botnIUMan terns and the related welfare.: costs which must be

Jost by the rest of the takpayers. An important part, of the. Welfare costs

of.the state that the GOVernor i. so quick to attack are a hidden subsidy.
-

to the very agribusiness interests which he simultaneously lets off the

hook -of public responsibility;

* .The pXrticularly heavy pollution of the air, soil, water and wild-
,

life by larger Operators, with the average taxpayer left. tonuffer or pay

the aean7up

0

:A Cancer Test

inclusivenesii, the Nader report might best be considerea a

Cancer. foist as to 'the extent to Which California is suffering from .the

-Corruption of corporate and political power, with the test cutting through-

not onlk'Sacrimientot&local goverhnent, but also into.theprivatn sector.

terioui study of this Massive document can only conclude a:diagnosis of

widespread malignancy -- in fact so widelipread that siMpinsurgery,i.

not enough. .The ultimate answer:in this situation mUstbo a highly aroused
.

public opinion.

IA^



To bring that to immar,'_ I,deeplihopet the'press and broadcasting media

will now dig relentlessly into specifiC problems foCused on -by the report.

We need investigativeTV and radio "Specials" and a number of newspaper

Articles in every paper of the State.

too, the Legislature Will initiate a/eerie' of special inquir-

ies'and enact follOw-up.legislation. :If:that is not done,the-citizenry

should hold the individual legislators, and other elected officials account-

abld.

I hope citizen groups andmerviCe clubs; city councils and county

bcardt, of dupervisor will hold local'heariA4MollrepecifiC aspects.of'the

report applicable to.their areas. Alld if local public officials do not

takeithe initiative for that, they should he held accountable, too.

. I hopemajOr institutions like theUniversity of California and'the

stake agencies named in the repOrt will publicly cleanse theMselves..The

derelictions of William Gianelli, State DiveciOr of the Department of

Water Resources, are particularly glaring, including his failure to keep'

records required =der theetAe water program as to water users with

more than 160Lacre holding's. Theme.deliviencieS should not he'iolerated

by either the press Orpubliel,

I hope the corporate leaders of-California:will place themselves..

personally and explicitly in support offUll public consideration of the

Nader report,.and I hope they:will voluntarily put their individual

houie in.or4r. If that does not hai0en, the public* interested share-

' holders- should- and -will-hold . them accountable at the annual meetings?

and a growin4 number of lawyeaiaust and willatake action.

I hope a major citizens' lobby such as is being considered for Wash-,
,

ington, DX., can be established in. Sacramento to cope with the locust

horde of special-interest lobbyists there. Young people are now pioneer7-

ing such an effort. But it is time that the adults And'especially the

civic groups Of California form a fullY-staffe9 and vigorous operation'
. ,



I hope that the Governor.will:reconsider. his reflex-reaction against

Ralph Nader and Support full consideration of the report. The GoVernor

should be-ahead of, not behind, citizen efforts concerning it.

But regardless of everyone else, the individual Californian has the

biggeit stake of ill, including an important taxpaying 'take, assuring

that the large landowning and other corporate interests and wealthy ..

.

individuals quit evading their responsibility and pay their rightful share,

of the taxload, undiminished by all kinds of special windfalls perpetu-

ated by special concs1&trationa of power.

But I do not want to close.hermtoday with just some brood hopes.

X am giving se ous consideration to thei!stablishment of a'commission

ttto look fur or into the Nader study ilcfth'w":741, Bostic Problems which

it has,put before this State. The comedsilbn woni.4116:j4i44artial as
a .w

possible, independently financed, and'inalude rik*amd fliV Californians

and ease people outside the state to bring additiniai:blActivity, some

-young people frOM our colleges and universities, andiO4viduale,from

the larger corporate interests. But I will not go further into that here,

today, for I belie** public concern about the substance first needs to.

be encouraged. 4 .

Thank'yon very much.

-7-

(Whereupon, at 12:30 p.m., the hearing recessed, to reconvene for
further hearing at 9:30 a.m.liVednesday,' Septeinber 22, 1971.)' .
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FARMWORKERS IN RURAL AMERICA, 1971-1972

(Farmworkers in Ruraljoverty)

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 22, 1971

. U.S. SEN4TE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON MIGRATORY LABOR,

OF THE COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND PUBLIC WELFARE,'

The subco Itee met at 9:48 a.m., pursuant to recess, in room 6202,
New Senate ffice Building, Senator Adlai E. Stevenson ail (chair-
man of the si bcomMittee) presiding.

Present : nators Stevenson and Hu hes.
Staff me bers present : Boren Chert ov, counsel to the subcommit-

tee,- and Eugene Mittelman, minority counsel.
Senator STEVENSON. The hearing of the Subcommittee on Migratory

Labor will come to order.
This morning we continue a 2-day hearing on. alternatives for rural

America as .part of a larger series of hearings on farmworkers and
rural America. This morning we will learn more about economic de-
velopment potentials in. rural America, particularly in the southern
part of the country.

Our first witness is Mr. Geoffrey Faux. Mr. Faux is the former Di-
rector of Economic Development Programs for the Office of Economic
Opportunity. His expertise in the field of community economic de-
velopment stems from years with 0E0. He has just finished a year as
a Kennedy fellow and is now on the staff of the Center for Community
Economic Development in Cambridge, Mass. He has observed com-
munity economic development projects all over the country and is
presently working on a project to identify economic development alter-
natives for the State of Maine.

Thank you very much for joining us this morning, Mr. Faux. Do
you have a statement?

STATEMENT OF -GEOFFREY FAUX, FORMER DIRECTOR, TITLE ID
PROGRAMS OP 0E0,,PRESENTLY.IVITH CENTER FOR COMMUNITY.
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

Mf. F:AUX. Yes, I do.
, Senator STEVerrsorr. We Will, enter it in the record if you like, or you

may read it or summarize it.
Mr. FAUX. I wouldtlike to go over iA Senator. It is in four parts.

The first part covers present policies toward rural poverty. The sec-
(189)
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,and is a brief review of community economic development programs

'across the country. Thethird deals with the relationship between land-
ownership and rural poverty and the.fourth contains some comments
and brief recommendations on future activities.

Senator, public 'policy toward rural poverty is now at a dead end.
The depressed areas programs ,of the Economic Development Admin-
istration for the most part have become public works pork barrels a

with little space in the bottom for any social or economic change.
Tlie, programs of the Department of Agriculture are operated for

''. the benefit of,large agribusiness and State politicians. And. the social
services programs of agencies such as HEW, 0E0, and the Labor De-
partment consistently have shortchanged the rural poor, primarily
because there is no political constituency for them.

There` is little need to review before this subcommittee the results
of the failure of these policies. Over the past few years the plight of
migrant workers and others of the rural poor have been documented
in all their horror before. this and other congressional committees. The
record is all to full.

The conventional solution to the plight of the poor in depressed
rural areas is the. welfare mobility strategy. It holdd that since there
are not enough jobs being produced in rural areas the invisible hand
of the market has ordained that the rural poor must leave for places
where work prospects are better. -

Therefore, public policy should support the outmigratiOn of the
poor to areas where jobs are growing. Since outmigration is happening
nyway, this means an acceleration of present trends, rather ,than a

we fare strategy provides welfare, at least in theory. ,

n w policy. For those who do mot choose to migrate, the mobility/

So-called growth center strategies, whereby subsidiaries are given
to accelerate growth in already growing small urban areas,. are really
supplements to the mobility/welfare design. At best, the net effect
of such an approach would be to divert some small amount of rural
to urban migration away from the large 'cities to smallerones.

A mobility strategy, withiiut much welfare is in fact the strate
that the Nation is pursuing now. It is a strategy that systematically
squeezes the rural poor so that their choice more and more is between
migration and misery.

1he mobility strategy has dominated the allocation of resources, in
the wag on poverty. But it certainly does not reflect a unanimous view.
Those who worked in rural areas or who took enough time out from
shuffling papers to go into the countryside saw. that the net solution
worked out in Washington made little sense in the Mississippi Delta,
or in eastern Kentucky or in south Texas. They found:

That a substantial number of the poor do not leave rural areas.
That the rural poor are not necessarily better off when driven to

urban areas where they have no skills, can find no jobs, and have
great difficulty adjusting to the city culture. r

That the human cost of such forced migration is very high; and
bemuse of the difficulty the rural poor have in adjusting to city life,
the cost continues into successive generations.

That because of these high costs of migration, a substantial number

1 of the poor will not leave. the countryside until forced to do so by
hunger and extreme depriyation. In the country they can supplement

.
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their income with a garden, in some areas by hunting and fishing, and,
perhaps most important, with a network of family and neighbors
which is the backbone of rural life.

That contrary to the popular assumption, there areeconomic oppor-
tunities in rural areas. In some cases there are industrial opportunities,
in some cases there are farming opportunities, end in a growing num-
ber of areas there are rapidly rising opportunities in recreation and
tourism.

That public policies in the form of tax policies, direct and indirect
subsidies to corporate interests, and discrimination against the poor in
technical aid programs were systematically excluding the poor from
taking advantage of these opportunities.

'That the mobility strategy was, encouraging the concentration of
ownership and power in hands of fewer and fewer private interests,
And that as economic power concentrated so did political pewert so
that local officials in rural areas spoke for the powerful and the rich
and opposed even the small "band-aid" OEO programs if they couldn't
control them.

That concentrated ownership was becoming absentee ownership,
weakening any sense of responsibility that. landowners might have had
for their fees fortunate neighbori.

Thus Senator, what looked like the invisible hand of the market
from Washington, was an effective government-supported policy to

. drive out unneeded surplus labor from the countryside and to assist in
the concentration of ownership so that fewer and fewer people could
make more and more profits from the land.

A. good example of how antipoverty policies 'ignored this, reality 'is
the history of the rural loan program authorized by title IIIA of the
Economic Opportunity Act. The rural loan program was set up to
provide financial assistance to low-income farm -families and low-
income farmers' cooperatives. The program was poorly designed from ,

the beginning.
It was then delegated to the Farmer's Home Administration which

proceeded to completely* disregard the intent of the program tolielp
the rural poor. For example, the General Accounting Office fou,d
that despite the desperate need of poor farmers for. echnical assist-
ance, the Farmer's Home Administration gave substantially, less help
to poor farmers than they did to middle-class and rich farmers. The
poor were left to rely on their own resources; and skills, while the
wealthy farmers were supported by. a Goverment agency.

Despite this and other evidence that the program haa been mis
handled, OEO decided that the notion of Federal aid to poor farmers
had failed and agreed with the Bureau of the Budget that the pro
gram be dropped. This meant that a revolving loan fund with
almost $100 million worth of assets, generated out of previous years
appropriations and the repayments of poor farmers and therefore
not 'charged against the current year's appropriations, would be sent
back to the Treasury which continues to finance farm subsidy programs.

Thus, money that poor farmers are repaying back to the G-overn-
ment is available for loans and subsidies to the rich.

Fortunately, the current title VII of the Senate version of the.
Economic Opportunity Act based, on' an amendment sponsored- by
Senators Kennedy, Javits, and Cranston contains a provision for
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preserving the rural loan program in revised and more sensible form.
As a result of the experiences of many who worked directly with

rural .poverty problems a number of attempts have been made to
establish programs to help poor

and
take advantage of economic

opportunities in rural areas and thereby to gain some jobs, some
ownership, and some economic power.

The programs were based on the assumption that some control over
economic, resources was essential for the kind of social change neces-
sary to make significant change in the plight of the rural poor. While
this assumption was based primarily on the experiences of people in
the field, analytical studies are beginning to validate the assumption..

For example, a study of the voting patterns of black people in
several Mississippi counties showed that willingness to register and
vote is not iv function of income, but of land ownership. Thus where
blacks owned some land, even though they might be poor, they were
more likely to vote and to participate in their community as equal
citizens. Where income was higher but not related to ownerships par-
ticipation was low. A point for those who think welfare aloneis the
solution to the problems of poverty.

The series of community-based economic, development projects that
OEO has helped finance can hardly be called aprogram.l'he mobility
strategy would not permit it. Some of the projects were funded from
section 232 of the Economic Opportunity Act, some from the versatile
funds of rural Community Attion agencies, and some from the title
ID special impact programs.

And of course, there are many poor people's programs that have
never seen OEO money.

Projects were of all.different shapes and sides and involved a wide
variety of enterprises. Catfish farming in Georgia and Mississi
vegetable firming in Mississippi and Alabama, cattle raising in Mis-
sissippi and New Alexia°, light industrial enterprises in Minnesota,
West 'Virginia, and South. Carolina. Typically, OEO support went-.
'for both technical anti financial assistance.

Shwa you will be hearing from some of the people who have been .

working
n these projects, Pwill limit myself to a few general c,ora-

.

i

The road is difficult--'and painfully slow. Given the ad hoc nature
of the projects there was not enough technical expertise in designing
the ,projects. And.expectations were unreal, botli on the part of 0E0:
anti grantee. To make matters worse, 0E0 often insisted upon
service program criteria. for business ventures.

It. was several years before the 0E0 legal staff finally came around
. accepting the notion that poor people` had a. right to make profits

from their pvvn business enterprise-s.
Most bitter of all was the opposition of existing Federal and State

agencies who job it was to help poor people, get on, their feet. Not
Only, did they not help, but in many case, particularly° in the House,

ithey assisted in the local harassment of the projects.
But de/spite the difficulties and hardships, the poor for the first time

in many places have been able to &Whip and take advantage of eco-
nomic opportunities on their own. The Net of this independence and
growing realization that the poor will not quit on these enterprises
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has led to a grudging but growing respect(on the part of local officials,
extension agents and the, like.

These projects have made great strides, but there is still -a, long Way
to go. Not only do they not get the technical aid from the Federal
Government that wealthy farmers and corporations get,, but there is
no rational system of financing available. Agribusiness of course has
its own form of financing. And rich farmers and their cooperatives
get plenty of financial support from the Department of Agriculture.
But the poor are effectively cut Off from such aid, whether as WU,
viduals or when they attempt to band together into a cooperatin,

What is needed is a system of low-coSt financing specifically geared :-

to the needs of poor people's enterprises,, both farm and nonfarm. A.
system of technical assistance and training is also essential for the
success of these promising ventures.

In this regard, I believe the recently introduced billproviding for
ia rural development credit system is deficient. There is little in the

bill that suggests that the institutions created would be may more
helpful to the needs and interests of the poor than are the present
institutions.

-Indeed, its heavy reliance on-existing multieounty planning districts,
such as those .sponsored by the EDA and the Appalachian Regional
Commission, neither of which involve the poor or have been protective
of their interests, suggests that for the poor, the act will be. more of
the sanie..

Finally, in its emphasis on industrial develoPment, the act avoids
what many have come to conclude is the basic issue .in rural develop-
ment, an issue that concerns not just the millions of poor who live in
rural America,. but all of us who live in America and are concerned
with her future. The issue is land.

Since you have heard or will soon hear, descriptions .of conditions
in the South and in the West, I should like to use a New 'England ex-
ample, that of Maine, to show the interplay between poverty, land
ownership, and. economic opportunities.

Maine is the poorest State in New England and ranks 37th in the
country in terms of per capita income. Since roost of the poorer States
are in the South, where the milder climate reduces the cost of living,
Mainers are probably worse off than,t he per capita figure implies.

The State has all of the problems of poor housing, ill-icaltli, job-
lessness, and., so on, associated with poverty. It does not have a Inapr
racial problem (although it does have a small number of reservation
Indians who have had their share of mistreatment) se., that the prob-
lems of poVerty are more clearly a class, rather than a racial pheno-
menon.

Although Maine has been poor and rural for a long time and has
been experiencing out-migration fora long time, those who chose to
remain in Maine have gotten by because the land, is cheap and they
had access to it.

"Therefore, they could hunt and fish for meat, raise and can fruits
and vegetables, and had a cultural environment that. allowed them to
"make do" with old clothes and, old ears the way rural people every-
where do.

Since the mid-1950's, the State has been trying to attract industry
through tax and financials incentives of the 11)A type and of the
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same sort that, the proposed Rural Devel'opmenf Credit System would
sponsor. It hasn't worked 'very well. A few firms have come into the
State, but it is not clear that it has been in response to any of the
incentives offered by the State. In several instances firms have come
in and operated for the duration of the subsidy and left 118 soon ag
the subsidy ran init.

Recently the largest loan guaranteed by the State Industrial Au-.

thorityto a sugar beet factorywent sour and the State is no'w stuck
with the mortgage:

Far from making progress in the industrial sector, Maine is actually
falling behind. Between. 1967' and 1969 according to the State's
own department of economic development, the number of production
workers employed in manufacturing industries dropped from 121,000
to 118,020. Perhaps more significant, expenditures for plant modern-
ization and equipment, dropped over the same period fivm $146 mil-
lion to $106 million.

The pulp and paper and lumber industries which account for one-
' third of the value of manufactured goods ill the State have drastically

reduced their investments. Indications are that several major firms
do not intend to continue significant activity beyond the life of pres-
exit plant and equipment. Instead they are moving into recreation
and tourism.

In recent years Maine has become a tourist and retirement mecca.
People from the cities of the Northeast corridOr have flocked to Maine
in increasing numbers to escape congestion, overcrowding, and pollu-
tion. Between 1964 and 1969, spending by tourists in the State almost
doubled and it has continued to rise since. Tourism is now the No.
industry in the State, and land prices have skyrocketed as a result.

Liuid that sold for $20 an litre in 1901 cannot be had for less than
$200 an acre today. Stories abound of how land speculators and
wealthy people from Boston and New York bought land dirt cheap
from poor 'farmers a few years ago and have made fortunes on the
increase in Value.

The effect of this on the poor is profound. Whereas the 'poor rural
Mainer previously could stay in Ins community supplementing his
income with a garden, by hunting and fishing and by digging clams,
the rise in taxes, rents, and the general cost of living 18 squeezing him
mercilessly. And the land itself, which used to be open for hunting
and fishing for !gainers is now being fenced off for the pleasure of
outsiders.

Even his own government, based on the New England town meet-
ing of which the Slainer could be justly proud, is being undermined.
Townships are without zoning powers, which they never before needed
and even now lack the sophistication to understand.

Where they have regulatory powers, the two selectmen have neither
the skill, nor the economic power to avoid being dominated by the
corporate interests. .

During a recent survey of Maine local government, a researcher
asked a local selectman how We thought the board was going to vote
on a particular issue. The selectman replied that he didn't know yet
since he hadn't called the Boston headquarters of the tow_ n's largest
firm.
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Gracially the poor rural. Mainer is being driven out of his com-
munity. Evidence on population movements suggests that the Maine
coast isunelergoing a shift in population with low-income indigenous
'Mainers being pushed, into the sparsely settled backwards areas,
where opportunities. are practically nil. It sometimes reminds one
of the cycle of uprooting and resettlement that destroyed the native
American Indian during the 19th century.

Such reality, of course, doesn't feed into the policy making machin-
ry of planners and strategists. The State is still trying to attract

industry to Maine, when.everyone with a dollar to invest in t State
is putting it into land and recreation. And the attention oft most
of the regional offices of Federal agencies is riveted to the mobility
strategy and industrial development.

The tragedy, Senator, is that tourism and recreation is the most
important force to hit the State in a century. It could, open up all
kinds of opportunities for the deremplayed, especially now that

/recreation in Maine has become four season activity. But the poor
can't get a handle on these op rtunities because they are controlled
by out of staters in the context o -rampant disregard for' the indigenous
population.

But where are the benefits of the recreation and tourism boom go-
ing? For the answer one need only look at the land ownership pat-

, terns. Fifty-two percent of the State is owned by paper companies.
A recent estimate put the total absentee ownership at 80 percent of the
State's land area. Outsiders own the land and control the benefits.

Wages are kept low, in partby importing thousands of out-of-SAN)
college studenti ivlio compete with the local population for summer
jobs. Jobs-with any kind of career potential golo people brought in
from the outside. There is no training or financing available for local
people to-take advantage of the business opportunities generated by
the recreation and tourism.
. For the State as a whole the tourist industry has developed in 'a
quite irrational manner. Development is random and unplanned. More
motels, hot dog stands,_ service stations, gift shops, and camping
yrounds pop up every day as corporations anil entrepreneurs chase
each other all over the Maine cost in an effort to get locational ad-
vantag4.

Not only are the profits from tourist enterprises going to out of
staters, but the capital gains resulting from thasteadily, rising value
of the land which is Maine's primary resource, are also lost, If tapped,
such values could generate badly needed funds for public services. But
the State relies on an archaic and regressive property tax which iron-
jenny favors the large, corporate landowner since small tax increases
force the small landowner to sell, but are of minor significance to the
co ration.

I think it is safe to say that what is happening in Maine is happen-
ing elsewhere. In Vermont, for example, a recent study showed that
23 of 31 Vermont plants employing more than 250 people were owned

out of staters. Despite the Vermonter's image of himself as a -free
independent yeoman, he is practically a serf to corporate interests in
New 'York and Boston.

The interesting thing is that this pattern of absentee ownership
has emerged just in the last 15 years as a result of the trend toward
mergers and conglomerates.
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In western North Carolina and other places in Appalachia, lumber
and coal companies which have sucked the minerals and timber dry
are now cutting up their holdings into vacation and retirement home*.

.

As in Maine, taxes, rents, and the cost of living rises and the poor are
being further impoverished.

If there had been a broad survey of corporate land oivnership in the
United States, I am unaware of it. However, in my own limited ob-
servations& many of the same corporatenames seem to crop up in differ-.
ent parts of the country. Among the major corporate landowners in
Maine are Georgia Pacific, the International Paper Co. and St. Regis
Paper. In Harlan County, Iiy., the largest landowrzers in the county are
U.S. Steel, International Paper, and Creorgra Pacific. In Afferson
County, Miss., the largest landowners are Johns-Manville, Interna-
tional Paper Co.l'and St. Regis Paper.

The growth of recreation and tourism and the shifting pattern of
development to lees congested and polluted areas will in the next decade
offer a tremendous opportunity for revitalizing rural America. But the
rural poor who should stand to gain from these trendsare being pushed
out of the game by the corporate sector.

Efforts to pour investment subsidies into rural areal' without regard
to who benefits will make a mockery out of the genuine need for the
poor to participate in the development of rural areas. Like urban re-
newal, rural renewal could become a disaster for the poor.

Where do we go from here How do we get; out of the dead end into
which our rural policies have taken us?

The first step is to recognize the nature of the issue. Behind the prob-
lems of bad housing, poor education, insufficient jobs; lack of capital tp
start a business, is a system of unequal distribution of land and re-
sources under a largdy absentee ownership. This aystem has been
created by tax policies, subsidy programs, and technical aid efforts'
paid for by the U.S. taxpayer.

This concentration opower renders helplessi not just the poor, but
all parts of rural society. Even where skillful men of good intent lead
a local government, they cannot make the changes needed because rural
communities themselves are in bondage to these corporate powers.

And it is not in the nature of things for International Paper to tax
itself for better housing in Maine, or for Georgia Pacific to. concern it-
self with schools in Harlan County, or for St. Regis to worry about +,
poor black sharecroppers in Jefferson County; Miss.

One next step is to get the facts. What information exists today con-
cerning ownership of America is scattered and incomplete. The
Federal Government which spends millions of dollars on rural socio-
economic research of dubious value has done nothing on the basic ques-
tion of who owns the land and the resources in rural America.

I could think of nothing more relevant to the needs of migrant labor
and the rural poor. than for this subcommittee to embark upon a de-
tailed and thorough study of the concentration of ownership in rural
America and its relationship to rural poverty. There are hundreds, if
not thousands, of people across the country who would be willing to
hell p you and your subcommittee staff. s.

But even before the completion lbf Such a study, we can begin to
develop a strategy for rural development that concentrates on helping

'those who need help.
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Elements in such a strategy include :
Development of a system of credit, training, and technical assistance

for poor people's rural cooperatives and other self-help enterrgises. The
proposed title VII of the Senate version of the Economic Opportunity
Act is a start, but it only scratches the surface.

Reform of farm subsidy programs which favor corporate wealth
over tliesmall farmer.

Extension of minimum wage laWs to farmworkers to alleviate the
exploitation of human beings that is the backbone of large-scale cor-

- porate farming in many' parts of the cOuntry.
A shift in the priorities of federally supported agricultural . re-

search from a concentration on large-scale technology to technology
. suitable for smaller farm's. It is unlikely that the shift to large-scale
fanning would have happened in many crops had not the research
sponsored by the Department of Agiiculture been so oriented to large-
scale farming.

Reform of tax policies which provide incentives for the wealthy to
speculate in land. Also required is a shift away from the pioperty tax
to more progressive income tax as a basic source of local government
income.

Revision of rural development legislation such as that which Pro-
poses a rural` developinent credit system to assure that it would become
a vehicle for self-development.

Development of a land bank program whereby the Federal' Govern-
ment would finance local purchase of land for locally owned develop-
ment projects. Like the urban renewal program, the land bank would
provide "write-downs" for local' projects. 'Unlike the urban renewal
program, development projects would be sponsored and owned by
publicly owned locator regional development corporations responsible
to the communitiesinvolved. Through these development corporations,
migrant workers could be given an opportunity to 'settle and obtain
land ownership.

,Exploration of the antitrust aspects of the concentration of land
ownership looking toward the possibilities of comprehensive land re-
form throtigh both legal and legislative action.

Senator, it is not easy .to conclude that an important part of the
solution tO'rural poverty is in the redistribution of land. Sucha solu-
tion seems to lie so 'far into the future, and each day that goes by is
another day of suffering for migrants and other rural poor people.
But after 7 years of trying to cure poverty with band-aids, we cannot
continue to delude-ourselves as to the real nature of the disease.

Ironically, the United States has been preaching the virtues of land
reform to less developed countries since the end of World War IL, The
forces that resist land reform in Latin America and Asia are similar to
the forces that have prevented it from becoming a subject (4,f serious

`discussion in this eountry. But, for better or worse, land.reform is as
much a key to the elimination of rural poverty in America as it is any
where else on the globe.

Thank you.
Senator STEvENsorr. Thank you, Mr. Faux, for your very powerful

and excellent statement.'
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You are very pefssimistic'about the possibilities of economic indus-
trial development in.rural America as a means ofhelping.the poor,
small landowners, or farmwerkers, You are concerned aboethe own-
ership and distribution of land.

However, I find in many of my travels around the country that
industrial development permits small farmers to retain their land, and
offers opportunities for supplemental employment that may be pro-
vided by local industrial development.

certainly.see,this in Illinois. It is not, I suppose, just a case of the
local business providineyou or your wife or children opportunities for
work beeauie you live there, but also because, in some cases local busi-
neeees and industrial developments can provide small farmers with
markets fort their products.

Could you expand upon this just a little/ I really don'tquite under-
stand why. I can see how you would be concerned about the concentra-
tions of power in the community by the industrial developments in
ruralittmeriea and the problems created by absentee ownership that
yoti have talkedatbout, but not all industrial developments are owned
by big absentee corporations. .

Is there a differentiation to be made/
Mr. FAtrx. I think there are several things there. I am not peeeimistic .

about the possibility of industrial development for the rural areas in
the long run. I think that what is happening in our cities sugge.sts that
over the next decade there is going to be more of it, at least in some
areas. It is a question of who gets thebenefits.

First, we have to recognize that rural areas have been engaged in
cutthroat competition for industry for a long time. One result is that
the price to the communities of having a firm locate in their area has
risen substantially. Rural communities often go to great extremein
building facilities, in granting tax concessions, in financing housing
for executives while much of the community lives in wretched shacks--
in order.to subsidize theloeation of business in their areas.

As a result there is a tremendous tax burden on localities. Money
that could go for schools and health and so forth is used to create in-
dustrial parks, many if not mostf which stand empty because neither

ithe area nor the subsidy is attractive enough.to lure in decent firms.
When firms come in they are likely to be footloose firms in search of
cheap labor and fax benefits. And when there is the slightest rise' in
wage rates or when the tax benefits run out, the firm is gone.

In terms 'of public policy, these subsidies provide no net benefit to
the poor, since the poor loettlitieNtre simply stealing employment from
each other. The subsidies are, however, a net drain on public funds in
these same loralities which have their 'back to the wall financially.

-Since all or most of the efforts in these communities are aimed at
bringing in outside industry, rather than nt developing local owner-
ship, where they are successful they create a base with no loyalty to
the locality. Therefore, at the first sign of trouble, the outside firm
pulls out, leaving the township with a 30-year mortgage on an indus-
trial park with no tenant and no employment.

In the case of New England, there has been a definite trend toward
absentee ownership. In 'Vermont and in Maine, and other States, most
of the manufacturing businesses, shoe businesses and textiles and things
of that sort were owned by old local families. They made reasonable
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profits and were a benefit to their communities. But because of the na-
tionaltrend of merge S and industrial. conglomeration of the last dec-
ade these -smallfamil3 businesses have been bought out by-large-col-Ft
glom.erates who -don't have the concern to remain in the community or
to develop management jobs and other benefits for local people.

In Mame, for example, the State and its Industrial Building Au-
thority. has provided a number of financial incentives and other kinds
ofincentives for industry to come into a rural area. In many inttances
the industry stays until the tax incentive wears .out. If they have a
5- or 7 -year tax abatement when the tax benefits 'are through;' the in-
dustry goes ben/be-it is-.no longer rooted inta-that community.

So I. think you have to make a distinction between locally -owned
and outside -owned industry.- This distinction is not only important
in terms 9f getting the maximum local benefits of a given amount
of industrial activity, but also in creating new activity. -

It has,been pointedout by many modern economists that corpora-
-time make Many decisions on.other,than strictly short-term economic
criteria..Often,i a firm will ignore profit opportunities because they

...... do not conform to other objectives such as sales growth, product con
centration, the creation of a certain marketing strategy and, very
often, the personal preferences of top Management iln, the, kind of
business they want to be in .and the kind of place in v7 hich they want
to live. It is reasonable to assume that national firms will have mitional
objectives and local firms will. have local objectives.

Thus, where a firm is owned locally, particularly if the ownership
is widespread in the community it is likely to have local employment
and other benefits.as its chief.goal. So that, for example, when there is
.an economic crisis, the first thing a national eorporation will ask is :
"Should.we close the plant ?" The first thing a locally. owned firm will
ask is: "What else can we make here ?"

Another distinction that has to be made is between areamm the
basis of their industrial and economic potential. Some areas clearly
have industrial potential for any type of ownership. Others have profit 0

potentials too low for national corporations but which ideally- owned
firms, with their greater incentive to bring benefits to the community,

`.- could successfully exploit. Others; unfortunately, are devoid of 'much
industrial potential given the present state of technology.

But even many of these latter areas could provide a decent modest
income on the basis of either their agricultnral potential pr their recre-
ation and tourist potential. But again, in order for the benefits to get,
to the local people. there must be local. control.

In Maine, for example, the indigenous poor, despite some industrial
development, are being pushed out of their .communities. Some jobs
they get allow them to stay, but for the most of then it is just not
enough. .,

Senator STEVENSON. Don'tou find that the rural poor want the lo-
cation of industiies in their.conimunities, they want the jobs, the higher
land values, the taxes in thecommunities, which the new local- indus-
tries are going to provide?

Mr. FAITX. That is correct. , .

Senator STEVENSON. Doesn't the location of industry enable people
to remain iiithose communities if they d'o provide jobs?,
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Mr. FAUX. Yes; I. think it,can. But we have to ask some questions
first, such as: Will the Qindustry in fact create new jobs? Will the jobs
be permanent? Will they go to the locarpeople?

I think we have to recognize that the history of State industrial de-
velopment progrims, of the ARA program, of the EPA program, has
been a history of broken promises to localpeople through vastly over-

iinflated promises about jobs. And there is little evidence to suggest
that financial incentives have worked at all to-lure sound industry into

-.areas where they would not otherwise have gone.
Large firms make their locational decisions on the basis of internal

needs and market projections over 10 to 20 year period. They are
not attracted-by a temporary fax subsidy, although if they do decide to
go into e: depressed area, they will of course pick up..the subsidy too. So
what you end up with are the small, footloose operators whose net bene- '
fit to the community is doubtful.

I am sure there are some exceptions to this last point. A few mar-
ginal firms haveprobably been lured to some area with financial in-
centives and then developed a stable market with permanent jobeBut
these stories are feiv and far between. And even in those cases, outside
ownership makes the community always vulnerable to a sudden pull-
out.

I think that there are at least two ways to deal with this problem.
,One is to.adopt a system of tough regional industrial zoning programs,
where industry is told where to locate or at'best giVen a limited number,
of alternatives, thus avoiding the ruinous cutthroat competition be-
tween communities.

The second, which I think is essential in any case, is to create local
institutions development corporations that can control or at least
heavily influence the distribution of benefits from local economic ac-
tivities.

FOr exainple
'

local develohment corporations that can act as a
bridge between the poor and corporations that come in. For example,
in my year at 0E0, I must have visited 50 or 60 rural communities,
many of which had plan4 move in in recent years. And I often found
that-the people who get those jobs-are often not people in the communi-
ties themselves. Even construction jobs.

I remember in Colorado in the San Luis area which is a very Ivor
area, there was a construction job going out on the local highway and
we found after looking at it that 90 percent of the jobs on that con-
struction job were going to peopla in Denver- and people outside the
area.. '

There is just no economic institutional base in those rural areas t"
help the poor get those jobs, and get those opportunities. DeVelopment
corporations-that osrned the land on which the -corporation operated'
°Iliad an equity interest irt the planfor controlled the tax behefits could
demand that the plant hire local.labor, develop local talent for man-
agerial jobs, contract with local suppliers, and so forth.

Local development.corporations of this type could also act to. safe-
guard the community and the work force from water and air pollution
and f om the use of harpful materials in Rroduction and processing.
And o the extent that beak people" owned part of the corporation,
they ould have access to records and would be in a better position to
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judge the validity of management cla4nis that any infringement on
their prerogatives would force them fo-shut down the plant.

Senator Srzymismsr. -In your prepared statement, you mention a
need for a System of technical assistance and training in order to. as-
sure the success of promising ventures in rural America.

Can you give us some examples of what you mean by promising
ventures in rural areas?

Mr. FAUX. ,Yes. I think the discussion you will hear after me, Sena-
tor, will giye you some of them, but I can give you other examples.

In New Mexico, for example, there is a program which has a number
of woodwork ventures, and a cattle industry that is developing and
should be eligible for Department of Agriculture and EDA subsidies,
but has had a very difficult time in getting them, mostly because it is
a poor people's organization. They have had difficulty getting the local
Federal bureaucrats to help..

In Appalachia, in Knox Co,unty; Ky., there is .a. plant that is owned
and controlled by poor people, mountain people, that has developed an
extremelysprofitable toy. and woodworking business, selling to Bloom-
ingdale and Macy's and all over the country.. -

In Mingo County, W. Va., there is a local. development corporation
that has a number of industrial enterprises and owns a bus transporta-
tion facility. There are literally dozens and dozens of these things that
have developed over the last few years, and I would be happy to pro-
vide for the record a detailed description of them.

Senator STEVENSON. What are the greatest needs? Is it credit or
skills? .

Mr. FAux. Credit is one need. Training and technical assistance is
another need.

Senator STEVENSON. We have sources of credit available. We heard
yesterday from Mr. Navarro and Mr. Santana about some of them.

Mr. FAUX. The sources of credit that are supposed to be available
for the poor, Senator, rarely get there. I think I gave the example of
the title IIILA rural loan prdgram that is financed by the 14conOmic
Opportunity Act.

Senator STEvENsoic. Is the unavailahility of credit clue to local mis-
management, or lack of concern, or a lack of funding by the Congress?,

Mr. I think it is a result of two things, One. is mismanagement
and lack of concern, I think especially in the South and parts of the
Southwest. Local regional administrators just don't-care to deal with
it. The FarmersHome Administration for example--

Senator STEVENSON. What about the SBA? Does it get into the rural
area's?

Mr. F.Arx. Very little. The SBA in many of the regional offices re-
fuses to deal with the poor peoples cooperatives. They refuse to deal
with fooperatives of any sort and community development corpora-
tions in which poor people get together and develop the cash between
them and try to invest in enterprise.

A.number of people are trying to get' the SBA now to reverse their
policy. It is nothing in the law. It is just a general disinclination to

, deal with these kinds of organizations.
.

Senator. STEVENSON. If it is a matter of local mismanagement or
indifference, what can we do about it? We set up the programs and
appropriate the money and nothing happens.
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Mr. FAux. I think the.Congress has to be Willing to:restructure the
bureaucracy. For starters, you could take the title .III.--A. ro
away froni the Farmers Home Administrttkion and give it t like
of Econoznic Opportunity. I think you could go beyo c the present
title VII, the Senate version of the Econoinic Opportunity Act, and
provide more in terms of technical assistance programs.

Technical assistance is very critical. It is really the thing has
made rural America and made the agricultural revolution we'llave had
over the lasf 20 years. It is not going to th6 poor.

N t Senatdr.S7rEViNSON. Is the Agricultural Extension Service indif-
ferent to the problems of small farmers as opposed-.to large Sarmers ?
Do you find the same discrimination and neglect in the case of the
Department of Agriculture? .

Mr. FAux.-4 find that that varies. r think in some cases the same-
discrimination is there, but in other casesfor example, in some of
the more Northern States I think the local Extension Services are
beginning to reecignize some of the problems of rural poverty and
the fact that the rural poor have not been getting their fair share.

But there is still a long way to go, In many of your rural States,-
especially States that axe becoming more urban, you find the Extension
Service now being puthed. both ways. There are demands from local
communities, for help -with zoning and matters of that sort and de-
islands from the existing farm communities for technical assistance.
I don't think the Extension Service works at all in the Soutil. Iii the
South we have to be prepared to invest in separate organizations that
will provide technical help to the poor: s

Senator STEVENSON. When'you talk about technical assistance, what
kind are you talking about ?I'Ve have programs that are established
to render technical assistance to larmem..Are you talking about that,
or technical assistance- to set up a small business enterprise?

Mr. FAux. I am talking about both. The programs that at set up
to provide technical -assistance to small farmers, as I said, .are not
`getting to the poor farmers. But I think that is essential. But I also
think there has to be technical assistance provided for the develop-
ment of nonfarm enterprises.

Because, if I am correct, that in the next decade there is going to be
more shift toward development in the rural areas, it is essential that
the poor develop the likillsand capacity to take advantage of these
things. That includes small business, but it also includes capacity on
the part of local communities to understand planning, to understand
zoning, to understand the kind of controls that any local govern-
ment wants to have over land, and that is not happening.. .

I think those kind of technical assistance programs are essential._
Senator STrIvr.NsoNC Senator Hughes, do you have any questions?
Senator HUGHES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
If I had: any, they have pi-01)61y already .been covered in his state-

ment. I. am sorry I didn't get a chance to read the statement, before I
got here.

I do -know on the front page, Mr. Chairman, one statement that
arouses my curiosity. You and I both being former State, politicians,
rwould like to know what benefits we Missed in the Department. of
Agriculture. I wasn't aware that I. got any, but if you feel I did, I
would like to know what, they were.
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Mr. F.s.rx. Sir, I can't s k for that. I can tell you that as some-
one who worked, with OE programs and was involved in financing
economic development pro s especially in the South, that many
of the decisions on thoie p ins were made in terms of what, was
best, for State politicians th re:

Senator HUGHES. I was talking primarily about the Departdent of
Agriculture' ather than 01410, HEW or so on.

Mr. FAux. Well, I think that the basic decision on allocation a
resources at the State level, at the level of the Extension Service, the
Farmers Horne Administration, in my .experience in the South, has
been made onpolitical grounds, and if you would like, I can furnish
some mere about that, some background.

Senator. Husiirs. I. would be interested in seeing how that works,'if
there is a straight, political deciSion. I think it is going to take some
political decision to changesomp of this, you know.

In other words
2

academic. studies don't prove the benefits of things
such as brain drain and so on to. an area of the country:, but hard fact,
political decisions can do that. g

Do you think our agricultural programs at all have been successful
in the last years?.

Mr. FAux. Well,. I think they have been successful in developing
technology that to sonie extent has lowered the price of farm productS,

Senator IlironEs. Have they done anything at all for the rural poor ?'
Mr. Ktux. Very little.
Senator Mums. In this I include not simply those who are farm

field.workeis, but those Whoneven grow crops. at the rate of $5,000 and
$10,000 a year in every State hi the Midwest as well as the rest of the
countr4y.

Mr.Fsbx. Very. little, Senator: In recent months I have been doing
some work in the State of Maine. The plight of the potato farmers up
in kroostock County is a, perfect example of the way the agricultural
system works to the detriment of the small farmers.
, There are about six steps between the'time a potato leaves the farmer'

at Aroostook County and gets to the local supermarket in Boston, and
sometimes, of course, it is a year before that happens. Until recently,
the contracts and the law provided that the potato farmer who might
sell t broker was responsible for the Nuidition of each potato that
came to he local supermarket. '

Of course, the prices rose at each transaction, and sometimes a year
later a farmer would be slapped with a bill for some damaged potatoes,
and lie %would be liable. for it with the result.thiat lie might lose his
land.
' The Maine State legislature has just changed that law to give tEem
some support.. But one of the clear solutions to the'plight of que. Maine
potato farmer is cooperative marketing, but there have been veq few
attempts by the Agriculture Department to develop; thatkind of
cooperative marketing power in Maine, and the whole industry is just
rife with brokeraget4 and dealers. There are all kindS of nooks and
crannies in the market where a; few fast bucks can' be made.

Ithinli that the answer to that has to be, political, because there is
just no other way for those potato farmers to get, ihe kind. bf power

ti that they need, and if it is a politie.s4 decision to have tjle Department of
Agriculture help them to form(asooperativtt to strengthen their mar-.

.
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keting power, I think is perfectly eOrrect, . That is what we need.
Senator Ireonri. Have you done any research on the landownership

in the regions of the country where you have worked?
Mr. FAUX. Just a. little. As is explained in nly testimony, we have

looked into the State of Maine primarily, and we find, for example,
that 52 percent of the landmass of the Stateis owned by approximately
a doien pulp and paper companies.

Senator HUGUE8. Fifty-two percent?
Mr. FAux..,Yes. A professor at the University of Maine has esti-

mated that 80 percent of the land is owned by absentee landowners.
The .process thal, I was describing is that there is ,a recreation 'and
tourism boom in Maine, and what happens is that the .price of land
goes skyrocketing and the poor man suddenly can't pay his taxes or
keep up with the cost of living and is being driven out of his own.
community.

Population data suggests that the poor rural Mainer is being driven
away from the coast into the, hinterland of Maine, because he can't
keep up with the cost of living and the rise in land values.

Senator Ituonp.s."Is this being contributed to by agricultural sup-
.port progr!tans`i

Mr. FA 117X0 I ,don't think that the boom of recreation and tourism is
directly a.ke,sult of thoSe programs. It is clear, howeivr, that subsidies
increased the value of rural land, and in a, sense?, create an artificially .

hi 11, value for rent and taxes and drives the little man out.
Tlae large corporation, of course, can pay the taxes, but the small

farmer is always struggling, and a little increase in land taxes drives
him out. The real estate' developers and the large corporations then
can buy up the land, and further concentration of landownership is
encouraged,: I.

One of the other aspects of this is the dependence upon the property
.tax, a regressive tax, as the,main source of local government and State
government rexenue. Under those circumstances, local governments

iare squeezed; and sofhe only option they seem to have is to incrose
the property tax. Of course, this drives the small farmer out.

Senator 'Iv IF:8: As I stated to you earlier, I didn't have a chance
read your tatement, but is there mualz migratory labor involved

\ in/ Maine?
Mr. FAUX. Not very.much.
SenatOr Ituoims. Is it all mechanized already?
Mr. FAux. No; it is not all mechanized, but some.
Senator Ityouts. hack when I was a. boy, pOtato farming used to

require a HeaVy amount of migratory labor.
'Mr. FAUX. 'there is a migratory laix)r force in Maine, and they still

require 'some of that., but 'they have mechanized to some. extent. It
hasn't been anything like With cotton or tobacco or carrots.

Senator Iftronis. Digging,, sorting, grating,. all of that is ineelia-
nixed?

Mr. Fmix. Yes, a large part of it is mechanized. I can't tell you
just how much.'

Senator IIuonns. Thank yyu, Mr. Chairman.
Senator STEVENSON..ThiS may be an impossible question, but to what

extent is the little landowner really driven off the land in. Maine, and
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hat extent is he sitting there just waiting for someone to come
and pay him a goodprice for the land so he can go to the city? .

Mr. FArx. I can't answer that in any accurate sense. I think that
is certainly happening.. But what is happening mon; is that the man
with the small plot is forced to sell out to somebody who can afford
to keep paying the taxes.

When you talk about the small land owner, in many pc}ople's minds
it covers a lot of income classes, but the small man who 'sat the margin.
just cannot keep paying those property taxes, speculating on the land,
and waiting for a payoff 5 years hence.

If the figures of 80 percent interins of absentee Ownership of Maine
is vorreet and the economist at the university is a very reputable
researcher-4f that is anywhere near correct, Olen there is not a lot
of that happening; that is, the small man waiting for the moment to
cash in.

Senator Timms. Can I ask a last question?
Senator SmENSON. Yes.
Senator HUGHES; The'Staff pgintect but to me something I have been

interested in for a long time. The last paragraph of your statement
which says:

Ironically, the Malted States has been preaching the virtues of land reform
, to less developed countries slurs the end of World War It The forces that resist

land reform in Latin Muerte* and Asia are similar to the forces that have -pre-
vent0 it from becoming a subject of serious discussion in this country. But
for better or worse, land reform is as much k key to the elimination of rural,
poverty in America as it is anywhere else on the globe. '

Give me an idea of what you mean by land reform. How are you r
going to get rid of this absentee ownership ? You know, if 8:). percent

iof land in Maine is controlled and owned by absentee ownership, how
are you going to get 00yercent of it back in the hands of people who
live on it and make a living on it?

Mr. FAVX. Well, I think there are several ,ways that has to be at-
tacked. 'OneLain not a lawyer, so I can't give you much on this
is the antitrust aspects of landownership. I understand,or example,
in the State of IIawaii, there have been several cases developed itgaink
large corporate landowners, antitrust cases.

, 'fax reform is another avenue ofattaek.
The other thing ill terms of public programs I would suggest is an

exploration of an idea that is similiar to urban renewal, whew the
local government or some other puitlie agency has the power to con.
demur land and to negotiate a purchase at a reasonable price with the
owner and then sell the land at a "writedown"' to a development,cor-
',oration which would then develop the ,land for the benefit of the
people who live in the community. The land might be ileyeloped by
the public. development corporation or leased out to local people who
would developit individual y.

Now, one problem with urban renewal, of course, is that the ppor
never participate in-it. There are a'lot of quick dollars to barnacle,
and the combination of real estate and banking interest have turned
the program into a dipister. But I think you could develop a program
for rural areas which would provide for the purchase at a.-reasonable
price -not inflated prices of land and make it available for those
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in local'areas to develop. Out would be involved but only with
the local devolopment corporati assent.

In 1964, Senator. one of the original. provisions of the Economic
Opportunity Act, and I believe that it was suggested by soiheone at
the Department of Agriculture, was for a land bank program, a pro-
gram whereby the Fe feral Government would. subsidize the purchase

*rural land, and tuill it over to poor and almost poor farmers or
rural people to develop. .

That provision never made it through the legislative process at, that
time. I am imt, familiar with all the reasons why k, didn't.

Money was probably one of them. But I Amid suggest, for ex-
ample, that that idea be revived. I think that you could develop a
full-scale program ttong those lines. 4

Senator Timms. Do you know of anyone who has done that?
Miliavx. We are workin out some of theselfas in Maine.
.Senator Ef4. I would interested in getting any material you

may have develbpeci or be aware of that hasbeen developed in re-
Hearn, in this area, if you come across it anywhere.

Mr..FAUX. I Cert411111V WA. I think within the next couple of weeks
we ought to have a stuay ott the.possibilities for this in New England,.
and I will send it foyon.

Senator Moms. I think if it might be agreeable. Mr. Chairman,
it might be well to file it with the committee.

Senator SiEvENsoic. Certainly. Also, I order your statement printed
in full at this point in the record.

(The prepared statement of Mr. Faux follows:)
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Statement of Geoffrey Faux
before the .

. Subcommittee on. Migratory Labor ..
US Senate Cmfittee on Labor and publicWelfare

igiktWashington,
D.C.

September 22, 1971

Pa

r

I. Present Policies Toward Rural Poverty

Public policy towards rural poverty is at a dead end. The

"depressed areas" programs of the Economic Developient Administration

for the most part have become public works pork barrels with

' little space in the bottom for any social or economic change.

The programs of the Department of Agriculture are operated

ti

for the benefit of large Agribusiness and state politicians.

And the social services;programs of agencies such as HEW

0E0, and the Labor Department consistently hate shortchan d

the rural poor, primer/1y because there is no political

constituency for them.

There is little need to review before this` subcommittee

the results of the failure of these polifies. Over the past few

years the plight of migrant workers and others of the rural

4
poor have been documented in all their horror before this and

otherongressional committees. The record is all too full.

a
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Among most legislators, Government officials, academic

economists and others who concern themselves with public policy

matters, there is general agreementsbottcon the economic

and social condit4on of the rural poor and on the failure of recent

policies to change them. Certainly in the years I spent with

the Office of Economic Opportunity, few people there or in the

Bureau of the Budget, or even in the Department of Agriculture

disputed these-points. Unfortunately however, their proposed

policies were based on the preliSe that nothing can be done

, about thee.

The conventional solution to the plight of the poor in depressed

rural areas is the "Welfare/Mobility"'Strategy. It holds that

since there are not enough jobs being produced in rural areas

the invisible hand of the market has ordained that the rural poor

must leave for places where work prospects are better. Therefore,

public policy should support the outmigration of the poor to areas

where jobs are growing. Since outmigration is happening anyway,

this means an acceleration of present trendi, rather than a new

polity. For those who do not choose.to migrate, the "Mobility/
4

Welfare" Strategy provides. welfare, at Last in theory.

So-called "growth center" strategies, whereby subsidies

are given to accelerate growth in already growing small urban

areas, are really. supplements to the Mobility/Welfare design.

At best', the net effect of such an approach would be to divert

some small *Monet of rural to urban migration awe), from the large

cities to smaller ones.

-2-
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A-mobility strategy, without much welfare is in fact the

strategy that the Nation is parsuinf now. It is a strategy that

systematically squeezes the rural poor sn that their choice more mutt

more,is between migration and misery.

t'is not surprising that bureaucrats and economists seek to

solve the problem by accelerating present trends. Given the

existing distribution of economic power the poor are increasingly
- of

irrelevant to the technological requirements of rural industry and,

almast by definition, moving should give them a better chance to

improve theearnIng power and productivity.. For bureaucrats,

.migrant laborers and the rural poor in general can muster the

-the least political resistance and therefore are the naturally

selected to bear the burden of a policy to stabilize the'rural

, ;economy. For economist*, the existing distribution of power is

always a ftgiven.;:,

The Mobility strategy has dominated the allocation of resources

in the Wa on Poverty. but it certainly does not reflect a unanimous

view. Those ho worked in rural areas or AO took enough time out from

shuffling paper to go into the countryside saw that theneat

solution worked out in Waihington made little sense in.the

Delta, or in Eastern Kentucky or in South Texas. They found:

that a sustantial number of the poor do not leave'

rural areas

that the rural'poor are not necessarily better off when

driven to urbanareas where they have no skills, can find

no jobs and have great ifficulty adjusting to the city

-3-culture.
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-- that the human cost of such forced migration is very

high. rAnd because. of the difficulty the rurar poor have

in adjusting to city Life,-the cost continues into

successive generations.

-- that because of these high costs of migration, a )4bstantial

number bf the poor will not leaye the countryside until

'forced to do so by hunger and extreme deprivation. In the

'country they can supplement their income with a garden,

in some areas by hunting and fishing, and, perhaps most

important, with a network of family and neighbors which is

the backbone of rural life.

that contrary to the popular assumption, there are economic

opportunities in rural areas. In some cases there Ire

industrial opportunities, in some cases there are.farming

* opportunities, and in a growing number of areas there are

s
rapidly rising opportunities in recreation and tourism.

-- that public policies in the form of tax policies, direct

and indirect subsidies to corporate interests, and

discrimination against the poor in technical aid programs g-

a 1

were systemptically exeludio the poor from taking advantage

of these opportunities.

that the Mobility strategy was encouraging the concentration

of ownership and power in the hands of fewer and fewer.

private interests. A111 that as economic power concentrated

so did political power, se that local officials in rural

areas spoke for the'powerful and the rich and opposed

even the 1541 "band-aid" 0E0 programs if they couldn't

_control them.
-4e
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that concentratet,ownorShipAras becoang abSentge..

ownershipi.Weakening any sense of responsibilify.that'

it
lancloWners migh.thaye had for their lesS forturiate

neighbors:

'PWhat looked like the invisiblehand.Of the market

from Washington, was an effective lovernment7stipporte policy

to drive:Out unneeded%surplus labor from the countryside and

to assist in the cOncentraton drownership so that fewer and

fewer people could make more ancrmore profits from the 1 d.

c, A good example Of how antipbverty pblicies ignored this

"reality is the history of the rural. loan program authorfzed

'7 1
by Title III,-A of the aconOmic Opportunity. Act. The ruralThloan

Program was:set up to provide financial assistance to ow-income

farm families and low-income farmers' cOoperatiVeS. The k0

'program was p$orly designed from the beginning. It was then delegated

to the Farmer!SHome Administration whiCh proceeded to'oompletely

disregard the intent of the program to help the rural poor. For

example; the General Accounting Of?i,Cefound that-despite 0.9_

desp!p.te need of poOt farmers :for technical asistanCe,..th

, -

6Tatmer's Home Administration gave:'sUbStantially.less help to

poor farmers than they did to middle class and rich farmers: The)

poor were left to rely on their own resources and skills while the

wealthy farmers were supported by a government agenc

Depsite this and other evidenCe that the pro im had been',

mishandled, OED deCided that the notion of Federal aid to:poor

farmers had "failed" and agreed with the'Bureau of the Budget that



the program should be .dropped. Tifis meAtthat_ a, revolving loan

'fund with almost one hundred million dollars worth of assets,: generated

Out Of previous yeais' appropriations and the repayments of poor

farters.and therefore not Charged against3he current year's

appropriations, .would_be sent back-to the'TreasUry which continues

to finance farm subsidy programs. Thus, money that poor farmers

are repaying back to theGbvernment is available for loans and

0 subSidies to the rich.-

FortunatOir, the current Title VII of the Senate verflon

,-ef the eConomic Opportunity Act based on an amendment sponsored.

by Vnators Kennedy, Javits and Cranston contains a provision for

preserving the Rural Loan Program in revised and more sensible form.

i
. -

.II.. Community Economic Development: Programs.

As a result of,ht-4xPeriences of.many'who worked directly with

rural pbyerty probleitsa number of attempts have been made to establish,

programs to help poor people take advantage of economic opportunities

in rural areas and thereby to gain some jobs, some ownership and some

economic

The programs were based 'on the assumption that some control

over economic resources was essential for the kind of Scfcial change

necessary to make significant chinge in the plight of the rural poor.

WhcIe this assumption: was ballf primarily on the experiences of

people in the field, analytical studies are beginning.to validate

r
the assumptions For example,,a study of the voting patterns of

T '

Black people in,several MissisSippi counties showed that WillingneSs
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to register and vote is not a function of income but of,land

'ownership. Thus.where Blacks owned some land, even though

they might be poor, they were more likely to vote and to participate
7

in their, community as equal cipzena. Where income was higher \

but not related to ownership, participation was low. A point for

those who thillk welfare alone 'is the solution to the problems of

poverty.

Thelseries of community-based economic development projects

that OEO has helped, finance can Hardly be called a program. The

Mobility strategy would not permit it. Some of the. projects

were funded from Section 232 of the Economic Opportunity Act,

1
some from the versatile funds of-rural Community Action Agencies,

and some from the Title I'-D Special Impact Programs. And of course

there are many poor people's programs that have never seen 0E0 money.

OtO's support for these programs was a,response to a rising.

and strong demand from poor people's organizations rather than

any deliberate intent on the Agency's part.

Projects were orall different shapes and sizes and involved

a wide
4
variety of enterprises. Catfish farming inGeorgia and

Mississippi, vegetable farming inNississippi and Alabama, cattle

raising in Mississippi and New Mexico, light industrial enterprises

in Minnesota, West Virginia and South Carolina. Typically,

OEO support went for both technical and financial assistance.

1Since you will be hparing from some of the people who have'

been working in these projects, / will limit myself to a few

general comments.
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The roacris difficult -- and painfully slow. Given the ad

lose nature of the projects, there was not enough technical

expertise in designing the prejccts. And expectations were unreal,
4

. both on the partof 0E0 and the grantee. To make matters

worse, OEO often insisted upon service program criteria for

business ventures. .It was several years before the OEO legal

staff finally came around to accepting the notion that poor

people had a rig?* to make profits from their own business

enterprises.

Most bitter of all was the opposition of existing Federal'

and State agencies whose job it was to help poor people get

on their feet. Not, only did they not help, but in Many cases,

particularly in the South, they assisted in the local harassment

of the projects.

But despite the difficultips and hardships, the poor'for. the

4

first time in many places have beln able to develop and take

advantage of economic opportunities on their own. The fact of this

inftpendence and growing realization that the poor will not quit on

these enterprises has led to a grudging Mit growing respect on the

part of local officials, extension agents and the like.

,These projects have made great strides., but,there is still a

long way to go. Not only do.they not get thg'technical aid from the

Federal government that wealthy farmers and coworations get, but

thereis no rational system of financing available. Agribusiness

of course has its own form of financing. And rich farmers and their

cooperatives get plenty of financial support from the Department .

ofrAgriculture. But the poor are effectively cut off from such aid,
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whether as individuals or when they attempt to band together into

a cooperative.

What is needed is a system of low-cost financing specifically

. geared to theineeds of poor people's enterprises, both farm and

nonfarm.% A system Of technical assistance and training is also

essential for the success of the promising ventures.0

In this regard, "I believe the recently introduced bill

providing for a Rural Development Credit. System is deficient.

There; is little in the bill that suggests thit the institutions

created would be any more helpful to the needs and interests of

thq poor thin ire the present institutions. Indeed, its

heavy reliance on existing multi-punty planning districts,

such as those sponsored by the EDA and the Appalachian Regional.
.

Commission, neither of Wh' h involve, the poor or have been protective
..

Of their interests, suggests that for the poor, the Act willbe

more of the same. 4

Finally, in its emphasis on industrial development, the Act

avoids what mkny have come to conclude is the basic issue in rural

development,.an issue that(concerns not just the millions of

poor who live in rural America, but all of us who live in America

and are concerned with her future. The issue is land.

4 III. Rural Poverty and Land Ownership in Maine

Since you have heard or will soon hear, descriptions of conditions

in the South and in the West, I should like to use.a New England
'

example, that of Maine, to show the interplay between poverty,

land ownership and economic opportunities. 4

.9.
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Maine is the poorest state in New England and ranks

37th in the country in terms Of per capita income. Since

most of the poorer states are in the South, where the milder

climate reduces the cost of living, Mainers are probably

worse off than the per capita figure implies. The state has all of

the problems of poor housing, ill-health, joblessness and, so an .

associated with poverty. It dbes not have a major racial

problem (although it does have a small number of reservation

indians who have had their share of mistreatment) so that the

problems of poverty are more clearly a class, rather than .a

racial phenomnon.

>

Although. Maine has been poor and rural for a long time

and has been experiencing out-migration for a long time,

those who chose to remain in Maine have gotten by because the

land is cheap and they had access tp it. Therefore, they

could hunt and fish for meat, raise'and can fruits and vegetables

and had a cultural environment that allowed them to "make do"

with old clothes and old cars the way rural people everywhere do.

Since the mid-1950's, the State has been trying to attract

industry through tax,and financial incentives of the EDA type and

of the same sort that the proposed Rural Development Credit

System would sponsor. It hasn't worked very well. A,few,firmm

have come into the State, but it isInot clear that it hax been

in response to any of the incentives offered by the State.

In several instances firms have come in and operated,for the duration

of the subsidy and left as soon as the subsidy ran out. Recently

-10-
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thee largest loan guaranteed by the State Industrial Authority

. .

to a*SUgar Beet factory -- went sour and the State is now stuck
4

with the mortgage.

I

-/

k, Par from making progress in the industrial sector, Maine is

actually falling behind. 'Between 1967 and 1969 according to the

State's own Department of Economic Development, the number of

productiOn workers employed in manufacturing industries dropped

from 121,100 to 118,029. Perhaps More significant, expenditures

for plant modernization and equipment dropped over the same period

from.$1461tillion to $106 million. 4

o'

The pulp and paper and luaber industries. which account for one

third of the value of manuAactured goods in the State have drastically

reducedteir investments. Indications are that several majdr
4 .

firms docpot intend to continue significant activity beyond the life

of present plant, and equipment. Instead, they are moving into

recreation and tourism.

In recent years Maine has become, a tourist and redirementiodeca.

People from the cities of .the Northeast corridor have flocked to

Maine in increasing lumber's to escape congestion, overcrowding and

pollution. Between 1964 and 1968 spending by tourists in the

State tamost doubled and it has continued. to rise since. Tourism

is now the number one industry in' the State, and prices have

-skyrocketed as a result. Land that sold for $20 an acre in 1961

cannot be had for less than $200 today. Stories abound. of how land

speculators and wealthy people from Boston and New York'bought land

dirt cheap from poor farmers a few years ago and have made fortunes

on the increase in value.
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The effect of this on'the poor is profound. Whereas the

poor rural Mather previously could stay in his community supplementing

his income with a garden, by-hunting and fishing and by digging

clams, the rise in taxes, rents and the general cost of living is

squeezing him mercilessly. And the-land itself, which used to

be open for fainting and fishing,for Mainers is now being fenced

off for the pleasurt of outsiders.

Even his own government, based in the New England town

meeting of which the Mainer could be justly proud, is being Undersdned.

Townships are without zoning powers, wh' they never before needed

and even now lack the sophistication t understand. Where they

have regulatory powers, the town selectmen have neither the skill,

nor.the economic ower to avoid being dominated by the corporate

interests; During a recent survey of Maine local government,

,a researcher' asked a local selectman how he thought the board-was

going to vote on a particular issue. TheeSelectman replied: that

he didatt know yet since he hadn't called'the Boston headquarters

of the town's largest firm.

Gradually the poor rural Mainer is being driven out of his

community. Evidence on population movements suggests that the

Maine coast is undergoing a shift in population with low-income

indigenous Mainers being pushed into the sparsely settled, back

woods areas, where opportunities are practically nil. It sometimes

reminds one of the cycle of uprooting and resettlement that

destroyed the native American Indian during the 19th Century.

712-
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Such reality of course doesn't feed into the policimaking

machinery of planners and strategists. The State is still trying

to attract industry to Maine, when everyone with a dollar to

invest in the State.is puttiilg it into land and recreation. And
Ns,

thesattention of most of the Regional offices of Federal Agencies

ills riveted to the Mobility Strategy and industrial development.

The tragedy is that tourism and recreatioys.the most f

important force to hit the state in a century.. It could open-up

all kinds of opportunities for the underemployed, especially now

that recreation in Maine has become a four season activity. But

the Rolm can't get a handle on these opportunities because they

are controlled by out-of-staters in the context'of rampant

disregard for the indigenous population.

But where are the benefits of theirecreation and tourism

.boom going? FOr the answer one need only look at the land

4
ownership patterns. Fifty-two percent ofthe State is owned by

paper companies. A recent estimate put the total absentee ownership

at eighty percent of the State's land area. Outsiders own.the land

and control the benefits.

Plates are kept low, in part by importing thousands of out

of st e college students who compete with the local population

for summer jobs. Jobs with any kind of career potential

to to people brought in from the outside. There is no training

or financing available for local people to take advantage of the

business opportunities generated by the recreation and tourism.

-13-
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For the State as a whole the tourist industry has.deieloped

in a
/
quite irrational manner. Development is ranam and

,....unplanned. More motel's, hot dog stands, service stations, gift

shops, and camping giounds pop up eveir ay,ai Corporation*

and entrepreneurs chase each other all over the Maineeoast in

'an effort to get locational advantage. 'Overdevelopment has

already occurred in some areas resulting'in overcrowding, congestion

and pollution. Another result of this chaotic competition is

that it becomes harder for any small,businessman to make a

profit since overbuilding drives returns down. Only the larger

corporations havethe staying power to told onto the land for its long

term benefits..

Not only are the profits from tourist enterprises going to

out-of-staters, but the capital gains.resylting from the steadily

rising 'value of the land which is Maine's primary resource., are also

lit. If tapped, such values could generate badly needed funds for

public services. But the State relies on an archaic and regressive'

property tax which ironically favors the large, corporate landowner

since small tax increases force the small landowner to sell, but

are of minor significan'ce to the corporation.

.1 think it is safe to say thst.what is happening in Maine

is ,happening elsewhere. In Vermont, for exampla recent study

showed that 23 of 31 Vermont plants employing more than 250

people were owned by out-of-staters. Despite the Vermonter's

image of himself as a free independent yeoman, he is practically

a serf to corporate interests in New York and Boston. The

interesting thing is that this pattern of absentee ownership has

*44-
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emerged just in the last fifteen yews as a result of the

trend toward mergers and conglomerates.

In Western North CarOlina and other places in Appalachia,

lumber and coal companies which have sucked the minerals and timber

dry are now cutting up their holdings into vacation and retirement

homes. As in Maine, taxes", rents and the cost-of livieg.rises

and the poor are being further impoverished.

. If there has been a broad survey of corporate land ownership

in the United States, I am unaware df it. However, in my own.

limited observations, many of the same corporate names seem to

crop up in different parts of the country. Among the major corporate

landowners*in Maine are Georgia Pacific:'the International Paper

Company and St. Regis Paper. In Harlan County,'Kentucky, the

largest land, owners in the county are U.S. Steal, International

Paper and Georgia Pacific. In Jefferson County, Mississippi,

the largest landowners are Johns Manville, International Paper

Company and St. Regis Paper.

The growth of recreation and tourism and the-shifting pattern

of development.to les's congested and polluted areas will in the next

decade offer *tremendous opportunity for revitalizing rural

America. But the rural poor who should stand to gain from these

trends are being,pushed,out of the game by the corporate sector.

Efforts to pour investment subsidies into rural areas without

regard to who benefiti will maks a mockery out of the genuine

need for the poor to participate in the development of rural areas.

.Like urban renewal, rural renewal could become disaster for the poor.

-1S-
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IV, The Next Steps

Where do we go.from here? How do we get out of'the dead-

end into which our rural policies have 4ken us?

The first step is to recognize the nature of, the issue..

Behind the ."problems" of bad hoUsing, poor 'education, insufficient

jobs, lack of capital to start a business and so on is a system

of unequal distribution of land and resources Under a largely

absentee ownership. This system has been created by tax policies,

subsidy progpms and technicaluaid efforts paid for by theU.S.

taxpayer:

.This concentration of powerrenders helpless, not just the poor,

tut all parts of rural. society. Even where skillful men of pod intent

lead a local government, they cannot make the changes needed because

; rural communities themselves are in bondage to these corporate powers.

And it is not in the nature of things for International paper to

tax itself for better housing in Maine, or for Georgia Pacific to

concern itself with schools,in Ha an County, or for St, Regis to

worry about poor black sharecroppers in Jefferson County, Missiisippi.

One next step is to getthe facts. What information

exiits today concerning ownership of rural America is scattered and

incomplete. The Federal Government which spends millions of 'dollars

on rural soup- economic research of dubious value has done nothing

on the basic question of who owns the land and the resources in

rural America. I could think of nothing more relevant to the

needi of migrant labor and the rural poor than' for this subcommittee

-16-
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to embark upon a detailed and thorough study'of the concentration

of ownership in rural America and its relationship to rural poverty.

There are hundreds, if not thoUsands, of people across the country

who would be willing to help you and your subcommittee staff.

But even before the completion of suchha study, we can begin

to develop a strategy for rural de4elopment that concentrates

on helping those who need,h*lp.

Elements in such a strategy might include:

development of a system of credit, training and

4

technical assistance for poor peoples' rural cooperatives

and other self-help enterprises. The proposed Title VII

* of the Senate version of the Economic Opportunity Act

is a start, but it only scratches the surface.,

reform of.farm subsidy programs which favor corporate

Wealth over the small farmer.

-J,eXtension of minimum wage laws to farm workers to

alleviate the exploitation of human beings that is the

backbone of large scale corporate farming in many parts

of the country'.

a shift in the priorities of Federally supported agricultural

research from aconcentratien on large-scale technology

to technology suitable for smaller farms. It is unlikely

that the shift to large-scale farming would have'happened

iri many crops had not the research sponsored by the Department

of Agriculture been so oriented to large-scalt farming.,

-;17-
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reforsi'of tax policies which providerincentives for thew

wealthy to speculatein land. Also4itiluired is a

shift away from the property tai'to a more progressive

income tax iS'a basic source of localigovernment income.

-- revision of rural development legislation soch.ae that

which proposes a Rural Development Credit System (S 2223)

to assure that it would become a vehicle for self-'

development..

development of a land bank program whereby theTederal .

Government would finance local purchase of land for

locally owned development projects. Like the Urban

Renewal Program, the Land Rink would provide "write- downs"

*for local projects. Unlike the Urban Renewal Program,

development projects would be sponsored and owned by

publicly owned local or regional development corporations

responsible to the communities involVed. Through these

development corporations, migrant workers could be given

in opportunity to settle and obtain land ownership.

-- exploration of.the antitrust aspects of-the concentration

of land ownership looking towards the possibilitiogs of

comprehensive'land reform through both legal and legislative

action.

-la,
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It is not easy to conclude that an impoithnt part of the

solution to rural poverty is'in the redistribution of land.

Such a solution seems to lie-so far intp the future, and each

day that goeS by is another day of suffering for migrants

and other rural poor people'. But after seven years

to cure poverty with band-aids, we cannot continue

ourselves as to'the real nature of the disease.

Ironically; the United States has been preaching

the virtues of land reform to less-developed countries since

the end of World War II. The forces that resist land reform'

in Latin America and Asia are similar to the forces that have

prevented it from becoming a subject of serious discussion

in this country. But for better'or worse, land4reform is

as much a key to the elimination of rural poverty in America

as it is anywhere else on the globe.

-19-
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Senator STEVENSOIC Thank you, Mr. Faux. The figures you have
given us about landownership. ateerns and the rich and the powerful

And the big are shocking, paiticularly with our marketplace and with
our policies as biased as they are. I fear it is a trend that is going to

continue.
The rich and the powerful are the ones to buy up and exploit the

land, unless we do something,
You also made some very helpful suggestion& I thank you
Mr. FAUX. Thank, you.
Senator STEVENSON. Our next vvitnessis Mr. James Pierce, the exec-

utive director of the National Sharecroppets Fund; Mr. John Wilson,
its legislative director, and. Mr. Don Blood, its southern field repre-
'sentative.-

We are very grateful to all of you gentlemen for joining us this
morning.

.

STATEMENT. or JAMES M. PIERCE, EXECUTIVE DIR;CTOR, NA-
TIONAL SHARECROPPERS FUND AND RURAL ADVANCEMENT
YU.ND, ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN WILSON, LEGISLATIVE DIREC-.
TOR, AND DON BLOOD; SOUTHERN FIELD REPRESENTATIVE

Mr. PIERCE. I have distributed the annual report to Our national .

board entitled "The Condition of Farm Workers and Small Farmers
in 1970." And with .your permission, I would like to see it entered in
the record.

Senator STEVENSO/i. It will be entered in thiklre,cord following your
testimony.

Mr. PIERCE. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, since
its inception 34 years ago, the National Sharecroppers Fund and mem-
bers of its national boald and stafhave been concerned about the hor-

, rible conditions under which the rural poor exist. We hate appeared
before committees such as this tine many tides, detailing those condi-
tions and asking for relief. Unfortunately, in most cases, relief has not
been forthcoming.

For the last -35 years, people have been coming. before Congress
seeking a better standard of living and fair treatment for working peo-
ple. In many cases they have been successful. Congress has' provided a
minimum. -wage for industrial workers, but not for most of the farm-

migrants, sharecroppers, and tenant farmers. And, for those
few who are covered by a minimum wage, Congress has set it at a
subminimum level.

Congress has provided unemployment compensation for industrial
workers, but not for most farmworkers. Congress has guaranteed the
right to organize into unions. to inlustrial workers,but not to farm-
workers. And on, and on, and on.

America's programs to help the disadvantaged are geared for, and
an overwhelming percentage of its money is spent for, aid to relieve
the urban crises. Poverty programs, welfare, manpower;Neighborhood
Youth Corps programs, and most others are centered in the cities. And
they need themevery one of them and more...

Even those programs designed by Congress to aid. the rural areas
seldom address themselves to assisting the rural poor. The Department
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of Agriculture budget for 1970 was $7.5 billion. It had a staff of
125,000 but most of its time and money was devoted to expanding and
improving the operations of the farmers and corporations with gross
sales of $10,000 or more whom its officials consider serious commercial

-producers.
.. USDA acreage reduction and price support programs bestow the

largest subsidies on the largest farmers. In 1970, the top 137,000 farm
ers, or less than .5 percent of all farmers, received 46 percent of the
$3.7 billion in subsidy payments. A California cotton producer led with
$4.4 million, but the small farmers got acreage reductions and the
farmworkers got nothing.

USDA. research develops new crops, fertilizers; insecticides, irriga-
tion programs, And labor-saving machinery for large fitim operations;
programs designed in effect, if not in purpose, to speed the demise of
the small farmer and drive him iknd the farmworker into urban areas.
County agents :by the thousands, financed by the Federal Government
through grants to land-grant colleges, cover the countryside, helping.
the large farmers with scarcely a word to the small farmer.'

The Federal Government has never articulated a national policy
for the preservat'on and improvement of rural America, but they have
implied a policy f free enterprise for the small an,d'poor and socialism
for the large an rich; a national policy that, in effect, denies the rural
poor adequate housing, proper medical care, _equal educational oppor-
tunities, and access to most Federal programs. It is destroying small
farms by the thousands and driving millions of people off their lands.

Let: me give you an example: the largest single commodity produced
in North Carolina is tobacco. It provides a living for hundreds of
thousands of people. North Carolina State University in. Raleigh is
the predominantly white land-grant college in North Carolina.

Over the past 10 years, North Carolina State has spent over $750,000
of Federal money developing a mechanical tobacco harvester to re-
place hand labor. The prototype is finished and has been turned. over
to a ccfmpany for mass production. North Carolina State expects to
spend. another $250,000 perfecting it over the next 2 or 3 years.

Within the next 2 or 3 years, the tobacco harvester they developed
will displace over 150,000 North Carolina families. Substantial but
lesser numbers will be displaced in Virginia, Florida, South Carolina;
and Georgia. What will happen to these thousands of people. No Fed-
eral money has been spentnot by North Carolina State or anyone
elseto prepare them for the future. There is no industry in North
Carolina to employ them.

Where will they go? To the cities that absorbed the displaced
farmworkers when other hines replaced them. But the cities no
longer have space to ho em, hospitals to serve them, schools to
educate them, or industries _provide them with decent jobs.

If anyone wonders why here is turmoil in the cities, they have
only to look to the conditions that exist in rural America and their
Government that has ignored rural America too long, and is continu-
ing to do so.

The National Sharecroppert Fund and the thousands of people
who regularly contribute to its program feel that there is an alter-
native to rural decay, outmigration, exploitation of farmworkers, and
overcrowded cities.

That alternative. requires, however
'

a compassionate President, a
concerned Congress, and cooperative Federal agencies. It requires a
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comprehensive program of aid for development capital, education,
job, training, health care, and housing. It requires a new Government
policy in agriculture that puts people ahead of profits and the quality
of life ahead of agribusiness. It requires widespread support by urban,

ias well as rural citizens, whose interests are truly linked.
That alternative is the cooperative, or in some cases, a commu-

nity 'development corporation or local development corporation. And
these are arready developing. It is small but growing. It is unassisted
in most cases by. State and. Fedetal Governments and it is discrimini-
nated against in the money< markets of America, but it is growing.
It is a grassroots movement among the small and the poor in rural
America to form cooperatives and community development corpora.
tions.

Thousands have joined together in more than 100 farming and
handicraft cooperatives, credit. unions, consumer cooperatives, and
small industrial cooperatives in order to help themselves. Their 41.upli
cation on a national scale could lead to the decentralization of cities
into smaller and balanced communities sharing the best features
of both urban and rural life. They provide an alternative to migration
and starvation.

COoperatives workespecially if they received adequate help in
their formative years.

Throughout the South, small farmers, tenants, and share,croppers
are changing from row-crop production to specialty-crop production,
marketed through their own cooperatives, and substantially increas.
in their income as a result.

In Appalachia, and in many rural communities, handicraft coop-
eratives are providing the necessary income to thousands of families

'that means the difference between maintaining their present home and
migration to the cities.

ext year, some mignait farmworkers from Florida will travel
north as members of an NSF-sponsored farmworker cooperative. They -

will still face discrimination, poor housing, and most of the other
abuses that have become their lot over the years.

But next year, for the first time, they will make their own con-
tracts, own their own equipment and, instead of being exploited by
unscrupulous crew leaders, will be supervised by people elected by
themselves.

Cooperatives take, many forms because they are handmade by the
membership, use available land and skills, and meet particular needs
expressed by the laeople. But, whether they are credit unions, sewing
operations, catfish farms, agricultural co-ops, or some other type of
enterprise, they all serve as vehicles to relieve poverty in rural. Amer-
ica; they provide food, clothing, and shelter to thousands of children
who would otherwise face a bleak future in some urban ghetto.

America is paying the price for neglecting its rural citizens. The
price is urban ghettos, crime, unemployment, disease, .poverty, and
expanding welfare rolls. The price is too hightoo high in dollars and
centstoo high in human suffering.

America needs to establish new priorities. America needs to wake
up .to the realization that rural America is dying. Its death knell
could also be the death knell for all of America unless we act
soon.

(The material supplied by Mr. Pierce follows:)
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THE CONDITION OF FARM WORKERS AND'
SMALL FARMERS IN 1970

REPORT TO THE NATIONAL BOARD OF
NATIONAL SHARECROPPERS FUND

by James M. Pierce, Executive Director

"A method of funding priorities that provides .a sprinkler system for a
Mississippi golf course and denies a communjty the opportunity to give its
babies clean water:-.or protect them from burning to death is criminal." ,

Andrew B. James, Director,
** Tufts-Delta Health Center,

Mound Bayou, Mississippi

-"We have our 'committees, and we have our meetings, and we have our
hearing, and sometimes we even pass legislation. But somehow it does not
seem to get down to the folks and make any difference-in their lives, because
they are not in a position to demand that programs we dream up in Washington
are properly responsive to their needs."

Senator Walter F. Mondale, Chairman,
Senate Subcommittee on Migratory Labor,
April 15, 1970

The Year In Brief
1970 was the year in which many Americans examined anew the costs of
achieving efficiency in agriculture through bigness. In the name of "the most
efficient agriculture in the world," federal policy for thirty years had abetted
through sumptuous subsidies the growth of bigger and richer farms. Millions of
small operators had been driven off the land, as much the victims of
government policy as of competition. With little education or hope, they had
crowded into the great urban centers, adding to the crisis of poverty and
racism, social tendon and violence, pollution and deteriorating services. Now,
Americans learned that the race towards bigness was also depleting and
polluting the soil, water, atmosphere, and food through excessive use of
hazardous pesticides and fertilizers. ..

1
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Survival demanded both an ecologically balanced system of production and the
revitalization of rural life, but neither was on the governinent's agenda; The
rural poor continued to suffer from the meagerest diets, the lowest incomes,
the worst unemployment, the most dilapidated housing, the least adequate
medical care, and the most blatant racial discrimination. lost every
government attempt to help had been transmuted into a device OtiTer tolnake
the rich richer and the poor poorer or to regulate and pacify the poor with
token assistance.

Progress came primarily from the efforts of the poor themselves in organizing
small farm cooperatives, self -help projects, and unions. NSF's experience in the
field gives ample evidence that rural people want to stay where they have roots
and that, if given the chance to live with dignity, will work hard to succeed.
The victory won this year by California's grape pickers in the United Farm
Workers Organizing Committee raised the hopes of many struggling to
overcome rural poverty and deprivation. These gains represented significant
steps toward a livable environment for all.

Is the Small Farmer Obeolete?
The exodus of small farmers continues, while government agricultural policy
remains attuned to the interests of large farmers: More than 2.7 million
farmers, nearly all of therri "'small operators, have abandoned farming or sold
out to bigger competitors since 1950. Only about 2 million small farms are left
now. Between 1950 and 1970, the total number of farm residents has declined

from. 23 million to 9.7. milliOn people.

The Department of Agriculture (USDA) keeps growing bi:ner as farm
population dwindles. Between 1950 and 1970, USDA appropriations rose from
$2.3 billion to $7.! billion. and its staff grew from 84,000 to 125,000, Most of
USDA's money and time are devoted to expanding and improving the
operations of the one million farmers with gross sales of $10,000 or more
whom its officials consider serious commercial pr6dueers.

Subsidies
USDA acreage 'eduction and price support programs bestow the biggest
subsidies on the largest farmers. In 197Q, the top 137,000 farmers, or less than
'5 percent of all farmerst received 46 percent of the $3.7 billion in subsidy
payments. A California cotton producer led with $4.4 million, eight other
operations received $1 million or more, and 23 got $500,000 or more.

. The prosperity of big farmers has also been financed by USDA research
programs through their development. of new crops, fertilizers, pest controls,
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irrigation techniques, and labor-saving machinery suitable primarily for
large-scale agriculture. Big operators have enjoyed, a host of otter government
subsidies,.many of them hidden. Large landowners, especially in the West, have
reaped windfalls in land appreciation from federally-financed irrigation systems
and a vast network of dams and canals built by the federal government. In
many cases, the government has helped landowners make new lands -fertile
while at the same time paying them not to grow crops. The most significant
hidden subsidy to big farms is a labor subsidy: exclusion of farm workers from
the protections that apply to other workers, such as workmen's compensation,
uneMployment insurance, and collective`bargaining, has kept their labor costs
among the lowest in the nation.

Teich. Farmers Benefit

This multiplicity of subsidies has hastened the penetration of the farm
economy by eyer-larger units and the growth of corporate farming. Twenty
years ago the average farm size was 215 acres; today it is estimated to be 387
acres. The nation's 40,000 largest farmsless than one percent of all
farmsaccounted for at least one-third of all agricultural production. Farm
prices 111.1970 fell to 67 percent of parity, the lowest since the Depression, but
many farms of this size still earned a 10 percent return on investment the
average in farming is 3 percentcomparable to the profits of major industrial
corporations.

The Agriculture Act of 11970 leaves farm policy basically unchanged. The new
legislation sets limits of 555,000 per crop on subsidies in wheat, feed grains,
and cotton (sugar is not affected). But it still rests on a system of planned
scarcity and a subsidization process that widens the gap between big and small
operators. Already large cotton growers are resorting to a variety of legal
rrfaneuvers such as splitting their holdings among family Members so each can
get a check - -to keep on qualifying for maximum payments. Total expenditures
for subsidy programs are expected to continue at the present rate.

Erscrimination in Farm Programs
All small farmers have suffered from government policy, but black farmers
have been the chiefvictims. In 1950, there were 560,000 black-operated farms;
today there are only 98,000. In the same period, the total black farm
population fell from 3,158,000 to 938,000; the average annual loss was 10.5
percent compared to 3.9 percent among whites.,

USDA has been repeatedly found guilty of discriminating against blacks. The
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wont rights offender among USDA-assisted programs is the Cooperative
Extension Service (CES). A recent audit of the operation of the Alabama CES
conducted by the Inspector General's OffiCe of USDA found the situation
unimproved since the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1965. Black county
agents are assigned work on a racial basis, are subordinate to white agents, and
often have heavier work loads in areas with nage black populations. Deprived
of adequate services, black farmers remain handicapped by outmoded
techniques and low productivity.

Blacks are still virtually unrepresented on the Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service's locally elected farmer cpmmittees which determine crop
allotynents and price support payments. Thire are only three black members
amtng the 4,100 county-level committeemen in the South, less than onetenth
of one percent in a region where blacks are from 10 to 20 percent or more of
the farm operators and where they comprise a majority in 58 counties.

The Farmers Home Administration (FmHA), USDA's credit agency for
low-income rural people, has steadily improved black representation on its
county committees and has noticeably increased .black participation in its
lowinterest loan programs. Yet the help that it does provide black farmers is
unequal to that given whites who are similarly impoverished. In 1969, the
average size of operating loans received by black borrowers was $2,226, while
loans to whites averaged $5,928. The average size of economic opportunity
loans was $1,319 to blacks, $2,281 to whites.

Black Migration Persists
The migration of blacks out of the Soutk continued during the last decade at
nearly the same pace as in the 1940s and 1950s. The 1970 census estimates
show a net migration from the 16 Southern states of 1.4 million blacks in the
1960s, as compared with 1.5 million in each of the previous decades.
Migration primarily to California and Northern urban states was at an annual
rate of 140,000. Earlier predictions that the movement out of the rural South
had diminished assumed that black Southerners were finding more jobs in.their
own region as a result of economiegrowth and federal equal employment laws.
The new data suggest that blacks have not Nen able to break through job
barriers in significant numbers.

liked Farm Woliten
Agriculture. is still one of the nation's largest employers. About 2.5 million
persons did some hired farm work in 1970, a decrease of 4 percent from the

4
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2.6 million in 1969. Of these, about 1.1 million were casual laborers, who
worked less than 25 days, and 1:4 million were noncasual workers. The number
of migrant workers ranged from the government's low estintate of 196,000 to
half a million estimated by the United Farm Workers Organiiing Committee.
(Migrants are not counted in any official census.)

For an average of 80 days of farm work, hired farm workers earned $887 in
cash- wages. The 1.4 million noncasual workers (those working 25 days or
more) averaged 137 days and earned $1,519 from all sources. Domestic
migratory workers averaged 123 days and earned $1,697. Nearly 1.5 million
persons did farm work only, averaging 102 days and earning $1,083.
Approximately 555,000 farm workers are now covered by the $1.30 minimum
wage. The annual composite hourly farm worker's wage rose to $1.42 in 1970
from $1.33 in 1969, yet was only 42 percent of the average factory worker's
wage. Despite the tablishment of a federal minimum wage for farm workers,
their relative wags position has not improved appreciably during the last
twenty years.

Accidents

Farm work remains one of the most hazardous occupations. Agriculture ranked
third, behind only mining and construction, in work-related deaths in 1970.
Even with the phasing out of DDT, chemical pesticides are still a major danger
to farm workers and their families. In California alone, one in every six farm
workers annually suffers injuries due to pesticides. Parathion, a nerve gas
derivative, and other organophosphates endanger the health of workIrs in and
around Florida's citrus groves.

Farm Labor Organizing .

In July 1970, when the United Farm Workers Organizing Committee (UFWOC)
signed contracts with most of California's table grape growers, the event
climaxed nearly a century of efforts to organize the people who harvest the
nation's crops. Farm workers were either too poor to strike or too itinerant to
organize. And when they protested, vigilantes, often joined by the law, beat
them down. A combination of faQtors made the UFWOC breakthrough
possible: skillful organization and leadership, the ability to link economic
demands with the broader movement for dignity and social justice, and wide
support of the two-year grape boycott by labor, church, civic, and civil rights
organizations. The contracts, which cover about 10,000 vineyard workers, call
for an hourly wage of $1.80 in 1970 and increases to' $1.95 in 1971 and S2.0.
in 1972. In addition, they provide for incentive payments of 20 cents for each
box of grapes picked, grower contributions of 10 cents an hour to the union's
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health and welfare plan, and 2 cents for each box to the economic
development fund (used chiefly to build housing for retired field workers).
Jobs are assigned through the union hiring hall, thus eliminating the need for
labor contractors and crew leaders. The 'contracts also set up joint
worker-grower committees to regulate the use dangerous pesticides and
guarantee that delivered produce will contain no more than tolerance levels of
pesticides.

Even as the grape contracts were being sigried, UFWOC was getting involved in
another major battle. In August, 7,000 workers walked off the Salinas Valley
lettuce fields after growers refused to hold secret .union elections and signed
backdoor agrees ents with the Teamsters Union. Following a court injunction
against all strike activity in the Salinas area, UFWOC leader Cesar Chavez
annourtced a nationwide boycott of non-union lettuce grown in California and
Arizona. Bythe end of the year, four large lettuce companies= -Inter Harvest
(United Fruit), Fresh Pict (Purex), Pic 'n Pac (SS. ..Pierce Co.), and D'Arrigo
Bros. had rescinded their contracts with the Teamsters and signed with
UFWOC.

While farm workers in California are making significint progress, the great
majority of farm workers are still unorganized. UFWOC's organizing successes
in the West will need to be duplicated in states like Texas and Florida before
farm unionism wields the bargaining power necessary to inaugurate a truly new
era in American agriculture.

Child Labor

A substantial segment of agriculture stiedepends on child labor: one-fourth of
farm wage workers, or as many as 800,000, are under 16 some as young as 6
years of age. In. Aroostook County, Maine, 35 percent of the potaib acreage
was harvested largely by children. In the Willamette Valley of Oregon, 75
percent of the strawberry ,and bean harvesters were children. An investigation
by the American Friends Service Committee of child labor abuse found
conditions reminiscent of sweatshops of the 1930s, with children stooping and
crawling through fields sprayed with DDT in 100-degree heat for 10 hours a
day to harvest crops.

Most children of farm worker families suffer serious educational disadvantages.
The impact of the federal education program for migrant children, according to
a study by the National Committee on the Education of Migrant Children, has
"not dented, indifference to and neglect of migrants on the part of cities and
states." While children went hungry and untreated medically, $17 million of
budgeted federal funds were turned back unused by the states.

6
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Migrants and Federal Programa
Poor health, squalid housing, and powerlessness continue to be the lot of

. migrant workers. Federal programs designed to help lack adequate funding and
are administered by state and local bodies often unresponsive to migrant needs.

The migrant's life, expectancy of 49, twenty years less than the average, reflects
the gap'between the medical care he gets and. that received by Most Americans.
While the average person now pays about $300 per year for health services, -

only $15 is expended for each migrant under the government's Migrant Health ,

Program. Bad and unsanitary housing adds to the misery of migrants. Since -

1962 the Migrant Housing Program has produced 7,300 units which meet only
2 percent of the total need, and has used only 30 percent of the funds
available.

Major federal programs to aid poor people also serve migrants poorly, if at all.
A 1969 study f food assistance programs showed only 16 percent of the
migrants in Ted participating, less than 2 percent in Michigan, and less than
.001 percent inlVisconsin. The Farm Labor Service, originally created toll*
farm workers get the best jobs available, often assists in their exploitation. A
suit brought by California Rural Legal Assistance (CRLA) charges that the
Farm Labor,Service offices in that state serve to depress wages and working
conditions, primarily through the device of referring a surplus of workers to
growers who violate minimum wage and health laws. CRLA, one of the few
federally funded efforts that have advanced the interests of farm workers, was
in grave danger in 1970 as the big growers and Governor Ronald Reagan of
California pressured a wavering Administration in Washington to cancel the
prosram.

Legislation and Government Hearinp
Congress voted to extend unemployment compensation coverage to an
additional 4.8 million workers, but refused once again to include farm workers.
Meanwhile, big grower spokesmen continued to oppose meaningful coverage of
farm workers under the National Labor Relations Act. While the AFL-CIO
continues to press for their inclusion, UFWOC believes such coverage would
weaken its power because the present NLRA outlaws secondary boycotts. The
operations that employ most of the workers in agriculture are too big and
diversified to be brought under effective economic pressure by the strike
tactics allowed by the NLRA. Instead, UFWOC favors a return to the original
Wagner Act which set up the NLRA in 1935 and under which organized labor
gained most of its current strength.

Senator .Edward Kennedy introduced a bill to curb continuing and widespread
employment of illegal entrants, mostly from Mexico, by making farmers who

7
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hire them subject to prosecution. Alien workers, willing to accept lower rates
of pay than residents, still constitute a serious problem: in the twelve months
ending June 30, 1970, over 58,000 aliens working in agriculture were departed.
Because of a lack of public interest, hearings on this bill have npt been held.
Hearings held by Senator Walter Movie le's Subcommittee on Migratory Labor,
following the nationwide showing a NBC-TV's "Migrant," represented an
important attempt to make giant corporations in agriculture accountable for
their treatment of farm workers. Exposure of substandard working and living
conditions,. in its Florida citrus groves forced the Coca-Cola Company to
announce a program of improvements.

Senator George McGovern's Select CommitVe on Nutrition and Human Needs
held a series of hearings that underscored the shocking housing conditions in-
rural areas. One improvement came in the 1970 Hotising Act, which provides
for an incre in the maximum grant for construction of farm labor housing
.fiom 66 2/3 prcent to 90 percent.

Poverty Census Rises

6,For the first time, since 1959, the number of Americans living in poverty
increased. In 1970 the poverty census climbed to 25.5 million, up 142 million
from 1969, according to federal figures. Conditions for the rural poor are
getting worse especially for the hlacks who, as a group, are fallkig farther
behind whites. Not only are more blaik people poor, one black-in three
compared to one white in tenbut they now represent 31.5 percent of the
poor compared to 27.9 percent in 1959. They are also poorer, on the average,
than their white counterparts: the typical poor black family's income was,
$1,300 below the poverty line; the average poor white's was $1,000 below.

Hunger: Half a Bowl Is Not Good Enough
A government that spends billions to rid itself of the effects of abundance was
still unwilling "to put an end to hunger in America," as President Nixon had
promised in 1969. Even with the unprecedented expansion of food stamp rolls
from 3.6 million to 9.5 million persons during the year, fewer than one hungry
person in three got stamps. All federal food prqgrams reached less than half of
the nation's poor. The increase in food assistance appropriations from $1.2
billion in fiscal year 1970 to $2.8 billion, for 1971 fell far short of the
estimated $8 billion that it would take to overcome hunger and malnutrition.
Besides inadequate financing, restrictive features in guidelines and obstruction
at the local level combine to cheat the poor of their rightful benefits.

8
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Congress voted $1.5 billion for the food stamp program for fiscal year 1971,
more than twice the previous appropriation; at the same time, a l'inust-work"
proision was added that may ;force thousands off the rolls. The new law also
sets a $110 monthly stamp ceiling for a family of four = only 30 cents a meal
per person which may reduce allotments for many more. Practically every
county in the nation has a food assistance program, but "paper program"
counties persist where local officials' hostility and, lack of outreach confine
participation to a small portion of the eligible poor: Local indifference is acute
in many areas where 3.7 million of the poor Alf depend on commodity
distribution.

The National School Lunch Act now provides for mandatory free and
reducedprice lunches for children from families at or below the poverty level,
but only 5 million of the more than 9 million needy children were receiving
such meals by the end of 1970. Many local school officials *illegally deny
benefits to poor children or subject them to flagrant discrimination.

Rousing Promises Betrayed
More than twenty years. after Congtess' pledged "a decent home for every
American family" at least 8 million homes two-thirds of thorn rural
households -are substandard. Usually tlit home; of the rural poor lack central
heating; few contain all plumbing facilities; many are so dilapidated that they
compare with the most squalid dwellings in economically underdeveloped
lands. &survey by the Tufts-Delta Health Center of the homes of residents in
Bolivar County, Mississippi, shows that only three of every ten units have piped
water. only one in four a bathtub or shower, while seven of ten have
"sunshine" privies no pit, no permanent siding, no rear wall. In winter, some
families are forced to cannibalize their own homes to tear boards from the
walls for firewood.

Yet only about 10 percent of all federal lidusing funds goes tip rural areas, and
most of that fails to reach the poor. In fiscal year 1970, the Farmers Home
Administration made housing loans and grants totaling $791.5 million, up 55
percent from the preceding year. Half went to families with incomes of
$10,000 or more; only 5 percent went to families earning $3,500 or less.
FmHA's standards exclude families whose mortgage payments would be much
less than the rent they now pay for' their shacks as well as those families who
could afford to 'build structurally sound, low-cost houses with basic but
minimum water and,sanitation facilities.

An estimated.13.5 million new and rehabilitated housing units are needed in
the next ten years in rural America. Of these, 7 million or 700,000 a year must
be subsidized. At the current rate of 120,000 units a year one-sixth of the
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necessary paceit_ will take more than fifty years to meet the rural housing
famine.

Welfare: Reform or Regulation?

'Welfare rolls rose more sharply than ever in 1970, to a total of 12.5 million
'peopleor six percent of all `Americans. Feeding the relief explosion is `a steady
flow or millions forced to migrate 'from the countryside to the cities.

Benefits, though increased during the 1960s, are still meager and are lowest in
those states where rural deprivation is most prevalent. In Mississippi, for
example, families receiving Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC)
are expected to survive on $564 a year, and in Louisiana on $1,000 a year The
national average is $2,160. Many of those eligible are arbitrarily excluded from
coverage by local welfare boards. A USDA survey of rural poverty in the
Mississippi Delta found only 11 percent of the poor families on public
assistance.

The AdmingtVon's Family Assistance Plan (FAP) would eliininate local
scretionary authority and reduce inequities by guaranteeing a minimum

national allowance of $1,600 for a family of four, plus $700 in food stamps.
At the same time, the FAP would subject the pdor to another form of
regulation by establishing an elaborate systefn of penalties and incentives to
force recipients to work. With jobs so scarce, this requirement would promote
severe economic exploitation of the poor and depress existing wage standards.
As an, alternative, the National Welfare Rights Organization called for a
minimum annual income of $5,500, based on a government estimate of the
amount needed to maintain a low-cost living standard in 1970. The FAP was
shelved by Congress at the end of the year but is walled to be revived.

Towards a Program for Rural Reconstruction
Pervasive signs of environmental decay have fractured the myth that
mechanized mass production methods best serve the nation's food and fiber
needs. Unless alternatives are found, the destruction of resources, disruption of
communities, and waste of human lives will continue unabated,

During the last decade, a grassroots movement has emerged among poor people
in the rural 'South that offers them a chance' for a new start in their own
communities.. Thousands have joined together in more than 100 farming,
consumer, handicraft, and small industrigl cooperatives in order to help
themselves. These enterprises provide an alternative to migration Or starvation;
strengthen participation by the poor in local politics by alleviating evomic
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dependency; and offer a model of rural reconstruction Their duplication on .a
national scale could lead to the decentralization of cities into smaller and More
balanced communities sharing the best features of both rural and urban life. To
survive and grow, these efforts will need a comprehensive program of aid
including development capital, education and job training, health care, and
Jiousing. And this means a new government policy in agriculture that puts
people ahead of profits and the quality of life ahead of the continuing
prolifiration of commodities. It also means widespread support by urban as
well as rural citizens, whose interests are truly linked.

The National Sharecroppers Fund began comprehensive rural development
programs in two key areas in 1970. With financial and technical assistance from
NSF, farmer cooperatives in both Halifax County, Virginia, and Burke County,
Georgia, are shifting from tobacco and cotton crops to high-yield, labor-inten-
sive vegetable cultivation and experimenting with organic methods. Farm
families who otherwise would have been uprooted are also planning new
housing, health and child care facilities and other self-help projects. In
addition to its field programs, NSF works to make government more responsive
to the needs of the rural poor; supports the efforts of farm workers to organize
and secure the right to bargain collectively; and carries on an extensive
educational program to inform the public of the facts of rural poverty and the
measures necessary to end it.

Note: See page 12 for additional information about the National
Sharecroppers Fund.

Additional copies and list of other educational material available from:

NATIONAL SHARECROPPERS FUND

112 East 19th Street, New York, N.Y. 10063
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OTHER PROGRAMS OF THE
NATIONAL SHARECROPPERS FUND INCLUDE:

4 .

Self-Help Housing

Leadership Training

Student Interns

Health Programs

Community Development

Cooperatives
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Senator S1 v1 you,:Mr. PierCe. Do your Colleagues have
statements also or can we ask_some questions?

31r.- PinncE. Mr. Blood works with our organization and directly
with the cooperatives and if it would, help the chairman and help
the committee for him to give his statement before questions, he will.

senator STEVENSON. Yes; I think we will continue with the state-
ment. Mr. Blood.

Mr. Bloom Mr. Chairman, Senator Hughes, my name is Don Blood.'
I am southern field representative for the National Sharecroppers
fund. I have been working with two cooperatives in the South for
the past 4 years.

I have worked very closely with the Eastern Georgia Farmers Co-
operative, Inc., in Waynesboro, Ga. (Burke County), and the South-
ern Agricultural Association of Virginia (Halifax County), giving
technical assistance to both areas.

In most cases, I have worked with the business leadersboth pri-
vate and governmentto find that they just do not try to understand
what cooperatives are all about. Furthermore, I have found, in most
instances, that the leaders show no sign of interest about the poor.

I have worked with the poor and found they are concerned indi-
viduals looking for assistance, but realizing little or no funds or re-
sources are available to them. Oftentimes some poor .people are slow
to respond even to the projects to which I Have given technical assist-
ance, due to the promises made in the past by Governmental officials,
and having that pipedream go down the drain. 1'

In Halifax County, the Southern Agricultural Association of Vir-
ginia was organized. about 3 years ago on shoe string funds. For .2
years the co-op struggled along trying to get additional funds to set
up the proper organization and have the seed money to involve the
members in diversification of crops.

The co-op both years was less than successful, due to not haling
proper funding. In the fall of 1970, the National. Sharecroppers fund
agreed to make a $100,000 no-interest loan available to it for the very
purpose of getting the co-op on its feet and operating in the black.

NSF is not blessed with an abundance of funds, so we were limited
as. to what we could really do. When NSF 'stepped in, the co-op was
dead and only through this loan was it evten to be revived. It was
$12,000 in. the red at the end of 2 years ;in 1 year with the technical
assistance of NSF and the $100,000 loan, the co-op showed a 07,000
profit figure as of July 1, 1971.

The farm members participating in the program this year showed
records of some improving their incomes over last year and some even
doubled their income.

During the peak of the harvest season, some 200 young people -were
employed by the co-op, giving jobs to many who would. have gone
without jobs for the summer, or who would have moved away from
home to seek employment elsewhere. The workers and the co-op com-
plimented-each other as it supplied the resources to both parties. 11/any
times there just wasn't enough money to do the job, or take advantage
of other economic .endeavors that arose out of this seed money.

Now many farmers are trained and have realized what this small
amount of money can do. But let me stress this amount can help a
very small portion of the poor in a given area. The need for more
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funds is so urgent that those of us working in the field feel like more
people are moving away than we can get involved with.

In Waynesboro, (4a., the Eastern Georgia Farmers Cooperative,
Inc. was organized in 1968 and is composed Of five counties (Burke,.
Jefferson, Emanuel, Jenkins and Screven). There were no fund.S avail-
able and yet the people were willing to start organizing with the hope
that something could be generated from poor farmers pulling together.

The co-op leaders decided on a service station as their first project
in 1969, and with technical assistance, private money was generated
to open for business on. $1,800. The experts tell us a business takes 3
to 5 years before it will start making a profit. Yet, the station Started
turning a profit the second year.

There were many projects started and many to be funded. Surveys
were taken, proposals written, yet no money became available. These
proposals were submitted to both private and governmental agencies
with the response the same; there just were not any funds available.

In the fall of 1970, the National Sharecroppers fund announced a
$100,000 no-interest loan This was like a revelation to the poor people
in the area. Many of the local leaders became interested when they
found money was coming-in, as they wanted to get a piece of the pie.

The co -op purchased their first 25 acres for their headquarters, and
made many attempts to rent additional land. They were able to lease
170 acres more for farming this year. We had 170 farm memberS
participating in the program for the first time.

The co-op was the largest grower, of squash and cucumbers in the
area. Some farm members made enough profit from their crops this
year to pay off their small debts and have enough money left over to
keep them until their other crops were harvested:

The coop has the largest irrigataion system in the area also. This.
new emphasis demonstrated to members and nonmembers, both black
and white, what irrigation can really do.

Duo to starting into agriculture for the first time this year, a great
deal of money was used for equipment. Yet, the co-op once again
demonstrated its usefulness by employing about 200 young people in
the area. The co-op paid high wages and furnished transportation to
local people that changed the attitudes of many. Even with the small
amount of land the co-op was able to make a profit this year. Again
though, more money was needed.-

In conclusion, it through the. efforts..of this subcommittee legisla-
tion . could be enacted that would make it possible for co-ops to be or-
ganized, given adequate technical. assistance and marketing assist-
ance, and could be financed through developmental loans, I am sure
the decay, of rural America could.be halted and all Americans would
benefit.

Senater STEVENSON. Thank you, Mr. Blood.
Mr. Wilson, do you have a statement?
Mr. WILSON. Afr. Chairman, with your permission we would like

to change the procedure justm little bit and we would like to have Mr:
Peace. and Mr. McKnight give their statements and we would all like
to field the questions together.

Senator t-iTEVENSON. Mr: Peace and Mr. McKnight.
Mr. Peace is the assistant to the director, Federation of Southern

Cooperatives, which is a service organization. for ceramic farming
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and clothing cooperatives of small farmers and displaced farm-
workers.

Father McKnight is the executive director of the Southern Co-
operative Development Fund.

Father McKnight, would you like to proceed.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM PEACE, ASSISTANT TO EXECUTIVE DI-
RECTOR, FEDERATION OF SOUTHERN COOPERATIVES; AND REV.
A. 1. McKNIGHT, EXECUTivS DIRECTOR, LOUISIANA ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT FUND

Father McKmoirr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Senator
Hughes. I have a written statement which I would like to submit for
the record.

Senator STEVENSON. Why don't we, if it is all right with you, put it
in the record and perhaps you can summarize your statement.

(The prepared statement of Father McKnight follows :)

4
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SWOP= CO ALURIULTIVIS TO RURAL POVSITT.
PRISMITED TO TEM MATZ SUE 11J ON MIORATCOX,IABOR'

BY PR. A.J. MorKOHT, FUSIN=
SCUTUM COOPIRATIVI DiVEOPHINT FUND

WAYSTM, LOUIS/AXA

%September 22, 1971

W. Chairman, andmembers of the Subcommittee, X work very closely

with thm Federation of Southern Cooperatives,' which is a tax-exempt

membership organisation of over 100.low-inooms cooperatives looatod in

fourteen of the southern states. These 000poratives run the gamut of

cooperative businesses embracing credit unions, oonauser coops, agri-

cultural coops, and various service cooperatives.

Th. Federation of Southern CoOroritives provides technical assistance

in the form of management training, accounting and marketing assistance,

mombership-education, and financial assistance in the form of grants and

sort loans to the cooperatives.

The Southern Cooperative Develo t Fund was organised by the

Federation of Southern Cooperatives to be a restock' financial institution

providing credit to.thoso cooperatives which could handle relatively

hard loans. The Federation of Southern Cooperatives and the **thorn

Cooperative Davelopmea Furl work very olottely in developist0ean packages,

with the Southern Cooperative Development Fund providing the credit and

o Federation of Southern Cooperatives providing caoviding the technical assistance

4,1whioh is necessary to insure the cooperatives' capacity-to repair the loan.
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I have beenimaidrqglitth cooperatives in various capacities for ten

years nom and have developed enough experience to know that with oertein

inputs, needy aduoationali managerial, financial and marketing, it is

possible to haves supoessful 000perstive movement among low-inoome,

People. Y have, enough experienoe now to say that ocoperatives can,

with adequate assistenolo, pot only develop potpie but stem the outward

migration of people from the ruralfteth and help revitalise rural areas

and.small towns.

The lowinoome agricultural coops have been very snooeasful so far

in helping thousands of mmall farmers to Man in farming, lesearel

thous that there are areas of agricaturecwhieh for the forseeible

litturo, mill require intensive hand labor. It is in these areas that

the small farmer has the ocupetittte edge over the large products,

provided the email farier has the services of a coop to help Using

his seeds and fertilisers,000peretively and market his prodnos. tr

combining their purehosing and marketing needs 6o0Peratively, the

small farmers have the same advantages as the large oommerciel farmers.

We have enough empirioil data to demonstrate that smell farmers

can traocesafully Raw and market certain vegetables profitably if they

do so 000perativele .

The smell black farmer' in the South are, however, the host

conservative of a very oonsereattre group and it has been extremely

difficult, tedious and time consuming to convince the black farmers

who have been planting cotton all their lives to diVirsify and plant

vegetables.

0
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We have had, however, some reaarkabli mesas stories with some

of the farmers who have switched to rasing:vegetables and who have

adopted goad *situ:reel praottoes.' The story of the farmer vho made $300

on three sores of ootton two years ago but nominees $800 on one sore

of cucumbers is not emseptional VW have had fanners make as mmbh as

$1000 on one sore of okra.

In one perish of tovistana with the lergeet black farmer population.

there was a decrease of 30% in the weber of black fermiers between

1960und 1963. ,ainoe the formation of ah agricaltual **op -- Grind

Marie Vegetable Coop we hair' been able not only to stabilise the

.number of blaok farmers, but help to enable these farmers who plant

sweet potatoes to increase thetr income frosetheir Eliot potatoes from

fifty oents pie' orate to one dollar and twenty five cents per orate.

Research studies show that it is still possible for a small farmer

to iroi spiciallsed crops which require intOnsive hand labor and earn

&decent living It is possible to etre the small fierier an option to

remain, in fanning and to stop the oontinving rural migration tUver

urban ghettoes.

The greatest obstacles to realising this objective, as I see it.
.

are the policies of the United States DepertIOMdt of Agriculture. The

USDA programs have favored the big oomorroial biros?e and have deliberately

tried to eliminate the seal family fans.

Many years ago the UODissued a white paper declaring that the

family tern vas no longer economioally viable, and they keys dime every-

thing possible since than to m this prophecy mew true.
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I need not reiterate to this group the scandals of the farm subsidy

program ibith originally was intended to assist the anal farmer, but

which today lavishes it largess of hundreds of thousand. of dollars upon

the largo oammercial farmer. I only Mention it because I think it typifies

the entire orientation and dirention of the UNA which outrageously dim-

criadnatos against the smell farm.

I am reminded of the ramer* presently undermanlinanoed 1 the

USDA to develop strains of vegetables such as ammeters, okrit tomatoes,

etc. *irh oould be harvested menhanidally, while at the same ilia, we

are struggling without any assietanoe from the OCIDA to get small farmers

to diversify into what, at present, offers this a means of sur*Vil

where they ere.

If the polioiei of the USDA were Changed, we would have the forces ,

of goverment mobilited to researhe the areas of agriculture than oan be

bendled.bythe small famdlyrftrms working threigh oonperatives. /*stead,

,ift,have a powerful 110.110.nt AWAY not only writing off the family

far., but spending such of its resa cis on how to expedite the elimination

of the mesil farm.

The Xxteneion dePartments .f as of our universities are also guilty

of the sere sin. greater proportion of our enivirsitisel rosourome

Awed& to mobilised to deal with our rural -urban crisis instead of.00n-.

swami me each of our odueational reecurces in reamer& projeets

ars edegeatoly financed but geared to assist those who elreadorhave so

mmeb 1101d net these who have very little.

I
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Despite the treeenions financial resources of our Department of

Agrioulture, it does not have adequate personnel with the expertise to

work with illiterate and semi-literate people of different ithnio baok-

grounds and cultures. In tar too swap: instances, our USDA officials,

Mk-tension agents, and county supervisors simply are incapable of cm-

.
ennioating with the wall, poor, and 'specially black farmers, most of

whoahavanever teen the ooenty,agent.

Some time ago I had the frustrating experience of visiting the

Farmer Cooperative Service Division in Washington to seek some assistance

in management training for lowinoome coops. Imagine wf consternation

when I was advised t a Federal agency whioh was established to render

assistance to cooperatives, that I ehoUld aOply to some private foundation

for the financing to perform' the management training, and that even if

they bad the finances, they did not have the parsonnaltho oould do this

type of training.

.Several years ago I had the opportunity to visit the cooperative

development in Israel. Such a small country with little natural resnaroes

can teach us a lot about oomprebensive metal planning and how to revitalise

our rural areas, because they. have had over fifteen year, of experienoe

and have developed workingmodele of eoonoaio and social developaeht biased

on regional planning.

I would like to bring before this Suboommittee the stpry of the

Lakhish Development Region, *doh is an outstanding acmomplishment in

regional rural Aerating. The oonoept is based on a large number of

agriculture eillages'in which the people buy and sell cooperatively.

These villages are integrated in a planned regional system whioh is based

-5-
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on a hierarchy of settlement's with clear14, defined functional divisions.

There are Woos levels with contras at Huh level, serving different

purposess first, thare is the village itself with a *entre; at the second

level there is Arural centre to provide services to agroup of five or

six tillages whioh together form a ocePosite turalstruoterei and at the

third level there is a regional Won serving the Village groups or

=Omit, rural structures of the whole region. Zach village renders those

pomary everyday services which its eighty or ninety families hays to

have, such as grocery, synagogue, kindergarten and dispensary. !Linos

agrioultnra is the mainstay of the Lakhish soonoay, the planning has rioted

on certain basic principles common to rural settlement as a wheic in

Israel. One main prim:410 is that all types of farms were planned to

inure, at the stags of fell developmentvan income roughly oorreapording

to the average income of an industrial laborer in town.

The rural centre is planned so as to provide vsrious types of

producer and Gourmet services which are better shared bpr a larger number

of families, "nob as primary school,,. linic, cultural *enter, general

store for agrioultural supplies and sorting and paoking shed, workshops,

and a big "Coop" store for consumer goods. It takes oar* of five or six

-villages; i.e. 400 to 300 farming familia,. It is situated withitirmaing

distance of each village thatit serves.

.ibe Gauntry ttniris meant to provide services of a moreelaborate

nature. First and foremost, the town absorbs the agricultural prodnoe

of the ration that needed primary processing, such-as cotton, sugar

/
beats and groundnut'. A ootton gin, sugar refinery' and so forth were

-6-
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oonstruoted. The town also contains all the administrative, oonomic,

and Cultural apparatus for the entiro region, local government offioes,

banks and credit institutions, a-shopping center, larger workshops, a

hall for oonoerts, theatres, a soondary school, etc.

A major novelty in the eoonomic planning of Imkhish was to so plan

the dOunty town as to unable it to process the agricultural produoe of

the region in order to providi additional employment; reduce transportation
f

costs and keep a *Edson profit from its crops in the district..

This typo of regional planning has enabled Israel to absorb a largi

dUlbor of illiteriti immigrants and raise their soonomic and cultural

standards. This is the tylim of regional planning/vs need in order to

sucossfOy refitalise our'rural areas in the South.
4

The Israeli experience shows that it is possible. The job that
6

remains is to get the USDA, the txtTsion Department, our land grant

universities; and other public agencies to ohange their policies and

direct their energies and resouroo; towards this task.

I oertainl# exhort this Suboomeittee-to give high priority to

legislation dealing with lomprehnsive rural, planning which is sensitive

to the needs and the plight of the migrant laborer and the small, farmer.

Our country will not be able to solve the problems of our urban

ghettoes until we have suctoessfully stemmed the migration of our rural

pbpulao. and stopped the deterioration of our rural aroma.

113,13$ 0 73 pt, 17 245
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Father Mcli."..tinarr. Fine. I am associated with the Federation of
Southern Cooperatives. That is a membership organization of over 100
of these, low- income coops, some of which Mr. Pierre ,spoke about,
and this organization tries to give technical assistance, management,
awl marketing membership training.

am directly associates with the Southern Cooperative Develop-
ment Fund which is an attempt to try to solve some of the credit needs
of these co-ops. We got it off time ground about '2 year ago and the con-
cept is of a regional bank for these low-income cooperatives and for
the last 2, year we have been trying to get capital by selling shares
and debenture bonds where we can make loans to the cooperatives.

First of all, I would like to stress, there are still areas of agriculture
today that require intensive:hand labor and it is those areas of agricul-
ture that the small farmers have the competitive edge over the large
commercial farmers. We have, identified some of those areas, but there
is need of research to identify it even more and itr is those areas that
we have been working in over the last couple of years of trying to
get the small farmers to convert and change over to plant these crops
that require intensive hand labor.

Of course, the in 'itself is a tremendous job because farmers by
nature are conservative, and poor small farmers are even more con -
servative.

. But we have had enough :experience to show that it is possible for
the small farmer with small acreage's- 40 acres to make a decent in-
come provided that he converts and uses the best agricultural practices
available.

For example, we have numerous examples where small farmers who
made say SO4)3 on 3 acres of cotton were able to make over $800 on 1
acre of cucumbers. It is not rare to have a farmer make as much as

/$1,000 an acre on an acre of okra.
So we have enough evidence to show that it is possibli. foe small

farmers to make a decent livelihood. There are numerous problems to
AP' doing this over a wide area. Personally, I have been working in the 4

South. We cover 13 of the Southern States and we work with all kinds
of co-ops, but 5 are4.onevnt rat ing on the agriculture coops.

What is needed to really do the kind of job and satisfy the small
farmer is a tremendous educational job of the small farmer. And the
crop can only succeed providing the mechanism is available to en-
able the small farmer to purchase the seeds and fertilizers at the same
prices that large commercial farmers can, and the eooperative mecha-
nism to help lum market his produce.

So, there is assistance that the cooperative needs, such as proper
financing, marketing management- training. Time one big problem we
still have not resolved is the credit. There are Federal agencies like
the Farmers Home Administration, to make loans, but the problems
we are faced with over and over again are either those loans are not
adequate to help solve all the credit needs or those loans usually come
too late and in agriculture unless the money is there at the right time,
a whole season can be lost.

We are still struggling with the marketing problem of finding mar-
keting outlets, but with the experience we have had we know it is
possible, providing we can change the whole policy of the Department
of Agriculture which has written off the small, farmer and they have
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made their prophesy come true to spending all of their money to
research the small farmers out of existence.

Just in the .field of okra and cucumbers, just within the last couple
of years, the Department of Agriculture has been spending millions
of dollars trying to research how to mechanize and..togrow the proper
strain of cucumber and okra that coul chanized instead of try-
ing to research and identify those areas bf ag iculture which require
intensive hand labor, and it is in those areas that the small farmer
would have the competitive edge.

There is need of an overall long-range rural development program.
I mention in my statement, and Twill just mention it here, I think

what Israel 'has succeeded in doing in their rural planning, planning
cooperative villages, of 60 to 90 families, and there are about five of
these satellites, so to Speak, surrounding a center illage of roughly
500 families where there are certain needs that are met, but it is
through this long-range rural ,.,lanning that they have been successful.

think that if we can learn tE om their experience and past legis-
lation that just dovn't go from,,s,r to year, but. has some long-range
planning, that we &bri be ,successfur in helping many of these small
farmers to remain in farming.

Just one last example. There was one parish in Louisiana it is
called Saint Landry Parishin. Louisiana we call our counties par-
ishesbetween 1961 and 1965 there was a 50-percent decrease in the
number of black farmers in that area. In 196501966 we organized a
cooperative and this is primarily handling sweet potatoes and we have
been able to stem the outward migration,. because we have been able
to raise the income from the sweet potato from 50 cents a crate to
roughly $1.25 a crate. And that has helped hundred. s of those farmers
to be atte to stay in farming and. I think that demonstrates 'what a
cooperative can do to directly assist low-income poor in the rural
areas.

8enatIr STEVENSON. Thank you, Father McKnight.
- Mr. Peace, do you have a statement?

Mr. PEACE.' Mr. Chairman and Snator Hughes; I will read from
my statement. It is very brief.

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, the alternatives
to rural poverty are first, the making of these ,areas into attractive
places which can hold the young people. Much of this depends on the
Government putting aside its 19th century attitudes about rural areas.

This attitude is embodied in boyhood memories, such' as what it used
to be like down on. the farm witpf Iluck Finn and Tom Sawyer. Rural
areas are no longer isolated farms, plantations, hamlets, and small
towns. Television has made rural America almost as urban as urban
Americ in attitude and sophistication. It is fast becoming an urban
world, and rural people are looking for and rightfully entitled to urban
services.

Here, services must be defined in terms of parity : parity of oppor-
tunity. This means that first of all, income should be comparable to
that found in urban areas and second : social, medical, recreational,
and transportation service is necessary for stability and contentment.'

Housing, of course, is paramount for sound rural development.
What is then needed is a sincere desire on the part of Government

to develop rural areas to the point where people are given a choice as
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to whether or not they would prefer to live and work4n their native
rural setting or in an urban environment. Howeverall too often those
mho agree with this position believe that rural deVelopment is develop-
ment and profit for toe privileged few,-rather than for the citizenry
as a whole.

Development is seen as biggetter prices for the big farmer
and producer, and nothing, absolutely nothing, for the small farmer
and producer, not to mention the farmworker, whose only role is seen
by many as to make someone else rich. i--'

It must be remembered that the problem of the cities and nl
areas in general' is not the continued outmigration of the' pr d
few, but of the many rural people who agribusiness and Gov ent
continue to drive from the land. It is these people who, by the hundreds'
of thousands over the years, have caused- the present urban situation
and who, in turn, are now giving rise to our renewed interest in the
rural. They therefore must be included in Government's plans and
decision for rural development.

The Community Development Corporation is, of course, one way
that the people so far left behind can become actively involved in
planning for their own future. Government must seek out the tepre-
sentatives of these people as well as the traditional local officials and
business leaders for programs with a high degree of potential for gen-
erating income.producing activity.

If real and creative programs are to come to rural areas, they can-
not be brought from the: outside. Theymust spring from the will and
enthusiasm of the rural people themselves. The canned program ap-
proach must beput aside; only then can rural communities begin, with
government assistance, to plot it course out of poverty....*

You had mentioned, Senator Stevenson, specific technical assistance
1-programs. One program was the southern rural project, not to mention

the national sharecroppers fund, andthis project operated sta ewide
in Georgia and was a program which worked in this directio , but

4 only to see the rug pulled out from under it, just as it was be ning
to produce signs of real rural community development.

Newburke is a design for a new town and industrial park in Burke.
County, Ga., which the southern rural project was largely respon-
sible for developing. Work is now underway on the housingthere. As
indicated in the Newburke report--now, Senator, here is what you
had termed promising ventures that Geoffrey Farot had mentioned
when he gave his report.

Senator STEVENSON. The Newburke report will be entered in the
record.

(The information referred tolollows t)
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Credits
Planning and Design Team: Research,

planning and design studies for New Burke
were prepared by gradubte students in
Architecture and Planning, Georgia Institute'
of Technology.IVIostafa Howeedy, Fred
Osgood and John Stanford: graduate
students in Urban Design. Ghassan Azar,
Vinod Bhatia, Daniel S. Chang, James Ku,
Pauline Lin and Paul Yen; graduate students
in Architecture. Arnall T. Connell, Associate
Professor of Urban Design; critic.

At-

IC!

Technical advisory: William H. Peace
Project Director; Southern Rural Project of
the National Sharecroppers Fund: W. Don
Blood, Resource Director, Southern Rural
Project of the N,S.F., Atlanta, Ga.; Hubert
Thomas, Housing Consultant, Florida.

Editorial assistance: Claire Brown,
Assistant Director offiesearch, Southern
Rural Project of the N.S.F., Atlanta, Ga.
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What is Newburke
NewBurke NewTown is a planned

community of two thoutand modern homes
arranged into small neighborhoods centered
around playgrounds and ringed by green grass
and trees. The neighborhoods themselves are .
tied together by footpaths and bike trails and
cluster around a town center, a shopping
center, a lake and the expanded campus of
Boggs Acadeniy/Community College. Nearby
is the NewBurke Industrial Park.

Is this a super developer's dream
development? It could be, but actually it is a
winking plan designed to hold together and
reshape one of Georgia's most beautiful and
potentially productive county areas. Burke
County, in the easternmost part of central
Georgia, is the State's largest county. It is
also one of the poorest.

People Leave the Land
Burke has traditionally relied On cotton,

corn and soybeans for its source of income, In
the past, the county always had ample labor
to work its many farms, but during the past
thirty years the number of working farms has
dwindled: farm jobs are now at their lowest
number ever. Tractprs have replaced mules
and modern machines have replaced men,
women and children faren workers.

Most of the people between the ages of
eighteen and forty-five have been leaving.
Some have moved to nearby Waynesboro and
Augusta: some have moved to Atlanta or into
adjoining states; others have moved north.
Today. Burke County has a lot of people under
eighteen and over fifty and not many
in between. Those who stay behind
sometimes find seasonal work. Thoie who
work in Waynesboro make extremely low
wages, All in all, income is poor and the
standard of living in the county and in the rural
towns is Minimal, even for the rural south.
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Why Newburke
Why support this idea at all. one might

ask. its because this county needs new life,
new force, imagination and vitality which the
new community. enlivened by the interest of
many county leaders, is providing. The land
proposed for the larger New Burke townsite is
located approximately ten miles west of
Waynesboro. the county seat. Boggs
Academy, an enlightened, privately sponsored
high school attended predominately by young
black men and women from all parts of the
United.Stetes. adjoins the townsite. If these
and other young, bright and vigorous high
school graduates could find jobs and have
decent housing in Burke County they would
not leave. Jobs will help stop the out-migration
of valuable workers whose roots are in this
land. With dependable incomes. single
persons and families will have the means and
incentive to build homes and contribute their
creative energies to their own community.
Building NewBurke is needed, is
sociologically sound and economically
important It is a reclaiming of the land and its
dignified heritage.

I
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Four Growth Phases Planned
The planned growth stages include not

only the construction of streets and the
building of houses, but also the provisions for
jobs and municipal "services. The total growth
periodwill span somewhere between twelve
and twenty years During this time eighty
percent of the families will be able tG buy their
homes and twenty percent will rent Housing
will be available at different price levels and
will accommodate a wide range of tastes.
NewBurke and its industrial park will provide
about fifty percent of the jobs held by town
residents. Other NewBurke workers will farm
and commute to jobs at other locations
Within the next twenty years NewBurke will
develop stronger economic ties with a
growing Augusta and with other urban units
throughout the region. ..

Phase 1: Settlement
The Settlement Phase of NewBurke will

take about five years to complete Initially,
two hundred and fifty homes will be built
Included will betwo; three. faun, and five
bedroom houses which the Farmers Home
Administration has agreed to help finance
Construction has already begun on the first
increment of twenty-two houses

During this phase, one hundred jobs will
bernade available in NewBurke The Industrial
Development Division of Georgia Institute of
Technology and the Central Savannah River
Area Planning and nevetopment Commission
are already committed to this.objective.

The agriculture- supportive businesses of
seed packing, vegetable crating and crate-
fnaking will come first. Also planned for this
phase is the nucleus of a shopping center
consisting mainly of convenience stores. A
volunteer fire brigade mil be organized and a
taxi/shuttle service, now based in
Waynesboro. will operra branch operation
in NewBurke
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Phase II: Community
The community phase is also planned fol.

achievement within a three to five year period.
The number of homes willincrease to 500,
and as more factory units locate in the
industrial park, jobs will increase to
around 250.

A start toward the creation of a lake for
irrigation, water supply; boating, fishing and
aesthetic enjoyment will be made during this
phase The Army Corps of Engineers is
checking the fejoibility of a dam across
Beaver Oam Creek as part of its
recommendations for improvements within
the Briar Creek watershed. Land along the
Lakeshore will be allocated for community
parks and neighborhood playgrounds will
be provided.

At this time the first elementary school
will be built. High School students not
attending Boggs Academy will bus to schools
in the county The shopping center will double
in size, the taxi /shuttle operation will evolve
into a bus system, and the basic utilities
systems will be completed NewBurke will
elect its first mayor

\\
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Phase Village
An additional 500 houses will be erected

during this time, including Neve Burke's first
loot rent apartments. New industries locating
in the town's industrial park will be able to

, take advantage of lob orientation and training
programs offered through the expended
programs and facilities of Bogge Academy/
Community College. Basic and general
educational courses will alto be offered for
adults Some 450 now jobs will be developed
during this plisse.

The second elementary school will be
built, end work will begin on a civic center
building to house village/town government
functione. A local constabulary will be initiated
The shopping center will expend to provide
more choice and in-town employment, A
branch of a department store will open in
NewBurke es the village becomes the canter
of economicictivity for surrounding farm
settlements_

a nob% 411.4..,
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P halm 'IV: Town
The end of the town phase (three to five

yea's) will see close to 10,000 persons living
in approximately 2000 homes and
representing a wide range of income levels.
About 700 people willbe working at plants in
the NewBurke industrial park. Others will be
employed as the park expands. NewBurke will
have a total of four elementary schools and

. also a community library. A municipal sports
park will be completed, and a town wide
recreation program will be in operation at this
time Boggs Community College will offer a full
scale program of day and night course in
specialized education as well as conventional
curricula. A regular fire department will be
created. The shopping center will now include
a public health center and some professional

-offices. Oiscussion by local citizens will center
around the possibilities of building a
community high school.
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Secure the Land.
New Burke needs land bankers' It needs

visionary funding4nstitutions. corporations.
foundations and individuals to landbank
NewBurke's destiny The land must be bought
now. while it is still inexpensive. The land must
be held for the people of NewBurke. who will
ultimately buy it back for development of
their town.

jai
This is a low risk venture and a tax

shelter for the landbanker It is a high yield for
the community of man. It is good land. it will
not lose its value The people of New Burke
must be assured that the land will be available
whets it is needed Until that time. it can be
leased to the Eastern Georgia Farmers
Cooperative for farming

Facts. figures and public support, clearly
demonstrate the energetic effort the people
of NewBurke are making toward solving their
own problems They have formed the
NewBurke Housing Corporation, a non profit
organization made up of people from all walks
of life black/white. old/young. affluent/poor.
the powerful and the powerless. They may not
have much.means. but they have a deep faith
in their fellow man and devote themselves
untinnglyto self betterment and the future.
The United Presbyterian Church of the U S A.
has joined with the people of NewBurke by
providing the first building block. a P71 acre
parcel of land near the middle of the townsite.
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Won't You Be Next
Won't you be the next landbanker or

industrially interested investor in NewBurke
NewTown*? Please write for a technical
perspectus based on research and planning
done for the NewBurke Housing Corporation
and the Southern Rural Project by the
Graduate Program in Urban Design. School of
Architecture and Planning, Georgia Institute
of Technelogy It will give you a complete
Picture of the NewBurke NewTown concept.
Please address inquires to any of the following.
Dr. Calvin Thornton
NewBurke Housing Corporation
c/o Boggs Academy. Keyesville, Ga. 30816
404 554 =2182
Mr. James Pierce

N.. Executive Director
National Sharecroppers Fund
1346 Connecticut Avenue, N W.
Washington, D C' 20036
202 659 5620
Mr Don Blood
c/o Eastern Georgia Farmer's Cooperative
PO Box 35
Waynesboro. Ga 30830
404 554 5993
Or
P 0 Box 562
Atlanta, Georgia 80301.
4'04872 2302

ir
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Mr. PEACE. New Burke, it is estimated, will generate almost $100
'million of economic activity it in which it is to be built over
the next 12 to 20 years.

One thing that has to be pointed out is that once the Government
makes a commitment to rural development it Must be a long-term
commitment as opposed to short term, and that is, the Government,
cannot put a few dollars and expect like overnight results and that

kind of thing.
Now, we believe, for example, the rural cooperative movement

promises very, very much in the way of sound rural development, and
yet, it is constantly inekby hostile GoYernment forces.

At a time when everyone is vitally concerned with our economy and
inflation, the Office of Economic Opportunity is about to spend almost
$400,000 of the taxpayers' money for a study on the viability of co-
operatives. Cooperatives have been employed for generations, not
only in this country, but all over the world as a means through which
people can work together to solve .their economic ills.

Yet,'OF0 is taking vitally needed program money and putting it
into another study and evaluation of the problems of rural people.

What we need now is Government support, not analysis.
That concludes my statement.
Senator STEVENSON. Thank you, Mr. Peace.
We have heard today, and did yesterday, too, testimony that

the cooperative movement in this country is the real alternative to
the continued dehumanization of life in rural America and in urban
America.

I would like to get down to some specifics now to try to develop some
idea as to how best the Government can help realize this alternative.
Some of the testimony has, as Father' McKnight suggested today,
indicated that one of the initial needs is to simply identify the labor
intensive areas that do give the small farmer a chance to compete in
the marketplace.

We heard yesterday about zucchinis and strawberries. Today we
heard about cucumbers and okra. What kind of work is going on, '

by Government, by sharecroppers, and by other institutions, to help
identify these labor intensive areas that do give the small farmer a
chance/ Isanything really being done?

Mr. PIERCE. Mr. Chairman, the National Sharecroppers Fund, for
ia number of years, has done intensive studies on that.. Last year we

picked two of the areas. Now the reason we picked two is that we
simply only had enough money to serve two areas, but out of hun-
dreds of areas that we know ofand I am sure hundreds that we don't
know ofwe picked two areas to develop these two cooperatives.

It was an experimental thing, a pilot operation. One, because of their
desire to go into the fresh market, we developed a cooperative for fresh
vegetable market. Because of their desire m the other areas, we de-
veloped markets and gave technical assistance in processed vegetables,
vegetables that would go into freezing plants and mining plants, and
in neither place did we experience any labor problem at all . that is,
there were so many people unemployed, so many people in the small
towns who had been driven from the farm, so many young people who
would have gone to Baltithore or Washington or Philadelphia looking
for jobs during the summer if we had not been there, there was just
no labor problem at all
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There have been some studies, but not the kind of study that needs
to be made and I don't know who could afford it, other than. Govern-
men.

Senator STEVENSON. Are the land-grant colleges doing anything, so
far as you know, to help identify these areas?

Mr. PIERCE. Not in,a single case have we been able to go to a land-
grant collegeand say, "Where is a farmer who needs help." They doni,
know where they are and they don't care where they are and they doiff
help.

I was talking to a black county agent the other day in a county we
know and have -identified the people and put him to work, but he
didn't know where they were. We asked, "Why didn't you stop here
and here and here on the way out to the big farmer's place, and ask
what you could do for them."

"There is nothing you can do for them," he said. "They might as well
leave and go on to cities and get a job. They are going to starve to
death, otherwise."

Father MolCwinirr. Because there has been so little research done,
the federation has been successful in. getting 1,100 acres of land and
setting up a research training center in Sumter County, Ala., where
we hive hired several horticulturists to do research to try to identify
those areas with the small resources we have.

We have also been trying to encourage some of the land-grant col-
leges, but as of yet, there has been no major movement.

Senator STEVENSON. Nothing, so far as you know, is being done by
the Department of Agriculture to help ?

Father McKmairr. No.
Senator STEVENSON. What about the farmers' organizations?
Father, MOICNnarr. They, are all concerned with agri-business, .not

with the'small farmer.
Mr. PIERCE. In marketing, probably the most vital phase of this kind

Of movementyou know it does no good to teach a man how to grow
cucumbers or carrots if you can't market it.

The sole comments we got from the State Marketing Service, De-
partment of Agriculture, or anybody was, "Go see a broker. See if you
can get a broker who will handle it."

Senator STEVENSON. Do you know of any States that are providing
any assistance or conducting any research on this question of identi-
fying and helping develop labor-intensive crops?

Mr. PIERCE. I know of not a single one. My organization knows of
none.

Senator STEVENSON. You said, Mr. Pierce, that there is not a labor
shortage. I guess we are all aware of that fact. There is a labor surplus.

iBut there is a shortage of managerial skills, isn't there? Is anybody
offering any help to develop and furnish the skills with which to get
the cooperative movement going in the country, as far as you know ?

Mr. PIERCE. Except for a few grants from private foundations and
the small amount of work that we in the federation can do, I don't
know of a single governmental organization.

Senator STEVENSON. When you say governmental, organizations, you
are including the local units of government too?

Mr. PrEncE. That is right.
Senator STEVENSON. The land-grant colleges?
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Mr. PIERCE. That is right. 0E0 has done a little managerial fund=
ing to pay, the managers' salary, but nothing to train the man how
to be a. manager. I know of a few co-op. managers paid by 0E0, but
that is no help at all unless they are trained to go on to management.
Nothing is being done.

Senator STEVENSON. You mentioned marketing. I am not so young
that I can't recall farmers markets across the country. I travel around
now and I don't even see many of the old stands you used to see by
the road where the farmer could directly market some of his produce.
What is happening to that direct form of marketing by farmers?

Mr. PIERCE. Marketing now, fresh vegetables in particular, has
become very, very sophisticated: I will give you an example: A farm,
er in Halifax Cqunty, Va., will grow cucumbers and sell to Safeway.
He processes it and sells to Safeway in Washington, D.C. It moves
back to Richmond. from Washington and comes out of there in a
refrigerated truck and is put oiit for sale in South Boston, which is
the largest town in Halifax County. That cucumber goes from the
farm in Halifax County to Washington to Richmond and back to
Halifax, but we do not sell a, single cucumber to a city in the county.

Senator STErtrrsorr. I have something more than a sneaking sus-
picion that the consumer is gettingpretty fed up, too, with the quality
of the produce he ends up buying in the stores, and the price he pays
for all that transportation.

And additionally; that cucumber, after it -has traveled around the
east coast, and also the tomato or other vegetables that are grown, are
not fit to be eaten. .

Why can't cooperatives get into the direct marketing of good, fresh,
farm produce, or are they?

Mr. PIERCE. They are trying to, but they get no assistance from any
rnof the governmental programs to set up this kind ofa marketing 'pro-

gram. It is very expensive to do and you are competing not with just
agribusiness, but with the whole- governmental structure when you
try to bust that market.'

We threw away cucumbers and squash from our processing line, be-
cause Safeway or someone wouldn't buy it, but when they made the
trip We are talking about and came back, the ones they did buy, they
looked not nearly as good as the ones we were throwing away.

Marketing Isn't that easy. Now, in processing, you can come to a di-,
rect contact with a buyer to buy in bulk.

Don, in the cooperative in Burke County, sold thousands and thou-
sands of bushels directly from the co -op to, .I believe it was, Southern
Frozen Foods and some others in pretessing. But the profit in pro-
cessed foods does not go to the farmer. It goes to the processor.

Mr. Wusow. Another problem you have is a man on each end. A lot
of our stuff gets dumped because we can't afford to have a guy in the
marketplace to examine the produce when it comes in. They tell us
they dumped it because it wasn't graded properly or something. It was
dumped because we couldn't afford to send someone all over the coun-
try to places where we were sending the food.

Fattier McKwrou'r. I deal with that question myself as the execu-
tive director of the federation, and I have been working the last 2 weks
trying to gather together some economists to help us try to come up
with a marketing plan for the co-ops; and there is a sentiment in some
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.of the northern cities to collaborate in tryingto develop such a market-
ing mechanism.

We are working on it, but the resources and what not still are not
there and we are hoping that by the end of the year we Will have some
development in that direction.

Seilator STEVENSON. Have you sought Government help for market-
, ing?

Father MCKNICIUT. We have, but have not received too mu ch. The
experience Iliad with the Farmer Cooperative Service was that I went
.tO them asking for assistance in training and management and they
told me,, "Go to a foundation and try to get some money to *do it."

Senator STEVENSON. Can you tell us a little bit more about the credit
,difficulties of cooperatives? I mean cooperatives in every step of the
way from the farmers to the processor to the market. Credit availabil-
ity has come up time and again as One of the problems in cooperatives.

How difficult is it to get credit and if something should be done to
make' credit cheaper and-more readily available,- what should be done?

-Mr. PIERCE. I think clearly what you need is Some kind of develop-
mental bank or possibly involvement of SBA'i4to- this-field. Now
cooperatives just are not eligible for call practical 'Mrpose,s for thesekinds of loans. When we started last year, we asked for certain
amounts Of money for- specific equipment and suppliesby using title
IIIA money and they said it was closed down, it was frozen..

There was no money -available. Individual farmers find it most
difficult to get loans and get it processed, and get the money in time
to do anything with it. Sometimes they do get the loan, but it is for
next year or a year from the time you apply until you get it, so it is
very :little help.

Mr. WILSON. The. majority of people we are working with cannot
find a Government program that they fit into, no category they fit
into. They can't :buy. a house with an FHA loan because they don't
have ariy 'money in the first place;

. If a guy has $300 a year income, nobody is going to give him credit.
The same thing is true with the expert in the field of economic develop-
:ment and they raised.qUestions as to this is nota sound economic ven-
ture. It is not a sound economic. venture to them heause it is not going
to create an abundance of capital, but we consider any profit as being
an abundance. of capital. .

We haven't had a profit before and it doesn't bother us. The only
thing we. are trying to do is generate more income than what the
cat made last year. ,

If he didn't make anything last year, it doesn't make any difference
what he makes this year unless he, makes more. You can't, get credit
with nrthing. It is possible for the banks to back a farmer in Halifax
on the tobacco crop, but the. gny from the bank will be in the market
the day he sells that crop to collect all his money back, you see. He
still doesn't make any money. He plants the, crop and Comes up with
maybe $:200 or $300 credit and that is all be can receive.

Mr; PIERCE. When our fanners in Halifax went to banks and MIA
to borrow money to raise cucumbers, squash, and peppers this year,
they were not only denied the money, but told to knock off the non-
sense and .forget it and plant the tobacco and they would loan money
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on the tobacco. They would not loan money on anything other than
tobacco in Halifax County.

Senator STEVENSON. Father McKnight, you mentioned the rural
development bank. How successful is that type of organization? .

Father MVKNIOHT. It was just in July that we finally got the
bulk of close to a million dollars.

Senator STEVENSON. Did the million dollars come froni the sale of
shares of stock in the bank?

Father MCKNIGHT. Shares and debenture bonds, right. And it is too .

early yet to say how effective, but at least we, are in the business. Well,
it is not too early. We had one example of a co-op that in the past had
not done too well, mainly because its source of financing was the
Farmers Home Administration, and for the first year the Farmers
Home Administration lent the money, but they. only gage the co-op
money for land and equipment, but no operating funds. And needless to
say, the co-op got into serious trouble with its members dealing with
sweet potatoes

got
the co-op, not having operating money, took 3

or 4 months to pay farmers who generally get paid within 3 or 4 days,
with the result that many of the members deserted.

It was not until the end of the second season that the co-op was sucA
cessful in getting operating funds from the Farmers Home Adminis-
tration and. last year, through the Southern Cooperative Development
Fund they were able to give them ample sufficient operating funds so
that they were relatively successful.

Mr. Wir..sox. What, we have bqrn doing: over the last 2 or 3 years is
cleaning up the mess that 0E0 makes. We spend our money trying to
clean up the mess they make. They give somebodywhich is criminal,
and you know, Senator, and I know, it is criminal to give someone
$30,000 and tell them to go out and develop a co-op and out of that
they send you a $15,000 a year cooperative manager, which comes out
of that $30,000, so you know, it is really criminal to do that to people
and then people are sitting there talking about we are developing
economic programs and they don't have any money to develop an eco-
nomic program with. They don't have any capital or anything.

So what we have to do is come along and say "Well, we have to find
money to do other things with." So, it is really not helping anylxxly the
way the operation is working at present, essentially through the 0E0.

Father MeKNionT. You should keep in. mind that credit in itself is
not sufficient unless it is tied in with management assistance, training
assislmace, and marketing. It has to be a package. Otherwise; the gimp
is just going to get in trouble essentially because we are dealing with
the poor farmer who has not had too much prior experience in large
business.

Senator STEvmsoN. This is as true in the cities as it is' in rural
America. In some cases, I think the credit is more readily available
than the managerial help is. At least I have found that to be the case in
some cities.

Mr. Wir,sox. Senator, one; of the reasons that credit is available like
that is what happens is that people end lip taking your land. They
give you a credit, but they take the land eventually. We have that
problem in Georgia now.

Senator SmENsox. I WAS going to ask also if you could, from your
own experience, expand on what Mr. Faux said earlier in his testimony
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about concentrations of land ownership in large, typically absentee,
and oftentimes corporate owners.

.Do you have anything to add to what he said. about the apparent
tendency toward growing concentration of land ownership in a few
powerful large owners?

Mr. PEACE. Senator, we have been trying for some time to just get
basic information on how much land we were losing a year. It is esti.
mated that black farmers in the South are losing in the neighbor-
hood of 55,000 acres of land annually.

Senator HVGITES. Where is that?
Senator STEVENSON. In the South t
Mr. PEACE. And the Southeast. .

Senator Huours. The total Southeast?
Mr. PEACE. Yes.
Father WKNuarr. In the last 15 years the black ownership of land

has decreased. from 12 million down to less than :7 million acres, a
5 million decrease in less than the last 15 years.

Mr. WirsoN. The. only reason it hasn'l gone any further is because
they can't search out the titles. A person gOes to Chicago and they
can't find him and can't, sell it without his permission.

Senator STEvmgsoN. What is bringing that about? Can you tell us
a little more about what happens to the small black lanilowrier, or
farmer?

Mr. PEACE. You have basically a problem of like the age of the
average type blaCk farmer; for example, which would. be about 55
years of. age. Which means if he has children, the have already like
seen the hardships his mother and father had and are probably now
in the cities and just as poor in the cities as they were, 'incidentally,
in their native area. Which means on the death of the farmer, then if
the family is offered a price for the land,' and all, the children- say,
"Sure, we will sell because we need the money badly.'1

So they lose money on that kind of turnover and there is the taxes
that eat up a lot of black land and then there is like people- lose land
bemuse there is not a clear title in the, land and yearly, like this is the
kind of thing that is happening.

Even when we put land hi the soil bank sometimes black land is
lost.

Father MacNuarr. Or through loans. Say a $2,000 loan on 100 acres
of land and the farmer can't pay, lie loses the 1O() acres Of land for
less than $2,000.

Mr. PIERCE In South Carolina we are doh* a study, together with
the I3laek Economic Research Connell, in the'Sea Island area, the one
that is between Charleston and Savannah; Ga. That land at on time
was all black -owned land right after the Civil War. In fact, it was
given to the blacks. There was no whites other than troops allowed
there.

Over the years, because of no wills and bemuse of deaths, that land
now nay belong to-20, 30, or 50. or 100 people. It is virtually -impos-
sible to clear a title so, that you can build an MIA how, or the man
can get a loan to raise a crop.

Now, if Hilton or some large organization _wants one of those is:
lands, they.simply go in and buy the share of one of the people and go
to the courthouse and ask that that land be put up for sale, and they
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by it at very cheap prices because that is the only way you can clear
title, through some kind of petition of sale: They are picking up thou-
sands of acres of land in Sea Island whiclt was previously black
owned. Land that could- be made very productive for the people who
live there.

Mr. Broom Senator Stevenson, I would like to add to this another.
example in Georgia. Working with the low-income people, I have
found each year that the Farmers home Administration makes loans
for equipment to these farmers. They put up their land as security and
in the last 4 years, not counting 1971, we have had crop failure due to
a lack of moisture.

When the Farmers Home Administration makes these loans, they
are supposed to assist these farmers, and one of the things I have never
figured out, with an engineering background in school, is Why the
Farmers Home Administration does not deal with these people with
regard to irrigation. We know that an irrigationsystem can be put in
for between $4,000 or $5,000, but they loan him $6,000 or $7,000 for a
tractor and other pieces of equipment whereby they cannot meet these
obligations to repay this .loan due to moisture conditions and weather
conditions, and I do not see this and I haven't seen ilibotlie years, that
I have experienced working with low;income peopl

Going back to the Farmers Home Administration, pointing out one
illustration, the local people who are hired and paid for by taxpayeigs'
money are not concerned.

Senator STEVENsoN. Senator Hughes, do you have any questions?
Senator HUGHES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I do have a number of

questions.
No. 1, what is a National Sharecroppers Fund, Mr. Pierce? Is it in

the record as to what it is?
Mr. Pitacz. I don't think so, Senator.
Senator Itirour.s. Could you tell us then for the record what it

actually is?
Mr. PIIMCE. It is a private organization who gets its money from

individual contributions using--
Senator 'trams. How do you get the individual contribution? Is it

national mail solicitation?
Mr. PIERCE. Yes, sir.
Senator Moms. Are you getting any foundation funds?
Mr. Pines. I think we got $10,000 this year from the Norman Foun-

dation. I believe that is the only one.
Senator Maims. What is your annual operating capital ?
Mr. PIERCE. This year it was $750,000.
Senator HuonEs. Nationwide?
Mr. PIERCE. Yes.
Senator HUGHES. How many employees do you ham?
Mr. PIERCE. Nine.
Senator HUM ES. Nine employees. As I listened to your statement

you have made two $100,000 loans to cooperatives.
Mr. Pisacr. Yes.
Senator Huour.s. How many others?
Mr. PIERCE. A $50,000 loan to the Federation of Southern Develop-

ment Fund, srlo,ow to the new community.
Senator HITGIIItS. How is your board of directors selected ?
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_ Mr. PIERCE. It is a self-perpetuating board of about 30 people,
national in scope. Dr. Benjamin Mays from Atlanta is chairman. It is
rather a large board. Most of our money, though, goes into programs
in the form of either loans or grants of technical assistance. Very little
is' paid to staff. Very little to staff.

Senator HUGHES. What is your salary a year .?
Mr. Pixacz. $20,000.
Senator HUGHES. MIS expenses and travel?
Mr. PIERCE. Yee, sir.
Senator HUGHES. Are there other higher paid officials in the

organization V
Mr. Pima& No no, they are all $12,000.
Senator HUGHES. I am trying to get into the record whatyou are and

how you operate. How do you make a decision on a loan asi to who you
will help of won't help?

Mr. PIERCE. Well, the people who desire help request it from the
National Sharecroppers k`tind and the board annually allots its money
to those who request help.

Senator HITCHES. How many blacks are on the board?
Mr. PIERCE. A majority. I don't know. .

Senator HUGHES. You don't know how many I
Mr. Prszcm. No; I don't.
Senator HUGHES. How often does the b9ard meet?
Mr. PIERCE. Twice a. year. Father McKnight is on the board. .

Do you know how many blacks are on the board?
Father MCKNIGHT. No.
Senator HUGHES. It is a complement that you don't know. I am not

being critical. I am just wondering what the percentage makeup is.
Do you have other minority group representation on the board t

Mr. PIERCE. Yes.
Senator Huonzs. How many whites are on the board? Can you tell

me that?
Mr. PIERCE. I am sorry, I don't know.
Senator HUGHES. I am trying to show the board is a fair representa-

tion of the people you are involved with. Are the cooperatives you are
dealing with generally a minority population

Mr. num. Right now they are. However, we have supported and
are continuing to support two or three cooperatives in Appalachia in
the mountains and one in Georgia, a handicraft co-op that is predomi-
nantly white. Most are predominantly black. We have very little, other
than studies, going on in the Southwest. We would like to get more in
that area, but we don't at the present time. It is an old organization,
Senator. It was started by Eleanor Roosevelt and people like that back
in the middle 1930's when the sharecroppers were being driven off their
land as a result of Agriculture Department policies of crop, reductions..

Senator !Wants. Two of you mentioned capital for regional banks
for cooperatives. Both Father McKnight and you, Mr. Pierce; men-
tioned a regional bank. What did you have in mind?

Father McKumirr. Well, I know with the Southern Cooperative
Development Fund, the whole concept of it is based upon actually
the bank of cooperatives. Actually the way they got started back in
the early 1030's, they got started with Government help, and since then
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they haVe been able to generate equity on the part of the farmers so
that now they are owned by the middle-class farmers.

Senator Huonrs. You were thinking of the same type of thing?
Father WIC:iner. Right, and hoping that this Southern Coopera-:

tive Development Fund can develop into such a bank for cooperatives
in the South.

Senator ItranEs. Two percent of it is Federal money, is that right?
Father MCKNIOUT. No, the only Federal money we have received'

is we have received some money from OEO.
Senator lltroixEs. I. understand you haven't received any, but is that

what you want3
Mr. PIERCE. I would say 1 percent money.
enator TIMMS. That would be better.
Mr. PIERCE. But just money is whattwe need. It does cost $50,000 or

$60,000 or $1(X),000 to develop a cooperative, so they can serve :300
or 400 people, but it is a small investment when you consider the kind
of money being spent.

If we could get -a guaranteed loan of $.250 million, I am. sure we
could. serve quite a few people.

Senator Ituorizs. How many?
' Mr. -PIERCE. Fifty thousand. More than that.

Senator Hiram. In how many States?
Mr. PIERCE. Throughout the country: .

Senator ItroxiEs. The same programs you are working on there.
will they apply in the northern half of the United States?

Mr. PIERCE. Very much so. There are areas in Pennsylvania I know
from recently discussing this with .a director who I know, that des-
perately need a co-op.

Senator Ihroirm. You are not relying on a year-round growing
season for success?

Mr. PIERCE. No; we don't need it.
Senator HITGIIE8. You can operate on a 4-month growing season?
Mr. PIERCE. Very well. And the facilities then can be used for a

great many things.. Let, me give you an example. The facilities that
we use for processing during the year could easily be; used during
the winter to make the crates that met us 5(1 cents a. piece. They could
be stored in that facility: People could be employed making the
craw that the produce would go into in the spring. There are many'
things.

Senator ItroixEs. Do you have a broad base support in the regions
you are operating of the poor farmers?

Father Melimoirr. Definitely.
Senator Timms. Or is there a competitive attitude between your

ororganization and the farmers?
ether McKiirawr. The, Federation of Southern ("ooperatives is a

membership organization of these co-ops.
Senator Huang& I understand, But that doesn't eliminate competi-

tiveness.
Father McKmoirr. NO.; but they have been working together so far.
Senator Itraiir.s. In fact, co-ops have driven people out of business:

is that right?
Father 1VIcKmoriT. Y.
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Senator HUGHES. Are you driving people out of business in your
cooperative?

other MCKNIGHT. No.
Senator Humus. I lived in a co-op town in "a co-op State and I

am a wholehearted supporter of cooperatives. Don't take the question
as being antagonistic. I ant trying to clarify the record, if I can, on
the broad base support you have in the regions where you are actually
working, developing, and financing cooperatives.

Is it generally accepted?
Mr. PIERCE. By the farmer or by the power structure.
Senator Huonas. The farmer
Mr. nue& Oh, sure.
Father McKmairis. It is not, always accepted by the city-4011as.
Senator IIronas. No; well, what is their attitude? What is the

attitude of the large farmer, the succewful farmer, the guy with 1,000
acres of land who has bought out all of these properties you are
talking about?

Father .McKszonT. Antagonistic. But we have one co-op that this
year for the first time really sold a large quantity of seed aud fertilizers
and the competitor owns the property next door to the facility and
within feet of the building of the co-op put up a fence in order to try
to stifle the competition.

Things like that, I think, are just typical of what has happened or
the opposition that the various eo-ops have faced.

Senator Humus. Do you see a restriction on the nature of business
that youvant to get, into in the co-op venture?

Father McKwicurr. No.
Senator Monim. You want to operate grocery stores, filling sta-

tions, sell fertilizer, in other.words, you want,to have a complete cycle
of operation for life support?

Mr. PIERCE. If that is possible.
Senator IIronm. It is possible, but you would have to overcome the

oppoeition from the local AMA.
Mr. PIERCE. One of the big needs is health service.
Senator Moms. You are going to have to get, into health service.

That was one of the reasons I mentioned that, You are building satel-
lites with a complete supportiveoperation, but if you have good hous-
ing without medical service, it is a problem.

Mr. PEacE..This is a problem that almost like defies description, be-
cause even if we get Government support and the monerthat is needed
to bring into being an adequate health care program in a rural area,
there is tremendous opposition on the part of local medical people to
any type of program coming from the outside. They have the power
to successfully block these problems.

Now, they are in some kind of like island unto themselves where
they are the law and can say, "This program can come in and that
cannot."

In Burke County, Ga., we were successful in getting the inducement
and baeking of the Medical ('ollege of Georgia in supporting a proz
mill that would serve It two-county area. Sev6n local doetomblocked
that program. Money had been appropriated by HEW for the pro,
gram, $1.8 million, and they blocked it6They itrsoeistystie. °-
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Mr. PIERCE. In Burke County, 70 percent of the residents of that
county are black. There is not a single black doctor in that county. I
think it was six instead of seven doctorswhite doctors tgpallywho
blocked the comprehensive health program for the rural residents for
people who may have never seen the inside of u. doctor's office, or cer-
tainly when they go inside it is still on a segregated basis.

Mr. Pica. They give the physcial,with your clothes on.
Senator Huonis. Is there a national cooperative market?
Father McKrrioirr. Yes.
Senator }fronts. You are not a member of it?
Father McKbrioirr. No.
Senator IIMME13. Whv not?
Father McKmoirr. Mainly because there is a national for consumer

goods and we are' too far out of their trade area. That is in 'Minnisota
and we ire just too far away to deal with it.

Senator Huour.s. Are you thinking of forming a national marketing
cooperative? You mentioned a need to control your own marketing
facilities the need to have the manpower to protect the delivery of
your goods. If shipment deliveries have to be delayed somewhere and
the quality may be questionable, who is going to bargain for you as
to what you can sell that for?

You say you lose Crops because of that if I understand your testi-
mony correctly. As a result of that you have got to do something to
develop the marketing capability.

The point of my question is, are you developing a marketing co-
operative?

Father MeV:snarl% We are investigating to try to get the feasibility
study done to do that, yes. We are moving in that direction.

Senator HUGHES. Do you feel it is necessary to eventually do that
rather than develop individual agents or agency for marketing?

Father MolCsioirr. Definitely.
Mr. Pinot. A. rough study indicates it would cost slightly lees than

a million dollars to market the goods of 100 southern co-ops, a million
dollars that none of us have. That would be a market program with
people on both sides, people at the co-op level to make sure it is
properly processed and a person at the selling level to make sure it is
properly sold. It would coot about a million dollars. None of us has
that.

Senator lItoiixs. how many black farm families have been driven
from the land in the same period of years you were talking about? Do
you have that information m this book?

Mr. PEACE. Yee, that is found in Mr. Pierce's report.
Mr. PIERCE. In 1950 there were 590,00() black-operated firms. Today

there are 98,000.
Senator lIvoims. That is farms. That doesn't include the number of

people, does it?
Mr. Pixact. That is right. In that same period the total black farm

population fell from 3,158,000 to 938,000, over 2 million.
Senator I Itotits, Over 2 million drop.
Mr. I'xiact. Aterage annual lose was 10.5 percent black compared

to 3.9 percent iniong whites.
Senator What was that again?
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Mr. PIERCE. 10.5 percent dropped in black families and 3.9 percent
among white families.

Senator Wilms. That is families. That is not people?
Mr. PIERCE. Tlu.t is population. The families went from 560;000

to 98,000 ,people went front 3 million to 1 million,_ and the average
annual loss of people was 10.5 percent of black as compared to 3.9
of white.

Senator Avon s. As far as I know there are only two black farm-
ers in Iowa State. That is all I am aware of, and I was Governor of
my State for three terms. But I am not aware of more than two black
farmers in my whole State. There may be more, but I am not aware
of it. The -cost of operating has -)ust completely driven those who
Were farmers out-of the farming business entirely.

Mr. PIERCE. You see, Senator, the thing that a small farm family
could grow is the thing he can t market individually. You can.make
a lot of money on five acres of cucumbers. You can make $600 or $700
an acre and that is good income and a family can harvest that alone,
but he Can't market it by himself. t

Senator Hronr.s. Do you have any projected cost as to the differ-
ence in supporting a rural family on the farm and what we are, sup-
porting them with on welfare in the city?

Mr. WILSON. We don't have the figures, Senator.
Senator Hvonrs. We could probably very well pay the farmer

anything, buy litre the farm and support your co-op.
Mr. WxLsoii. Yes, and then send all the kids to college.
Senator Hronrs. In 10 years of supporting a family of five in

New York City or 11 on, we could buy the farm, give it to you and
send, your children thrOugh school, couldn't wet

Mr. WILSON': That is right.
Mr. PIERCE. For $30,00 a farmer in Halifax County, Va., can buy

50 acres of land, new tractor, a truck, and build him a house. For
$30,000 and he is in business.

Senator HronEs. Then when his kids walked out the door there
wouldn't be a dope pusher in the yard.

Mr. PIERCE. $30,000 on Welfare wouldn't go very far in New York
City.

Sir. PEACE. Of course the outtnigration trend is continuing. It. has
not tapered off as we were once led to believe, since the civil rights
activity in the South occurred. We were led to believe the great
migration out of the South to the North had tapered off, but new
census figures revealed-this is not true.

Senator HronEs. Without belaboring this further, I would like to
ask a couple of broad questions for correctional purposes for the
record, if 1 might.--

Any One of you can respond to them. Iain not trying to restrict
this in any way.

No. 1, .unanimously you consider the farm programs in America
during the last 30 years to have been a dismal failure its far as the
preservation of rural Americans who have had rural income, is that
correct?

Mr. WILSON. Yes.
Mr. PIERCE. Right.
Mr. 14Loon. Yes, sir.
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Mr. PEACE. Yes; that is right.
Father MCKNIIIIIT. Correct.
Senator Ikon Es. Do you consider it is continuing to be a failure

today? As far as our rural agricultural programs, they do not reach
the people who represent or are concerned with them.

Mr. PIERCE. Right.
Mr. PEACE. Yes, sir.
Father MeKNIGIIT. Yes.
Senator, Ify GnEs. If I understand the testimony correctly, you feel

the rural promuns. the land-grant eolleges, the research funds, and
all are directed' at the large landoWner, successful. primarily white,
in America today; is that correct ?

Father MeKrinarr. Yes.
Mr. PEACE. Yes, sir.
Mr. BLOOD. Correct.
Mr. WILsoN. Yes.
Mr. PIERCE. That is not only true. Senator, but the last crop avail-

able for intensive labor is tobacco and the day that harvester comes
off that production line you are going to see hundreds of thousands of
families leave immediately because that is their only source of income.

The eastern half of North Carolina will be completely inundated
in just a period of 2 or 3 years and this is also true of South Carolina,
Virginia, and Georgia.

Senator IfronEs. Do you have an opinion or evidence to support the
fact that this has been in the best interest of the consumer in America ?

PIERCE. None whatsoever.
Mr. PEACE. It is not in the best interest if you put thousands of

people out of work.
Senator IfronEs. If I understand your testimony as given to me, it

has added to the welfare rolls, increased welfare all ever the country,
and reduced health care, education facilities, and everything else by
the outmigration of the rural poor to the cities.

Mr. WILSON. It has added to the welfare rolls, the crime rolls, and
everything. One-of the problems, Senator, is that in rural Georgia, a
kid will say, "Why should I stay- in rural Georgia, why shouldn't I
move to New York ? At least I can hussle, in New York and make a
living. I can rob somebody or pimp somebody ankOmake a living."

He can't do that in Georgia. So what happens is he goes where he
can do it.

Mr. PEACE. Recently Governor Jimmy Carter of Georgia testified
before the hearing on rural development in Georgia and he explained
that in Georgia Se greatest export was the young people and that had
been the case and would continue to be the case until suilivient attention
was given to the needs in these areas.

Senator III-aims. One final question along this line: You have a genm
eral consensus, I imagine unanimous agreentent, that a totally new
farm program aimed at rural American is necessary in this country?

Mr. Palos& Yes, sir.
Mr. Wir.sox. Correct.
Father MeliNtoirr. That is right.
Mr. PIERCE. Also von want to absorb the people and not have them

go to the cities and be absorbed, but try to absorb them there.
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Senator HUGHES. I don't think here is any question about wanting
to absorb them in the cities, Xo one has the answer to-the problems in
major cities today, as as thave been able to tell.

Mr. PIERCE. It can still be solved in the countryside if' the Federal
Government wants to.
Senator HUGHES. I think if I sunders tfrariethe chairman correctly,

when I asked you previouslyand if not, I will ask it againit would
be helpfulto us as conimitteemembers and those members of the sub-
committee not here and the full committee. who will later have to be
considering these matters, that primarily the Chairman has heard, and

. I have heard a good portion, if you can give us constructive sugges-
tions of your major needs and direction in legislation that we can-

.

Do you have that kind of capability?
Mr. PEACE.. I can offer one suggestion. Many times folks will talk

. about like letting, it be done on the locallevel, letting the local people.
do it, as I think the-present revenue plan is doing. We. have no objec-
tion to this at all.IVe thinka is 0, good idea that local people make the
.deterthinatioh about the kind of programs, that come into, their areas.

But in every instance, the people who have left the farms the people
who are continuing tg leave, the low-income people, these people 'are ,
not' included, Always the local officials or'business leaders are always
that privileged: few who are'not migrating outorrural areas and not
going anywhere and unless the people who are subject to whatever
decisions collie out of these bodies are given some decisionmaking and
impetus in the planning of the areas, nothing stibstantial is going to
.change. - .

It is going to wind up like the brand-new urban renewal programs
where everybody planned. for the people who would. be removed and
consequently they were "removed" and nothing was done to accomp-
lish the basic goals of urban renewal.

Mr. Wirsoi.r. In regard to Federal legislation on housing, wages,
and.the total sgope of people's lives, these people basically' find them-

. S91Ves left out in the rural areas. A. person has to be realistic to the
income of what people are making. ,

It a person is making $300 a year and he wants a house, we. have to
find a way to ,build that house. We have to find away in which he
can remain on the land. at his incohiqas isnow or figure out- a way
in which we caii raise the income. WI' have to figure out how we 'are
going to get unemployment compensation for farmworkers:

We have to,, like Mr. Faux said in his testimony, keep title VII
. in the Economic .0.vportunities Act, which is a help. It will be of great

help if it remains in the act. And we need something of that nature.
We need comprehensive legislation for rural housing, maybe some

sort of way the Government can guild housing in rural areas and sell
it to the people at a cost they .can afford. It is going to take "revolu-
tionmy ideas," and I said revolutionary ideasin quotes so that it won't
be miSconstrued, but it is going to take revolutionary ideas.

I thin,k one of the reasons the cities are in the trouble they are to-
day is because we didn't look at it with different ideas and approaches
and we caii't,use'the same approaches in the rural tireas that rye have
been using...and think that there is going to bee. change....
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Father Mc mom. Federal\ legiol think, dealing with this
problem b to have also an_outreao It is not just enough to pass
laws, but o provide the outreach capacity so that people who need
these se ices can be educated.

I don't know how' you can do this iklegislation, though. It is so im-
portant that the 'people who are (roilig to implement the -program be
sympathetic to the purposes of the legislation, because, in dealing with
the South, we have seen so many beautiful programs just frustrated at
the local level ,because the people who have to implement them are
entirely antagonistic to the purposes of the legislation.

How you deal with this, I don't know.
Senator HUGHES. If you will permit me to interrupt you, I am go-

ing to ask the chairman to leave the record open and put some of that
responsibility back to you gentlemen here to sit down and write do-yrer"'
for us' what you think you need. Maybe you can't tell'us how to do it.
That is our area of supposed expertise and responsibility. But if you
can at least give, us an outline on paper .within the next couple of
weeksyou and your 'boardthat would be helpful to us.

Senator STEVENSON. 1 think that is a sound suggestion. These hear-
ings, of course, will continue. The record can remain open. We wel-
come such suggestions at any time.

Mr. PIERCE'. We welcome the opportunity.
Senator HUGHES. Wien you have an annual meeting, what per-

centage of your members show up?
Mr. PIERCE. Eighty percent, something 4ke that.
Senator HUGHES. Are you encouraging political activity of your

membership in understanding how to become a part and deal with the
establishment ?

Mr. PIERCE. We area This is difficult. A lot of our money comes under
the Tax Worm Act and is dedUctible, but our motional sharee'reppers
fund is able to' deal with political action and legislation and lobby and
the tax-deductible part of our organization is not. But we do have.=
arm that we can use to do that. And these three organizations that we
represent_ working clOsely. together, I think, can come up with what
you are suggesting. 3'

I don't know how you solve the problem of out of over 4,000 county
agents in the South, only three are black, that I know of. I don't know
how you solve that. These are the people who would normally adminis-
ter the kind of program. we are talking about.,

Senator HUGHES. I believe, Mr. Chairman, that is all the questions I
will ask now. I want to ,exprdts my appreciation to the witnesses for
the help they have been to the subcommittee and the concern and inter-
estyou have shown in initiating the hearings, which Mink are needed
in this country, and I certainly want to compliment you, Mr. Chair-
man, for taking the-initiative in pursuing these things that are long
overdue.

Senator STEVENSON. Thank yout Senator Hughes, and I am heart-
ened by your obvious concern and inteffest in these hearings and your
active participation.

I have only one last question. It is argued by some that the continued
outmigration, the continued concentration of landownership, and
mechanization have led to 9colomies so that in the endthe consumer
pays less in the store.

'A
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Is that as a general proposition a fair argument? Is it true?
' Mr. WILsorr. I don't think so; MrChairman. I think that all we have

to do is go to the Safeways in. Washington, D.C., and we can see that
the consumer isn't reaping any benefits from thenew agribusiness com.-
plex that has developed in the country.

I think that the consumer is suffering more basically because of the
fancy wrappings and the fancy packaging and he pays for the packag-
.ing, the coupons, the saving stamps, and all, of the fringes that are
added to that old process. He is paying for that plus gettmg inferior

14' products.
Mr. PEACE. The only reason large. farmers are able to drive small

ones out is because of the $71/2 billion a year coming from the Depart-
ment of Agriculture they can spend to make their operation more A-,'
cient and they can keep the small farmer from getting.

'One county in Georgia has afi agent whose primary, job is to service
AO farmers who grow turnip greens. They are large farmers, but that is
his job, to give full-time service to those 40 farmers. The other farmers
in the county; they don't exist.

Mr: PIERCE. If the $71/2 billion a year spent with the Department of
Agriculture was aimed at improving the efficiency of the small farmer,
the cost of produce could go down drastically, more people could be
kept tm the land and 'there would be l ioss problems in the cities and
the whole country will benefit.

Senator STEVENSON. It appears on the basis of the testimony that
we heard today and yesterday that there is no justification for what
is happening in the country. You gentlemen this morning have elo-
quently described a national tragedy, the continuing in`tration of

' people and human beings from rural America to the already con-
gested cities, the growing concentration of landownership, resulting
in people without -a place to live, without a place to work.

It is a tragedy of life wasted, it. has dehumanized rural America
and rban America, too, and in part becauge of the policies of Gov;
eminent and the neglect of Government.

This subcommittee's hearings will continueras I said before. We
wintry toend that neglect and try to change those policies.

I am grateful to you all for appearing this morning and helping us,
and I hope we cair have the benefit of your recommendations and
comments into the future.

The hearings are now adjourned, subjecr to the call of the Chair. At
this time I order printed in the record the various communications
and reports that the subcommittee has received that are relevant to
our hearings.

1The material referred to follows :

ek
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Charles Q. Pmjean Wm. H. Busby
rotative Dirator Administrative Assistant

Federation of Southern COoperatives
40 Moriette Sireet, N.W./Suite 1200f4eleofe, Georgie 30303/Pbooe (404) $211266

October 8, 1971

The Honorable Senator Adlai E. Stevenson III
The Senate Office Building
United States Senate
Washington, D.C.

Deer Senator Stevenson:

On October 23, 1971; I gave testimony before your sub-committee
on migratory labor. In the testimony Presented, I along with others who
have been working directly with low-income farm.and non-farm rural people
forsthe past few years, presented the fact as we view them. Although ;:

much of what was-presented that morning to you and Senator Hughs may at
'first appear to be a negative and gloomy picture, let me assure you that .

such 18.r:et the case. Despite all of the problems faced by the rural poor'
of. our region, there is no other area in the whole country where optimism
and hope in the future are as bright.

There is faith in a better day; faith in our government,,and
in the belief that by working together people can effectively change their
lives forAhe 61er. In our area, as we indicated at the Hearing,-poor
and low-income Flacks and Whites alike have put their faith in what for
many is a brand new experience: the cooperative. The cooperative as
viewed by our people is not welfare; a.hand,out, or somebody else doing it
for you, etc.,.but rather is the concept of self-help employed by working
together with otHers.4 /t is self-determination, decision making, and partici
patOry democracy in action. r.

In ty'testimony, I.warned that the Office of Economic Opportunity
was planning to spend almost $400,000 of tax.payers money to study and
evaluate the low income rural cooperative movement. Many us feel.this is
a-flagrant waste of needed O.E.O. dollars,

When we.first heard of the proposed study, we were somewhat leery,
but after reading the 0.E.O. - Request for Proposal # PD 71-136,and after
meeting with its O.E.O. Washington authors we are now genuinely alarmed. There
is ample eVidence to indicate that 0.E.O.ts motives for ordering the study
and evaluation are auspeCt; and that what in fact 0.E.O. is lOoking is a
-justification to dump this predominantly grassroots movement, into which
thousands of rural poor have placed%their hopes for a better life,
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Enclosed is a copy of a position paper which explains our general
opposition to the study, however, there are other factors which we have not
detailed, e.g.: Why has O.E.O. picked this tine to study us? What is it
about us, our needs, problems, objectives, failures and succisses, etc. that
weronrselves already have not thoroughly detailed to 0.E.O. in hundreds or
more,quarterly and annual written reports* ai.rer the past five years? Since
the very first day, we received only half-hearted 0.E.O. backing at best,
that office has been evaluating us. If our grant was processed on Monday,
our funds received on Tuesday% the 0.E.O, evaluators were there oil Wednesday
trying to discover whet overnight miracles we had wrought; and then inditing
and concemning us when none were found.

From the hassles which we have one through as we attempted to
either get funded or refunded, as the case may be, Lt has been evident that
O. E. O. was never fully committed to rural cooperative development. We have
long feared that given the opportunity, 0.E.0. would readily abanion us.
Apparently that opportunity is now at hand.

The Nixon Administration has now stated that in line with its 1972
0.E.6. budget requests, all programs may be cut back by as much as 20Z. The
hardest hit by the requisite reductions include developmental health
(Comprehensive Health, Family Planning, and Narcotics Rehabilitation) and
general research and,demonstration programs of 0.E.0. :(most of the funds for
our cooperatives come out of the latter). Accordingly, the scope of re- .

4uctions in these areas is suebqthat no new program could be initiated and
many ongoing activities would betbandoned: In line with. the administration's
directive former 0.E.0.Director, Frank Carlucci, before leaving office,
ordered that a review of all research and development activities both planned
and underway beundertaken immediately to consider possible eliminations,
curtailments, or terminations.

In light of the above, the proposed 0,E.O. study and evaluation
begins to take an ominous dimension. Will the 0.E.O.study seek to discover
ways by which our nomment can advance ever forward or does it look instead
for justification for our elimination, curtailment or termination? To us
the 'answer is obvious~' 0.E.0, intends to write us off.

The low-income cooperative movement in the rural South is new, and
it promises much. It is however, not an all inclusive panacea for all the
economic ills of our region. It is but one of many needed approaches of support

tv
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for-a means to a better life for our people. Without equal 4ttention to the
rural, the more attractive we make our cities the greater the magnet we
create to draw still more and more rural people into them.

,

Over one hundred of our sister cooperatives have written to their
congressional delegations protesting the OEO planned.study. We certainly ..

hope that you will join with us, as has Dr. Ralph David Abernathy (see copy
of enclosed wire to OEO Director, Mr. Phillip Sanchez) in our effort to block
this negative action on the part of OEO. What we need, Senator, is not
analysis by government, but.its commattment and-support for efforts designed
to bring about a better rural America.

Sincerely,

William.H. Peace III
Assistant to Director

WHP/clh

Encl:
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SOUTNIIN 1VIAL COOPSIATISZ 10000MIC DCVSLOPMENT

Position Paper

Via * Via

DPP NO. P. D. 71-1364

"To Dulcet. Grauroot Cooperatives"

The ruination Divison of 0.6.0. has recently concluded that it wan necessary

to evaluate rural sraurpot cooperatives. So. the 0.i. O. lunation Staff put

together "Inquest for Proposal Nneher P.D. 71-136 Te Ivaluate Orassroot Cooperatives."

The stated purposes of this 1PP are as follows:

1. To provide an "valuation of rural cooperative programs

funded under the authority of /Action 232 of the Sammie
Opportunity Act.

2. To determine the effectiveness of a rural cooperative .

strategy to alleviate.rural poverty and to compare that
effectiVeness with 0.1.0. Dural Title 1-D program and
selected S.D.A. programs:

3. To Provide.0.1.0. with sous of the information seeded
A to develop o.loo intone, rural cooperative strategy.

After reviewing the 0.1:0. evaluation contract and its purposes,the seven

Slack peeps who are directly involved in this stool', unanimously agreed that the

study is unnecessary sad the time is inopportune. Oer reasons are as follows:

1. Cooperatives as a strategy to alleviate conditnes
of poverty WO been tried all over the world and
there Is oviducts enough to show their effective-
nese* tit show that they cmt work. Cooperative' have
worked in Swope, Asia, Africa, and ores in the
Americas. Duda* the Depression, -a cooperative
uovesmat was startegand greatly supported by the
goveummet) in several sections of the United Stites
and they have turned out to be successful nett*.
smuts for inproving,the impoverished nOnditioneef
fusers, consumers and others. Cotton
Produoste, Midland Cooperatives,' etc., are *hieing
example' of cooperative sconolic viability.
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2. The Slack Rural Southern Cooperative Moveeent is relatively
now and 3t needs more direct technical sad
financial support instead of Avaivatioas.

Already thiumavesent has been studied, monitoied,;.=.:

and evaluated,to death. We fee/ that we would be
toms/tins an immoral act by giving our blessings
to spend $385,000.00 for a study when If that money
were applied is 'direct services to our different
&taupe, to strengthened their blathers structures,-.
our shibirehlp would stand a better chance in

receiving remedies for their needs. -2,

3. W. hies spelled out oar needs to our government
incessantly. Ws have written countless proposal.
asking for assistance. Whey* either Nen ignored
completely or given crumbs. We are against the
rich and affluent telling 'us we hungry,
agave don't need medicine when we are the
receiving the pains end not,thes.

'New sfybe it is-kicause we wrote the proposal and not the. PhD's, that vs have

been ignored such., Maybe -Children of slaves and cbIldroi of like circumstances

should not expect nor: than we already rfeeived. Ivel itthis is the tees, we

. -
.

are determined to thane, or work towards changing this. The effort of thousands.

of Black low income faxilles working together in, cooperatives should not be

discoyfted.. The affluent should not be allowed to destroy the iditIitive'of a
. ,

people who are determined to make blotter life for themselves and built children .

through theIr own collective aggressive actions, nod especiallywhen on hotter

,
J

eXternetivea ar. offered.
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The Slack Croup is question are:

1. The loaf Cattle Projact of Nolmes County, Miss.

2. Mississippi fish Xuity, Clay County, Miss.

3. Dotted fooples Cooperative of Mississippi County, Ark.

4. Sonthodat Alabama' Self Delp Association, Totowa, Ala.

S. lout/meet Alabama Farmers Cooperative Association, Solna, Ala.
. .

G. federation of Southern Cooperatives, Atlanta, Ca.

7. Southern Cooperative Development fund, Lafayette, Ls.

Vs 1140d your assistance to block this evaluation for the time being. Vs woad

your support to amount * our 'warmest to focus its attention on'our needs and

saki a commitmest towards the remodying of these needs.

-3-
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MIGRATORY LABOR

Snbcontinfttee on Migratory Labor, 'Chairman:
Adlai B. Stevenson m

Aw Hisivaroan Pintaracrrrva

To fully coinprehend what has been accomplished during the First.
Session of the 92d Congress, _the. work of the Migratory Labor Sub-
committee must be put in proper perspective.

For a half-century this nation has been plagued with the problems
and plight of the migrant farmworker. Books, Presidential Reports,
television documentaries, songs and hundreds of volumes of Co
sional hearing records and studies are just about all there is to ow
for those who have fought to improve the plight of the migrant for so
long.

&nator Harrison A. Williams, Jr., was the first Chairman of the
Migratoq. Labor Subcommittee and served in that capacity from
1959-4968 He concentrated on legislation to correct the exclusion of
farmworkers from practically every significant social or worker benefit
program that had ever been enacted ifila law. His efforts led to partial
coverage of farmworkers under minimum wage and child labor laws,
visage of the Migrant Health Act, funding for special migrant educa-
tion progiam.s.Under, the Elementary and Secondary Education Act,

rohousing programs administered by. the Farmers Home Administration,
Farm Labor Contractor Registration Act, and special emphasis

programs in theWar on Poverty effort administered by OEO.
Senator 'Williams in his final Report for the Subcommittee, "Crime

in the Fields", The Migratory Farm Labor Problem in the United
States, 1969, Senate Report No. 91-81) saiad : "Our society continues to
overlook the probleme of crime in our fields, and the injustices afflict-
ing the migrant farmworker and his family. These problems result . ,
from society's inattention and collective negligence." The need lor
.continued legislative action, and oversight into the 1970's was em-
phasized by Senator Williams: "It is unfortunate, but imperative, that
the work of the Subcommittee must continue into the next decade."

Senator Walter -F. Mondale 'wu Chairman of the Subcommittee
during

in
91st Congress. In compreheneive, eight-part hearing, pub-

lished 7,000 pages and 16 volumes, he tonchunvely showed that
migrant and seasonal farmworkers lacked (he political and economic
power to have an impact on the,decisions that affected their own lives.
He dramaticallrdemonstrsted and documented the farmworker light
in 1970: "Parmskorkeref are powerless people, and,, their needs and
aspirations have,not foufid'vent in the economic and political systems
of.oiir country."'

(63)
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PRESENT DIRECTION

Senator Adlai E. Stevenson III was appointed Subcommittee Chair-
man in March, 1971, following reorganization of the Committee.
t At that time, there was a growing awareness in Washington and in

the fields that the plight of the farmworker must be considered in the
contett of all that is happening in rural America, and that what is

thappeneng in rural America is marked by the entrance of large giant
corporations and conglomerates in the entire food chain. In the aboence
of a national Tolley for rural America, government, at the federal,
state, and local level, there is little or no eoneern.for the farmworker,.
farmer, and all others who remain in'rural America. Those who have
the power to determine what policies for people would prevail in rural
America must be held accountable and responsible, and this was pre-
cisely within the jurisdiction and responsibility of the Migratory
Labor Subcommittee.

FIELD TRIPS

It was with this in mind that the Subcommittee went to see firsthand
the plight of the migrimt.

Trips to California and Colorado on March 4, 5 and 6 ;- Illinois on
March 16 and 17; and, Texas on March 23, 1971, confirmed his worst
fears. Malnourished, sick, ill - educated farmworkers, living in squalor,
unemployed and competing with persons working illegally in this
country from Mexico, characterized every visit, every cOnversation.
The Subcommittee saw the anger and desperation of those who actually
live the life of misery at the bottom of the economic ladder. Only the
frustrating but confident. recounting of the struggle for justice ob-.

tamed through farmworker organizations left any glimmer of hope.

Mums
Oil Jul 2, the Subcommittee initiated a -series of hearings and

investigations into the activities of agribusiness and government,
noting that "the problems of the most severely disadvantaged people
in rural America migrant and seasonal farmworkers cannot be
described, much less solved, unless we examine them in thr light of
the larger difficulty in agricultural Ameriegt : rural poverty."

In remarks at th'e hearings, Senator Stevenson condemned our
national policies that have abandoned the interests of people in rural'
America, and contribute to the decay and decadence that marks rural
America. lie questioned whether any progress had been made since
the Presidential Report : The People Left Behind". Most important,
lie set forth "the hard questions":

To what extent does rural poverty exist in 1971and 411y does it
persist?

What has the'meehanization of farming done totor for the social
and economic fabric of rural America?

Have small farmers and farmworkers, in the wake or rapid changes
in American agriculture, been effectively shut off from the benefits

iand safeguards which other workers in other industries enjoy today? .

28,7
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Ms the advent of "agribusiness"the rise of corporations and con-
glomerates as agricultural powershelped to alleviate rural poverty
or to aggravate it?

Is "agrigovernment", characterized by massive support programs
for agribusiness, meeting its responsibility to all the people and all
the institutions in rural America?

What are the common interests of small farmers and farmworkers
in the face of political and economic forces which control their lives,
which sometimes make them victims of poverty, but whicii lie beyond
their control?

Governor Breathitt, a witness at the first hearings, said that rural
poverty is as pervasive, if not more so, than in 1967, and that the
government has not acted to correct the situation. Wilson King eon-,
firmed the continuing existence of the problem from the vantage point
of an independent farmer. Dr. Keyserling diseussed rural. America
in the context of a complete failure of economic planning, and the
Agribusiness Accountability Project of Washington, D.C., empha-
sized that the Subcommitteesobjectives, as set forth in the Chairman's,
opening remarks, must be pursued. Only the tip of the iceberg is
known, they claimed, and there will be no opportunity to save rural
America unless we look at agribusiness together with the lack of
direction in government policies for rural Ameriea.

September 22 and 23 hearings were held to explore what economic
alternatives remained in rural, America, if any. Witnesses talked of
cooperative farming efforts in California and the South which indi-
cated that farmworker families, otherwise condemned to poverty,
could make $7-10,000 annually growing labor intensive crops on 2
to 3 acre plots of land. Land availability, technical expertise, market-
ing skills, and other problems loomed large, however, if their efforts
were to succeed:

National policies concerning rural America and land ownership,
distribution, and use throughout. he nation were again raised as sig-
nifieant issues. The latter issue was earmarked by witnesses as being
absolutely essential an worthy of Subcommittee investigation, as
only through learning the facts can meaningful solutions to the prob-
lems of farmers and farmworkers that have been Wt behind in rural
America be developed.

November 5 hearings were devoted to the questions of land owner-
ship, distribution and use. An extensive search for experts in the sub-
ject area produced witnesses on the history of land ownership in this
country, as well as an academician who aiscussed the extent of cor-
porate and conglomerate involvement in rural America and attendant
economic consequences. Additionally, farm organizations spelled out
how the large vertically and horizontally. integrated corporations and
Conglomerates are having subskintial impart on.the well-being of
rural America. Notwithstanding the lack of statistical data clear
trends toward giantism are discernable. and should receive consider-

° ably more attention than presently accorded.
The Subcommittee's objective of finding a national policy who

effect.g not simply "efficiency" or "progress" or "economy of wale"
proved worthy, for those values are coining at tooiligh price. A
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decent life for all'rural Aniericani must be emphasized.. Yet, as Sen-
ator Stevenson tkoted; "we are faced with vast and remarkable ut-
he,avar which is" occurring unseen and unheard by most- Americans.
liVe must as what is happening in rural America?. Why is it happen-
ing? Who is responsible.? To begin with, we must ask who owns rural
America--and so far in the hearings, it appears, no one in America
knows. ti

k California hearings on January 11, 12, and 13, 1972,kappeated to be
the logical place to continue the Subcommittee's inquiry. The objective
of these hearings.was :to further explore land ownership, use, and dis-
tribution; the consequences kof this on farmworkers; rural, poiert3r,
ruml,,to urban-migration, and the quality of life in rural areas; the
role and direction of present government policies; and finally, strat-
egiesfor change as envisioned by concerned persons in the public and
private Sector. .

'SUGCOMMITTEE ACTIVITIES

As 0.e hearings piogressed, the Subcoinmittee also pursued its re-
sponsibilities in the areas of legislation, legislative oversight,
oationi, studies and reports, and assistance to others.

These iictivities'all related to tlth' over 1,000,000 migrantlarmwork-
el.'s and their families and children involved in'stoop labor of thinning,
weeding, and harVesting our Nation's abundance of perishable fresh
fruits and vegetables. Over 60% of this population is Mexican- Ameri-
can ,. 30% black, 5 to 10% white, and 2% Indian. One -half are under
25 :ears of age; one-fourth are. female; one-third are children under

^ 14. The irtitrage life span of the negrant farmworker is 49;years. Re-
.,

cent data indicate that migrants average $891 annually from farm-
.. o work, arid. are employed only an average of 85'days a year. The ner-

. age grade level attained in school is 6.7 years; 17% are illiterate,' 21%
have never attended school Or not gone beyond the 4th grade. As Dr.
Robert. Coles, the Harvard Psychiatrist has noted, they lead de-
meaned; undignified, impoverished lives, and children particulasly

,are destlioycd by the constant mobilitynotwithstanding being the
hardest *orking element of the work force, traveling the face of the
Nation, always seeking more work, always avoiding welfare.

1.
_

LEGISLATION

Various legislative efforts,.though not emanating directly from the
Subcommittee, were made, aided by the Subcommittee 'members and
staff, although no specific piece of legislation was made the subject of
hearings, executive sessions, or report by the Subcommittee. For
example :

(1), Special mention of migrants' needs was included in the Emer-
gency Employment Act.

(2') The Higher Education Act (S. 659) contains amendments to
theiMigrant Education Programs of. the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act of 1065 to strengthen and improve the programs.

(3) The Higher (Education Act (S. 659) was amended to add bi-
lingual education and teacher traininkdcomponente.

(4) The EguitabIe Labor ProtectioK Amendmentsto the Sugar Act
of 1971 were introduced by the Subcommittee Chairman, who also tes..1

4. °



tiered before the Finance Committee.' thSngar Act is unique in that
it is &ordy, farm enbeidyprogram that provides benefits for farm-
workers 'Hai/ever, the Finance Committee did not agree to the
Amendnents, and by a vote of 45 to 86,the Senate rejected, them. .

(5) Ari effort tb substantially increase funds for Section 514 and
516 of the Farm Labor Housing l'rogram adniinistered by the Farmers
Home Administration was not considered on the floor of the Senate
after Sene,tor McGee, Chairman of the Appropriations Subcommittee,
agreed te'have the increased funds included in the Supplemental Ap-
propriations Bill.

16) Legislation extending the Office of Econanic Opportunity Pro-
am for two years included extension of the special Title ILIB
grant Programs Branch, with increased appropriation authoriza-

Eons. Additionally;rthe bill included special provisions for meeting
the needs of the migrant and bilingual population in the day-care
and legal services programs. The bill was vetoed by the-President.

(7) _Amendments lo welfare reform legislation have been drafted
and will be submitted to the Finance Committee and on the Floor of
the Senate that would assure farmworker coverage under new pro-
grams, and improve present coverage. . 1.

(8) Amendments. to the,Fair Labor Standards Act that would ex:
tend coverage to farmworkers and their children, with wage increases,
have been proposed with some supporting materials prepared by the
Subcommittee. .

(0) The Sulk-bnimittee staff is preparing a "Farinworker Bill of
Rights" that will for the first lime provide, in one document, language

"necessary to remove the present exclusion of farraworkers from most
all social and worker benefit programs.

INVESTIGATIONS, STUDIES, AND REPORTS I

The Subcominittee has conducted independent investigations and
studies in addition to its hearings, on the following issues and
programs :

(1) The role of the Land Grant College System; and the extent to
Which it is helping farmworkers with its research, educational, re-
search, and-demonstration facilities. t

(2) The operations of the U.S.D.L. Farm Labor Service.
(3) Program outreich of 0E0, the 1igrant Health Act, Migrant

Education Programs, and various housing prokr.ams.
'(4) The Border Commuter Labor Problem, including the entrance

of illegals to perform formwork, and the use of green card holders to '4 break farm strikes, continued Imder the scrutiny of the
Subcommittee.

ASSISTANCE TO 'OTHERS

The Migratory Labor Subcommittee is in a most unique situation,
for it continues to be the primary fool's of attention for farnoorker
problemh in the Nation. No other agency or institution, public or pri-
vate, performs the most important function of coordinating, substan-
tively or procedurally, the interest of federal, state or local .organza-

- tions, and the Subcommittee continues as the only place to turn for
those concerned. The farmNorkei problem is interstate in nature and
National in scope. Private, local and state migratory labor committees,
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as well as any national effort limited to problems of one state or geo-
graphical area, or one program are not equipped to undertake more
than a partial treatment of the 'difficulties related to migratory labor.
At the same time, there is a profusion of governmental departments,
agencies and units that have evolved to treat in detail the different as
peas of the problems outlined herein. Overlap exists amongst the
myriad of agencies, and an abundance of top ieavy bureaucracy even-
tually causes confusion and frustrgion to hose trying most tp help
the farmworker.

The Subcommittee thus performs an im iortant role of providing
an overall view of the farm labor problem :

(1) Farmworkers, church groups, labor unions, civil rights organi-
Asations, Congressiona'l offices-and others have visited, written, called, in,
and asked for information, and diligent efforts were made to supp,ly
needed materials.

(2) Interested persons were appropriately directed to particularly
involved administrative offices and-agenbies-ancl.were often represented
in staff conferences with federal officials in the hopes that their needs
could be met.

(3) The Subcommittee served as a resource for many Congressional
offices concerning various legislative propo§als. at the state level that
might affect union organization and collective bargaining.

THE ST:111COMMIrEe,s FUTURE ACTIVITIES

The hearing's and investigations of the Subcommittee, after comple-
tion.of the California hearings, will continue in the theme of the farm-
worker problem existing in the contexteof all that is happening in rural
America. That poverty peroists was establiShed at the initial hearin
but the root causes, and sy prognosis welt, stated by Witnesses to
dependent on further examination of the issues of land use, distribu-
tion, and ownership. Witnesses further emphasized that the economic-
opportunities, the quality of life and the character of rural America
and the welfare of its people are undergoing substantial pressures and
changes caused and created by the new faces that have invaded rural
America.

It therefore logically follows that-upon return of the Subcommittee
to Washington after the--California. hearings, government -officials
should be called and asked the same hard questions that have been

\asked of those in the private sector.
In the meantime, thS Subcommittee will pursue its general leg?slative.

oversight functionaind will continue to serve and assist the constitu-
. tilt§ who approach the Subcommittee. .

'Andy finally, the Subcommittee will continue the.search forth4 root
causes of the, farmworker-plight. The bandaid approaches of the past
have serious shortcomings, and it is only now that we are coming to
grips with the root causes of the problem. It is from thiepoint that a
struggle Pr significant-change may take on greater meaning.

.(Whereupon, at 12:07 p.m., the tsubannmittee was aitjourned, sub?
ject to call of the Chair,)' .
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